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Staging Directions

From its critical analyses to its delirious ravings to its hysterical
actings out I’ve always imagined this text staged. I ask you to imagine this
staging of the unstageable as well. Of course the limit which has constantly
presented itself is the theatrical representation of sex. In the course of
preparing this text I’ve contemplated numerous possibilities, including live
action and working soft sculpture genitalia. But the method I’ve decided
upon has, I believe, a more pronounced conceptual charge. This is detailed
in the directions that follow. So use your imaginations and stage it for me in
your minds. Here’s the scene: wading through the picketing protesters
outside you pass through the lobby into the darkened theater; a woman’s
moaning is heard as though muffled by walls. You read the missive you’ve
been given with the program. The curtain’s going up!

The stage is to be divided into three sections, one large central room
flanked on either side by two smaller rooms, one half as large as the other.
The much smaller of the two rooms stage right presents the audience with a
blank outside wall in which there is a translucent curtained window
positioned to the edge of the stage. The smaller room stage left presents the
audience with a blank outside wall positioned to the edge of the stage in
which there is a large, open window lattice-work. The large middle room is
to be set-off from the audience by a large, open window lattice-work
positioned to the edge of the stage. The effect is to be the rendering of the
audience into voyeurs. This central, middle room (the boudoir) is to be
sparsely decorated: a large floor rug, a divan in the center of the room, and
a large distorting mirror against the back wall, extreme center stage. Lateral
walls are to set-off the central segment of wall from the smaller enclosed
rooms. Double doors set into these lateral walls are to provide entrance and
exit on both sides of the boudoir. Four chairs are to be positioned along the
walls in this middle room. Four large screen TV’s are to be positioned on
the walls of this middle room so as to be visible to the entire audience.( If
large screen TV’s are impractical, ornamentally framed television sets can
be substituted sunk into the walls as though they were paintings.) A
dressing table is to be positioned under the mirror.

As the audience enters they are to given the missive “To Libertines”
along with any programs. A woman’s moaning and grunting (with
appropriate echo-reverb) is to be heard lowly, as though from deep within
some catacombs; this can be heard entr’acte as well. Different voices can
be used throughout.
The actors are to be costumed in contemporary fashion over skin
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colored body stockings. They are to mime-dance-act-out the sex acts called
for by the text. As they are doing this a series of thematic video montages
of appropriate scenes of sexual acts are to be played at modulated rhythms
on the video screens. These montages are to be pre-constructed and to
mirror the sex acts called for by the text; i.e., if oral sex is being described,
demonstrated, etc., then scenes of oral sex are to be shown en montage on
the screens as displaced through the representations. As the excitement of
the participants increases, so does the rhythm of the montages, until
orgasms are achieved and scenes of orgasms are furiously flashed. There is
to be no literal physical contact between the actors; you can only see the
sexual acts through representations. This finds theoretical foundation in the
text itself. Again, these montages are to illustrate the sex acts called for by
the text: oral, anal, vaginal, double penetration, onanistic, etc. They can be
produced by culling the many miles of “porn” films available, depending
on the existence of a fairness doctrine regarding the use of video.
Appropriated audio tracks can be used as well: non-synchronous wild
moaning, grunting, etc. During periods when no sexual activity is called for
(i.e. during the ‘reading’ of the pamphlet) the framed video screens are to
be presented as mirrors.

The pamphlet proper is to be pre-recorded using (50) different male and
female voices. Every M and F (which refer to the index) is to be a different
voice with characteristics appropriate to represent the author of the citation
(i.e. male, female, young, old, accents, etc.). The three remaining voices,
each representing one of the remaining three ‘discourses’, are to be
portrayed by particular characteristics: the ‘raging discourse’ (18 pt.) is to
be precisely that– a raging, sarcastic, over-the-top male voice; the
‘professorial discourse’ (16 pt.) is to be portrayed by a elder male voice
evoking learning and the transfer of knowledge; the ‘hysterical discourse’
(12 pt.) is to be sexually indeterminate as far as this is possible. The actor
playing Le chevalier is to “read” (lip sync) this document facing the large
distorting mirror, with his back to the audience. The other appropriate cast
members are to use the chairs on stage, moved as is appropriate, to sit
facing both him and the audience. The entire effect is to be one of speaking
in tongues, of a plurality erupting from the ‘singularity’ of the speaker, as
though he were possessed. The audience is to see only his back and his
wildly deformed reflection in the large mirror– lighting may be used to
highlight this effect.

Before, during and after the performance there are to be protesters
picketing outside– lead by two rabble-rousing ring-leaders, Speaker
Number One (female, obese, curly hair, bib-overalls, t-shirt) and Speaker
Number Two (female, business suit, bureaucratic manner, hair in a tight
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bun), taking turns at the microphone, inciting the crowd to “resistance and
community action” (see Appendix).

At the end of the play, just prior to the cast taking their bow, a young
woman, one of the protesters, is to storm into the theater (a slight quiet
scuffle is to take place at the door, “Hey, you can’t come in here, etc...”)
and onto the stage wailing in an increasingly hysterical voice “Patriarchal
ideology threatening to tear us apart!..” over and over again to the point of
‘hysterical’ excess, exhorting the seemingly deaf ears of the audience. She
is then to join the other cast members who come up behind her for their
bow– they all bow together. When finished, as the audience is leaving, the
woman’s moaning can again be heard from deep within.

A note on the pamphlet: all citations are used in good faith. They, as
constituting one of the four discourses or voices, are used rhetorically in
this small historical document to represent one of the ways that knowledge
and desire are inscribed culturally. Some of the sources of quotations have
been lost to me over the course of time: I apologize and ask your
indulgence– if I’ve made any mistakes please bear in mind that for me
writing is nothing more nor less than the struggle out of delirium.
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To Libertines

Voluptuaries of every age and every sex, it’s to you
alone that I offer this work: nourish yourselves upon its
principles, they favor your passions, and those very
passions, of which flat and frigid moralists would have you
fear, are the only means that nature employs in order to lead
Humankind in the purposes that it has for them; listen only
to those delicious passions; their voice is the only one that
can lead you to happiness.
Libidinous women, let the sensualist Saint-Ange be your
model; be contemptuous, after her fashion, of everything
which, opposed to the divine laws of pleasure, has
enchained her all her life.
Young women too long restrained by the absurd and
dangerous bonds of a fantastic virtue and a disgusting
religion, imitate the ardent Eugénie; demolish, trample
under-foot, as rapidly as she, all the ridiculous precepts
inculcated by imbecilic parents.
And you, agreeable debauchés, you who, since your
youth, have had no other checks than your desires and no
other laws than your whims, let the shameless Dolmancé
serve you as example; go as far as he, if, like him, you want
to traverse all the perfumed paths that lubricity prepares for
you; convince yourself in his school that it’s only by
refining the sphere of all tastes and all fantasies, that it’s
only by sacrificing all to voluptuousness, that this unhappy
creature known by the name of Human, cast in spite of
itself into this sad universe, will be able to sow some roses
on the thorns of life.

iv

PHILOSOPHY IN THE BOUDOIR
or

THE IMMORAL TEACHERS
DIALOGUES
INTENDED FOR THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG WOMEN

First Dialogue

MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE,
LE CHEVALIER DE MIRVEL.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Hello, my friend. Where’s M. Dolmancé?

LE CHEVALIER: He’ll be here precisely at four, and since we won’t be
eating until seven, we’ll have, as you can see, plenty of time to chat.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: You know, brother, I do wonder a little about my
curiosity and about all the obscene plans for today. Truly you’re overindulgent; the more I try to be reasonable, the more my dirty mind becomes
libertine and excites itself: you give me everything which acts to indulge
me...At twenty-six years I should already be staid and conservative, but
here I am nothing less than the most excessive of women...You have no
idea what I imagine, my friend, what I’d like to do. I thought that by
confining myself to women it would make me better behaved...that by
concentrating my desires on my own sex I would no longer lust after yours:
fanciful projects, my friend; the pleasures I wanted to deprive myself of
only came to offer themselves with more ardor, and I saw that when one is,
like me, born for libertinage, it becomes useless to dream of imposing
limits on yourself: ardent desires quickly shatter them. My dear, I’m an
amphibious animal; I love everything, I pleasure myself with everyone, I
want to reunite all species of pleasure; but admit it, isn’t it a complete
extravagance for me to want to meet this singular Dolmancé who, all his
life you say, has never known a woman in the prescribed usage, who,
sodomite by principle, not only is idolatrous of his own sex, but cedes to
ours only under special clause that we present him with those dear traits
with which he’s accustomed to serve himself with men? You see, my friend,
such is my bizarre fantasy: I want to be the Ganymede to this new Jupiter, I
want to enjoy his delights, his debauchery, I want to be the victim of his
errors: you know that until now, my dear, I’ve given myself thus only to
you, through complaisance, or to one of my servants, who, paid to treat me
in this way, lent themselves to it for profit; today it’s neither complaisance
nor caprice, it’s only delight which moves me...I see, between my
experiences and those which are yet to occur, an inconceivable difference,
and I want to breech it. Paint a picture of your Dolmancé, I ask you, in
order that I might have him clearly in my mind before his arrival; you’re
aware that I only know him from having encountered him the other day
when I was with him in a house for just a few minutes.

LE CHEVALIER: Dolmancé, my sister, has just turned thirty-six; he’s tall,
handsome, with lively and intelligent eyes, but with something a little hard
and a bit wicked depicted in his features; he has the most beautiful teeth in
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the world, a little softness about the waist and in his figure, doubtless due
to his habit of so often taking on feminine airs; he’s extremely elegant, has
a pretty voice, many talents, and above all an extremely philosophic mind.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: He doesn’t believe in God, I hope.

LE CHEVALIER: Oh! never say that! He’s the most celebrated atheist, the
most immoral man...Oh! his is by far the most complete and entire
corruption, he’s the evilest and most villainous individual who exists.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: How hot that makes me! I’m going to like this man.
And his pleasures, brother?

LE CHEVALIER: You know them; the delights of Sodom are dear to him
whether giving or receiving; he loves only men for his pleasures, and if
sometimes he nevertheless consents to try women, it’s only on condition
that they’ll be complaisant enough to change sex with him. I’ve spoken to
him of you, I’ve informed him of your intentions; he accepts and warns you
of the clauses of the deal. I warn you, my sister, he’ll refuse you completely
if you try to engage him otherwise: “What I consent to do with your sister,
he claims, is a liberty, an outburst with which one soils oneself only rarely
and with precautions.”

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Soil oneself!..with precautions!..I love to the point of
madness the language of these adorable men! Between ourselves, women as
well have exclusive words which prove, like those do, the profound horror
which they have for all who aren’t part of the common cult...Ah! tell me
my dear, has he had you? With your delicious figure and your 20 years, one
can, I believe, captivate such a man!

LE CHEVALIER: I’ll not hide from you my extravagances with him, you’ve
got too much intelligence to condemn them. In fact, I love women, and I
surrender myself to such strange delights only when a likeable man urges
me. Then there’s nothing I won’t do. I’m far from that ridiculous pride
which leads our young upstarts to think it’s necessary to respond to such
propositions with bashes of a stick or fist; is man the master of his desires?
One must pity those which have the most demanding tastes, but never insult
them: their wrong is that of human nature; they were never more
responsible for coming into this world with strange tastes than we are of
being born handicapped. Does a man say something disagreeable to you by
giving you witness to the desire that he wants to enjoy you with? No,
doubtlessly; it’s a compliment that he gives you; why then respond with
insults or injuries? Only fools can think otherwise; never has a reasonable
man spoken differently than I have, but it’s true the world is populated with
flat-headed imbeciles who believe it means to lack respect for them to find
and avow them fitted for one’s pleasures, and who, spoiled by women
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always jealous of whatever seems to infringe upon their rights, imagine
themselves the Don Quixotes of those common rights, brutalizing whoever
does not acknowledge their extent.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! my friend, kiss me! You’d not be my friend if
you thought otherwise; but a few details, I ask you, about the appearance of
this man and about his pleasures with you.

LE CHEVALIER: M. Dolmancé was told by one of his friends of the superb
member with which you know me to be provided; he engaged the marquis
de V... to have us dine together. Once there, it was necessary to exhibit
what I had with me; at first, curiosity seemed the only motive; a handsome
ass turned my way, and which supplied for my pleasure, made me see that
taste alone had been behind the examination. I advised Dolmancé of all the
difficulties of the enterprise; nothing shocked him. “I’m proof against the
ram, he said, and you’ll not have the glory of being the most formidable of
the men who’ve perforated the ass I offer you.” The marquis was there; he
encouraged us while fingering, handling, kissing all we brought to the light
of day. I presented myself...I asked for at least some preparation: “Hold
on!” said the marquis; “you’ll take away half the sensations that Dolmancé
waits for; he wants you to split him in two, he wants you to rend him.”—
“He’ll be satisfied!” I said blindly plunging into the gulf...And perhaps you
believe, sister, that I had a lot of trouble?..Not a bit; my prick, big as it is,
disappeared with all my doubts and I touched the bottom of his entrails
without the brute seeming to feel it. I dealt well to Dolmancé: the excessive
voluptuousness he tasted, his quiverings, his delicious enunciations, all this
excited me, and I inundated him. Hardly had I withdrawn than Dolmancé,
turning around towards me, hair disshelveled, red as a bacchante: “You see
the state you’ve put me in, dear chevalier?,” he said, while offering me a
seasoned roguish prick, very long and at least six inches around; “deign, I
ask, o my love! to serve me as woman after having been my lover, and let
me say that in your arms I’ve tasted all the divine pleasures I cherish above
all.” Finding as little difficulty in one as in the other, I readied myself; the
marquis, dropping his pants in front of me, begged me to be yet a bit more
the man with him while I was going to be the wife of his friend; I treated
him like Dolmancé, who, paying me back a hundred times for all the
shakes with which I overwhelmed the third, exhaled into the heart of my
ass that enchanting liquid which I sprinkled, nearly at the same time, into
that of V...

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: You must have had the greatest pleasure my brother,
finding yourself thus between the two; they say it’s marvellous.

LE CHEVALIER: It’s certainly the best place to be, my angel; but whatever is
said of them, all are extravagances that I’ll never prefer to the pleasure of
women.
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah well, my dear love, to compensate you today for
your delicate compliance, I’m going to hand to your ardors a young virgin
girl, more beautiful than love!

LE CHEVALIER: How! with Dolmancé...you’re going to bring a woman to
your house?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s a question of education; a little girl that I met at
the convent last autumn, while my husband was bathing. We couldn’t do
anything there, we didn’t dare, too many eyes were fixed upon us; but we
promised amongst ourselves to get together as soon as possible; occupied
exclusively by this desire, in order to satisfy it I’ve become acquainted with
her family. Her father is a libertine...I’ve captivated him. Anyway, the little
one is coming, I’m waiting for her; we’re going to spend two days
together...two wonderful days; for the better part of this time I’ll be
educating this young person. Dolmancé and I will put in this pretty little
head all the principles of unrestrained libertinage, we’ll emblazon on her
will our fires, we’ll feed her our philosophy, we’ll inspire her with our
desires, and as I want to join a little of practice along with theory, as I want
to demonstrate to the tee what I’m talking about, I’ve destined for you, my
brother, the harvest of Cytherea’s myrtles, and for Dolmancé the roses of
Sodom. I’ll have two pleasures at the same time, that of enjoying for
myself these criminal pleasures and those of giving the lessons, of inspiring
the fantasies of the lovely innocent that I’ve trapped in my nets. Well,
chevalier, is this project worthy of my imagination?
LE CHEVALIER: It could only have been conceived by you; it’s divine, my
sister, and I promise to fulfill to perfection the wonderful role you have for
me. Oh! you wicked thing, how you’re going to enjoy the pleasures of
educating this child! what delights for you in corrupting her, in choking in
this young heart all the seeds of virtue and of religion placed by her
teachers! In truth that’s too rakish for me.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s certain that I’ll spare nothing in perverting her,
in degrading her, in order to overthrow in her all the false moral principles
with which they may have already been able to daze her will; I want, in two
lessons, to make her as crafty as I am...as impious...as debauched. Inform
Dolmancé of everything as soon as he arrives, in order that the venom of
his immoralities will circulate in that young heart with those that I’ll inject,
to succeed in uprooting in a short time all the seeds of virtue which,
without us, could have germinated.

LE CHEVALIER: It’d be impossible to find a better man for the job:
irreligion, impiety, inhumanity, libertinage all roll from his lips as mystic
unctions once did from the lips of the celebrated archbishop of Cambrai;
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he’s the most profound seducer, the most corrupt, most dangerous
man...Ah! my dear friend, let your student respond to the cares of the
teacher, and I guarantee her damned straight-away!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It shouldn’t take long, considering the disposition I
know her to possess...
LE CHEVALIER: But, tell me, my dear sister, is there nothing to fear from
her parents? If that little girl should chatter when she gets back home?..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Fear nothing, I’ve seduced her father...he’s mine.
Must I tell you? I gave myself to him in order to close his eyes; he’s
ignorant of my designs, and will never dare to search them out...I have him!
LE CHEVALIER: Your methods are shocking.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: As they must be in order to be sure.
LE CHEVALIER: So! tell me, I beg, who is this youngster?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Her name is Eugénie, the daughter of a certain
Mistival, one of the richest businessmen in the capital, about thirty-six
years old; her mother is thirty-two and she herself is fifteen. Mistival is as
much a libertine as his wife is devout. As for Eugénie, it would be in vain,
my friend, for me to try to describe her for you; she’s out of my reach; it
should suffice you to know that neither of us have ever seen anyone as
delicious in the world.
LE CHEVALIER: But if you can’t paint her, sketch her at least, so that,
knowing a little more with whom I’ll have to deal, I can better fill my
imagination with that to which I’m going to sacrifice.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh well, my friend, her chestnut hair, too much to
grasp in one handful, descends below her ass; her skin is a dazzling
whiteness, her nose a little aquiline, her eyes ebony black and full of
ardor!..Oh! my friend, it’s not possible to contain oneself in those
eyes...You can’t imagine the foolery to which they’ve driven me...If you
could see the pretty eyebrows which crown them...the interesting lashes
which border them!..Her mouth is so small, her teeth superb, and all of it
fresh!..One of her beauties is the elegant manner with which her beautiful
head is attached to her shoulders, the air of nobility she has when she
turns...Eugénie is tall for her age; one would think her seventeen; her figure
is a model of elegance and finesse, her throat is delicious...She has the
prettiest breasts!..Hardly handfuls but so soft...so fresh...so white...Twenty
times I lost my head kissing them! and if you had seen how she moved
under my caresses...how her two big eyes painted for me the state of her
5

soul!..Ah my friend, I ignore so much! But if it’s necessary to judge by
what I know, never had Olympus a divinity worthy of her...But I hear
her...leave us; go out by the garden in order to avoid her, and be on time for
our rendezvous.

LE CHEVALIER: The portrait you just made for me assures it. Ah, heavens!
to leave, to leave in the state I’m in...Goodbye...a kiss...one kiss, my sister,
to satisfy me till later. (She kisses him, touching his cock through his pants,
and the young man leaves in anticipation.)

6

Second Dialogue

MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE,
EUGÉNIE.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! hello my lovely; I’ve been waiting for you with
an impatience you could only know if you read my heart.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my precious woman, I thought I’d never get here, I wanted
so much to be in your arms; an hour before leaving, I shuddered to think
that all might have changed; my mother was absolutely opposed to this
delicious party; she claimed that it wasn’t suitable for a girl of my age to go
out alone; but my father had treated her so badly the day before that a
single one of his glances thrust Mme de Mistival into silence; she ended up
by consenting to what my father had allowed me, and I rushed here. They
gave me two days; it’s absolutely necessary that your car and one of your
women take me home the day after tomorrow.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: How short our time will be, my dear angel! I’ll be at
pains to express in such a short time all that you inspire in me...and besides
we have to chat; do you know that during this interview I’m to initiate you
in the most mysterious secrets of Venus? will we have the time in two
days?
EUGÉNIE: Ah! if I don’t get to know everything, I’ll stay...I came here to be
taught and I’m not going to leave without learning.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE, kissing her: Oh! dear love, the things we’re going to
do and say to one another! But, by the way, do you care for a little lunch,
my queen? The lesson may be long.

EUGÉNIE: I have, dear friend, no other need than to listen to you; we ate en
route a mile or two from here; I could wait until eight tonight without the
least desire for food.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s go into my boudoir then, we’ll be more at our
ease there; I have already warned my men; be assured that no one shall
interrupt us.
(They go into the boudoir, arm in arm.)

7

Third Dialogue

The scene is in a charming boudoir.
MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE,
EUGÉNIE, DOLMANCÉ.

EUGÉNIE, very surprised to see in this room a man she had not expected:
Oh! God! we’re betrayed dear friend!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, equally surprised: By what chance are you here, sir?
It seems to me you were supposed to be here at four...

DOLMANCÉ: One always hurries the most one can the pleasure of seeing
you madame; I ran into your brother, and he felt that my presence would be
of help in the lessons you’re going to give to the mademoiselle; he knew
that this would be the school where the course was to be taught; he secretly
led me here, not imagining that you’d disapprove, and, as for him, as he
knows that his demonstrations will not be necessary until after the
theoretical dissertations, he won’t be here until later.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In truth, Dolmancé, this is an unforeseen turn...

EUGÉNIE: By which I’m not deceived, my good friend; all this is your
work...At least you could’ve asked me...Now I’m flushed with a shame
which will undoubtably stand in the way of all our projects.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I must protest, Eugénie, that this surprise is the work
of my brother; but don’t be startled: Dolmancé, who I know to be a very
likeable man, and with precisely the kind of philosophic knowledge we
need for your instruction, can only be very helpful to our projects; as for his
discretion, I speak for his as for my own. Get to know then my dear, the
man of the world in the best state to form you, and to lead you into the
career of happiness and pleasure that we want to follow together.

EUGÉNIE, blushing: Oh! I’m still so confused by all of this...

DOLMANCÉ: Come now, beautiful Eugénie, put yourself at ease...modesty is
an old virtue which you, with so many charms, should know how to do
without.

EUGÉNIE: But decency...

DOLMANCÉ: Another gothicism, which one can’t make much of a case for
now-a-days. It’s so strongly contrary to nature! (Dolmancé seizes Eugénie,
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grasps her in his arms and kisses her.)

EUGÉNIE, defending herself: Stop that, sir!..In truth you mishandle me!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eugénie, listen, let’s stop playing the prude with this
charming man; I don’t know him any better than you, but watch how I give
myself to him! (She kisses him lewdly on the mouth.) Imitate me.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! I really want to; from who might I take better examples?(She
gives herself to Dolmancé, who kisses her ardently, frenching her.)

Dolmancé: Ah! the lovable, delicious creature!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, kissing her the same way: Did you think, you little
rascal, that I wouldn’t take my turn? (Here Dolmancé, taking them both in
his arms, tongues each for a quarter of an hour, and they tongue both each
other and him in turn.)
DOLMANCÉ: Ah! these are the preliminaries which make me drunk with
pleasure! Ladies, do you agree? It’s extraordinarily hot: we might chat
infinitely better in something more comfortable.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I agree; let’s put on these transparent negligees:
they’ll veil only those of our attractions which are necessary to hide from
desire.

EUGÉNIE: Truly, my precious, you make me do such things!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, helping her undress: Completely ridiculous, isn’t it?

EUGÉNIE: At least very indecent, in truth...Oh! how you kiss me!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Such a pretty throat!..a rose just barely in bloom.

DOLMANCÉ, considering Eugénie’s breasts without touching them: And
which promises other charms...infinitely more estimable.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: More estimable?

DOLMANCÉ: Oh! yes, on my honor! (While saying this Dolmancé appears
eager to turn Eugénie around in order to examine her from behind.)

EUGÉNIE: Oh! no, no, I entreat you.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: No, Dolmancé...I don’t want you to see yet...an
object whose dominion over you is too strong, so that having it one time in
9

your mind, you can no longer reason cold-bloodedly. We need your lessons,
give them to us, and the myrtles that you want to pluck will form your
crown.
DOLMANCÉ: Alright, but in order to demonstrate, to give to this beautiful
child the first lessons of libertinage, it’s necessary at least that you have the
kindness to lend yourself.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In good time!..All right, here then I’m nude:
discourse on me as much as you want!

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! what a beautiful body!..It’s Venus herself, embellished by
the Graces!

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my dear friend, what charms! Let me examine them at my
ease, let me cover them with kisses. (She does it.)

DOLMANCÉ: Such excellent predispositions! A little less ardor, beautiful
Eugénie, it’s only your attention I want for the moment.

EUGÉNIE: Continue, I’m listening, I’m listening...It’s only that she’s so
beautiful...so plump, so fresh!..Ah! how charming my precious friend is,
isn’t she, sir?

DOLMANCÉ: She’s beautiful, assuredly...perfectly beautiful; but I’m of the
opinion that you give nothing away to her...Come now, listen to me, pretty
little student, or be afraid that if you’re not amenable, I’ll exercise over you
those rights amply given me by the title of instructor.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! yes, yes, Dolmancé, I deliver her to you; she
must be severely scolded if she isn’t well-behaved.

DOLMANCÉ: I may not be able to keep myself to mere remonstrances.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! just heaven! you startle me...and what do you intend sir?

DOLMANCÉ, mumbling and kissing Eugénie on the mouth:
Punishments...corrective measures, and that pretty little ass may well
answer to me for the faults made by your head. (He hits her rear through
the negligee in which she is now clothed.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Yes, I approve of the project, but not all of the rest.
Let’s begin our lesson, or the little time we have to enjoy is going to pass in
preliminaries, and the instruction will not be complete.

DOLMANCÉ, (He touches on Mme de Saint-Ange all the parts that he in turn
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discusses.): I’ll begin. I’ll say nothing about these globes of flesh: you
know as well as I, Eugénie, that they’re indifferently called boobs, breasts,
tits; their use is a great virtue in pleasure; a lover has them under his eyes
while coming; he caresses them, he handles them, some even form of them
the seat of bliss, and, their member niched between the two mounds of
Venus, which the woman presses and compresses, at the end of some
movement, certain men manage to spill there the delicious balm of life, of
which the flow makes all the happiness of libertines...But this member on
which it’ll be necessary to discourse ceaselessly, wouldn’t it be more to the
point, madame, to give our student a dissertation on it?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I believe so.

DOLMANCÉ: All right, madame; I’m going to stretch out on this couch,
you’ll place yourself next to me, take hold of the subject and explicate its
properties to our young student. (Dolmancé situates himself and Mme de
Saint-Ange demonstrates.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: This scepter of Venus, that you see under your eyes,
Eugénie, is the premier agent of the pleasures of love: it’s called member
par excellence; there isn’t a single part of the human body into which it
can’t enter. Always responsive to the passions of whomever wields it,
sometimes it nests there (she touches Eugénie’s cunt): that’s the ordinary
way...the most used, but not the most agreeable; in searching for a more
mysterious temple, it’s often here (she spreads her cheeks and shows her
asshole) that the libertine searches for bliss: we’ll come back to this
pleasure, the most delicious of all; the mouth, the breasts, the armpits often
present to him yet other altars to burn his incense; and finally whichever
one of these places he prefers, after being agitated for a few minutes, one
will see him spurt a white viscous fluid, the flowing of which plunges the
man in a delirium keen enough for him to procure the sweetest pleasure
that he can hope to have in his life.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! how I’d like to see this fluid flow!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: That would take but the simple vibration of my
hand: see, how it inflames in proportion to how I shake it! These
movements are called pollution and, in the language of libertines, this
action is called jacking.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my dear friend, let me jack this handsome member.

DOLMANCÉ: I can’t stand it! Let us do it, madame: this ingenuity is making
me horribly hard.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I’m opposed to this effervescence. Dolmancé, be
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wise: the flow of seed, while diminishing the activity of your animal spirits,
would abate the warmth of your dissertations.

EUGÉNIE, handling Dolmancé’s testicles: Oh! I’m irritated, my precious
friend, at the resistance you put in front of my desires!..And these balls,
what’s their use, and what are they called?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The technical term is genitals...testicles is the artistic
one. These balls contain the reservoir of that prolific seed of which I just
spoke, and of which ejaculation in the womb of the woman produces the
human species; but we’ll not stress these details, Eugénie, that are more
dependent on science than libertinage. A pretty girl should concern herself
with fucking and never with engendering. We’ll glide over all that which
pertains to the flat mechanism of population, in order to apply ourselves
principally and uniquely to those libertine voluptuousnesses whose spirit is
in no way reproductive.

EUGÉNIE: But, my dear friend, when this enormous member, which I can
hardly hold in my hand, penetrates, as you assure me that it can, in a hole
as small as that of your ass, that must make for a great deal of pain for the
woman.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Whether that introduction is made in front or in
back, when a woman is not yet accustomed to it she’ll always suffer some
pain. Nature has been pleased to make us so that we can come to happiness
only by way of pain; but, once vanquished, nothing can equal any longer
the pleasure that one enjoys, and those that one experiences at the introduction of that member in our asses is incontestably preferable to those that
can be procured by that same introduction in front. And the dangers,
afterall, that a woman escapes! Less risk to her health, and not any of
pregnancy. At present however I won’t dwell on this delight; your master
and mine, Eugenie, will analyse it shortly enough, and joining practice with
theory, will convince you, I hope, my precious, that, of all the pleasures of
jouissance, it’s the only one you should prefer.

DOLMANCÉ: Hurry your demonstrations, madame, I beg you, I can’t hold
myself any longer; I’ll discharge in spite of myself, and this formidable
member, reduced to nothing, will be unable to serve in your lessons.

EUGÉNIE: What! it’ll be reduced to nothing, my precious, if it lost this seed
you speak of!..Oh! let me make him lose it, so I can see what happens to
it...I’ll take such pleasure in seeing it flow!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: No, no, Dolmancé, get up; remember that it’s the
reward of your labor, and that I won’t deliver it to you until after you’ve
merited it.
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DOLMANCÉ: So be it, but to better convince Eugénie of all that we’re going
to relate to her concerning pleasure, what inconvenience would there be if
you were to jack her in front of me, for example?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: None, doubtless, and I’ll proceed there joyously,
more especially since this lubricious episode can only aid in our lessons.
Place yourself on that couch, my precious.

EUGÉNIE, gesturing to the video screens: O God! the delicious recess! But
why all these mirrors?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s in order that, by repeating the attitudes in a
thousand diverse ways, they’ll multiply to infinity the same jouissances in
the eyes of those who taste them on this divan. Not any part of one or the
other’s bodies is able to be hidden by this means: everything must be seen;
these images are so many groups assembled around those that love enchains, so many imitators of their pleasures, so many delicious scenes, of
which their lubricity intoxicates and which serve shortly in the completion
itself.
EUGÉNIE: What a delicious invention!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Dolmancé, undress the victim yourself.

DOLMANCÉ: That won’t be difficult, since it’s only a question of lifting this
gauze in order to make naked the most touching attractions. (He renders
her naked, and his first look proceeds instantly to her ass.) I’m about to see
then, this divine and precious ass that I covet with such ardor!..Sacred god!
what plumpness and freshness, what brilliancy and elegance!..I’ve never
seen one more beautiful!
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! rascal! how your first homages bespeak your
tastes and pleasures!

DOLMANCÉ: But can there be anything in the world to equal this?..Where
would love find a more divine altar?..Eugénie...sublime Eugénie, let me
overwhelm this ass with the softest caresses! (He handles it and kisses it,
beside himself.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Stop, libertine!..You forget that Eugénie belongs to
me alone, the unique prize of the lessons she waits for from you; it’s only
after having received them that she’ll become your compensation. Hold this
ardor, or I’m going to get angry.
DOLMANCÉ: Ah! rascal! It’s jealousy...Ah well, deliver yours to me: I’m
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going to cover it with the same homages. (He lifts the negligee of Mme de
Saint-Ange and caresses her behind.) Ah! it’s handsome, my angel…
delicious also! Let me compare them...let me admire them next to one
another: it’s Ganymede beside Venus! (He covers both with kisses.) In order
to leave always before my eyes the bewitching spectacle of so much beauty,
couldn’t you, madame, link yourselves one to the other, to offer unceasingly to my view these charming asses that I idolize?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Marvellous!..Hold it, are you satisfied?..(They
intertwine one and the other, in such a way that their two asses are facing
Dolmancé.)

DOLMANCÉ: One couldn’t want more: here’s precisely what I asked for,
now agitate those beautiful asses with all the fire of lubricity; let them bob
up and down in cadence; let them follow the impulses that pleasure is going
to move in them...Good, good, it’s delicious!..
EUGÉNIE: Ah! my precious woman, what pleasure you give me!..What do
you call what we’re doing?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Stroking, my darling...giving yourself pleasure; but,
hold on, let’s change positions; examine my cunt...that’s what one calls the
temple of Venus. That den that your hand covers, examine it well; I’m
going to open it a bit. This elevation that you see that’s crowned is called
the mons: it’s usually covered with hair at about 14 or 15 years, when a girl
begins to have periods. This little tongue, that you find above, is called the
clitoris. Therein lies all the sensitivity of women; it’s the focus of all mine;
one cannot stroke that part without seeing me swoon with pleasure...Try
it...Ah! little bitch! how you do it!..Stop!..Stop!..No, I tell you, I don’t want
to surrender myself!..Ah! Dolmancé, restrain me!..under the enchanting
fingers of this pretty girl, I’m ready to lose my head!

DOLMANCÉ: Well then! in order to cool off your ideas, if you can, by
varying them, stroke her yourself; restrain yourself, and only let her
surrender herself...There, yes!..in that position; your pretty ass, in that
manner, is going to find itself under my hands; I’m going to pollute it
lightly with a finger...Let yourself go, Eugénie; abandon all your senses to
pleasure; let it be the one god of your existence; it’s to pleasure alone that a
young girl should sacrifice everything, and nothing in her eyes should be as
sacred as pleasure.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! nothing in the least is as delicious, I feel that...I’m beside
myself...I no longer know what I’m saying or doing...What drunkenness
takes hold of my senses!
DOLMANCÉ: Look at this little scamp cum!..Her asshole clenched and
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nearly nipped off my finger...It’d be delicious to fuck her ass! (He rises and
presents his prick to the asshole of the young girl.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Yet another minute of patience. Let the education of
this dear girl occupy us alone!..It’s so sweet to train her!

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well! you see, Eugénie, that after a pollution more or less
long, the seminal glands swell up and end by exhaling a liquid the flow of
which plunges the woman into the most delicious rapture. This is called
discharging. When your good friend wants it, I’ll make you see in a more
energetic and imperious manner, that same operation occurring in men.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Wait, Eugénie, now I’m going to teach you a new
manner to plunge a woman into the most extreme pleasure. Spread your
thighs wide...Dolmancé, you see that in the manner in which I’m placing
her, her ass is all yours! Suck it for her while I tongue her cunt, and let’s
make her swoon between us like that three or four times in succession, if
possible. Your mound is charming, Eugénie. How I love to kiss that little
down!..Your clitoris, I see now, is hardly formed, but very sensitive...How
you wriggle!..Let me spread you...Ah! you’re surely a virgin!..Tell me the
effect that you’re going to feel when our tongues introduce themselves to
your two openings at the same time. (They do it.)
EUGÉNIE: Ah! my dear, it’s delicious, it’s a sensation impossible to
describe! It’d be very difficult to say which of your two tongues plunges
me more into delirium.

DOLMANCÉ: In the position I place myself, my prick is very close to your
hands madame; deign to jack it, I beg of you, while I suck this divine ass.
Plunge your tongue in further, madame, don’t hold yourself to sucking her
clitoris; make that voluptuous tongue penetrate to the womb: it’s the best
way to hasten the ejaculation of her fuck.

EUGÉNIE, bracing herself: Ah! I can’t take it any more, I’m dying! Don’t
leave me, friends, I’m ready to faint!..(She discharges in the middle of her
two teachers.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah well! my darling, how’d you like the pleasure
that we’ve given you?

EUGÉNIE: I’m dead, I’m shattered...I’m annihilated!..But explain to me, I
beg you, two words that you’ve pronounced and that I’ve never heard; first
of all what does womb mean?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s a kind of vase, resembling a bottle, whose neck
embraces the man’s member and which receives the fuck produced in the
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woman by the oozing of the glands, and in the man by the ejaculation that
we’ll produce for you to see; and from the mixture of these fluids the germ
is born which produces in their turn boys and girls.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! I understand; that definition explains as well the word fuck
that I’ve never well understood. And the union of the seeds is necessary for
the formation of the foetus?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Assuredly, although it has nevertheless been proved
that the foetus owes its existence only to the fuck of the man; sprung alone,
without mixing with that of the woman, it’ll for all that not be successful;
but that which we furnish can only elaborate; it creates nothing, it aids in
creation, without being its cause. Several modern naturalists even claim that
it’s useless; from which the moralists, always guided by the discovery of
those scientists, have concluded, with enough probability, that in that case
the child formed from the blood of the father should owe affection only to
him. That assertion is not without some semblance of truth; although a
woman, I wouldn’t be inclined to contest it.
EUGÉNIE: I find in my heart the proof of what you tell me, my precious
woman, because I love my father to madness, and I sense that I detest my
mother.

DOLMANCÉ: That predilection is nothing surprising: I’ve thought the same
way; I’m not yet consoled for the death of my father, and when I lost my
mother, I lit a fire from joy...I cordially detested her. Adopt without fear
these same sentiments, Eugénie: they’re natural. Uniquely formed by the
blood of our fathers, we owe absolutely nothing to our mothers; they did
nothing but lend themselves to the act, whereas the father solicited it; the
father wanted thus our birth and independence, whereas the mother only
consented to it. What a difference in sentiments!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: A thousand more reasons are in your favor, Eugénie.
If there’s one mother in the world who should be detested, it’s certainly
yours! Shrewish, superstitious, devout, scolding...and with a revolting
prudishness, I’ll wager that that prude has never made a false step in her
life...Ah! my dear, how I detest virtuous women!..But we’ll come back to
that.

DOLMANCÉ: Wouldn’t it be necessary, at present, for Eugénie, directed by
me, to learn to give that which you just gave her, and that she jack you
under my eyes?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I agree, I believe it useful, and doubtless, during the
operation, you want as well to see my ass, Dolmancé?
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DOLMANCÉ: Can you doubt, madame, the pleasure with which I’ll render it
my sweetest homages?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, presenting her ass to him: Well, do you find me as
should be then?

DOLMANCÉ: Marvelously so! I can best render to you, in that manner, the
same services which Eugénie found so well for herself. Place yourself, now,
little wild woman, with your head between the legs of your friend, and give
her, with your pretty tongue, the same cares that you have just gotten from
her. By all means! of course, by this attitude, I’ll be able to possess your
two asses, I’ll handle deliciously those of Eugénie, while sucking those of
her beautiful friend. There...good...See how we’re together.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, swooning: Oh god, I’m dying!..Dolmancé, how I
love to touch your handsome cock while I discharge!..I want it to inundate
me with fuck!..Jack me!..suck me, fucking god!..Ah! how I love to play the
whore, when my juice squirts thus!..It’s over, I can’t do it any
longer...You’ve overwhelmed me the two of you...I don’t think I’ve
ever had as much pleasure.

EUGÉNIE: How content I am to be its cause! But a word, dear friend, a
word escapes you again, and I don’t understand it. What do you mean by
the expression whore? I’m sorry, but you know? I’m here to be instructed.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: We call, in this manner, my lovely, the public
victims of the debauchery of men, always ready to deliver themselves to
their temperament or to their self-interest; happy and respectable creatures,
that opinion sullies but whom pleasure crowns, and who, more necessary to
society than prudes, have the courage to sacrifice, in order to serve it, the
consideration that this society dares to take away unjustly. Long live those
who revel in this title! These are women truly lovable, the only true
philosophers! As for me, my dear, who for twelve years have tried to merit
the title, I assure you that far from taking offense from it, I amuse myself
with it. Better yet, I love to be called one while I’m being fucked; that
injury fires my head.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! I understand, my precious; I’ll not be angered any more
when someone calls me that, yet even less angry to merit the title; but isn’t
virtue itself opposed to such a looseness, and doesn’t it reproach us while
requiring us to do as we must do?

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! renounce the virtues, Eugénie! Is there one of the
sacrifices that you can make to those false divinities which is worth one
minute of the pleasures that you can enjoy while outraging them? Come,
virtue is only an illusion, the cult of which consists only in perpetual
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immolations, in numberless revolts against the inspirations of temperament.
Can such movements be natural? Does nature recommend what offends
her? Don’t be the dupe, Eugénie, of those women that you hear called
virtuous. Theirs are not, if you will, the same passions as ours, but they
have others, often much more contemptible...Like ambition, like pride,
arrogance; theirs are particular careers, the singular coldness of a
temperament which recommends nothing to them. Should we consider
them to be equal beings, I ask you? Haven’t they followed the sole
impressions of self-love? Is it better then, wiser, more to the point, to
sacrifice to egoism rather than to the passions? For me, I believe that the
one is worth much more than the other; and whoever listens only to that
latter voice has doubtlessly much more reason, since it’s only the organ of
nature, whereas the other is only that of stupidity and prejudice. One single
drop of fuck ejaculated from this member, Eugénie, is to me more precious
than the most sublime acts of a virtue for which I feel nothing but
contempt.
EUGÉNIE, (Calm somewhat reestablishes itself during these dissertations,
the women reclothed in their negligees, are lounging on the sofa, with
Dolmancé closest to them in an armchair.) — But there are more than one
species of virtue; what do you think of piety, for example?
DOLMANCÉ: What can that virtue be for whomever doesn’t believe in
religion? And who can believe in religion? Let’s see, let’s reason in orderly
fashion, Eugénie: don’t you call religion the pact which ties the woman to
her creator, and which obliges her to bear witness, by a cult, to the
knowledge that she has an existence by virtue only of this sublime author?
EUGÉNIE: No one could define it better.

DOLMANCÉ: Ah well! if it’s demonstrable that man owes his existence only
to the irresistible plans of nature; if he’s proven to be as ancient on this
planet as the planet itself, he’s only like the oak, like the lion, like the
minerals which are found in the entrails of this planet, only a production
necessitated by the existence of this planet, and which owes its own to
nothing; if it’s demonstrable that this God, which the fools regard as sole
author and maker of all that we see, is only the nec plus ultra of human
reason, is but the phantom created at the instant this reason sees no longer,
to aid in its operation; if it’s proven that the existence of this God is
impossible, and that nature, always in action, always in flux, has itself that
which it pleases fools to give God gratuitously; if it’s certain to suppose
that this inert being existed, then this would assuredly be the most
ridiculous of all beings, since it’d have served only on one single day, and
that for millions of centuries it would exist in contemptible inaction; that to
suppose that it existed as religions paint him for us, this would be the most
detestable of beings, since it permitted evil on the earth, whereas its all18

powerfulness could prevent it; if, I say, all that is proved, as this is
incontestable, do you believe then, Eugénie, that the piety which would tie
man to his imbecilic, insufficient, ferocious, and contemptible Creator, is a
necessary virtue?
EUGÉNIE, to Mme de Saint-Ange: What! really, my loveable friend, is the
existence of God an illusion?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: And of the most contemptible kind, without doubt.

DOLMANCÉ: In order to believe in him one must lose one’s senses. That
abominable phantom, fruit of the fear of some and of the feebleness of
others, Eugénie, is useless to the system of the earth; and would infallibly
be injurious to it, since his will, which would have to be just, could never
ally itself with the injustices essential to the laws of nature; he should
constantly want the good, and nature can desire it only as compensation for
the evil which serves its laws; it’d be necessary that he act always, and that
nature, of which this perpetual action is one of its laws, could only find
itself in perpetual competition with and in opposition to him. But, they
respond to this, God and nature are the same thing. Isn’t that an absurdity?
The thing created can’t be equal to the creating being: is it possible that the
watch is the watchmaker? Well then, they’ll continue, nature is nothing, it’s
God which is all. More stupidity! There are necessarily two things in the
universe: the creating agent and the individual created. Now what is this
creating agent? This is the single difficulty that must be resolved; it’s the
only question to which it’s necessary to respond.
If matter acts, moving itself, by combinations which are unknown to us,
if movement is inherent in matter, if it alone can finally, by virtue of its
energy, create, produce, conserve, maintain, balance in the immense plains
of space all the planets of which the sight surprises us and which the
uniform, invariable working fills us with respect and admiration, what will
then be the need to seek out a foreign agent for all that, since that faculty
finds itself essentially in nature itself, which is nothing other than matter in
action? Does your deific illusion clarify anything? I defy anyone to prove it
to me. Supposing I’m mistaken regarding the internal faculties of matter, I
have before me only one difficulty. What do you do by offering me your
God? You just give me one more. And how do you want me to admit as
cause of what I do not understand something I understand even less? Shall
it be by means of the dogmas of christian religion that I’ll examine...that
I’ll represent to myself your dreadful God? Let’s take a look at how it
presents it to me...
What do I see in the God of this vile cult, if not a barbarous and
inconsistent being, today creating a world, the construction of which he
repents tomorrow? What do I see there but a weak being who can never
make man bend to his will? That creature, supposedly emanating from him,
dominates him; knows how to offend him and win from that act eternal
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punishments! Such a weak being, this God! And how! he can create all that
we see, but it’s impossible for him to form a man in his likeness? But,
you’ll answer to this, if he’s been created thusly, man can’t be of any merit.
What a platitude! and what necessitates that man merits his God? Forming
him completely good, he’d never be able to do evil, and then the work
would be worthy of a God. To give man a choice is to tempt him. Now
God, with an infinite prescience, would have well known what would be
the result. From that moment, it’s thus to pleasure that he lost the creature
that he himself has formed. What a horrible God this God is! what a
monster! what villain is more worthy of our hate and our implacable
vengeance! However, little content with such a sublime piece of work, he
drowns man in order to convert him; he burns him, he curses him. Nothing
of all that changes man. A being more powerful than this villain God, the
Devil, always preserving his empire, always able to brave his author,
succeeds ceaselessly, by his seductions, to entice the flock that the Eternal
has reserved unto himself. Nothing can vanquish the energy that this demon
has over us. Imagine then, according to yourself, this horrible God that you
preach? He has only one son, one son alone, that he possesses from I don’t
know what commerce; because, as man fucks, he’s wanted that his God
fucks as well; he detaches from the sky that respectable portion of himself.
One imagines perhaps that it’s on celestial rays, in the midst of a cortege of
angels, in view of the entire universe, that this sublime creature is going to
appear...Not at all: it’s in the breast of a jewish whore (we now understand
virgin to be a mistranslation into the Greek), in the midst of a pig-sty, that
this God appears who is to save the world! Behold the dignified extraction
accorded him! But will his honorable mission compensate us? What does
he say? what does he do? what sublime mission do we receive from him?
what mystery is he going to reveal? what dogma is he going to prescribe?
in what acts is his grandeur at last going to shine?
I see first of all an ignored infancy, some services, doubtlessly very
libertine, rendered by this depraved child to the priests of the temple of
Jerusalem; after which a fifteen year disappearance, during which the knave
goes to poison himself with all the reveries of the egyptian school which he
brings back to Judea. Hardly does he reappear there than his insanity begins
by making him say that he’s the son of God, equal to his father; he joins to
this alliance another phantom that he calls the Holy Spirit, and these three
persons, he swears, make only one! The more this ridiculous mystery stuns
reason, the more the scoundrel swears that there’s merit in adopting it...and
dangers in debasing it. It’s in order to save us all, the imbecile swears, that
he’s become flesh, although he’s god, in the breast of a child of men; and
the brilliant miracles that one is going to see him perform, will soon enough
convince the universe! At a supper of drunks, in effect, the fraud changes,
so they say, water into wine; in a desert, he feeds some scoundrels with
hidden provisions that his followers prepared; one of his comrades plays
dead, our imposter resuscitates him; he transports himself to a mountain,
and there, only before two or three of his friends, he pulls some sleight of
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hand which would embarrass the worst illusionist of today.
Cursing all those who don’t believe in him, the fraud promises the
heavens to all the fools who’ll listen to him. He writes nothing, you see his
ignorance; talks very little, you see his stupidity; does still less, you see his
weakness, and, exhausting to the end the judges, impatient with his
seditious discourse, although very rare, the charlatan has himself put on the
cross, after having assured the rogues who follow him that, each time they
invoke him, he’ll descend to them in order to be eaten. They torture him, he
puts up with it. His big mister papa, that sublime God, of which he dares to
say that he’s descended, doesn’t even give him the least help, and there he
is, the wretch treated like the lowest of the scoundrels of which he’s so
worthy to be the chief.
His satellites assemble themselves: “Here we are lost, they say, and all
our hopes vanished, if we don’t save ourselves with a brilliant coup. Let’s
get the guard who watches Jesus drunk; let’s steal his body, and we’ll
publish that he’s resuscitated: the means are sure; if we succeed in making
this rubbish believed, our new religion’s shorn up and will propagate itself;
it’ll seduce the whole world...Let’s go to work!” The job is undertaken, to
coin a phrase! it succeeds. In how many rogues has boldness not taken a
place of merit! The body is carried off; the fools, the women, the children
cry out, in so far as they can, at the miracle, and still, in this city where
such great marvels have just happened, in this city stained with the blood of
a God, no one wants to believe in this God; not a single conversion takes
place. There’s more and better yet: the event is so little worthy of being
transmitted, that not a single historian speaks of it. Only the disciples of
this imposter think to make use of the fraud, but not for the moment.
That consideration is very essential, they let several years run off before
making use of this special double-dealing; they establish upon it at last the
unsteady edifice of their disgusting doctrine. People are pleased by all
changes. Tired of the despotism of emperors, a revolution became
necessary. The cheats are listened to, their progress becomes very rapid:
that’s the history of all the errors. Soon enough the altars of Venus and of
Mars are changed into those of Jesus and of Mary; they publish a biography
of the imposter; that flat novel finds some dupes; they make him say a
hundred things which he never thought; some of his preposterous utterances
became as well the basis of his morality, and as that novelty was preached
to the poor, charity became the first virtue. The bizarre rites instituted under
the name of sacraments, of which the most unworthy and the most
abominable of all is that by which a priest, covered in crimes, has
nevertheless, by virtue of several magical words, the power to make God
arrive in a piece of bread.
Don’t doubt it; since its birth even, this unworthy cult might have been
destroyed if someone would have employed against it the weapons of
contempt that it deserved; but they thought to persecute it: it grew, the
means were inevitable. Let one try today to cover it with ridicule, it’ll fall.
The adroit Voltaire never employed any other weapons, and of all writers
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he can flatter himself to have the most proselytes. In a word, Eugénie, such
is the history of God and of religion; see the case that those fables merit,
and determine what they’re worth.

EUGÉNIE: My choice is not embarrassing; I have contempt for all these
disgusting deliriums, and that God even, to whom I held by my weakness
or by ignorance, is no longer for me than an object of horror.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Swear to me to no longer think of him, to no longer
occupy yourself with him, to not invoke him at any instant in your life, and
to never return to those days.

EUGÉNIE, throwing herself on Mme de Saint-Ange’s breast: Ah! I swear it
in your arms! Isn’t it easy for me to see that what you demand is for my
own good, and that you don’t want like reminiscences to ever trouble my
tranquility?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Could I have another motive?

EUGÉNIE: But, Dolmancé, isn’t it, it seems to me, the analysis of virtues
which led us to the examination of religions? Let’s return to them. Couldn’t
there exist in that religion, as ridiculous as it is, some virtues prescribed by
it, and which the cult could contribute to our happiness?
DOLMANCÉ: Ah well! let’s look.Will chastity be, Eugénie, that virtue your
eyes destroy, although your group is the image of it? Do you revere the
obligation to combat all the movements of nature? will you sacrifice them
all to the vain and ridiculous horror of never having weakness? Be truthful,
and answer, beautiful friend: do you believe to find in that absurd and
dangerous purity of soul all the pleasures of the contrary vice?

EUGÉNIE: No, by my honor, I don’t want any of that; I don’t feel in myself
the least penchant to be chaste, but the greatest disposition to the contrary;
but, Dolmancé, charity, benevolence, couldn’t they bring happiness to some
sensitive souls?

DOLMANCÉ: Put far from us, Eugénie, the virtues which produce only
ingrates! But don’t be at all mistaken, my charming friend: benevolence is
surely rather a vice of pride than a true virtue of the soul; it’s by ostentation
that one aids one’s fellows; never with the single view of doing a good act;
one would be really irritated if the alms that one just gave didn’t have the
possible publicity. Don’t think any longer, Eugénie, that that action has the
good actions that you imagine: I myself see it only as the greatest of all
frauds; it accustoms the poor to the welfare which deteriorates his energy;
he no longer works when he expects your charity, and becomes, when it
fails, a thief or a murderer. I hear everyone ask how to suppress mendacity,
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and one does, during the whole time, all one can to multiply it. Would you
like there to be no flies in your room? Don’t spread sugar out to attract
them then. Would you like there to be no poor people? Don’t hand out any
welfare, and suppress especially your houses of charity. The individual born
into infortune, seeing himself thus deprived of these dangerous resources,
will employ all the courage, all the means that he’s received from nature, in
order to get himself out of the state in which he was born; he’ll importune
you no longer. Destroy, reverse without any piety those detestable houses
where you have the effrontery to conceal the fruits of the libertinage of the
poor, appalling cloacae vomiting each day into society a disgusting swarm
of these new creatures, who only have hope in your purse. What does it
serve, I ask you, that one conserves such individuals with so much care?
Are you afraid that your nation will depopulate? Ha! don’t be afraid of that.
One of the premier vices of this government consists in a population
much too numerous, and much is wanting when such superfluities are
riches for the State. These supernumerary beings are like parasitic branches
which, living only at the cost of the trunk, always end by extinguishing it.
Remember that every time, in whatever government, when the population is
superior to the means of existence, that government will languish. Examine
your nation well, you’ll see that that’s what she offers you. What’ll result of
it? We’ll see. The Chinese, wiser than we are, guard carefully against being
thus dominated by a too abundant population. No refuge for the shameful
fruits of her debauchery: one abandons these hideous results like the
consequences of digestion. No houses for the poor: they’re unknown in
China. There, everyone works; nothing impairs the energy of the poor, and
each can say, like Nero: Quid est pauper?

EUGÉNIE, to Mme de Saint-Ange: Dear friend, my father thinks exactly as
Dolmancé: all his days he’s never done a good work. He never ceased
scolding my mother for the sums she spends on such practices. She
belonged to the Maternal Society, to the Philanthropic Society: I don’t
know to which association she hasn’t belonged; he made her quit all that,
by assuring her that he would reduce her to the most modest pension if she
took it upon herself to descend again into similar stupidities.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: There’s nothing more ridiculous and at the same
time more dangerous, Eugénie, than all those associations: it’s to them, to
free schools, and to houses of charity that we owe the horrible disorder in
which we now find ourselves. Never give alms, my dear, I implore you.

EUGÉNIE: Have no fear; it was long ago that my father exacted the same
thing from me, and benevolence tempts me too little to transgress, on that
score, his orders...the movements of my heart, and your orders.

DOLMANCÉ: Let’s not divide up that portion of feeling we’ve received from
nature: to spread it out is to squander it. What are the pains of others to me!
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Don’t I have enough of my own, without going and afflicting myself with
those which are foreign to me! May the hearth of that sensibility never
illuminate anything but our pleasures! Let’s be sensitive to all that excites
them, absolutely inflexible on all the rest. There results from this state of
the soul a sort of cruelty, which is not sometimes without delights. We
cannot always do evil. Deprived of the pleasure that it gives, let’s at least
make up for that sensation by the little piquant wickedness of never doing
good.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! God! how your lessons inflame me! I believe that you’d now
have to kill me rather than make me do a good act!
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: And if an opportunity to do an evil one were to
present itself, would you be ready to commit it?

EUGÉNIE: Quiet yourself, seductress; I’ll answer that only when you’ve
finished instructing me. It seems to me that, after all that you tell me,
Dolmancé, nothing is as indifferent on earth as committing good or evil;
shouldn’t our tastes, our temperments alone be respected?

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! don’t doubt it, Eugénie, those words of vice and virtue
give us only purely parochial ideas. There isn’t a single action, however
unique you’re able to imagine it, which is truly criminal; nothing which can
really be called virtuous. All is relative to our mores and to the climate we
inhabit; that which is a crime here is often a virtue some one thousand
miles away, and the virtues of another hemisphere could well be, inversely,
crimes for us. There’s no horror which has not been sacralized, not a virtue
which has not been stained. From these purely geographic differences is
born the little importance that we should give to the esteem or contempt of
men, ridiculous and frivolous sentiments, above which we should put
ourselves, to the point of preferring without fear their contempt, if only that
the actions which merit it are of some voluptuousness for us.

EUGÉNIE: But it seems to me that there must be actions dangerous and evil
enough in themselves, in order to have been generally considered as
criminal and punished as such from one end of the universe to another?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: None, my love, none, not even theft or incest, not
even murder or patricide.
EUGÉNIE: What! those horrors have been excused sometimes?

DOLMANCÉ: They have been honored, crowned, considered as excellent
actions, whereas in other places, humanity, candor, benevolence, chastity,
all our virtues, finally, have been regarded as monstrosities.
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EUGÉNIE: I beseech you to explain all that to me; I’d like a short analysis of
each of these crimes, asking you to begin by explaining to me first of all
your opinion on the libertinage of girls, then upon the adultery of wives.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Listen to me then, Eugénie. It’s absurd to say that as
soon as a girl is weaned from her mother, she must, from that moment,
become the victim of the will of her parents, in order to remain as such to
her last breath. It’s not in a century where the influence and rights of
women have come to be elaborated with so much care that young girls
should continue to believe themselves the slaves of their families, when it’s
been established that the powers of these families over them are absolutely
illusory. Let’s listen to nature on such an interesting thing as this, and let
the laws of the animals, much closer to nature, serve us for a moment with
examples. Do paternal rights extend themselves amongst them beyond
physical needs? Don’t the fruits of the jouissance of the male and the
female possess their liberty, all of their rights? As soon as they can walk
and feed themselves, from that moment, do the authors of their days
acknowledge them any longer? And do they believe they owe anything to
those who have given them life? No, doubtlessly. By what right are the
sons of men obliged to other duties? And what founds them, those
obligations, if not the greed or the ambition of the father? Now, I ask, if it’s
just that a young girl who has but begun to feel and to reason submit
herself to such a bridle. Isn’t it prejudice alone which extends those chains?
And is there anything more ridiculous than to see a young girl of fifteen or
sixteen years, burned by desires that she’s obliged to vanquish, to wait, in
worse torments than those of hell, until it pleases her parents, after having
rendered her youth miserable, to sacrifice again her maturity by immolating
it to their perfidious cupidity, by associating her, against her will, to a
husband, who has nothing to make himself loved, or who has everything to
make himself hated?
Ah! no, no, Eugénie, such ties are quickly dissolved; it’s necessary that,
the young girl, detached since the age of reason from the paternal house,
after having been given a state education, is left to be her own mistress at
fifteen years, to become what she will. And if she gives herself up to vice?
Eh! what of it? Aren’t the services that a young girl renders by consenting
to the happiness of all those who ask her infinitely more important than
those that while isolating herself she offers to her husband? The destiny of
woman is to be like the bitch, the she-wolf; she must belong to all those
who want her. It’s clearly to outrage the destiny that nature imposes on
women, to enchain them by the absurd bond of one solitary marriage.
Let’s hope that eyes will open, and that while assuring the liberty of all
individuals, the lot of unhappy girls will not be forgotten; but if they’re
misfortunate enough to be forgotten, then, placing themselves above usage
and prejudice, let them trample hardily underfoot the shameful chains with
which they’re presumed subjugated; they’ll soon triumph over custom and
opinion; man will become wiser, because he’ll be freer, he’ll sense the
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injustice in scorning those who act thus, and that the action of ceding to the
impulses of nature, regarded as a crime by a captive people, can no longer
exist among a free people.
Part then from the legitimacy of those principles, Eugénie, and break
your chains at whatever the price; be contemptuous of the vain
remonstrances of an imbecilic mother, to whom you legitimately owe only
hate and contempt. If your father, who is a libertine, desires it, in good
time: let him enjoy you, but without enchaining you; break the yoke if he
wants to enchain you; more than one daughter has acted thus with her
father. Fuck, in a word, fuck; it’s for that you were put in the world; no
limits to your pleasures except those of your energy and your will; no
exceptions to place, time or person; any time, any place, any man should
serve your pleasures; continence is an impossible virtue, of which nature,
violated in its rights, punishes us immediately with a thousand
unhappinesses. As long as laws will be such as they still are today, be
discrete; opinion constrains us; but let us compensate ourselves in silence
for that cruel chastity that we’re obliged to display in public.
Let a young girl work to procure for herself a good friend who, free and
worldly, can make her secretly taste of pleasure; let her try, failing at that,
to seduce the Arguses who surround her; let her implore them to prostitute
her, while promising them all the money that they can make from her sale,
either these dogs themselves, or the women that she’ll find, and that one
calls procuresses, will soon fill the intentions of the young girl; let her
throw dust in the eyes of all those who surround her, brothers, cousins,
friends, parents; let her give herself to everyone, if that’s necessary to hide
her conduct; let her make even, if it’s demanded, the sacrifice of her tastes
and her affections; one intrigue which may displease her, and in which
she’ll give herself only for political reasons, will soon lead her into a more
agreeable situation, and there she is, launched. But let her no longer return
to the prejudices of her childhood; threats, exhortations, duties, virtues,
religion, advice, let her trample them all beneath her feet; let her reject and
obstinately despise all which would only tend to rechain her, all that which,
in a word, does not relate to giving her to the breast of lewdness.
It’s a folly of our parents, those predictions of unhappiness along the
way of libertinage; there are thorns everywhere, but roses are found above
them in the career of vice; along the mired path of virtue there’s only what
nature has never given birth to. The only snag to dread in the first of these
routes is the opinion of men; but which is the spirited girl who, with a little
reflexion, will not render herself superior to that contemptible opinion? The
pleasures received by esteem, Eugénie, are only moral pleasures, only
becoming to certain minds; those of fucking please all, and these seductive
traits quickly compensate for that illusory contempt from which it’s
difficult to escape while braving public opinion, of which several sensible
women have themselves mocked to the point of making of it one pleasure
more. Fuck, Eugénie, fuck then, my dear angel; your body is your own,
your own, alone; only you alone in all the world have the right to enjoy it
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and to make it enjoy as you yourself want.
Profit from the happiest time of your life: they’re only too short, these
happy years of our pleasure! If we’re happy enough to have enjoyed them,
delicious memories console us and amuse us again in our old age. But
having lost them?..bitter regrets, dreadful remorse rend us and join
themselves to the torments of age, to surround with tears and with thorns
the fatal approach of the coffin...
Would you have the madness of immortality? Well, it’s by fucking, my
dear, that you’ll stay in the memories of men. One has quickly forgotten the
Lucretias, whereas the Theodoras and Messalinas make the sweetest, most
frequent conversation in life. How then, Eugénie, not prefer a part which,
crowning us with flowers here below, leaves us yet the hope of a cult well
beyond the grave! How, I say, do we not prefer this part to that which
making us vegetate like imbeciles on the earth, promises us only contempt
and oblivion after our existence?

EUGÉNIE, to Mme de Saint-Ange: Ah! dear love, how these tempting
discourses inflame my head and seduce my soul! I’m in a state difficult to
describe...And, tell me, could you make me acquainted with some of these
women...(troubled) who’ll prostitute me if I tell them?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: From now on until you have more experience, that
concerns only me alone, Eugénie; leave it all to me and especially all the
precautions that I’ll take to screen your frenzies: my brother and that solid
friend who instructs you will be the first to which I want you to give
yourself; we’ll find more later. Don’t worry, dear friend: I’ll make you fly
from pleasure to pleasure, I’ll plunge you in a sea of delights, I’ll fill you to
overflowing with them, my angel, I’ll gorge you with them!

EUGÉNIE, throwing herself in the arms of Mme de Saint-Ange: Oh! my
precious woman, I adore you; you’ll never have a scholar more submissive
than I; but it seems to me that you led me to understand, in our earlier
conversations, that it was difficult for a young person to throw herself into
libertinage without the husband she must take perceiving it after the fact?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: This is true, my dear, but there are secrets which
mend all these breaches. I promise you knowledge of them, and then, had
you fucked like Antoinette, I’d take it upon myself to make you as virginal
as the day you came into the world.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! you’re delicious! Let’s go, continue instructing me. Hurry
yourself then in that case to teach me what should be the conduct of a
woman in marriage.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In whatever state a woman finds herself, my dear, be
it girl, be it woman, be it widow, she should never have any other goal, any
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other occupation, any other desire than to fuck from morning to night: it’s
for that single end that nature’s created her; but if, to fulfill that intention, I
require her to trample underfoot all the prejudices of her childhood, if I
prescribe to her the most formal disobedience of the orders of her family,
the firmest contempt for all the counseling of her parents, you’ll agree,
Eugénie, that, of all the bonds to break, that which I’ll advise you to
annihilate the soonest will well and surely be that of marriage.
Consider indeed, Eugénie, a young girl just barely out of the paternal
house or her allowance, knowing nothing, having no experience, obliged to
pass suddenly from there into the arms of a man that she’s never seen,
obliged to swear to this man, at the feet of an altar, an obedience, a fidelity
all the more unjust, as she often has at the bottom of her heart only the
greatest desire to break her word. Is there in the world, Eugénie, a fate
more dreadful than that? Still, she’s bound there, whether her husband
pleases her or not, whether he has tenderness for her or only treats her
badly; her honor holds her to her oaths: it’s a stain if she breaks her word;
she has to lose herself or draw the yoke, dying of sadness. Eh! no, Eugénie,
no, it’s not for that end that we’re born; these absurd laws are the work of
men, and we should not submit ourselves to them. Is divorce even capable
of satisfying us? No, doubtlessly. What assures us of finding in the second
bond the happiness which has fled us in the first? Let’s compensate
ourselves then in secret for all the constraints of such absurd knots, very
certain that our licentiousness in this regard, to whatever extremes that we
can take them, far from outraging nature, are only a sincere homage that we
render it; to accede to the desires that she’s placed in us is to obey her laws,
it’s only in resisting them that we outrage her. The adultery that men regard
as a crime, that they’ve dared to punish as such by taking the life from us,
the adultery, Eugénie, is thus only the discharge of a right of nature, to
which the fantasies of these tyrants will never know how to take away from
us. But isn’t it horrible, say our spouses, to expose us to cherishing as our
own children, to embrace them as such, the fruits of our licentiousness?
That’s Rousseau’s objection; it’s, I agree, the only faintly plausible one with
which one can oppose adultery. Eh! isn’t it extremely easy to surrender to
libertinage without fear of pregnancy? Isn’t it easy to destroy it, if by
imprudence it’s occurred? But, as we’ll return to the subject, let’s treat only
the heart of the question: we see that the argument, as plausible as it first
seemed, is only imaginary however.
First of all, so far as I sleep with my husband, so far as his seed flows to
the bottom of my womb, should I see ten men at the same time as him,
nothing could ever prove to him the child born does not belong to him; it
can be his as much as not, and in the case of uncertainty he cannot nor
should never (since he’s cooperated in the existence of that creature) make
of himself any scruple to avow that existence. Since it can belong to him, it
belongs to him, and every man who renders himself unhappy by suspicions
about that object would be the same way even if his wife were a vestal, for
it’s impossible to be sure of a woman, and she who’s been ‘well-behaved’
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for ten years can stop being so one day. Thus, if that husband is suspicious,
he’ll be so in any case: never then will he be sure that the child he
embraces is truly his. Now, if he’ll be suspicious in any case, there’s no
disadvantage in sometimes justifying his suspicions: it won’t be, to his state
of moral happiness or sadness, neither more nor less; thus it’s better as far
as this is so. Well then, I suppose him in complete error; there he is
caressing the fruit of his wife’s libertinage: where then is the crime in this?
Aren’t our assets common ones? In that case, what evil do I do by placing
in the ménage a child which should have a portion of these assets? What
it’ll have will be mine; he’ll steal nothing from my tender spouse; that
portion of which he’s going to enjoy, I regard as taken from my portion;
thus neither this infant nor I take anything from my husband. If this child
had been his, what would entitle it to a part of my assets? Isn’t it by reason
that it’ll have come from me? Ah well, he’s going to enjoy that portion, in
virtue of that same reason of intimate alliance. It’s because the child
belongs to me that I owe him a portion of my riches.
What reproach do you have to make of me? He’s provided for— But
you deceive your husband; that falsity is atrocious.— No, it’s a return in
kind, that’s all; I was the dupe in the first of the bonds he forced me to take
upon myself: I revenge myself for it, is there anything simpler?— But there
is a real outrage made to the honor of your husband.— That’s but
prejudice! My libertinage doesn’t touch my husband in any way; my faults
are personal. This pretended dishonor was fine a century ago; this illusion
has reared its head again today, and my husband is no more sullied by my
debauches than I would be by his. I could fuck the entire world without
wounding him! This pretended lesion is thus only a fable, of which the
existence is impossible. From the two things one: either my husband is a
brutal, jealous one, or he’s a refined man; in the first hypothesis, the best I
can do is to revenge myself for his conduct; in the second, I would know
not to burden myself; since I taste of pleasures, he’ll be happy for it if he’s
honest: there’s not a refined man who doesn’t take pleasure at the spectacle
of the happiness of the person he adores.— But if you loved him, would
you want him to do as much as well?— Ah! unhappiness to the woman
who thinks herself to be jealous of her husband! Let her be content with
what he does if she loves him; but let her not try to restrain him; not only
will she not be successful, but she’ll make herself shortly detested. If I’m
reasonable, I’ll never grieve over the debauches of my husband. Let him do
the same with me, and peace will reign in the house.
Let’s summarize: Whatever the effects of adultery, should they even
introduce into the house children who do not belong to the husband,
because they are the wife’s they have certain rights to a part of that
woman’s capital; the husband, if he’s instructed, should regard them as
children that his wife has had from a first marriage; if he knows nothing, he
won’t know to be unhappy, because one cannot be unhappy over an injury
that one is ignorant of, if the adultery is not followed by consequence, and
if it’s unknown to the husband, no jurist could prove, in this case, that there
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was a crime; adultery is no more from this moment than an action of
perfect indifference to the husband, who knows nothing of it, perfectly
good for the wife, whom it delights; if the husband discovers the adultery,
it’s no longer the adultery which is a crime, because it wasn’t so a moment
ago, and it couldn’t change in nature; there’s no longer any other evil than
the discovery that the husband has made; now, that fault belongs to him
alone: he knows not to watch his wife.
Those who formerly have punished adultery were merely executioners,
tyrants, jealous all, who, relating everything to themselves, imagined
unjustly that it sufficed to merely offend them in order to be criminal, as if
a personal injury should always be considered to be a crime, and as if one
could justly call a crime an action which, far from outraging nature and
society, evidently serves the one and the other. There are however cases
where adultery, easy to prove, becomes more embarrassing for the woman,
without being for that reason more criminal; there’s, for example, the case
where the husband finds himself impotent or subject to tastes contrary to
engendering. As she takes pleasure, and as her husband never does, without
doubt then her excesses become open; but should she restrain herself on
account of that? No, doubtlessly. The only precaution she should employ is
to not produce children or to abort if those precautions fail her. If it’s by
reason of non-physical tastes that she’s constrained to compensate herself
for the negligences of her husband, it’s first necessary to satisfy him
without repugnance in his tastes, whatever their nature; then let her make
known to him that such complaisances deserve some respect: let her
demand a liberty entirely in reason with that which she accords. The
husbands refuses or he consents; if he consents, as mine has done, one
gives oneself at one’s ease, while redoubling the cares and condescensions
to his caprices; if he refuses, you seek the opacity of veils, and you fuck
tranquilly in their shadow. Is he impotent? you separate, but in all cases you
give of yourself; one fucks in any case, dear heart, because we’re born to
fuck, we accomplish the laws of nature by fucking, and every human law
which contradicts those of nature are meant only for contempt.
The woman whose ties as absurd as those of marriage impede her from
delivering herself to her penchants, who fears pregnancy or the outrages of
her husband or the stains, more vain yet, to her reputation is truly a dupe.
You have just seen, Eugénie, yes, you’ve just sensed what a dupe she is, as
she immolates her happiness and all the delights of life basely to the most
ridiculous prejudices. Ah! let her fuck, let her fuck with impunity! A little
false glory, some frivolous religious hopes, do they compensate her for her
sacrifices? No, no, and virtue, vice, are all confounded in the grave. Later
on, will the public exalt one more than it condemns the other? Eh! no, yet
again, no, no! and the wretch, having lived without pleasure, dies, alas,
without compensation.

EUGÉNIE: How you persuade me, my angel! how you triumph over my
prejudices! how you destroy all the false principles that my mother had put
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in me! Ah! I’d like to be married tomorrow to put your maxims into use as
soon as possible. They’re seducing, they’re true, and how much I love
them! One single thing disturbs me, dear friend, in what you’ve just said to
me, and as I don’t understand it, I beg you to explain it to me. Your
husband, you claim, doesn’t take his jouissance in a manner which would
produce children. What does he do then, I ask?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: My husband was already old when I married him.
On the first night of our nuptials, he informed me of his fantasies while
assuring me that for his part he would never impede mine. I swore to him
to obey him, and we’ve always, since then, lived the two of us in the most
delicious liberty. My husband’s pleasure consists in having himself sucked,
and here’s the very singular digression that he adds to it: all the time, bent
over him, with my ass plumb on his face, I pump with ardor the fuck from
his balls, while I have to shit in his mouth!..And he eats it!..

EUGÉNIE: That’s a very extraordinary fantasy!

DOLMANCÉ: There aren’t any that can be spoken of thus, my dear; all are
natural; nature was pleased, while creating men, to differentiate their
pleasures as much as their faces, and we should no longer be astonished at
the diversity that it’s put in our features than those it’s placed in our
affections. The fantasy of which your friend just spoke of couldn’t be more
fashionable; an infinity of men, and principally those of a certain age, are
prodigiously devoted to it; would you refuse it, Eugénie, if someone
required it of you?

EUGÉNIE, blushing: After the maxims which have been inculpated in me
here, can I refuse anything? I ask only grace for my surprise; it’s the first
time that I’ve heard all these lubricities: first of all I have to imagine them;
but from the solution of the problem to the execution of the act, I believe
that my tutors should be sure there will never be there but the distance they
themselves exact. However that may be, my dear, you earned thus your
liberty by the acquiescence to that complaisancy?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The most entire, Eugénie. I did on my side every
thing I wanted, without his putting there any obstacles, but I took no lover:
I loved pleasure too much for that. Woe to the woman who attaches herself!
only one lover is necessary to lose all, whereas ten scenes of libertinage,
repeated each day, if she wants it, will vanish into the night of silence as
soon as they are consummated. I was rich: I paid young men who fucked
me without knowing me; I surrounded myself with charming valets, sure to
taste the sweetest pleasures with me if they were discrete, certain to be
dismissed if they said a word. You’ve no idea, dear angel, of the torrent of
delights into which I plunged myself in that manner. Such is the conduct
that I always prescribe to every woman who would imitate me. In the
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twelve years that I’ve been married, I’ve been fucked perhaps by more than
ten or twelve thousand individuals...and in my society I’m believed to be
well-behaved! Another would’ve had lovers, and she’d have lost herself by
the second.
EUGÉNIE: That maxim is the surest; it’ll decidedly be mine; I must marry,
like you, a rich man, and particularly a man of fantasies...But, my dear,
your husband, strictly tied to his tastes, doesn’t he demand anything else of
you?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Never, in twelve years, has he ever contradicted
himself one single day, save when I have my periods. A very pretty girl,
that he wants me to bring along, replaces me, and things are the best in the
world.

EUGÉNIE: But he doesn’t stop himself there, does he? Other objects outside
compete to diversify his pleasure don’t they?
DOLMANCÉ: Have no doubt, Eugénie: the woman’s husband is one of the
biggest libertines of his century; he spends more than one hundred thousand or more a year on the obscene tastes that your friend just described a
moment ago.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: To tell you the truth, I don’t doubt it’s more; but
what are his excesses to me, since their multiplicity authorizes and veils
mine?

EUGÉNIE: Let’s follow, I entreat you, in detail the manners by which a
young person, married or not, can preserve herself from pregnancy, because
I confess that that fear frightens me a lot, whether with the spouse I must
take, or in the career of libertinage; you just indicated to me one while
speaking of the tastes of your spouse; but this manner of coming, which can
be strongly agreeable for the man, doesn’t seem to me as much so for the
woman, and it’s our jouissances, exempt from the risks that I fear there, that
I want you to discuss with me.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: A girl exposes herself to making infants as much as
she lets him in her cunt. Let her avoid with care that manner of play; let her
offer in its place indiscriminately her hand, her mouth, her tits, or her
asshole. By that last way, she’ll take much pleasure, and even much more
than otherwise; by the other means she gives it.
One proceeds in the first of those fashions, I want to say that of the
hand, just as you have seen a moment ago, Eugénie; one shakes as if one
pumped the member of one’s friend; at the end of some movement, the
sperm shoots; the man kisses you, caresses you during this time, and covers
with this fluid that part of your body which pleases him the most. Does one
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want it down between the breasts? One stretches out on the bed, one places
the virile member in the midst of the two mammaries, one squeezes it there,
and at the end of several strokes the man discharges in a manner to
inundate your tits and sometimes your face. That manner is the least
voluptuous of all, and can only suit the women whose bust, from repeated
use, has already acquired enough flexibility to clasp the member of the man
while squeezed around him. The jouissance of the mouth is infinitely more
agreeable, as much for the man as for the woman. The best fashion to taste
it is for the woman to extend herself contrariwise on the body of her fucker:
he puts his prick in your mouth, and, his head found between your thighs,
he gives you what you do to him, while introducing his tongue in your cunt
and on your clitoris; it’s necessary, when one employs this attitude, to take
each other, to grasp each others’ asses and to excite reciprocally the
assholes, an action always necessary to the completion of the enjoyment.
Lovers warm and full of imagination always swallow the fuck which is
exhaled into their mouths, and thus delicately enjoy of the voluptuous
pleasure to mutually make this precious fluid pass into their entrails,
harmlessly stolen from its usual destination.

DOLMANCÉ: That fashion is delicious, Eugénie; I recommend its execution
to you. To thus cheat the rights of propagation and to thwart in that manner
what fools call the laws of nature, is truly full of charms. Thighs, armpits
sometimes serve also as refuges where his seed can escape without risk of
pregnancy.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Some women introduce sponges into the interior of
the vagina, which, receiving the sperm, prevent it from shooting into the
receptacle which would propagate; others oblige their fuckers to make use
of a small sack of Venetian skin, commonly called a condom, in which the
seed flows, without risk of attaining its goal; but of all these methods, that
of the ass is doubtlessly the most delicious. Dolmancé, I leave its
dissertation to you. Who better than you could describe a penchant for
which you’d give your days, if they were demanded for its defense.

DOLMANCÉ: I admit my weakness. There is not, I admit, any jouissance in
the world which is preferable to that; I adore it in one and the other sex; but
the ass of a young man, I must admit, offers me more voluptuousness than
that of a girl. Those who give themselves up to that passion are called buttfuckers; now, when one makes out as much to be a butt-fucker, Eugénie,
you have to be one all the way. To fuck women in the ass is to be one only
halfway: it’s in the man’s ass that nature wants the man to serve this
fantasy; and it’s especially for men that it’s given us the taste. It’s absurd to
say that this mania outrages nature. Can it be, since it inspires us to it? Can
it dictate what degrades it? No, Eugénie, no; one serves it as well there as
elsewhere, and perhaps more saintly yet. Propagation is only a tolerance on
its part. How could it have prescribed as law an act which deprives it of the
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rights of its all-powerfulness, since propagation is only a consequence of its
first intentions, and that new constructions, remade by its hand, if our
species was absolutely destroyed, would become again the primordial
intentions of which the act would be much more pleasing to its pride and its
power?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Do you know, Dolmancé, that by means of this
system, you’re going as far as to prove that the total extinction of the
human race would be but a service rendered to nature?
DOLMANCÉ: Who doubts it, madame?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! just heaven! wars, plagues, famines, murders
would no longer be but the necessary accidents of the laws of nature, and
man, agent or patient of these effects, would thus be no more criminal, in
the one case, than he would be a victim in the other?

DOLMANCÉ: Victim, he doubtlessly is, when he bends under blows of
misfortune, but criminal, never. We’ll come back to all these things; let’s
analyse, in the meantime, for the beautiful Eugénie, the sodomistic
jouissance, which now makes up the object of our discussion. The most
common posture for the woman, in this jouissance, is to lie down flat on
her stomach on the edge of the bed, ass-cheeks well spread, head as low as
possible. The rake, after having amused himself for an instant with the
perspective of the beautiful ass that’s presented to him, after having slapped
it, handled it, sometimes even whipped, pinched, bitten it, moistens with his
mouth the delicate hole he is going to perforate, and prepares the
introduction with the tip of his tongue; he moistens in the same way his
engine with saliva or with lubricant and presents it gently at the hole he’s
going to pierce; he guides it with one hand, with the other he spreads the
cheeks of his jouissance; as soon as he feels his member penetrate, he must
push ardently, while taking care not to lose ground; sometimes the woman
suffers, if she’s new or young; but, without regarding the pangs which are
soon enough to change into pleasure, the fucker should lively push his prick
by gradations, until he has reached the goal, that’s to say until the hair of
his engine rubs exactly the edges of the anus of the object he butt-fucks.
Let him pursue then his path with rapidity, all the thorns are plucked; only
the rose remains. To complete the metamorphosis into pleasure of the rest
of the pain that his object experiences, if it’s a young man, let him grab his
prick and jack it; let him tickle the clitoris, if it’s a girl; the titillations of the
pleasure that he makes, while contracting the anus of the patient, will
double the pleasures of the agent, who, filled with joy and delight, will
soon enough shoot into the bottom of the ass of his jouissance a sperm as
abundant as thick, that’ll have been determined by many lubricious details.
There are others who don’t want the patient to cum; that’s what we’ll
explain soon enough.
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Allow me a moment to be the student and let me ask
you, Dolmancé, in what state is it necessary, in order to complement the
pleasures of the agent, that the ass of the patient be found?

DOLMANCÉ: Full, very assuredly; it’s essential that the object who is
squeezed has the most complete longing to shit, to the end that the tip of
the prick of the fucker, reaching the turd, can sink itself there and deposit
more hotly and more softly the fuck which irritates him and sets him on
fire.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I would fear that the patient would thus take less
pleasure.

DOLMANCÉ: Wrong! This jouissance is such that it’s impossible that he be
hurt and that the object who is used not be transported to seventh heaven
while tasting it. Nothing is equal to it, nothing can satisfy as completely the
one and the other of the individuals who surrender themselves to it, and it’s
difficult for those who have tasted it to return to any others. Such are,
Eugénie, the best fashions to taste pleasure with a man, without running the
risk of pregnancy; because one comes, be very sure of it, not only to lend
your ass to a man, as I just explicated, but also to suck him, to jack him,
etc., and I’ve known libertine women who have often put more charms in
those episodes than in real jouissances. The imagination is the spur of
pleasure; in those of this species, it rules all, it’s the engine of all; now, isn’t
it by means of it that one cums? isn’t it from that that most piquant
pleasures come?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: True; but let Eugénie take care there; the
imagination serves us only when our mind is disengaged absolutely from
prejudices: one alone suffices to cool it. That capricious portion of our
mind is of such a libertinage that nothing can contain it, its greatest
triumph, its most eminent delights consist in shattering all the curbs that
you oppose to it; it’s the enemy of regulation, idolatrous of disorder and of
all that which carries the colors of crime; thus the singular response of a
woman of imagination, who had coldly fucked her husband;
—Why so icy? he asked.
—Eh! truly, this singular creature answered, it’s because what you’re doing
to me is too dull.

EUGÉNIE: I love that answer to madness...Ah! my precious, such
dispositions I feel myself to know in these divine impulses of a debased
imagination! You would not imagine, since we’ve been together...since that
very instant, no, no, my dear good woman, you would not conceive all the
voluptuous ideas that my mind has caressed...Oh! how evil is now
understood by me!..how it’s desired by my heart!
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let atrocities, horrors, let the most odious crimes
astonish you no more, Eugénie; what there is of the dirtiest, the most
infamous and most prohibited is that which best inflames the head...it’s
always what makes us discharge the most deliciously.

EUGÉNIE: To how many unbelievable digressions you both must have
surrendered yourselves to, one and the other! How I’d like to know the
details!

DOLMANCÉ, kissing and fondling the young person: Beautiful Eugénie, I’d
love to see you experience a hundred times or more all that I’d like to do,
than to tell you what I’ve done.

EUGÉNIE: I don’t know if it’d do me any good to lend myself to everything.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I wouldn’t advise you to, Eugénie.

EUGÉNIE: Oh well, I’ll spare Dolmancé his details; but you, my good
friend, tell me, I entreat you, the most extraordinary thing you’ve done in
your life.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I was taken by fifteen men; I was fucked 90 times in
twenty-four hours, as much from the front as from behind.

EUGÉNIE: Those are only debauches, feats of strength: I bet you’ve done
more unique things.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I’ve been in a brothel.
EUGÉNIE: What does that word mean?

DOLMANCÉ: Such are the public houses called where, in consideration of a
stipulated price, each man finds young and pretty girls, all ready to satisfy
his passions.

EUGÉNIE: And have you surrendered yourself there, my precious?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Yes, I’ve been there as a whore, I’ve satisfied there
during one entire week the fantasies of several rogues, and I saw there very
unique tastes; by a equal principle of libertinage, like the celebrated
empress Theodora, Justinian’s wife, (see the anecdotes of Procopius) I’ve
accosted men in the streets...in the public walkways, and I’ve put to the
lottery the money coming from these prostitutions.

EUGÉNIE: My precious woman, I know your mind, you’ve gone much
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farther yet.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Is that possible?

EUGÉNIE: Oh! yes, yes, and this is how I conceive it: didn’t you tell me that
our most delicious moral sensations come to us from the imagination?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I said so, yes.

EUGÉNIE: Well then, by letting this imagination wander, by giving it the
freedom to exceed the worst limits that religion, decency, humanity, virtue,
all our pretended duties would like to prescribe to it, isn’t it true that our
flights would be prodigious?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Without doubt.

EUGÉNIE: Now, isn’t it by reason of the immensity of our flights that it’d
inflame us the more?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Nothing more true.

EUGÉNIE: If that be, the more we like to be agitated, the more we desire to
move ourselves with violence, the more it’ll be necessary to give free rein
to our imagination regarding the most inconceivable things; our jouissance
will then increase itself by reason of the path that our mind will have made,
and...
DOLMANCÉ, kissing Eugénie: Delicious!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What progress the wicked little thing has made in so
short a time! But, do you know, my charming girl, that one can go far by
the route you trace for us?

EUGÉNIE: I understand it well in that manner, and since I”ll subject myself
to no restraints, you see where I suppose one can go.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: To crime, scoundrel, to the blackest and most
frightful crimes.

EUGÉNIE, in a low, broken voice: But you said that it doesn’t exist...and
since it’s only to fire the mind: one doesn’t do it.

DOLMANCÉ: It’s so sweet, however, to do what you conceive.

EUGÉNIE, blushing: Well then, you do it...Would you like to persuade me,
my dear instructors, that you’ve never done what you’ve conceived?
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s happened that sometimes I’ve done it.
EUGÉNIE: There we are.

DOLMANCÉ: Such a mind!

EUGÉNIE, continuing: What I’m asking you, is what have you conceived,
and what have you done after conceiving it?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, stammering; Eugénie, I”ll recount my life to you
some day. Let’s continue our instruction...because you’ll make me say
things...

EUGÉNIE: Alright, I see you don’t love me enough to open your soul to me
on this point; I’ll wait as you prescribe to me; let’s have some more details.
Tell me, my dear, who’s the happy mortal that you made the master of your
first fruits?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: My brother: he adored me since childhood; since our
youngest years, we often amused ourselves without attaining the goal; I
promised to deliver myself to him as soon as I’d be married; I kept my
word; happily my husband damaged nothing; he plucked all. We continue
to deliver ourselves to that intrigue, but without hindering ourselves one or
the other; the two of us don’t plunge ourselves into less, each from our side,
than the most divine excesses of libertinage; we even serve each other
mutually; I procure him women, he introduces me to men.
EUGÉNIE: Delicious arrangement! But isn’t incest a crime?

DOLMANCÉ: Could one regard as such the sweetest unions of nature, those
she prescribes and counsels for us the most! Think a moment, Eugénie:
How else can the human species, after the great calamities that our world
experiences, reproduce itself than by incest? Don’t we find the example and
the proof of it even in the books respected by Christianity? The families of
Adam and of Noah, how could they perpetuate themselves otherwise than
by this means? (Adam was only, like Noah, a restorer of the human species.
A frightening upheaval left Adam alone on the earth, as a comparable event
left Noah; but the tradition of Adam was lost, that of Noah was preserved.)
Search, examine the morals of the universe: everywhere you’ll see incest
authorized, regarded even as a wise law and done in order to cement the
ties of the family. If love, in a word, is born of resemblance, where can it be
more perfect than between brother and sister, or between a father and
daughter? A policy badly understood, produced by the fear of rendering
certain families too powerful, interdicts incest in our morals; but let’s not
abuse ourselves to the point of taking as the law of nature that which is
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dictated only by interest or by ambition; let’s probe our hearts: it’s there I
always send our pedantic moralists; let’s interrogate that sacred organ, and
we’ll recognize that there’s nothing more tender than the carnal union of
families; let’s cease blinding ourselves on the sentiments of a brother for
his sister, of a father for his daughter. In vain the one and the other disguise
them under the veil of a legitimate tenderness: the most violent love is the
unique sentiment which inflames them, it’s the only one that nature has put
in their hearts. Let’s double, let’s triple then, without any fear, these
delicious incests, and let’s believe that the more the object of our desires
comes to us from nearby, the more charms we’ll have to enjoy.
One of my friends regularly lives with the daughter that he’s had of his
proper mother; not eight days ago he deflowered a thirteen year old boy,
fruit of his commerce with this girl; in several years this same young man
will marry his mother; these are the wishes of my friend; he’s making them
a destiny analogous to these projects, and his intentions, I know, are to
enjoy yet the fruits which will be born of this marriage; he’s young and can
hope for it. See, tender Eugénie, of what number of incests and crimes this
honest friend would be soiled with if there were some truth in the prejudice
which make us admit evil in these liaisons. In a word, on all these things, I
proceed, myself, always from a principle: if nature prohibited sodomistic
jouissances, incestuous jouissances, masturbation, etc., would it permit us
to find so much pleasure there? It’s not possible that it could tolerate what
truly offends it.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my divine instructors, I see fully that, following your
principles, there are very few crimes in the world, and that we can deliver
ourselves in peace to all our desires, however singular they can appear to
the fools who, offended and alarmed by everything, take imbecilic social
institutions for the divine laws of nature. But yet, my friends, don’t you at
least admit to yourselves that there exist certain actions absolutely revolting
and decidedly criminal, although dictated by nature? I really want to agree
with you that this nature, as singular in the productions that it creates as it’s
varied in the penchants that it gives us, sometimes moves us to cruel
actions; but if, surrendering to that depravity, we would yield to the
inspirations of that bizarre nature, to the point of attempting, I suppose, the
lives of our fellows, you’d at least concede me I hope, that that action
would be a crime?

DOLMANCÉ: It wouldn’t do us much good to concede such a thing.
Destruction being one of the first laws of nature, nothing which destroys
could be a crime. How can an action which so well serves nature ever
outrage it? This destruction, of which man flatters himself, is furthermore
only an illusion; murder is not a destruction; whoever commits it only
varies forms; he renders to nature the elements of which the skilled hand of
this nature uses soon enough to reward other beings; now, as the creations
can only be jouissances for he who surrenders himself to them, the
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murderer thus prepares a jouissance for nature; he furnishes it the materials
that it uses right away, and the action that fools have had the madness to
blame becomes only a merit in the eyes of that universal agent. It’s our
pride which bethinks itself to set up murder as a crime. Esteeming
ourselves the foremost creatures of the universe, we have stupidly imagined
that every lesion that this sublime creature would endure should necessarily
be an enormous crime; we’ve believed that nature would perish if our
marvellous species came to wipe itself from the earth, whereas the entire
destruction of this species, by rendering to nature that creative faculty that
it cedes us, would return to it the energy that we take from it while
propagating ourselves; but such inconsequence, Eugénie! Eh well! an
ambitious sovereign could destroy at his ease and without the least scruple
the enemies which are prejudicial to his protests of grandeur...cruel,
arbitrary, imperious laws could likewise assassinate each century millions
of individuals...and us, weak and unhappy private persons, we can’t
sacrifice one single being to our vengences or to our caprices? Is there
anything as barbarous, as ridiculously strange, and shouldn’t we, veiled by
the most profound mystery, revenge ourselves of this ineptitude? (This
article is treated more extensively further on, and we’re content to cast here
only some bases of the system that’ll be developed soon enough.)

EUGÉNIE: Assuredly...Oh! how seductive your ethics are, and how I relish
it!..But, tell me, Dolmancé, in good conscience, have you yourself not been
sometimes satisfied in this way?

DOLMANCÉ: Don’t force me to reveal my faults to you: their number and
their kind would make me blush. Perhaps someday I’ll confess them to you.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Guiding the blade of the laws, the scoundrel has
often had it serve his passions.
DOLMANCÉ: May I not have any other reproaches to make of myself!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, throwing herself on his neck: Divine man!..I adore
you!..How it’s necessary to possess spirit and courage to have, as you have,
tasted all the pleasures! It’s to the man of genius alone that’s reserved the
honor of breaking all the bonds of ignorance and of stupidity. Kiss me,
you’re charming!

DOLMANCÉ: Be frank, Eugénie, have you never wished the death of
anyone?

EUGÉNIE: Oh! yes, yes, and I have under my eyes each day an abominable
creature that for a long time I’ve wanted to see in the grave.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I bet that I know who.
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EUGÉNIE: Who do you suspect?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Your mother.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! let me hide my embarrassment on your breast!

DOLMANCÉ: Voluptuous creature! I want to overwhelm you in my turn with
the caresses that should be the prize of the energy of your heart and of your
delicious mind. (Dolmancé kisses her entire body, and gives her soft smacks
on her ass; he’s hard; Mme de Saint-Ange grips and shakes his cock; his
hands, from time to time, stray as well over the buttocks of Mme de SaintAnge, who lends it with lubricity; coming back to himself a little, Dolmancé
continues.) But why shouldn’t we execute this sublime idea?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eugénie, I detested my mother as much as you hate
yours, and I didn’t hesitate.
EUGÉNIE: The means have been lacking for me.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The courage, I’d say.

EUGÉNIE: Alas! still so young!

DOLMANCÉ: But at present, Eugénie, what would you do?

EUGÉNIE: Everything...Give me the means, and you’ll see!

DOLMANCÉ: You’ll have them, Eugénie, I promise you; but I put a
condition on them.

EUGÉNIE: What is it? or rather what is it that I’m not ready to accept?

DOLMANCÉ: Come, villain, come into my arms: I can’t take it any longer;
it’s your charming ass which is the price of the gift I promise you, one
crime must pay for the other! Come!..or rather both of you hurry to
extinguish by waves of fuck the divine fire which inflames us!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s, if you please, put a little order in these orgies;
it’s necessary even at the heart of delirium and infamy.

DOLMANCÉ: Nothing easier: the major objective, it seems to me, is that I
cum, while giving to this charming little girl the most pleasure that I can.
I’m going to put my cock in her ass, during which, bent into your arms,
you’ll jack her with your best; by means of the attitude I place you in,
she’ll be able to render it to you: you’ll kiss each other. After several flights
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into the ass of this infant, we’ll vary the picture. I’ll have your ass,
madame; Eugénie, on top of you, her head between your legs, will offer her
clit to me to suck: thus I’ll make her lose her fuck a second time. I’ll place
myself in her ass again; you’ll present me your ass in lieu of the cunt that
she offered me, that’s to say that you’ll take, as she’ll have just done to
you, her head between your legs; I’ll suck your asshole, and as I’ll have
just sucked her cunt, you’ll discharge, I will as well, during which my
hand, embracing the pretty little body of this charming novice, will tickle
her clit to make her swoon equally.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Good, my dear Dolmancé, but it’ll lack something.
DOLMANCÉ: A prick in my ass? You’re right, madame.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s pass on it this morning; we’ll have it tonight:
my brother will come to our aid, and our pleasures will be heaped up. Let’s
put ourselves to work.

DOLMANCÉ: I’d like Eugénie to jack me a moment. (She does it.) Yes, that’s
it...a little faster, my heart...keep this red head naked, never cover it...the
more you stretch the cord, the better you induce the erection...never cap the
prick you jack...Good!..you yourself thus prepare the state of the member
which is going to perforate you...Do you see how it responds...Give me
your tongue, little thing!..Let your ass lie on my right hand, while my left
tickles your clit.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eugénie, do you want to make him taste the greatest
pleasures?
EUGÉNIE: Assuredly...I want to do everything in order to give them to him.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah good! take his prick in your mouth, and suck it
for several instants.

EUGÉNIE, doing it: Like this?

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! delicious mouth! such warmth!..It’s worth as much to me
as the prettiest ass!..Voluptuous and adroit women, never refuse that
pleasure to your lovers: it will chain them to you forever...Ah! sacred
god!..fucking god!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: How you blaspheme, my friend!

DOLMANCÉ: Give me your ass, madame...Yes, give it to me, let me kiss it
while I’m being sucked, and don’t be surprised at my blasphemies: one of
my greatest pleasures is to curse God when I’m hard. It seems to me that
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my spirit, a thousand times more exalted, abhors and is contemptuous of
that disgusting fantasy; I’d like to find a way to better revile it, to insult it
more; and when my cursed reflexions lead me to the convictions of the
nullity of that disgusting object of my hate, I irritate myself and would like
to be able to immediately re-edify the phantom, so that my rage might at
least fall on something. Imitate me, charming woman, and you’ll see the
increase that such discourses will infallibly bear on your senses. But,
double-god!..I see, it’s necessary, whatever my pleasure, that I withdraw
absolutely from this divine mouth...I’ll leave my fuck there!..Let’s go,
Eugénie, arrange yourself; let’s execute the picture that I’ve drawn, and
let’s plunge ourselves all three into the most voluptuous drunkenness. (The
positions are arranged.)

EUGÉNIE: I fear, my dear, the powerlessness of your efforts! The disproportion is very great.

DOLMANCÉ: Every day I sodomize the youngest; just yesterday a little boy
of seven years was defruited by this prick in less than three minutes…
Courage, Eugénie, courage!..
EUGÉNIE: Ah! you’re rending me apart!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Spare her, Dolmancé; remember I answer for her.
DOLMANCÉ: Jack her good, madame, she’ll feel the pain less; besides,
everything is all said now: I’m to the nap here.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! heaven! it’s not without pain...See the sweat that covers my
forehead, dear friend...Ah! God! I’ve never experienced such intense pain!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: There you are half-deflowered, my precious, there
you are, in the ranks of women; one can buy that glory with a little torment;
my fingers, then, soothe you don’t they?

EUGÉNIE: How could I have withstood it without them!..Tickle me, my
angel...I sense the pain imperceptively metamorphosize into pleasure…
Push!..push!..Dolmancé...I’m dying!..

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! fucking god! triple sacred fucking god! let’s change, I
won’t be able to withstand...Your ass, madame, I entreat you, place yourself
at once like I told you. (They arrange themselves and Dolmancé continues.)
It’s easier this way...How my prick penetrates!..But this handsome ass isn’t
any less delicious, madame!..

EUGÉNIE: Is this alright, Dolmancé?
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DOLMANCÉ: Marvellous! This pretty virgin cunt offers itself deliciously to
me. I’m a guilty one, a criminal, I know it; such attractions are hardly made
for my eyes; but the desire to give to this infant the first lessons bears on
every other consideration. I want to make her fuck flow...I want to exhaust
it, if that’s possible...(He sucks her.)

EUGÉNIE: Oh! you make me die from pleasure, I can’t resist it!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: As for me, I’m cumming!..Oh! fuck!..fuck!..
Dolmancé, I’m discharging!..

EUGÉNIE: Me too, my darling woman...Oh! my God, how he’s sucking
me!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Swear then, little whore!..Swear!..

EUGÉNIE: Eh then, sacred god! I’m cumming!..I’m in the sweetest
drunkenness!..

DOLMANCÉ: To your places!..to your place, Eugénie!..I’ll be the dupe of all
these changings of hand. (Eugénie places herself.) Ah! good! here I am
back in my first position...Show me the hole of your ass, madame, let me
pump at my ease...How I love to kiss an ass I’ve just fucked!..Ah! lick
mine well, during which I’m going to shoot my sperm into the bottom of
that of your friend...Would you believe it, madame? it went in painlessly
this time!..Ah! fuck! fuck! you can’t imagine how she grips it, how she
squeezes it!..Sacred fucking god, what pleasure!..Ah! it’s done, I can’t hold
it any longer...my fuck is spraying...I’m dead!..
EUGÉNIE: It’s making me die too, my dear precious woman, I swear to
you...
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The slut! how quickly she’s taken to it!

DOLMANCÉ: I know an infinity of young girls her age that nothing in the
world could make come any other way; only the first time cuts; a woman
has but to taste of that manner and she’ll no longer want to do it any other
way...Oh! heavens! I’m exhausted; let me catch my breath, at least for a
few minutes.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: There they are my dear, men; hardly do they see us
then their desires are satisfied; this leads men to disgust, and disgust
quickly to contempt.
DOLMANCÉ, coldly: Ah! such abuse, divine beauty! (They embrace one
another.) Both of you are made only for homages, whatever the state
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you’re found in.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Rest, console yourself, my Eugénie; if they’ve
acquired the right to neglect us, because they’re satisfied, haven’t we the
same right to hold them in contempt, when their conduct forces us to! If
Tiberius sacrificed to Caprea the objects which had just served his passions
(see Suetonius and Dion Cassius of Nicaea), Zingua, queen of Africa,
immolated her lovers as well (see the History of Zingua, Queen of Angola).

DOLMANCÉ: Those excesses however, perfectly simple and intelligible to
me, should without doubt never be executed between us: “Wolves never eat
each other,” says the proverb, and, as trivial as it is, it’s true. Never fear
anything from me, my friends: I’ll make you perhaps do much evil, but I’ll
never do it to you.
EUGÉNIE: Oh! no, no, my dear, I dare answer for it: Dolmancé will never
abuse the rights that we give him over us; I believe he has the integrity of
roués: it’s the best, but let’s bring our instructor to his principles and return,
I beseech you, to the grand design which you’ve inflamed, before we
dampen our ardor.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What! slut, still on it! I’d believed that it was only
the effect of the effervescence of your mind.

EUGÉNIE: It’s the most certain impulse of my heart, and I’d only be content
after the consummation of the crime.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! good, good, but pardon her: remember that
she’s your mother.
EUGÉNIE: Handsome title!

DOLMANCÉ: She’s right; did this mother think of Eugénie while bringing
her into the world? The wretch let herself fuck because she found it
pleasurable, but she was far from having this girl in view. Let her act as she
wants in this regard; leave her entirely free and let’s content ourselves to
guarantee to her that whatever excess she arrives at in this matter, she’ll
never make herself guilty of any evil.

EUGÉNIE: I abhor her, I detest her, a thousand reasons legitimatize my hate;
I must have her life, whatever the price may be.
DOLMANCÉ: Eh well, since your resolutions are unshakable, you’ll be
satisfied, Eugénie, I swear it to you; but permit me several counsels which
become, before acting, of the utmost necessity for you. Never let your
secret escape you, my dear, and above all act alone: nothing is more
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dangerous than accomplices; let’s always beware of those that we even
believe to be the most attached to us: It’s necessary, said Machiavelli, to
either never have accomplices, or to undo them as soon as they’ve served
us. That isn’t all: pretense is indispensable, Eugénie, to the projects that you
form. Draw yourself nearer than ever to your victim before sacrificing her;
have the air of pitying her or of consoling her; cajole her, share her pains,
swear to her that you adore her; do yet more, persuade her of it: falseness,
in such cases, can’t be taken too far. Nero caressed Agrippina on the very
barge which would engulf her: imitate that example, use all of deceit, all of
the impostures that your mind can suggest to you. If the lie is always
necessary for women, it’s especially so when they want to deceive that it
becomes the more indispensable to them.
EUGÉNIE: These lessons will be retained and undoubtably put into action;
but let’s plumb the depths, I beseech you, of that falsity that you counsel
women to put into use; do you believe then that manner of being to be
absolutely essential in the world?

DOLMANCÉ: Without a doubt, I know of nothing more necessary in life; one
certain truth is going to prove its indispensability to you: everyone employs
it; I ask you, following that, how one sincere individual will not always
stand out in the midst of a society of false people! Now if it’s true, as they
claim, that the virtues are of some utility in civil life, how would you want,
that he who has neither will, nor power, nor the gift of any virtue, that
which happens to many people, how would you want, tell me, that such a
being is not essentially obliged to deceive in order to obtain in his turn a
little of the portion of happiness that his competitors steal from him? And,
in fact, is it really virtue, or its appearance, which becomes really necessary
to social man? Don’t doubt that appearance alone suffices him: possessing
it, he has all that’s necessary. Since one only brushes people in this world,
doesn’t it suffice them to show us the shell? Let’s persuade ourselves well,
moreover, that the practice of virtue is hardly useful to he who possesses it:
the others derive from it so little that, so long as he who must live with us
appears virtuous, he becomes perfectly equal whether he has it or not.
Falseness, furthermore, is almost always an assured means of success; he
who possesses it necessarily acquires a sort of advantage over he who
commerces or who corresponds with him: while dazzling him with a false
front, he persuades him; from that moment he succeeds. Perceiving that
someone’s deceived me, I can only blame myself, and my seducer has yet a
much more handsome game if I don’t complain by pride; his ascendency
over me will always be pronounced; he’ll have reason when I’ll be wrong;
he’ll advance himself when I’ll be nothing; he’ll enrich himself when I’ll
ruin myself; always finally above me, he’ll soon enough captivate public
opinion; once there, I’ll have handsomely inculpated him and no one will
listen to me. Let’s deliver ourselves then hardily and ceaselessly to the most
notorious falsity; let’s regard it as the key of all graces, of all favors, of all
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reputations, of all riches, and assuage ourselves in losing the little sadness
of having made dupes by the piquant pleasure of being wicked.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In that there is, I think, infinitely more than is
necessary on that matter. Eugénie, convinced, should be appeased,
encouraged: she’ll act when she wants. I imagine that it’s necessary to
continue now our dissertations on the different caprices of humans in
libertinage; that field must be vast, let’s traverse it; we just initiated our
student in some of the mysteries of practice, let’s not neglect theory.

DOLMANCÉ: The libertine details of the passions of men are hardly
susceptible, madame, of being motifs of instruction for a young girl who,
particularly like Eugénie, is not destined for the business of a public
woman; she’s to be married and, in that hypothesis, the odds are ten to one
that her husband will not have those tastes; if that were the case, the
conduct is easy: much pleasantness and complaisance with him; otherwise
much falseness and many compensations: these few words contain it all.
However if your Eugénie desires some analyses of the tastes of men in the
act of libertinage, in order to examine them more summarily we’ll reduce
them to three: sodomy, sacrilegious fantasies, and cruel tastes. The first
passion is universal today, to those we’ve already spoken of we’re going to
add some reflections. We divide them into two classes, the active and the
passive: the one who butt-fucks, whether a man or a woman, commits the
active sodomy; and the one who is butt-fucked, whether man or woman, is
the passive. It has often been asked which of these two fashions of
committing sodomy is the most voluptuous: it’s assuredly the passive, since
one enjoys at the same time the sensation from the front and from behind;
it’s so sweet to change sexes, so delicious to imitate the whore, to surrender
yourself to a man who treats you as a woman, to call that man lover, to
acknowledge yourself his mistress! Ah! my friends, such pleasure! But,
Eugénie, let’s confine ourselves to a few details of advice, relative only to
women who, changing into men, want to enjoy at our example this
delicious pleasure. I’ve just familiarized you with such an assault, Eugénie,
and I’ve seen enough of it to be persuaded that you’ll make good progress
one day in that career. I exhort you to pursue it like one of the most
delicious of the isle of Cythere, perfectly sure that you’ll accomplish this
advice. I’m going to restrict myself to two or three opinions essential to
every person bent on knowing no more than this type of pleasure, or those
which are analogous to them. Observe first to make yourself always jack
the clitoris when you’re sodomized: nothing marries like those two
pleasures; avoid douching or rubbing with cloth, when you’ve just been
fucked in this manner: it’s good that the breech always be open; there
results from this desire, titillations which extinguish soon the cares of
propriety; you have no idea of the point to which the sensations can go. So,
when you’ll entrain to amuse yourself in that manner, Eugénie, avoid acids:
they inflame hemorrhoids and thus make introductions painful; don’t allow
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several men to discharge in your ass in turn: this mixture of sperm,
however voluptuous to the imagination, is often dangerous to your health;
always get rid of each different emission as they’re accomplished.

EUGÉNIE: But if they were made in the cunt, wouldn’t that be a crime?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Don’t imagine, poor fool, that there is the least evil
in lending yourself in such a manner that it can be a detour from the great
path for the seed of man, because propagation is not at all the goal of
nature: it’s only a tolerance; and when we don’t profit from it at all,
nature’s intentions are much better fulfilled. Eugénie, be the sworn enemy
of that fastidious propagation, and turn ceaselessly, even in marriage, from
that perfidious fluid of which the vegetation serves only to spoil our
figures, to deaden in you the voluptuous sensations, to whither us, to age us
and to disturb our health; engage your husband in accommodating himself
to his losses; offer him all the routes which can keep his homage from the
temple; say to him that you detest children, implore him to not make you
do it. Watch yourself on that article, my good girl because, I declare to you,
I hold pregnancy in such horror that I would cease to be your friend the
instant you became fat. If, however, that misfortune befalls you, without it
being your fault, inform me in the first seven or eight weeks, and I’ll gently
scuttle it for you. Don’t be afraid of infanticide; that crime is imaginary;
we’re always the mistresses of what we carry in our wombs, and we do no
more evil in destroying that species of matter than in purging the other, by
medications, when we feel the need.
EUGÉNIE: But if the child were to term?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Were it in the world, we’d always be the mistresses
of its destruction. There’s no right on earth more certain than that of
mothers over their children. There aren’t any peoples who haven’t
recognized this truth: it’s founded in reason, in principle.

DOLMANCÉ: That right is natural...it’s incontestable. The extravagance of
the deific system was the source of all those gross errors. The imbeciles
who believed in God, persuaded that we owe our existence to him, also
believed that as soon as an embryo began to mature, a little soul,
proceeding from God, came to animate it; these fools, I say, assuredly had
to consider the destruction of that little creature a capital crime, because,
according to them, it no longer belonged to humans. It was the work of
God; it was God’s: how could they dispose of it without crime? But since
the torch of philosophy has dissipated all these impostures, since the divine
illusion has been trampled underfoot, since then, better instructed of the
laws and secrets of physics, we’ve developed the principle of generation,
and that this material mechanism offers nothing more striking to the eyes
than the vegetation of a grain of corn, we’ve been called to nature from the
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error of humans. Stretching the measure of our rights, we’ve at last
recognized that we were perfectly free to retake what we’d given only
reluctantly or by chance, and that it was impossible to demand of whatever
individual to become father or mother if he or she doesn’t want to; that this
creature more or less on the earth wasn’t of much grand consequence, and
that we’ll become, in a word, as certainly the masters of this morsel of
flesh, however animated it was, as we are the nails that we cut from our
fingers, the excresences of flesh that we remove from our bodies, or the
digestions that we void from our entrails, because the one and the other are
of us, because the one and the other are our own, and we’re the absolute
possessors of that which proceeds from us. By expounding to you, Eugénie,
the very mediocre importance of which the act of murder was on earth,
you’ll have to see of what small consequence must equally be all that
which is due to infanticide, even committed on a creature already at the age
of reason; it’s useless to go back over it: the excellence of your mind adds
to my proofs. The lecture of the history of the mores of all the peoples of
the earth, while making you see that that use is universal, will end by
convincing you that it’d only be imbecility to admit of evil in that very
indifferent action.
EUGÉNIE, first to Dolmancé: I can’t tell you how much you persuade me.
(Then addressing herself to Mme de Saint-Ange.) But, tell me, dearest, have
you sometimes used the remedy that you offer me in order to destroy the
fetus interiorly?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Twice, and both times with the greatest success; but
I have to admit to you that I’ve brought it off only in the first months;
however two women I know have employed this same remedy in mid-term,
and they’ve assured me that it was equally successful for them. Count on
me then when the occasion arises, my dear, but I exhort you to never put
yourself in the case of having need of it: that’s the surest. Let’s take up
again now the continuation of the lubricious details that we’ve promised to
this young girl. Continue, Dolmancé, we’re at sacriligeous fantasies.

DOLMANCÉ: I suppose that Eugénie has realized too well the religious
errors in order not to be intimately persuaded that toying with the objects of
the piety of fools can have any sort of consequence. Those fantasies have
so little consequence that they should, in fact, fire only very young minds,
for whom every rupture of restraint becomes a jouissance; that’s a species
of petty vindictiveness which inflames the imagination and which,
doubtlessly, is able to amuse for a few instants; but those delights, it seems
to me, must become cold and insipid, when one has had the time to instruct
oneself and to convince oneself of the nullity of the objectives of which the
idols that we flout are only the miserable representations. To profane the
relics, the images of saints, the host, the crucifix, all that can only be, in the
eyes of the philosopher, what would be the degradation of a pagan statue.
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Once one has dedicated these execrable baubles to contempt, it’s necessary
to leave them there, without concerning yourself with them any longer; it’s
good to retain from all that only blasphemy, not that there’s more reality to
it, because from the moment where there’s no longer a God, to what does it
act to insult his name? But it’s essential to pronounce strong and dirty
words, in the drunkenness of pleasure, and those of blasphemy serve well
the imagination. It’s necessary to spare nothing there; it’s necessary to
embellish those words with the greatest extravagance of expression; it’s
necessary that they scandalize to the greatest degree; because it’s very
sweet to scandalize: there exists a small triumph for pride in it which is
nothing to disdain; I confess to you, ladies, it’s one of my secret delights:
there are few moral pleasures more active on my imagination. Try it,
Eugénie, and you’ll see what results. Flaunt especially a prodigious impiety,
when you find yourself with persons of your age who still vegetate in the
shadows of superstition; advertise debauchery and libertinage; effect to put
yourself up as whore, to let them see your breast; if you go with them in
secret places, truss yourself with indecency; let them see with affectation
the most secret parts of your body; exact the same thing from them; seduce
them, lecture them, make them see the ridiculousness of their prejudices;
put to them that which is called evil; swear like a man with them; if they’re
younger than you, take them by force, amuse yourself with them and
corrupt them, by example, by counsel, by all that you’ll believe, in a word,
most capable of perverting them; be similarly extremely free with men;
display with them irreligion and imprudence: far from scaring you with the
liberties they’ll take, mysteriously accord them all that which can amuse
them without compromising yourself; let yourself be handled by them, jack
them, get yourself jacked; go even as far as lending them your ass; but,
since the imaginary honor of women is tied to their first anterior fruit,
render yourself more difficult on that; once married, take lackies, not a
lover, or pay several sure young men: from that moment all is to be
covered; no more blows to your reputation, and without anyone being able
to suspect you, you’ve found the art of doing that which has pleased you.
Let’s continue:
The pleasures of cruelty are the third that we’ve promised ourselves to
analyse. These sorts of pleasures are very common today among men and
here’s the argument which they use in order to legitimatize them. We want
to be moved, they say, it’s the goal of every man who delivers himself to
pleasure, and we want it to be by the most active means. Departing from
this point, it’s not a question of knowing if our proceedings will please or
displease the object which serves us, it’s a question only of shaking the
mass of our nerves by the most violent shock possible; now, it’s doubtless
that pain affects much more keenly than pleasure, therefore the resultant
shocks on us from that sensation which we produce on the others will be of
a more essentially vigorous vibration, will hold back more energetically in
us, will place in a more violent circulation the animal spirits which,
determining themselves on the low regions by the movement of regression
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which is essential to them, will soon set fire to the organs of voluptuousness and dispose them to pleasure. The effects of pleasure are always
misleading in women; it’s henceforth very difficult for an ugly or old man
to produce them. Do they accomplish it? They are weak, and the shocks
much less virile. Therefore they must by necessity prefer pain, of which the
effects cannot lie and of which the vibrations are more active. But, one
objects to men infatuated with this mania, that pain afflicts the other; is it
charitable to do evil to others in order to take pleasure yourself? The
wretches answer this accustomed, in the act of pleasure, to count themselves for all and for the others nothing, they’re persuaded that it’s very
simple, following the impulses of nature, to prefer what they feel to that
which they don’t feel. What does it do to us, they dare to ask, the pain we
do to our neighbor? Do they make us feel pain? No, on the contrary, we’ve
just demonstrated that from their production there results a sensation
delicious to us. In what name will we thus show consideration for an
individual who touches nothing in us? In what name will we spare him a
pain which will never cost us a tear, when it’s certain that from that pain is
going to be born a very great pleasure for us? Have we ever experienced a
single impulse of nature which compelled us to prefer others to ourselves,
and isn’t each for himself in the world? You speak to us in an imaginary
voice of this nature, which tells us to not do to others that which we
wouldn’t want them to do to us; but this absurd counsel only ever comes to
us from men, weak men. The strong man never takes it in his mind to speak
in such language. It was the first Christians who, daily persecuted for their
imbecilic system, cried to whomever wanted to hear it: “Don’t burn us,
don’t flay us! Nature says that we must do unto others that which we would
have them do to us.” Imbeciles! How could nature, which counsels us
always to delight ourselves, which never inscribes in us any other
movements, any other inspirations, how could it, the next moment, by an
inconsistency without equal, assure us that it’s important however to advise
us not to delight ourselves if that causes pain to others? Ah! believe me,
Eugénie, believe me, nature, mother of us all, only ever speaks to us of us;
nothing is egotistic like her voice, and that which we recognize the clearest
there is the immutable and sacred counsel that she gives us to delight
ourselves, at the expense of no matter who. But the others, they say to you,
can revenge themselves...In good time, the strongest will have reason. Eh
well, there’s the primitive state of war and of perpetual destruction for
which her hand created us, and in which alone it’s advantageous to her that
we exist.
There, my dear Eugénie, as those men reason, and I myself add, after
my own experiences and studies, that cruelty, far from being a vice, is the
first sentiment that nature inscribes in us. The child breaks his toy, bites his
nurses tit, strangles his bird, long before having reached the age of reason.
Cruelty is imprinted in animals, in which, as I believe I just said to you, the
laws of nature speak themselves much more energetically than in us; it’s in
savage peoples much closer to nature than in civilized men: it would be
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absurd then to establish that it’s a consequence of depravity. This system is
false, I repeat. Cruelty is in nature; we’re all born with a dose of cruelty
that only education changes; but education is not in nature, it’s as injurious
to the sacred effects of nature as horticulture is injurious to trees. Compare
in your orchards the tree abandoned to the cares of nature, with that which
your art attends to while constraining it, and you’ll see which is the more
beautiful, you’ll find which will give you the best fruit. Cruelty is nothing
other than the energy of the man that civilization has not yet corrupted: it’s
thus a virtue and not a vice. Strike your laws, your punishments, your
practices, and cruelty will no longer have dangerous effects, since it never
acts without it’s being able to be as repressed by its own means; it’s in the
state of civilization that it’s dangerous, because the injured being nearly
always lacks the force or the means to repel the injury; but in the state of
uncivilization, if it acts on the strong, it’ll be repelled by him, and if it acts
on the weak, injuring only a being who yields to the strong by the laws of
nature, it has not the least disadvantage.
We needn’t analyze at all cruelty in the lubricious pleasures of men; you
see a little, Eugénie, the different excesses to which they must lead, and
your imagination must easily make you understand that, in a firm and
stoical soul, they must not have limits at all. Nero, Tiberius, Heliogabolus
immolated children in order to make themselves hard; the Marshal of Retz,
Charolais, the uncle of Conde, also committed murders of debauchery: the
first confessed in his interrogation that he knew no more powerful a
voluptuousness than that which he derived from the torture inflicted by his
chaplain and himself on young children of both sexes. They found seven or
eight hundred immolated in one of the chateaux of Bretagne. All that is
quite understandable, I just proved it to you. Our constitutions, our organs,
the flow of fluid, the energy of the animal spirits, there are the physical
causes that make, in the same hours, the Tituses, the Neros, the Messalinas,
the Chantals; it’s no longer necessary to pride yourself on the virtue which
repents itself of vice, no longer necessary to accuse nature of having made
us to be born good rather than having created us as scoundrels; it has acted
after its views, its plans and its needs: let us submit. Thus I’ll only examine
here the cruelty of women, always much more active in them than in men,
by the powerful reason of the excessive sensibility of their organs.
We distinguish in general two sorts of cruelty: that which is born of
stupidity, which, never reasoned, never analyzed, assimilates the individual
born in such a manner into a ferocious beast: this doesn’t produce any
pleasure because he who’s inclined to it isn’t susceptible to any studied
inquiry; the brutalities of such a being are rarely dangerous: it’s always
easy to protect against them; the other species of cruelty, fruit of the
extreme sensibility of the organs, is known only to the extremely delicate
beings, and the excesses it inclines in them are only the refinements of their
fastidiousness; it’s this fastidiousness, too quickly blunted because of its
excessive fineness, which, in order to rouse itself, puts into play all the
resources of cruelty. There are only a few people who conceive the
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differences!..How few of them feel them! They exist nevertheless, they’re
indubitable. Now, it’s this second genre of cruelty of which women are the
most often affected. Study them well: you’ll see if it’s not the excess of
their sensibility which has lead them there; you’ll see if it’s not the extreme
activity of their imagination, the force of their mind which renders them
wicked and ferocious; they are as well every one of them charming; also
there isn’t one of that species who can’t turn heads when she undertakes it;
unhappily, the rigidity or rather the absurdity of our mores lends little food
for their cruelty; they’re obliged to hide themselves, to dissimulate
themselves, to cover their inclination by acts of ostensible beneficence that
they hate from the bottom of their heart; it can only be under the most
obscure veil, with the greatest precautions, aided by several sure friends,
that they can surrender themselves to their inclinations; and, as there are
many of them of this type, there’s by consequence many of them who are
unhappy. Do you want to meet them? Announce a cruel spectacle to them,
like that of a duel, a burning, a battle, a gladiatorial combat: you’ll see how
they’ll come running; but those occasions are not numerous enough to feed
their rage: they contain themselves and they suffer.
Let’s cast a quick eye on the women of this type. Zingua, Queen of
Angola, the most cruel of women, immolated her lovers after they’d
enjoyed her; often she made gladiators fight under her eyes and became the
prize of the winner; in order to flatter her ferocious soul, she entertained
herself by having ground in a mortar every pregnant woman under thirty
years of age (see The Story of Zingua, Queen of Angola, by a missionary).
Zoe, wife of a Chinese emperor, had no greater pleasure than to see
criminals executed under her eyes; lacking them, she had slaves immolated
while she fucked with her husband, and proportioned the impulses of her
discharging to the cruelty of anguishes she made those unhappy ones suffer.
It was she who, refining on the means of torture to impose on her victims,
invented that infamous column of hollow bronze that you make red hot
after having locked the patient up there. Theodira, the wife of Justinian,
amused herself by seeing eunuchs made; and Messalina jacked herself off
while, by the process of masturbation, men were exhausted before her. The
Floridian women made the members of their husbands hard and then placed
small insects on the glans, which made them endure horrible pain; they tied
them up for that operation and banded together around a single man in
order to more surely reach that end. When the Spanish came, these women
held their husbands themselves while those barbarous Europeans
assassinated them. Madames Voisin and Brinvilliers poisoned for the sole
pleasure of committing a crime. History, in a word, furnishes us a thousandthousand traces of the cruelty of women, and it’s because of the natural
penchant that they experience at these movements that I’d like them to
accustom themselves to the use of active flagellation, means by which cruel
men appease their ferocity. Some few among them employ it, I know, but
it’s not yet employed, among that sex, to the extent that I’d desire it. By
means of this outlet given to the barbarity of women, society would gain;
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because, not being able to be malicious in that manner, they are in another,
and spilling thus their venom in the world, they make the despair of their
husbands and their families. The refusal to do a good action, when the
occasion presents itself, that of aiding the infortune, adds well, if one wants
it, to the blossoming of that ferocity of which certain women are naturally
led, but this is weak and often much too far from the need that they have to
do worse. There would be without doubt other means by which a woman,
at once sensible and ferocious, could calm her fiery passions, but they’re
dangerous, Eugénie, and I would never dare to advise them to you...Oh!
Heaven! What now, dear angel?..Madame, look at what state your pupil
here is in!..

EUGÉNIE, jacking herself: Ah! sacred god! you turn my head around...
Here’s the effect of your fucking remarks!..

DOLMANCÉ: To the rescue, madame, to the rescue!..Are we to thus let this
beautiful child discharge without helping her?..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! that would be unjust! (Taking her in her arms.)
Adorable creature, I’ve never seen a sensibility like yours, never a mind so
delicious!..

DOLMANCÉ: Take care of the front, madame; I’m going to graze with my
tongue the pretty little hole of her ass, while giving her soft slaps on her ass
cheeks; she must discharge between our hands at least seven or eight times
in this manner.
EUGÉNIE, wild: Ah! fuck! that won’t be hard!

DOLMANCÉ: By the positions that you’re in, ladies, I see you could suck my
prick one by one; excited in this manner, I’d proceed with much more
energy to the pleasures of our charming pupil.

EUGÉNIE: My good woman, I vie with you for the honor of sucking this
beautiful prick. (She takes it).

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! what delights!..what voluptuous warmth!.. But, Eugénie,
will you comport yourself well at the instant of crisis?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: She’ll swallow...she’ll devour, I’ll vouch for her; and
somehow if, by childishness...by I don’t know what cause finally...she
neglected the needs that lubricity here imposes on her...

DOLMANCÉ, very animated: I wouldn’t forgive her, madame, I wouldn’t
forgive her!..An exemplary punishment...I swear to you that she would be
whipped...that she’d be whipped until bloody!..Ah! sacred god! I’m
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cumming...my fuck’s flowing!..Swallow!..swallow, Eugénie, don’t let a
drop be lost!..And you, madame, attend to my ass: it offers itself to
you...Don’t you see how it thus calls your fingers?..Fucking god! my
ecstasy is complete...you drive them in to the wrist!..Ah! back in place, I
can’t do it any longer...this charming girl has sucked me like an angel...

EUGÉNIE: My dear and adorable teacher, I haven’t lost a single drop of it.
Kiss me, dear love, your fuck is now at the bottom of my entrails.
DOLMANCÉ: She’s delicious...and how the little rascal came!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: She’s inundated!..Oh! heavens! what do I
hear!..Someone’s knocking: who’s come then to trouble us?..It’s my
brother...Imprudent!..

EUGÉNIE: But, my dear, this is a betrayal!

DOLMANCÉ: Without example, is it not? Fear nothing, Eugénie, we work
only for your pleasures.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! we’re going to soon convince her of it! Come
near, my brother, and laugh at this little girl who hides herself in order to
not be seen by you.
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Fourth Dialogue

MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE, EUGÉNIE,
DOLMANCÉ, LE CHEVALIER DE MIRVEL.

LE CHEVALIER: Doubt nothing of my discretion, I implore you, beautiful
Eugénie: it’s total; there’s my sister, there’s my friend, both of whom can
vouch for me.

DOLMANCÉ: I see only one way to bring an end to this ridiculous ceremony.
Here, chevalier, we’re educating this pretty girl, we’re teaching her all
that’s necessary for a young women of her age to know, and in order to
better instruct her, we always join a little practice to the theory. She must
have the picture of a prick cumming; that’s where we’re at: do you want to
model for us?
LE CHEVALIER: That proposition is assuredly too flattering for me to refuse,
and the young lady has attractions which will decide very quickly the
effects of the desired lesson.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eh well, let’s go; to work this instant!

EUGÉNIE: Oh! in truth, it’s too much; you abuse my youth to such an
extent...for whom is monsieur going to take me?

LE CHEVALIER: For a charming girl, Eugénie...for the most adorable
creature that I’ve ever seen in my life. (He kisses her and lets his hands
wander over her charms.) Oh! God! what cute and sweet charms!..what
enchanting charms!..

DOLMANCÉ: Speak less, chevalier, and act more. I’m going to direct the
scene, ‘tis my right; the object of this is to make Eugénie see the
mechanism of ejaculation; but, as it’s difficult for her to observe such a
phenomena in cold blood, we’re going to place ourselves all four facing
very close one to the others. You’ll jerk your friend, madame; I’ll charge
myself to the chevalier. When it’s a question of pollution, a man knows
what he’s doing, for a man, infinitely better than a woman. Knowing what’s
agreeable to him, he knows what he needs to do to others...Let’s go,
position yourselves. (They arrange themselves.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Aren’t we too close?

DOLMANCÉ, already taking hold of the chevalier: We couldn’t be too close,
madame; it’s important that the breast and face of your friend be inundated
with the proofs of the virility of your brother; he must let go, as the saying
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goes, at her nose. Master of the pump, I’ll direct the streams, in a manner in
which she’ll find herself absolutely covered with it. Stroke her carefully
during this time, on all the lubricious parts of her body. Eugénie, surrender
your imagination entirely to the fancies of libertinage; dream that you’re
going to see the most beautiful mysteries perform themselves under your
eyes; trample all reserve under foot: modesty was never a virtue. If nature
had wanted us to hide certain parts of our bodies, it would’ve taken that
care itself; but it’s created us naked; thus it wants us to go nude, and every
contrary conduct absolutely outrages its laws. Children, who don’t yet have
any idea of pleasure, and consequently of the necessity to render it more
lively by modesty, show everything that they carry. Sometimes you also
encounter a greater peculiarity: there are countries where the majority of
clothes are in use, without the modesty of mores being encountered there.
In Taihiti the girls are clothed, and they truss up their skirts if it’s asked of
them.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What I love about Dolmancé, is that he doesn’t lose
any time; all the while discoursing, see how he acts, how he examines with
complaisance the superb ass of my brother, how he voluptuously jacks the
beautiful prick of this young man...Come on Eugénie, let’s put ourselves to
work! There’s the pump’s nozzle in the air; soon it’s going to inundate us.
EUGÉNIE: Ah! my dear friend, what a monstrous member!..I can hardly
hold it!..Oh! my God! are they all as big as this?

DOLMANCÉ: You know, Eugénie, that mine is much inferior; such engines
are formidable for a young girl; you know well that that one couldn’t
perforate you without danger.
EUGÉNIE, already stroked by Mme de Saint-Ange: Ah! I’ll brave anything
to enjoy it!..

DOLMANCÉ: And you’ll have reason to: a young girl should never be
frightened by such a thing; nature readies itself, and the torrents of
pleasures with which it fills you soon compensate you for the little pains
which precede them. I’ve seen girls younger than you undertake bigger
cocks still. With courage and patience one surmounts the greatest obstacles.
It’s a madness to imagine that it’s necessary, as much as it’s possible, to
have a young girl deflowered only by very small cocks. I’m of the opinion
that, to the contrary, a virgin should surrender herself to the biggest engines
that she can encounter, in order that, the ligaments of the hymen the sooner
broken, the sensations of pleasure can thus fix themselves more promptly in
her. It’s true that once on this diet, she’ll be distressed at having to go back
to a mediocre one; but if she’s rich, young and beautiful, she’ll find as
many of this size as she’ll want. Let her be content; if something less large
presents itself to her, and she’s envious to make use it? Then let her put it in
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her ass.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Without doubt, and in order to be even happier still,
let her service herself with one and the other at the same time; let the
voluptuous tremors of which she’ll stir him who encunts her serve to
precipitate the ecstasy of him who butt-fucks her, and that inundated with
the fuck of both, she’ll launch her own while dying of pleasure.

DOLMANCÉ: (It should be noticed that the pollutions are going on
throughout the dialogue.) It seems to me that there should enter two or
three pricks more in the picture that you arrange, madame; the woman that
you place as you just said shouldn’t she have a prick in her mouth and one
in each hand?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: She could have them under her armpits and in her
hair, she should have thirty of them around her if it were possible; it would
be necessary, in those moments, to have, to touch, to devour nothing but
pricks around you, to be inundated by all at the same instant when you
yourself would cum. Ah! Dolmancé, whore that you are, I defy you to have
equalled me in these delicious combats of lust...I’ve done all that’s possible
in this genre.

EUGÉNIE, all the time jacked by her friend, as the chevalier is by
Dolmancé: Ah! my precious woman...you make my head spin!..What! I
could surrender myself...to so many men!..Ah! such delights!..How you
jack me, dear friend!..You are the goddess herself of pleasure!..And this
beautiful cock, how it swells!..how its majestic head engorges and becomes
bright red!..
DOLMANCÉ: It’s very close to the denouement.

LE CHEVALIER: Eugénie...my sister...come closer...Ah! what divine
breasts!..what soft, plump thighs!..Cum!..cum both of you, my fuck’s going
to join you!..It’s flowing!..ah! sacred god!..(Dolmancé, during this crisis,
has carefully directed his friend’s streams of sperm onto the two women,
and principally on Eugénie, who finds herself drenched with it.)

EUGÉNIE: Such a beautiful spectacle!..how noble and majestic it is!..Here I
am completely covered with it...it leaped on me up to my eyeballs!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Wait, my beloved, let me gather these priceless
pearls; I’m going to rub your clitoris with them in order to make you cum
faster.

EUGÉNIE: Ah! yes, my precious, ah! yes: that idea is delicious...Do, and I’ll
go off in your arms.
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Divine child, kiss me a thousand-thousand
times!..Let me suck your tongue...let me breath your voluptuous breath
when it’s ablaze with the fire of pleasure!..Ah! fuck! I’m cumming
myself!..My brother, finish me, I beseech you!..

DOLMANCÉ: Yes, chevalier...yes, jack your sister off.
LE CHEVALIER: I prefer fucking: I’m still hard.

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well, put it to her, while presenting me your ass: I’ll fuck
you during this voluptuous incest. Eugénie, armed with this dildo, will buttfuck me. Destined to one day play all the different roles of lust, she must
exert herself, in the lessons that we give her here, to fulfill them all equally.

EUGÉNIE, decking herself out with a dildo: Oh! willingly! You’ll never find
me wanting, when it’s a question of libertinage: it’s now my only god, the
single rule of my conduct, the only base of all my actions. (She butt-fucks
Dolmancé.) Like this, my dear master?..Am I doing well?

DOLMANCÉ: Marvelously!..In truth, the little rascal fucks my ass like a
man!..Good! it seems to me that we’re all four of us perfectly knotted here:
it’s only a question of beginning.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! I’m dying, chevalier!..It’s impossible for me to
accustom myself to the delicious shocks of your beautiful cock!..

DOLMANCÉ: Sacred god! This charming ass gives me pleasure!..Ah! fuck!
fuck! let’s cum the four of us at once!..Double-god! I’m dying! I’m
expiring!..Ah! in my life I’ll never discharge more voluptuously!..Have you
spent your sperm, chevalier?

LE CHEVALIER: See how this cunt is covered with it.

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! my friend, that I had as much of it in my ass!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s rest, I’m dying.

DOLMANCÉ, kissing Eugénie: This charming girl has fucked me like a god.

EUGÉNIE: To tell the truth I took pleasure in it.

DOLMANCÉ: All the excesses render it when one is libertine, and that which
a woman is best advised to do, is to multiply them even beyond the
possible.
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I’ve placed five hundred louis with a notary for the
individual who’ll teach me a passion that I don’t know, that can plunge my
senses into a voluptuousness of which I’ve not yet enjoyed.

DOLMANCÉ: (Here the interlocuteurs, readjusted, no longer occupy
themselves with anything but chatting.) That’s a curious idea and I’m the
one who’ll get it, but I doubt, madame, that that singular desire, after which
you run, resembles the meager pleasures that you’ve just tasted.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: How then?

DOLMANCÉ: It’s that, in honor, I know nothing so boring as the jouissance
of the cunt, and when one has once, as you have, madame, tasted the
pleasures of the ass, I can’t conceive how one returns to the others.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: They’re old habits. When one thinks like me, one
wants to be fucked everywhere and, whatever the part that an engine
perforates, one is happy when one feels it there. I am however very much
of your opinion, and I attest here to all lustful women that the pleasure they
experience in ass-fucking will always much surpass that which they
experience doing it in the cunt. Let them refer on this matter to the woman,
who of all Europe, has done it the most the one way and the other: I swear
to them that there isn’t the least comparison, and that they’ll return with
great difficulty to the front when they’ve had the experience of the back.

LE CHEVALIER: I don’t think at all the same way. I’m ready for everything
that one wants, but, by taste, I truly love in women only the altar that nature
indicated to render homage to them.

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well! But, it’s the ass! Never has nature, my dear chevalier,
if you carefully examine its laws, indicated other altars for our homage than
the hole of the ass; it permits the rest, but it ordains that. Ah! sacred god! if
the intention wasn’t that we fuck asses, would it have so justly proportioned
their orifice to our members? Isn’t that orifice round like them? What
being, even an enemy of good sense, can imagine that an oval hole could
have been created by nature for round members! It’s intentions show
themselves in this deformity; it makes us see clearly there that the too often
repeated sacrifices in this part, while multiplying a propagation it makes
only in order to tolerate us, would displease it infallibly. Eugénie just
considered here at ease the sublime mystery of a discharge; I’d like her now
to learn to direct its spurts.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In the state of exhaustion you’re both in, ‘tis to
prepare her for a lot of pains.

DOLMANCÉ: I’m convinced of it, and that’s why I’d like it if we could find,
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in you house or in your fields, some young lad, good and robust, who’d
serve us as model, and on whom we could give the lessons.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I’ve precisely what is needed.

DOLMANCÉ: Would it by chance be a young gardener, with a delicious
figure, about eighteen or twenty years, that I saw a while ago working in
your vegetable garden?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Augustin! Yes, precisely, Augustin, of which the
member is thirteen thumbs long and half that in circumference!
DOLMANCÉ: Ah! just heaven! what a monster!..and that discharges?..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! like a torrent!..I’m going to look for him.
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Fifth Dialogue

DOLMANCÉ, LE CHEVALIER, AUGUSTIN,
EUGÉNIE, MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE

MME DE SAINT-ANGE; presenting Augustin: Here’s the man of which I’ve
spoken. Come on, my friends, let’s amuse ourselves; what would life be
without pleasure?..Move nearer, simpleton!..Oh! the idiot!..Can you believe
that for six months I’ve worked to clean up this big pig without being able
to get anywhere?
AUGUSTIN: Ay, m’am, you speak nevertheless sometimes like I’m beginning to get on not so bad now, and when there’s some ground lying unfertilized, it’s always to me that you give it to.

DOLMANCÉ, laughing: Ah! charming!..charming!..The dear friend, he’s as
frank as he is fresh...(Displaying Eugénie.) Augustin, here’s a bank of
flowers lying fallow; do you want to undertake it?

AUGUSTIN: Ah! criminy! sir, such sweet morsels ain’t made for us.
DOLMANCÉ: Let’s get to it, mademoiselle.

EUGÉNIE, blushing: Oh, heavens! I’m ashamed!

DOLMANCÉ: Put that pusillanimous sentiment far from you; since all our
actions, and especially those of libertinage, are inspired in us by nature,
there isn’t a single one, of whatever kind that you can imagine, of which we
could conceivably be ashamed. Come on, Eugénie, play the whore with this
young man; consider that every provocation made by a girl to a boy is a
natural offering, and that your sex never serves nature better than when it
prostitutes itself to ours: that it’s, in a word, in order to be fucked that
you’re born, and that she who refuses this intention of nature isn’t worth
the light of day. Pull down yourself the pants of this young man to the
bottom of his beautiful thighs, roll his shirt under his jacket, so that the
front...and the back, which is, parenthetically, very handsome, find
themselves at your disposal...Now, let one of your hands grab that ample
piece of flesh, which, soon I see, is going to frighten you by its form, and
let the other wander on his ass-cheeks, and tickle thus the orifice of his
ass...Yes, in that manner...(In order to show Eugénie how to do what it’s a
question of, he socratizes Augustin himself.) Uncap well this ruddy head;
never cover it while polluting; keep it bare...keep the shaft at the breaking
point...Eh well! do you see the effect of my lessons already?..And you, my
child, I beseech you, don’t stand there thus with folded hands; isn’t there
something to occupy them with?..let them meander over this beautiful
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breast, on these beautiful buttocks...

Augustin: Sir, couldn’t I kiss this young girl who’s giving me so much
pleasure?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eh! kiss her, imbecile, kiss her as much as you
would like; don’t you kiss me, when I’m in bed with you?

AUGUSTIN: Ah! jiminy! the beautiful mouth!..How fresh it is!..It seems to
me I’ve got my nose on the roses in the garden! (Showing his hardening
prick.) And, do you see, sir, here’s the effect it has!

EUGÉNIE: Oh, heaven! how it grows!..

DOLMANCÉ: Let your movements become at present more regular, more
energetic...Cede to me the place an instant, and watch well how I do it. (He
jacks Augustin.) Do you see how these movements are firmer and at the
same time smoother?..There, take it again, and especially don’t cap
it...Good! there it is in all its energy; let’s examine now to see if it’s true
that he’s got a bigger one than the chevalier.
EUGÉNIE: Don’t doubt it; you can see very well that I can’t get my hand
around it.

DOLMANCÉ, measuring: Yes, you’re right: thirteen in length and eight and a
half in circumference. I’ve never seen a bigger one. Now that’s what one
calls a superb prick. And you service yourself with it, madame?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Regularly every night I’m in the country.
DOLMANCÉ: But in the ass, I hope?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: A little more often than in the cunt.

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! sacred god! such libertinage!..Eh well, on my honor, I
don’t know if I could sustain it.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Don’t pinch it so tight, Dolmancé; it’ll enter in your
ass as in mine.

DOLMANCÉ: We’ll see; I flatter myself that my Augustin will do me the
honor of launching a little fuck in my ass; I’ll give it back to him; but let’s
continue our lesson...Come on, Eugénie, the serpent is going to launch its
venom: prepare yourself; let your eyes fix themselves on the head of this
sublime member; and when, as proof of its prompt ejaculation, you see it
inflate, take on a more beautiful purple, let your movements then acquire
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all the energy of which they’re capable; let your fingers that tickle his anus
push in more right before it happens; give yourself entirely to the libertine
who amuses himself with you; seek his mouth in order to suck it; let your
attractions fly, so to speak, to anticipate his hands...He’s discharging,
Eugénie, here’s the moment of your triumph.

AUGUSTIN: Ah! ah! ah! mam’selle, I’m dying!..I can’t hold it no more!..Go
on, do it harder, I beseech you...Ah! holy god! I don’t see clear no more!..

DOLMANCÉ: Redouble, redouble, Eugénie! don’t spare him, he’s
drunk...Ah! such abundance of sperm!..it launches itself with such
vigor!..See the traces of the first spurt: it leaped more than ten
feet...Fucking christ! the room’s full of it!..I’ve never seen a discharge like
that, and he has, you say, fucked last night, madame?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Nine or ten times, I think: it’s been a long time since
we’ve counted.
LE CHEVALIER: Beautiful Eugénie, you’re covered with it.

EUGÉNIE: I’d like to be inundated with it. (To Dolmancé.) Eh well, my
master, are you satisfied?

DOLMANCÉ: Excellent, for starters, but there’s several episodes that you’ve
neglected.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s wait: for her they can only be the fruits of
experience; as for me, I confess, I’m extremely pleased with my Eugénie;
she announces the happiest dispositions, and I believe that we should now
make her enjoy another spectacle. Let’s make her see the effects of a prick
in the ass. Dolmancé, I’m going to offer you mine; I’ll be in the arms of my
brother: he’ll fuck me in the cunt, you in the ass, and it’s Eugénie who’ll
prepare your prick, who’ll place it in my ass, who’ll regulate all the
movements, who’ll study them, so as to render herself familiar with this
operation, then we’ll make her submit herself to the enormous prick of this
Hercules.

DOLMANCÉ: I’m flattered by the plan, and this pretty little behind will soon
be rent under our eyes by the violent shocks of the brave Augustin. I
approve that which you propose, madame, but, in the meantime, if you
want me to treat you well, permit me to put a clause there: Augustin, who
I’m going to make hard again in two strokes of the wrist, will butt-fuck me
while I sodomize you.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I heartily approve of this arrangement; I’ll gain
thereby, and this will be for my scholar two excellent lessons in place of
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one.

DOLMANCÉ, seizing Augustin: Come, my big boy, I’ll reanimate you...How
beautiful it is!..Kiss me, dear friend...You’re still all wet with fuck, and it’s
fuck that I demand from you...Ah! holy fuck! I must pump his ass, all while
jacking him!..

LE CHEVALIER: Come close, my sister; in order to respond to the plans of
yours and Dolmancé’s, I’m going to stretch myself out on this bed; you’ll
lay yourself in my arms, while exposing your beautiful cheeks to him in the
grandest spread possible...Yes, that’s it: we should be ready to start.

DOLMANCÉ: No, not really: wait for me; it’s necessary for me first to buttfuck your sister, since Augustin suggests it to me; next, I’ll marry you:
these are my fingers which should bind you. Let’s not lack any of our
principles: let’s remember that a student is watching us, and that we should
give her exact lessons. Eugénie, come jack me while I prime the enormous
engine of this awkward subject; undertake the erection of my prick, by
defiling it softly with your ass-cheeks...(She does it.)
EUGÉNIE: Am I doing it right?

DOLMANCÉ: There’s always too much softness in your movements; grasp
the prick that you jack much harder, Eugénie; if the masturbation is
agreeable it’s only in that it presses more than fucking, it’s then necessary
that the hand which cooperates there becomes for the engine that it works a
locale infinitely tighter than any other part of the body...Better! that’s better,
there!..spread your cheeks a little more, in order that with each stroke the
head of my prick touches the hole of your ass...yes, that’s it!..Jack your
sister while waiting, chevalier: we’ll be with you in a minute...Ah! good!
here’s my manhood stiffening up...Come on, prepare yourself madame;
open this sublime ass to my impure ardor; guide the dart, Eugénie; it’s
necessary that it’s your hand that conducts it to the breach; yours must be
the hand which makes it penetrate; as soon as it’s in, you’ll take hold of
Augustin, with which you’ll fill my entrails; those are the duties of a
novice, there’s instruction to receive in all that; that’s why I make you do it.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Are my ass-cheeks where you want them,
Dolmancé? Ah! my angel, if you knew how much I want you, how long it’s
been that I’ve wanted to be butt-fucked by a butt-fucker!
DOLMANCÉ: Your wishes are going to be fulfilled, madame; but suffer
while I stop myself for an instant at the feet of my idol: I want to celebrate
it before introducing myself at the bottom of its sanctuary...Such a divine
ass!..Let me kiss it!..let me lick it a thousand-thousand times!..Here, here it
is, this prick that you desire!..Do you feel it bitch? Do tell, do tell; do you
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feel how it penetrates?..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! Put it into me to the bottom of my entrails!..O
sweet delight, such is your empire!

DOLMANCÉ: Here’s an ass like I’ve never fucked in my life; it’s worthy of
Ganymede himself! Come on, Eugénie, with your help let Augustin buttfuck me this instant.

EUGÉNIE: Here it is, I bring it to you. (To Augustin.) Look, beautiful angel,
do you see the hole that you must perforate?

AUGUSTIN: I see it well...Mother of god! that’s a big one there!..I’ll go in
there better than in yours, at least, miss; kiss me a little so it’ll go in easier.

EUGÉNIE, embracing him: Oh! as much as you like, you’re so fresh!..But
push already!..How the head’s swallowed up there right away!..Ah! it
appears to me that the rest won’t take long...

DOLMANCÉ: Push, push, my friend...split me if you must...Look, see my
ass, how it’s ready...Ah! fucking christ! what a bludgeon!..I’ve never taken
as big a one...How many inches remain outside, Eugénie?
EUGÉNIE: Hardly two!

DOLMANCÉ: I have eleven inches of it in my ass then!..Such delights!..He’s
cleaving me, I can’t take any more!..Come on, chevalier, are you ready?..

LE CHEVALIER: Feel, and tell me what you think of it.

DOLMANCÉ: Come my children, let me marry you...let me best cooperate in
this divine incest. (He introduces the chevalier’s prick into his sister’s cunt.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! my friends, here I am fucked from two
sides...Fucking christ! such divine pleasure!..No, there isn’t anything like it
in the world...Ah! fuck! I pity the woman who hasn’t tasted it!..Rock me,
Dolmancé, rock me...force me with the violence of your movements onto
the sword of my brother, and you, Eugénie, contemplate me; come regard
me in vice; come learn, at my example, to taste it with transport, to savor it
with delight...See, my love, see all that I do at once: scandal, seduction, bad
example, incest, adultery, sodomy!..O Lucifer! one and only god of my
soul, inspire in me something more, offer to my heart new crimes, and
you’ll see how I plunge myself into them!

DOLMANCÉ: Voluptuous creature! how you cause my fuck, how you
squeeze the cum from my prick with your talk and the extreme warmth of
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your ass!..It’s all going to make me take off in an instant...Eugénie, warm
the courage of my fucker; press his flanks, part his buttocks; you now know
the art of reanimating vacillating desires...Your approach alone gives energy
to the prick which fucks me...I feel it, its shakes are more lively...Vixen, I
must cede to you that which I would want in my ass only...Chevalier,
you’re flaring up, I feel it...Wait for me!..wait for us!..O my friends, let’s
cum together: it’s the only happiness in life!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! fuck! fuck! cum when you want...as for me, I
can’t hold it any longer! Double name of a god, of which I fuck
myself!..Sacred butt-fucker of god! I’m cumming!..Inundate me, my
friends...inundate your whore...fire the torrents of your foamy fuck to the
bottom of this blazing soul: it exists only to receive it! Ah! ah! ah!
fuck!..fuck!..such unbelievable excesses of delight!..I’m dying!..Eugénie,
let me kiss you, let me eat you, let me devour your fuck, while losing my
own!..(Augustin, Dolmancé and the chevalier act in chorus; the fear of
being monotonous prevents us from rendering expressions which, in such
instants, all resemble one another.)

DOLMANCÉ: That’s one of the best jouissances I’ve had in my life.
(Displaying Augustin.) This butt-fucker here has filled me with sperm!..but
I’ve rendered you well with it, madame!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! don’t talk to me about it; I’m drenched in it.

EUGÉNIE: I can’t say as much myself! (Throwing herself playfully into the
arms of her friend.) You say that you’ve committed many sins, my precious
woman: never, as for me, merciful God! not a one! Ah! if I have to eat my
bread undercooked, I’ll get indigestion.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, breaking into laughter: The funny creature!

DOLMANCÉ: She’s charming!..Come here, little girl, let me spank you. (He
slaps her ass.) Kiss me, you’ll have your turn soon enough.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: We must occupy ourselves only with her future, my
brother; consider her, she’s your prey; examine this charming virginity, it’s
going to belong to you soon.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! not in the front: that would cause me too much pain; in the
ass as much as you want, like Dolmancé did awhile ago.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The naive and delicious girl! She asks of you
precisely what you have trouble obtaining from others!

EUGÉNIE: Oh! it’s not without a little remorse; but you haven’t reassured
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me about the enormous crime that I’ve always heard that it was, especially
between one man and another, as just happened between Dolmancé and
Augustin. Let’s see, let’s see, sir, how your philosophy explains that sort of
offense. It’s hideous, isn’t it?

DOLMANCÉ: You take your leave with one point, Eugénie, it’s that nothing
is hideous in libertinage, because all that libertinage inspires is equally
inspired by nature; the most extraordinary actions, the most bizarre, those
which seem to shock most evidently all the laws, all the human institutions
(as for heaven, I don’t speak of it), eh well, Eugénie, those are not even
hideous, and there’s not one of them which can’t be seen in nature; it’s
certain that act of which you speak, beautiful Eugénie, is relatively the
same kind as one finds in as singular a fable as that flat novel of Holy
writing, that fastidious compilation of an ignorant jew, made during the
captivity in Babylon; but it’s false, beyond all likelihood, when it’s as
punishment for the offenses of those cities, or rather those villages, that
they perished by fire; Sodom, Gomorrha perished like the cities of Italy
which were swallowed by the lava of Vesuvius; that’s all there is to the
miracle, and it was nevertheless from that very simple event that they set
off to barbarously invent the execution by fire used against the unhappy
humans who surrendered themselves to that natural fancy in a part of
Europe.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! natural!..

DOLMANCÉ: Yes, natural, I maintain; nature doesn’t have two voices, the
one taking the job of condemning all day what the other inspires, and it’s
very certain that it’s only by her organ that the men infatuated with that
mania receive the impressions which drive them to it. Those who want to
proscribe or condemn this taste claim that it does harm to the population.
They’re flat-headed, those imbeciles who have nothing but that idea of
population in their heads, and who only see crime in all that which strays
from it! Is it demonstrated then that nature has of this population as great a
need as they’d like to make us believe? Is it so certain that you offend it
each time you yourself depart from this stupid propagation? Let’s scrutinize
for an instant, in order to convince ourselves of it, of its operation and its
laws. If nature were made only to create, and it never destroyed, I could
believe with those fastidious sophists that the most sublime of all the acts
would be to work ceaselessly at that which produced, and I would grant
them, following that, that the refusal to produce must necessarily be a
crime. Doesn’t the lightest glance of the eye on the operations of nature
prove that destructions are as necessary to its plans as creations? that one
and the other of these operations are tied to each other and enchained so
intimately that it even becomes impossible for the one to act without the
other? that nothing would be born, nothing could regenerate itself without
destructions? Destruction is thus one of the laws of nature like creation.
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This principle acknowledged, how may I offend that nature by refusing
to procreate? that which, supposing an evil in that action, would become
one infinitely less great, doubtlessly, than that of destruction, which
nevertheless finds itself in its laws, such as I just proved. If, on the one
hand, I admit then the penchant that nature gives me in that loss, and if I
examine, from the other, that it’s necessary to it and that I enter only into its
views by surrendering myself to it, where will the crime be then, I ask you?
But, the fools and the populators, same difference, still object, that
procreative sperm can’t be placed in your loins for any use other than for
that of reproduction: to turn from it is an offense. First of all I just proved
that no, since that loss wouldn’t even be equivalent to a destruction and that
destruction, much more important than loss, wouldn’t itself be a crime.
Secondly, it’s false that nature wants that this spermatic fluid be absolutely
and entirely destined to reproduce; if that were true, not only wouldn’t it
permit that discharge to take place in all other cases, but experience proves
to us, since we lose it, and when we want and where we want, that then it
should oppose itself to those losses that take place without coitus, as it
happens, in dreams and memory; avaricious of a fluid as precious, nature
would never allow it to flow anywhere but into the vessel of propagation;
she would assuredly not want that that delight of which she crowns us then
could ever be experienced when we redirect the homage; because it
wouldn’t be reasonable to suppose that it consented to give us pleasure
even at the moment when we overwhelm it with outrages. Let’s go farther;
if women were born only for reproducing, which would assuredly be so
because that reproduction were so dear to nature, how could it happen then,
in the long life of a woman, there’s found however only seven years, every
deduction made, when she’s in a state of giving life to her like kind? What!
nature is eager to propagate; all that which doesn’t attain to this goal is
offensive, and out of one hundred years of life the sex destined to reproduce is able to during only seven years! Nature wants only propagation, and
the seed that it ascribes to men in order to serve that propagation is lost as
much as it pleases them! He finds the same pleasure in that loss as at it’s
useful employ, and he’s never the least bit inconvenienced!..
Let’s cease, my friends, let’s cease believing in such absurdities: they
make good sense shudder. Ah! far from outraging nature, let’s be well
persuaded, to the contrary, that the sodomite and the lesbian serve it, by
stubbornly refusing a conjunction of which there results only a fastidious
progeniture. That propagation, let’s not be mistaken, was never one of its
laws, but a tolerance at the very most, I’ve told you so. Eh! what difference
to it if the race of men extinguishes itself or annihilates itself from the
earth! Nature laughs at our pride in persuading ourselves that everything
would end if that misfortune happened! But it would simply not even be
aware of it. Do you imagine that there haven’t already been extinguished
races? Buffon counts several of them, and nature, mute to a loss so
precious, doesn’t even perceive them. The entire species could annihilate
itself and neither the air would be less pure, nor the stars less bright, nor the
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operation of the universe less exact. It must be an imbecility, nevertheless,
to believe that our species is of such use to the world that he who would
not work to reproduce it or he who would disrupt that reproduction would
necessarily become a criminal! Let’s cease to blind ourselves, and let the
example of more reasonable peoples serve to persuade us of our errors.
There isn’t a single corner on the earth where this pretended crime of
sodomy hasn’t had temples and followers. The Greeks, who so to speak
made of it a virtue, erected a statue to it under the name of Venus
Callipypea; Rome searched for laws in Athens, and brought back this divine
taste.
And look at the progress it makes under the emperors! Sheltered by
roman eagles, it spread itself from one end of the earth to the other; at the
destruction of the empire, it takes refuge closer to the diadem, it follows the
arts in Italy, it reaches us when we civilize ourselves. Let us discover a
hemisphere, we’ll find sodomy there. Cook anchors in a new world: it
reigns there. If our balloons reached the moon, it’d be found there.
Delicious taste, child of nature and of pleasure, you should be everywhere
that men find themselves, and everywhere that you’ll be known there’ll be
altars erected to you! O my friends, can there be an absurdity equal to that
of imagining that a man must be a monster worthy of losing his life
because he has preferred in his jouissance the hole of an ass to that of a
cunt, because a young man with which he found two pleasures, that of
being lover and mistress at the same time, had appeared preferable to him
than a girl, who only promises him one jouissance! He’ll be a villain, a
monster, for having wanted to play the role of a sex which is not his! Eh!
why has nature created him susceptible to this pleasure?
Examine his make-up; you’ll see there some of the total differences with
which men who’ve received this taste diverge; their ass-cheeks will be
whiter, chubbier; not a hair will shade the altar of pleasure, of which the
interior, lined with a more delicate membrane, more sensual, more
sensitive, will find itself positively of the same type as the interior of a
woman’s vagina; the character of that man, different still from that of
others, will have more softness, more flexibility; you’ll find in him nearly
all the vices and all the virtues of women; you’ll even recognize the
weaknesses of women; all will have womanly manias and some womanly
traits. Would it thus be possible that nature, while assimilating them in that
manner to women, could be irritated by those that have their tastes? Isn’t it
clear that it’s a class of men different from the other that nature thus created
in order to diminish that very propagation, of which a too great growth
would harm it infallibly?..Ah! my dear Eugénie, if only you knew how
deliciously you cum when a big cock fills your ass; when, driven to the
balls, it wriggles with ardor; then, drawn back to the prepuce, it pushes in
all the way to the hair! No, no, there isn’t a jouissance in the whole world
worth as much as that: it’s that of philosophers, it’s that of heroes, it would
be that of gods, if the parts of that divine jouissance weren’t themselves the
only gods that we should adore on earth! (The continuation of this work
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promises us a dissertation much more extended on this manner, so we’ll
limit ourselves here to the lightest analysis.)

EUGÉNIE, very animated: Oh! my friends, let me be butt-fucked!..Here,
take my ass...I offer my cheeks to you!..Fuck me, I’m cumming!..(She falls,
while pronouncing these words, in the arms of Mme de Saint-Ange, who
grasps her, embracing her and offering the elevated backside of this young
girl to Dolmancé.)
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Divine instructor, will you resist that proposition?
Will you not be tempted by that sublime ass? See how it yawns, and how it
gapes!

DOLMANCÉ: I ask your pardon, beautiful Eugénie, it’ll not be me, if you
indeed want it, who’ll see to extinguishing the fires that I light. Dear child,
you have to my eyes the great fault of being a woman. I have forgotten
every precaution in order to pick your first fruit; find it good that I go no
further; the chevalier is going to set himself to the task. His sister, armed
with this dildo, will strike her brother in the ass with the most redoubtable
blows, all while presenting her handsome rear to Augustin, who’ll butt-fuck
her and who I’ll fuck in the meantime; for, I won’t hide it from you, the ass
of this handsome boy has tempted me for an hour, and I want absolutely to
do to him what he has done to me.
EUGÉNIE: I accept the change; but, in truth, Dolmancé, the frankness of
your confession doesn’t take the impoliteness from it.

DOLMANCÉ: A thousand pardons, mademoiselle; but, we other butt-fuckers,
we inject ourselves only with frankness and with exactitude in our
principles.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: The reputation of frankness is not however that
which one grants to those who, like you, are accustomed to take men only
from behind.

DOLMANCÉ: A little traitorous, yes, a little false; you believe? Eh well,
madame, I have demonstrated to you that this character was indispensable
in society. Condemned to live with the people who have the greatest
interest in hiding themselves from our eyes, to disguise for us the vices that
they have, in order to offer us only the virtues that they never praise, there
would be the greatest danger to us to show them only frankness; because
then it’s clear that we’d give them all the advantages over us that they
refuse us, and deception would be manifest. Dissimulation and hypocrisy
are the needs that society has made for us: let’s yield. Permit me to offer
myself to you for an instant as an example, madame: assuredly there isn’t
any being in the world more corrupt; eh well, my contemporaries are
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mistaken; ask them what they think of me, all will tell you that I am an
honest man, whereas there isn’t a single crime which I haven’t made my
dearest delight!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! you won’t convince me that you’ve committed
atrocities.
DOLMANCÉ: Atrocities...in truth madame, I’ve committed horrors.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Eh well, yes, you’re like he who said to his
confessor: “Details are useless, sir; save murder and theft, you can be sure
that I’ve done everything!”

DOLMANCÉ: Yes, madame, I’ll say the same thing, but with the exceptions.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What! libertine, you’ve permitted yourself..?

DOLMANCÉ: Everything, madame, everything; do you deny yourself
anything with my temperament and principles?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! let’s fuck! let’s fuck!..I can’t sustain these
words any longer, we’ll return to them, Dolmancé; but, in order to add
more faith to your avowals, I only want to hear them with a clear-head.
When you’re hard, you love to speak horrors, and perhaps will give us as
truths the libertine prestiges of your inflamed imagination. (They arrange
themselves.)

DOLMANCÉ: Wait, chevalier, wait: it’s myself who’s going to introduce it;
but it’s first necessary, I ask pardon of it from the beautiful Eugénie, it’s
necessary that she allow me to whip her in order to put her in good spirits.
(He whips her.)

EUGÉNIE: I’m telling you that ceremony is useless...Admit, Dolmancé, that
it satisfies your lust; but, while proceeding, don’t pretend, I pray of you,
that you’re doing something for me.

DOLMANCÉ; whipping constantly: Ah! soon enough you’ll be telling me
something different!..You don’t know the force of this preliminary...Let’s
go, let’s go, little bitch, you’ll be flayed!

EUGÉNIE: Oh! heavens! how he thrashes!..My ass-cheeks are on fire!..But
you’re hurting me, in truth!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I’m going to avenge you, my love; I’m going to give
it to him. (She whips Dolmancé.)
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DOLMANCÉ: Oh! with all my heart, I ask only one favor of Eugénie, and
that’s to allow me to whip her as hard as I desire to be whipped myself; you
see how I’m within the laws of nature; but, wait, let’s arrange it: let
Eugénie mount your hips, madame; she’ll catch hold of your neck, like
those mothers who carry their children on their backs; there, that way I’ll
have two asses under my hand; I’ll thrash them together; the chevalier and
Augustin will render the same to me while I strike both of you at once on
the ass-cheeks...Yes, that’s it...Ah! we’re there!..What delights!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Don’t spare this little bitch, I beseech you, and as I
don’t ask you for any quarter, I don’t want you to give her any.
EUGÉNIE: Ah! ah! ah! in truth, I believe my blood’s flowing.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’ll embellish your ass-cheeks by coloring
them...Courage, my angel, courage; remember that it’s by pain that you
arrive at pleasure.

EUGÉNIE: In truth, I can’t take any more of it.

DOLMANCÉ, halting a minute in order to contemplate his work; then,
starting: Another sixty, Eugénie; yes, yes, sixty more on each cheek!..Oh!
bitches! how you’re going to take pleasure in fucking now! (The position
undoes itself.)

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, examining the ass-cheeks of Eugénie: Ah! the poor
little thing, her ass is bloodied!..Villain, how you take pleasure in thus
kissing the vestiges of cruelty!

DOLMANCÉ, defiling himself: Yes, I don’t hide it, and my fucks would be
more ardent if the vestiges were crueler!
EUGÉNIE: Ah! you’re a monster!

DOLMANCÉ: I admit it!

LE CHEVALIER: There’s some good faith, at least!

DOLMANCÉ: Let’s go, sodomize her, chevalier.

LE CHEVALIER: Hold her flanks, and in three shakes it’ll happen.

EUGÉNIE: Oh! heavens! You have a bigger one than Dolmancé!..Chevalier,
you’re rending me!..go easy with me, I beseech you!..

LE CHEVALIER: That’s impossible, my angel. I must reach my
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goal...Consider that I’m beneath the eyes of my master here: it’s necessary
that I render myself worthy of his lessons.

DOLMANCÉ: There it is!..I love prodigiously to see the hairs of a prick rub
the walls of an anus...Let’s go, madame, butt-fuck your brother...Here’s
Augustin’s prick all ready to introduce itself into you, and me, I’ll respond
to you and not spare your fucker...Ah! good! it seems to me that here the
rosary is formed; don’t think now except of discharging.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Examine then this little wench, how she wriggles.
EUGÉNIE: Is it my fault? I’m dying of pleasure!..That thrashing...this
immense prick...and that amiable chevalier, who’s been jacking me the
whole time!..My precious woman, my precious, I can’t take any more!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Fucking christ! I’m giving it up, I’m cumming!..

DOLMANCÉ: A little togetherness, my friends; if you’d allow me just a
couple of minutes, I’ll be there shortly, and we’ll all cum at the same time.

LE CHEVALIER: There’s no more time; my fuck flows into the ass of the
beautiful Eugénie...I’m dying!..Ah! fucking name of a god! what pleasure!..

DOLMANCÉ: I’m following you, my friends...I’m following you...fuck has
blindly me equally...
AUGUSTIN: And me too!..and me too!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What a scene!..This fucker here has filled up my
ass!..

LE CHEVALIER: To the bidet, my ladies, to the bidet!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: No, in truth, I love this, I myself love to feel fuck in
my ass: I never part with it when I have it.

EUGÉNIE: In truth, I can’t continue...Tell me now, my friends if a woman
must always accept the proposition to be thus fucked, when one makes it of
you?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Always, my dear, always; she must do it more, even:
as that manner of fucking is delicious, she should exact it of those who she
serves herself; but if she hopes to obtain from it favors, presents or thanks,
let her make herself worth it, let them press her for it; there isn’t a man of
this taste who, in a similar manner, wouldn’t ruin himself with a woman
adroit enough to refuse him only with the design of inflaming him the
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more; she’ll draw from it all that she wants if she possesses the art to
accord only that which is implored of her.

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well, little angel, are you converted? Have you ceased
believing that sodomy is a crime?

EUGÉNIE: And when it would be one, what of it? Haven’t you demonstrated
the nothingness of crimes? There are very few actions now which are
criminal in my eyes.

DOLMANCÉ: There is crime in nothing, dear girl, in whatever happens in the
world: doesn’t the most monstrous of actions have a side by which it’s
propitious to us?
EUGÉNIE: Who can doubt it?

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well, from that moment it ceases to be a crime; because, in
order that that which serves one by harming another be a crime, it’d be
necessary to demonstrate that the injured being is more precious to nature
than the being served: now all individuals being equal in the eyes of nature,
that predilection is impossible; thus the action which serves the one while
injuring the other is of a perfect indifference to nature.

EUGÉNIE: But if the action were harmful to a very great majority of
individuals, and if it yielded to us only a very light dose of pleasure,
wouldn’t it be frightful to surrender yourself then to it?

DOLMANCÉ: No more so, because there isn’t any comparison between that
which others experience and that which we feel; the strongest dose of pain
in others must most assuredly mean nothing to us, but the lightest tickle of
pleasure felt by us must touch us; thus we should, at whatever price, prefer
that slight tickle which delights us to that immense sum of others’ miseries,
which wouldn’t begin to touch us. But if it happens, to the contrary, that the
singularity of our organs, a bizarre construction, render agreeable to us the
pains of a neighbor, as often happens: who doubts then that we should
prefer incontestably the pain of that other who amuses us, to the absence of
that pain which would become a privation for us? The source of all our
moral errors come from the ridiculous admission of that thread of fraternity
that the christians invented in their century of infortuity and of distress.
Constrained to beg pity from others, it wasn’t tactless to establish that they
were all brothers. How do you refuse to aid after such a hypothesis? But it’s
impossible to admit to that doctrine. Aren’t we all born isolated? I say
more, aren’t we all enemies, the ones of the others, all in a state of
perpetual and reciprocal war? Now, I ask you if this would be contained in
the supposition that the virtues required by this pretended thread of
fraternity were really in nature. If its voice inspired them in men, they
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would feel them from birth. From them, pity, generosity, humanity would
be natural virtues, of which it would be impossible to defend yourself, and
which would render that primitive state of savage man totally contrary to
that which we see.

EUGÉNIE: But if, as you say, nature makes men to be born alone, each
independent one from the others, at least will you grant me that their needs,
in bringing them together, has had necessarily to establish some ties
between them; among them, those of blood with reciprocal alliance, those
of love, of friendship, of gratitude; you’ll acknowledge those at least, I
hope?

DOLMANCÉ: In truth, no more than the others; but let’s analyze them, I want
to: a quick glance, Eugénie, on each in particular. Will you say, for
example, that the need to marry, or to see my race prolonged, or to arrange
my fortune, should establish indissoluble or sacred ties with the object to
which I ally myself? Wouldn’t it be, I ask you, an absurdity to sustain that?
As long as the act of coitus lasts, I can, doubtlessly, have need of this object
in order to participate; but as soon as it’s satisfied, what remains, I ask you,
between her and me? And what real obligation will enchain to her or to me
the results of that coitus? These last ties were the fruits of the fear that
parents had of being abandoned in their old-age, and the interested care that
they have for us in our infancy is only in order to merit in turn the same
attentions in their last days. Let’s cease being duped by all that: we owe
nothing to our parents...not the least thing, Eugénie, and, as it’s much less
for us than for themselves that they’ve worked, we’re allowed to detest
them, and to rid ourselves of them even, if their conduct irritates us; we
should love them only if they act well with us, and that tenderness then
shouldn’t have a degree greater than that which we should have for other
friends, because the rights of birth establish nothing, found nothing, and
scrutinizing them with wisdom and reflection, we’ll surely only find there
reasons to hate those who, thinking only of their pleasures, have often
given us only an unhappy or unhealthy existence.
You speak to me of the ties of love, Eugénie; may you never know
them! Ah! may such a sentiment, for the happiness that I wish for you,
never approach your heart! What is love? One can only consider it, it seems
to me, as the resultive effect of the qualities of a beautiful object on us;
these effects transport us; they inflame us; if we possess that object, then
we’re content; if it’s impossible for us to have it, we despair of ourselves.
But what is the base of this sentiment?..desire. What are the results of this
sentiment?..madness. Let’s keep ourselves then to the motive of it, and
guarantee ourselves from the effects. The motive is to possess the object: eh
well! let’s try to succeed, but with wisdom; let’s enjoy it when we’ve got it;
let’s console ourselves in the contrary case: a thousand other similar
objects, and often much better, will console us of the loss of that one there;
all men, all women resemble one another: there’s no love which resists the
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effects of a sane reflexion. Oh! what deception this drunkenness which,
absorbing in us the results of the senses, puts us in such a state that we no
longer see, that we no longer live except but by this object madly adored! Is
this really to live? Isn’t it really rather to voluntarily deprive yourself of all
the sweetness of life? Isn’t it to want to remain in a burning fever which
absorbs us and which devours us, without letting us have other happinesses
than metaphysical jouissances, so similar to the effects of madness? If we
must always love it, this adorable object, if it was certain that we would
never have to abandon it, this would still doubtlessly be an extravagance,
but excusable at least. Does this happen? Has one many examples of these
eternal liaisons which are never failing? Several months of jouissance, soon
puts the object in its true place, making us blush at the incense that we’ve
burned on its altars, and we often arrive at not even understanding how it
could have seduced us to that point.
O voluptuous girls, surrender to us then your body as much as you can!
Fuck, entertain yourselves, that’s the essential; but flee with care from love.
There’s only physical good there, said the naturalist Buffon, and it wasn’t
on this alone that he reasoned in sound philosophy. I repeat, amuse
yourself; but don’t love at all; don’t hinder yourself any longer of being
loved: it’s not to exhaust yourself in lamentations, in sighs, in winks, in
love letters that’s necessary; it’s to fuck, it’s to multiply and to change one’s
fuckers often, it’s to oppose oneself strongly and particularly to that which
alone wants to captivate you, because the goal of this constant love would
be, in tying you to him, to prevent you from surrendering to another; it’s a
cruel egotism, which would soon become fatal to your pleasures. Women
aren’t made for a single man: it’s for all men that nature has created them.
Listening only to that sacred voice, let them surrender themselves
indifferently to all those who want them. Always whores, never lovers,
fleeing love, adoring pleasure, it’ll be only roses that they’ll find in the
career of life; it’ll be only flowers that they’ll spill out! Ask, Eugénie, ask
the charming woman who very much wants to charge herself of your
education what it’s necessary to do with a man when one has enjoyed him.
(Low enough in order not to be heard by Augustin.) Ask her if she would
make a move in order to retain this Augustin who today gives her such
delight. If it were the case that someone would like to take him from her,
she would take another, would no longer think of him, and, soon wearying
anew, she would immolate him herself in two months, if new jouissances
could be born of this sacrifice.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let my dear Eugénie be very sure that Dolmancé is
here describing my heart, thus those of all women, as if we were to open in
them the innermost recesses.

DOLMANCÉ: The last part of my analysis bears then on the ties of friendship
and on those of gratitude. Let’s respect the first, I consent to it, as long as
they’re useful to us; let’s keep our friends as long as they serve us; let’s
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forget them as soon as we no longer draw anything from them; it’s never
but for yourself that you should love people; to love them for themselves is
only a deception; it’s never in nature to inspire in men other movements,
other sentiments than those which should be good for something, nothing is
as egotistic as nature; let us then be as well, if we want to accomplish its
laws. As for gratitude, Eugénie, it’s doubtlessly the weakest of all the ties.
Is it then for us that men oblige us? Believe nothing of it, my dear; it’s by
ostentation, by pride. Isn’t it humiliating when we thus become the
plaything of the self-esteem of others? Isn’t it still more however to be
obliged? No greater burden than a kindness received. No middleground at
all: you must render it or be debased because of it. Kindness weighs heavy
as sin on proud souls: it weighs on them with so much violence that the
only sentiment that they can exhale is hate for the benefactor. What then are
now, in your opinion, the ties which supply the isolation where nature
creates us? What are those that should establish relations between men? In
what name will we love them, will we cherish them, will we prefer them to
ourselves? From what duty will we relieve their misfortune? Where in our
souls is the cradle of your beautiful and useless virtues of kindness, of
humanity, of charity, prescribed in the absurd codes of some imbecilic
religions, which, preached by liars or by impostors, were invented to
counsel those who would sustain them or tolerate them? Eh well, Eugénie,
do you still admit something sacred in men? Do you conceive some reasons
for not always preferring yourself to them?

EUGÉNIE: These lessons, that my heart enlists, delight me too much for my
mind to challenge them.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: They’re natural, Eugénie: the approval that you give
them only proves it; hardly born from her womb, how could what you
sense be the fruit of corruption?

EUGÉNIE: But if all the deviations that you advocate are in nature, why are
there laws in opposition to them?

DOLMANCÉ: Because the laws are not made for the particular, but for the
general, which puts them in perpetual contradiction with particular interest,
given that personal interest is always in contradiction with the general
interest. But the laws, good for society, are very bad for the individual who
composes them; because, for the short time that they protect him or
guarantee him, they hamper him and enthrall him three quarters of his life;
and so the man wise and full of contempt for them tolerates them, as he
does serpents and vipers, which, although they wound or they poison, serve
however sometimes in medicine; he’ll protect himself from laws as he will
from venomous beasts; he’ll shelter himself from them by precautions, by
mysteries, all easy things for wisdom and prudence. Should the fantasy of
several crimes come to inflame your soul Eugénie, be very certain to
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commit them in peace, between your friend and me.
EUGÉNIE: Ah! that fantasy is already in my heart!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: What caprice agitates you, Eugénie? tell it to us in
confidence.
EUGÉNIE, wildly distraught: I’d like a victim.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: And of what sex do you desire it?

EUGÉNIE: Of my own!

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well, madame, are you content with your pupil? is her
progress rapid enough?

EUGÉNIE, as above: A girl victim, my precious woman, a girl victim!..Oh!
gods! that would be all the happiness of my life!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: And what would you do to her?

EUGÉNIE: Everything!..everything!..all that which could render her the most
unhappy of creatures. Oh! my precious woman, my precious woman, have
pity on me, I can no longer stand it!..

DOLMANCÉ: Fucking god! what an imagination!..Come, Eugénie, you’re
delicious...come let me kiss you thousands of times! (He takes her in his
arms.) Look, madame, look, regard this libertine as she discharges in her
head without anyone touching her...It’s absolutely necessary that I fuck her
ass again!

EUGÉNIE: Will I have what I ask for, afterward?

DOLMANCÉ: Yes, crazy girl!..yes, we’ll answer to you for it!

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my friend, here’s my ass!..do with it whatever you want!

DOLMANCÉ: Wait, while I arrange this jouissance in a somewhat lustful
manner. (Everyone executes to the measure that Dolmancé indicates.)
Augustin, lie yourself on the edge of the bed; let Eugénie lay out in your
arms; all the while I’m sodomizing her, I’ll jack her clitoris with the superb
head of Augustin’s cock, who, to spare his fuck, will take care not to
discharge; the dear chevalier, who, without saying a word, will jack himself
softly while listening to us, will want to stretch himself on Eugénie’s
shoulders, while exposing his beautiful ass-cheeks to my kisses: I’ll jack
him from underneath; that leaves having my engine in an ass, I’ll stroke a
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prick with each hand; and you, madame, after having been your husband, I
want you to become mine; out with the most enormous of your dildoes!
(Mme de Saint-Ange opens a chest which is full of them, and our heroes
choose the most redoubtable.) Good! the ticket here says this one is 14
inches long by six around; fit this around your loins, madame, and bear in
me the most terrible blows now.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In truth, Dolmancé, you’re mad, I’m going to
cripple you with this.

DOLMANCÉ: Fear nothing; push, penetrate, my angel: I’ll butt-fuck your
dear Eugénie only when your enormous member is well advanced in my
ass!..There it is! there it is, fucking christ!..Ah! you put me in the
clouds!..No pity at all, my beauty!..I’m going, I declare it to you, fuck your
ass without preparation...Ah! sacred fuck! the handsome ass!..

EUGÉNIE: Oh! my friend, you’re splitting me...At least prepare the way.

DOLMANCÉ: I guard myself from them by god: you lose half the pleasure
with those stupid attentions. Reflect on our principles, Eugénie; I work for
me: now, victim one moment, my beautiful angel, and right away
persecutor...Ah! fucking god! it’s going in!..
EUGÉNIE: You’re killing me!..

DOLMANCÉ: Oh! fucking god! I’m touching bottom!..

EUGÉNIE: Ah! do what you will at present, it’s there...I feel nothing but
pleasure!..

DOLMANCÉ: How I love to rub this big prick on the clit of a virgin!..You,
chevalier, show me your beautiful ass...Do I jack you well, libertine?..And
you, madame, fuck me, fuck your bitch...yes, I’m her and I want to be
her...Eugénie, cum, my angel, yes, cum!..Augustin, despite himself, fills me
with fuck...I receiving the chevalier’s, mine joins him...I’m no longer able
to resist...Eugénie, shake your ass, let your anus squeeze my prick: I’m
going to launch a burning jet of fuck all the way to the bottom of your
entrails...Ah! fucked butt-fucker of a god! I’m dying! (He withdraws; the
arrangement breaks.) Behold, madame, there’s your little libertine again
full of fuck; the entrance of her cunt is inundated with it; jack her,
vigorously shake her clit all wetted with sperm: it’s one of the most
delicious things that can be done.

EUGÉNIE, palpitating: Oh! my darling, what pleasure you give me!..Ah!
dear love, I’m burning with lubricity! (The arrangement is assumed.)
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DOLMANCÉ: Chevalier, as it’s you who’s going to deflower this beautiful
child, join your administrations to those of your sister in order to make her
swoon in your arms, and by your attitude present to me your ass-cheeks:
I’m going to fuck you while Augustin butt-fucks me. (Everyone prepares
themselves.)

LE CHEVALIER: Is this okay?

DOLMANCÉ: Your ass a little bit higher, my love; there, good...without
preparation, chevalier...

LE CHEVALIER: My faith! as you will; can I feel anything but pleasure in
the womb of this delicious girl? (He kisses her and jacks her, while pushing
a finger into her cunt, during which Mme de Saint-Ange tickles Eugénie’s
clit.)

DOLMANCÉ: As for myself, my dear, I take, be assured of it, much more
pleasure with you than I took with Eugénie: there is much difference
between the ass of a boy and that of a girl!..Butt-fuck me then, Augustin!
What pains it takes to get you going!

AUGUSTIN: Well! mister, it’s that it just flowed nearly all in this pleasant
turtledove, and you want it to stand up right away for yer ass, which ain’t
really so pretty, ya know!

DOLMANCÉ: Imbecile! Why complain? There’s nature for you: each
preaches for his saint. Let’s go, let’s go, penetrate always, veracious
Augustin; and when you have a little more experience, you’ll tell me if
assholes aren’t worth more than cunts...Eugénie, render then to the
chevalier what he does to you; you occupy yourself only with yourself:
you’re right to do so, libertine; but in the interest of your own pleasures,
jack him, since he’s going to pluck your first fruits.

EUGÉNIE: Eh! I’m jacking him, I’m kissing him, I’m losing my mind...Aie!
aie! aie! my friends, I can’t take it any longer!..have pity on my state...I’m
dying...I’m cumming!..Holy fuck! I’m beside myself!..

DOLMANCÉ: As for myself, I’ll be wise! I only want to start myself up in
this handsome ass; I’ll save for Mme de Saint-Ange the fuck which blazes
up there: nothing pleases me like beginning in one ass what I want to finish
in another. Eh well, chevalier, there you are well started up...shall we
deflower?..
EUGÉNIE: Oh! heavens, no, I don’t want it to be by him, I would die from
it; yours is smaller, Dolmancé: let it be to you that I owe this operation, I
beseech it of you!
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DOLMANCÉ: That’s not possible, my angel; I’ve never fucked a cunt in my
life! you’ll not have me start at my age. Your fruits belong to the chevalier;
he alone here is worthy of plucking them: don’t rob him of his rights.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Refuse a maidenhead...as fresh, as pretty as that one
there, for I defy anyone to say that my Eugénie is not the most beautiful
girl in Paris, oh! monsieur!..monsieur, in truth, this is what’s called holding
a little too much to one’s principles!

DOLMANCÉ: Not as much as I should, madame, since there are many of my
colleagues who would assuredly not fuck your ass...Me, I’ve done it and
I’m going to do it again; it’s then not at all, as you suspect of me, a
question of carrying my cult to fanaticism.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s proceed then, chevalier! but handle it
carefully; look at the smallness of the channel that you’re going to thread:
is there some proportion between the contents and the container?
EUGÉNIE: Oh! I’ll die from it, that‘s certain...But the ardent desire that I
have to be fucked makes me chance all without fearing anything...Go,
penetrate, my dear, I abandon myself to you.

LE CHEVALIER, taking his hard prick in a firm hand: Yes fuck! I must
penetrate there...My sister, Dolmancé, each take a leg...Ah! fucking god!
what an enterprise!..Yes, yes, she must be assailed, split, it’s necessary,
double fuck, that it happens!

EUGÉNIE: Gently, gently, I can’t take it there...(She screams; tears roll
down her cheeks...) Help me! my good friend...(She struggles.) No, I don’t
want it to go in!..I’ll scream murder, if you persist!..

LE CHEVALIER: Scream as much as you want, little strumpet, I tell you it
must go in, if you have to burst a thousand times!

EUGÉNIE: What barbarity!

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! fuck! is one delicate when one is hard?

LE CHEVALIER: Behold; there it is!..There it is, fucking christ!..Fuck!
there’s the maidenhead shot to the devil...Look how the blood flows!

EUGÉNIE: Go, tiger!..go, split me if you want, now, I laugh at myself!..kiss
me, bull, kiss me, I adore you!..Ah! it’s no longer anything when it’s inside:
all the pains are forgotten...Woe to the young girls who are afraid of such
an attack!..What great pleasures they would refuse for a very little
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pain!..Push! push! chevalier, I’m cumming!..Spray with your fuck the
wounds with which you’ve covered me...push it to the bottom of my
womb...Ah! the pain gives way to pleasure...I’m ready to pass out!..(Le
chevalier discharges; while he fucked, Dolmancé stroked his ass and balls,
and Mme de Saint-Ange tickled the clit of Eugénie. The arrangement
dissolves.)
DOLMANCÉ: My opinion would be that, while the routes are opened, the
little cheeky rascal should be instantly fucked by Augustin.

EUGÉNIE: By Augustin!..a prick of that size!..ah! right away!..When I’m
still bleeding!..Do you then desire to kill me?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Dear love, kiss me...I feel for you...but the sentence
is pronounced; it’s without appeal, my heart: you must submit yourself to it.
AUGUSTIN: Ah! fuck’s garden! I’m all ready; as soon as it’s a question of
threading this here little girl, I’d come, by god, from Rome on foot!

LE CHEVALIER; grabbing Augustin’s enormous prick: Behold, Eugénie, see
how hard it gets...how worthy it is to take my place!

EUGÉNIE: Ah! just heavens, what a thing!..Oh! you want to kill me, that’s
clear!..

AUGUSTIN, taking hold of Eugénie: Oh! no, young lady: this has never
killed anyone.

DOLMANCÉ: One moment, handsome boy, one moment: she must present
me her ass while you’re fucking...Yes, thus, come close, madame: I’ve
promised to butt-fuck you, I’ll keep my word; but place yourself in a
manner that while fucking you, I can be within reach of Eugénie’s fucker.
Let the chevalier whip me all the while. (Everyone arranges themselves.)

EUGÉNIE: Ah! fuck! he’s bursting me!..Go gently then, big lout!..Ah! the
butt-fucker! he drives!..it’s there, the fucking john!..he’s all the way to the
bottom!..I’m dying!..Oh! Dolmancé, you’re hitting me so!..It’s setting my
two sides on fire; you’re making my ass-cheeks burn.

DOLMANCÉ, whipping with all his might: You will burn...you will, little
bitch!..You’ll discharge only more deliciously. How you jack her, SaintAnge...how this nimble finger eases the pains that Augustin and me do
her!..But your anus tightens...I see, madame, we’re going to cum
together...Ah! how divine it is to be between brother and sister like this!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE; to Dolmancé: Fuck, my star, fuck!..Never, I believe,
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have I had so much pleasure!

LE CHEVALIER: Dolmancé, let’s change hands, pass nimbly from the ass of
my sister into that of Eugénie, in order to make her know the pleasures of
insertion, and me I’ll butt-fuck my sister, who, in the meantime, will render
on your ass-cheeks the blows of the whip with which you just covered
Eugénie’s.

DOLMANCÉ, executing: I accept...Behold, my friend, can one make a switch
more agilely than that?

EUGÉNIE: What! the two of them on me; just heavens!..I no longer know
what to expect; I’ve had well enough of this lout!..Ah! what fuck this
double jouissance is going to cost me!..It already flows. Without that
sensual ejaculation, I’d be, I believe, already dead...Eh what! My precious
woman, you’re imitating me?..Oh! how she swears, the slut!..Dolmancé,
discharge...discharge, my love...this big peasant inundates me: he shoots it
into the bottom of my entrails...Ah! my fuckers, what! the two of them at
once, sacred fuck!..My friends, receive my fuck: it joins itself to yours...I’m
annihilated...(The arrangement dissolves.) Eh well! My precious woman,
are you content with your scholar?..Am I whore enough, now?..But you’ve
put me in such a state...in an agitation...Oh! yes, I swear that, in the
drunken state that I’m in, I’d go, if I had to, get myself fucked in the
middle of the streets!..

DOLMANCÉ: How beautiful she is.

EUGÉNIE: I detest you, you refused me!..

DOLMANCÉ: Could I contradict my dogmas?

EUGÉNIE: Oh well, I forgive you, and I should respect the principles which
lead us to licentiousness. How could I not adopt them, me who no longer
wants to live than in crime? Let’s sit and chat a minute; I’m no longer able
to fuck. Continue my instruction, Dolmancé, and tell me something that’ll
console me for the excesses to which I’ve surrendered; extinguish my
remorses; encourage me.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: That’s fair enough; a little theory must follow
practice; it’s the means to make a perfect scholar.

DOLMANCÉ: Eh well! which is the subject, Eugénie, on which do you want
that we converse with you?

EUGÉNIE: I’d like to know about what is called ‘pornography’, about words
and images and their relation to desire...
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DOLMANCÉ: Ah! by god! while going out this morning, I bought at the
palace of Equality a pamphlet which, if we can believe the title, should
respond nicely to your question...It’s hardly off the presses, but it’s
something I’d urge upon everyone of you...And, as I have come to deem it
necessary to a proper education, since it’s on the subject of desire that we
need most to be educated, I’d especially urge all children to purchase or
otherwise obtain this small historical document as it’s most certainly worth
both the expense and the effort...It really is the most pointed and abusive
criticism of those so-called “thinkers” who so obtrusively populate our ohso-“modern” era...

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s see. (She reads.) “One More Time Feminoids
If You Want To Be My Equal, A personal history of the porn wars;” it’s
signed “Anonymous”. There’s, on my word, a singular title: it’s promising;
chevalier, you possess a beautiful voice, read this to me.
DOLMANCÉ: Either I’m mistaken, or this should respond perfectly to
Eugénie’s question.
EUGÉNIE: Assuredly!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Leave, Augustin: this is not meant for you; but don’t
go far away; we’ll ring you when you’re to return. (Augustin leaves. The
others arrange themselves in chairs facing both the audience and Le
chevalier who, facing the mirror, has his back to the audience.)

LE CHEVALIER: I’ll begin.

...I come to offer some great ideas: they’re to be listened to and reflected
upon; if not all of them please, at least some of them will stay with you...

...I’m going to offer what I hope will be as thorough an analysis
of those modes of thought which, in purview of our major
concerns, words and images, have taken on the characteristics of
what can only be referred to as Grand Cults– and by those I
mean, the “sexual preference” cults, the racial and sexual identity
cults, the God and Goddess cults, the cults constituted by those
who believe in the reality of their “selves”, by those who believe
in the reality of an “authentic female subject”, by those whose
thinking is informed by empiricist and neo-positivist ideologies,
as well as those informed by a reason reduced to an occultated
and flattening rationality...In so offering such an analysis I’m not
going to be able to avoid recourse to the “thoughts” of the Petty
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M1

Masters who provide such cults with their focus...Central to and
of defining importance to these cults is the belief in the magical
power of words and images, even if only manifested in the form
of words and images as taboo...And it’s on this point that the socalled “primitive” and “modern” modes of thinking overlap...

...Look, just take a short glance around our own little
jingoistic-journalese society!..Where even the
manipulation of statistics is taken to be a science by the
sex ‘survoyeurs’ and the turd-tabulating anus masters!..
Where the image— How “modern”!— ensures social
power and status!..Where more citizens read horoscopes
than critical analyses of the reigning modes of
subjectivity!..Where reading and viewing have become
pre-digested, commercially-proven industrialized
entertainments, a slavish seeking out of identifications in
the “modern” supermarket of fictions so thoroughly
rampant with 19th c. conventions!..You know those presold, built-in qualities that people just flock to!..All
specifically designed and Krafted!..Guaranteed to push the
right buttons!..The essays, the studies, the analyses, the
novels, the movies, the articles, all designed to guarantee a
series of comforting illusions!..Where all the doubts, the
wonderings are gone!..Where everything is reconstituted
and stable!..And this, this is the fertile ground of the racial
and sexual demagogues!..Preaching identity!..Preaching
community!..Preaching unity!..To you!..To me!..To
us!..Look, let’s go on a journey instead!..A journey to
knowledge!..Like Dante!..You know, going down into your
own little hell!..Whoever you are!..And hopefully coming
out again!..Like a spiritual journey of old!..So come
on!..Encounter popular forms!..And learn how to deal with
them!..Learn how to deal with sentimentality!..With
narcissistic wounding!..With the rhetoric of just such
things!..Or be lost!..So come on!..But I’m warning
you!..You’re going to have to encounter the banality of
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your fantasies!..And you can’t be afraid of your own
dismal, abysmal emptiness!..You can’t be afraid of your
own elemental nothingness!..You’re going to have to step
out of your dull-minded here-I-am-entertain-me state!..

...the name of what covers over ‘nothing’ can starkly be called lack. Lack is
not a deficit but a structure of a wish-to-complete which includes the denial
of incompleteness. It is an economic rather than a phenomenological
reality. This structure of the concept of lack means by definition that the
lack is neither manifestly ‘inside’ nor ‘outside’. The idea of lack is thus
freed from the idea of a deficit or that it is a property of an object or a
place. It is a property of the structure as such...

F1

...During early adolescence, after hearing my mother tell me that if you could only kiss
your elbow you could change your sex, I tried over and over again to do it...I wanted so
to be the other, until I realized it was impossible...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, that’s the thrill of “porn”, just like kissing your
elbow and changing!..It directly engages your imagination,
your desires!..
...Analytic discourse is a reading of the signifier other than in terms of the
signified– that is, other than in terms of a message being communicated...
...I can no longer sustain the type of identifications required by conventional narrative
discourse...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, a comparable belief in the magical power of words and
images is common to both so-called “primitive” and “modern”
modes of thought...And each can only be characterized as
occultisms...In the “modern” sense this belief in the magical
power of words and images is founded on the supposed
transparency of language, on the assumed adequation of words,
images, and the real...And not the least on the belief in the reality
of the image...It’s expressed in univocal conceptions of language,
in the reduction of language to communication, as well in the
belief that language is ‘owned’ or controlled by one sex to the
detriment of the other...It’s expressed in the fact of ‘taboo’ words
and images and in the belief in the evocative power of words and
images, a belief in their causal power...In the “primitive” sense
this belief in the magical power of words and images is founded
on the non-use of taboo words and images, on their evocative
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power... Such non-use is utilized in order to form a group, a
community, the parameters of such a community being forged
upon the sharing of prohibitions, in a shared sense of evil...In just
such a relation to taboo words you can glimpse the foundations of
the “modern” groups and communities, always founded as they
are on exclusion...And of course, as always, transgression
completes taboo...The “modern” and the “primitive” co-exist...

...Where the humanist sees a confrontation between agents possessed of
will and reason and the ‘unwilled’ and ‘irrational’ products of their
concerted actions, the anti-humanist views the wills themselves as
‘unwilled’ and the ‘reason’ in whose name every ‘progress’ is supposedly
made as no more obviously to be privileged than the ‘madness’ it opposes...

...The refusal to see the correlation between “primitive” and
“modern” is entirely implicit in the symptomatic formation of the
“modern” groups, whether religious, political, ideological, racial,
or sexual...
...Revolution and the Cult of Reason confirm superstition by offering
sacrifice...

...Censorship is not, as is commonly believed, an act, but is a
belief...And this is true of both racism and sexism as
well...They’re beliefs which can be projected onto the world in
the form of acts...But they’re beliefs first...So you see, the socalled “moderns” are in fact quite “primitive”...
...Censorship is a belief in the magical power of words and images...

...I see the tentacles of projective identifications: a kind of proto-plasmic body which
emanates from me, reaching out and covering an other...This dynamic uses the other as
a screen upon which a content is projected...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, the mind doesn’t live in the body– there is no internal
subjective unity– the body lives in the mind...There’s only a
‘projective unity’...“You” are external...

...Look, maybe you can begin to understand that it’s not
only those who seek to level proscriptions from a
religious, moral, or legal point of view who are practicing
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censorship!..It’s also being practiced by those who
denounce “porn” as “lies about women”, those who claim
that “porn is the theory and rape is the practice”, those
who maintain that “pornography” is fundamental to the
propagation of “the second-class status of women”!..It’s
practiced by those who believe that “porn” acts directly on
the penis, circumventing mental life!..Now who is or isn’t
believing in the magical power of words and images?..And
what kind of smarmy shit-merchant do you have to be in
order to do so?..It’s this belief which has taken on the
dimensions of a Grand Ass-Slurping Cult!..And believe
me, everybody’s sucking down everybody else’s brown
juices under the table!..
...You see, it’s not the images or the ideologies or the beliefs of
the producers of them that are important...It’s the relation to the
image that’s important...Your relation to the image...

Look, can’t we glimpse here the shape of one of the most
modern of religions?..The cult that believes in the reality
of “women’s” identities?..In the “authentic female”
underneath the shit of this world?..The one that believes
that somehow “porn” images have something to do with
“women”!..Look, it’s apparent in their univocal reductions
of language, where words and images refer only to their
immediately apparent signifieds!..This fucking cult like
some fucking beehive of delirious fucking human insects
doing their fucking little buzzing dances about the
“obscene” words, the “porno” images out there!..While the
great fucking Queen Bee, the majestic Ego and true
identity of “woman”, the lost unity taken away by
“sexuality”, that imprisoning mode of constructing “men”
and “women”, is fixated at the center of this buzzing shitpile, carried high above the muck of it all in her beautiful
carriage pulled along by the droning of the fucking
worker-puds, unsullied, unmuddied by all the dangerous
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impulses and influences all around her!..Well so much for
fucking progress!..Which is a crock of shit anyway!..We
might as well all engage in their kind of group-think!..I
mean, they claim that everyone’s been ‘socialized’, lied to
by “His-tory”, that our consciousnesses are false, etc, etc,
blah-blah-blah!..But look, I say those who make such
claims don’t even think for themselves!..I say they’re
content to trade received lie for received lie!..
...My jouissance is tied to the jouissance of the Other...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

M5

...You see, can’t we wonder whether those who condemn certain
words and images don’t sacralize others?..Condemnation is a
negative form of sacralization afterall...Or is it that “pornography”
is an explicit dissolution of the sacred?..The inscription of the
impossibility, that is, the arbitrariness of sacralization?..But first
let’s ask a more pointed question: how is it possible for
ideologues, jurists, journalists, sociologists, psychologists, and
religious adherents to posit, implicitly, theories as to how it is that
human subjects are implicated and involved in words and images,
when they themselves possess neither a general theory of the sign
nor of language?..And how is it that human subjects are as
implicated and involved in words and images as they are?..
...We have only to understand the mirror-phase as an identification, in the
full sense which analysis gives to the term: namely, the transformation
which takes place in the subject when he assumes an image– whose
predestination to this phase-effect is sufficiently indicated by the use, in
analytical theory, of the old term imago...

...It’s a little guessing game, like all little guessing games...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..Go ahead, convince yourself...

...You see, the only effect that words and/or images have comes
about when you identify with the represented figures; this is a
belief in language, rendering language transparent (and what kind
of cultural sickness favors this?), and it then functions as a
unifying prop allowing you the illusion of subjective unity...It’s
your repressive, narcissistic fixity which permits you to identify...
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...Look, I’ll give all you imbecile, hombecile and
fembecile behaviorists and neo-positivists a clue!..It’s not
simply a question of communication!..

...That erotic rapport where the human individual fixes himself to an image
which alienates him from himself, there is the energy, and there is the form
where that passionate organization that he’ll call his ego takes its
beginnings...

M5

...Of course it’s not a question of mere perception, or of nature,
since no other animals, not even those who possess perceptive
capabilities far greater than humans, involve themselves in, with,
or produce words and images...Indeed, language inaugurates a
split with nature...

...And look, I’ll even give you empirico-bio-naturalists a
clue!..Language is not innate!..We have a brain that has
evolved to be receptive to language, to its acquisition!..
And that has something to gain from it!..Is bipedalism
innate?..Is the opposable thumb innate?..Is the use of tools
innate?..These are adaptations!..Results of interactions
with an environment!..As is language!..This drive to
establish the innateness of language reminds me of the
Alien-mind-creator-theory!..You’d do better to look for
any origin of language in gesture!..Not in the
brain!..Adapted organ that it is!..Look, something as
simple as musical training changes the brain!..And isn’t
music a performative aspect of language afterall?!.How
much must language have changed the brain as they’ve
both evolved?!.

...A person acquires the means to function as human when it enters
language– language surrounds it– and becomes a sexed subject: the two
events are one and the same. Language not only inaugurates the difference
between the sexes. It also divides the mind into the conscious and the
unconscious, for it inaugurates repression...The symbolic is present as
language from the outset...Lacan puts the emphasis on symbolic castration,
and makes this a condition of subjectivity for both sexes...Lack means loss,
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relinquishing phantasies of union, acknowledging separation...
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...Look, there are those who are so self-righteous they
denounce what they call “porn” while at the same time
refusing to even think their own relation to it!..Even
though it might be the least bit significant!..They actually
believe that what they call “porn” is some kind of
depiction or another of “women”!..No thought is given to
the possibility that their own personal histories and
pathologies may have influenced their interest in and
attitudes toward “porn”, even as they present it as a
curious political construction!..And this they call
thinking!..The question is, why do they need this strange
construction “porn”?..The answer is— It’s how they prop
up and maintain the consistency of their identities!..It
shouldn’t be a surprise that they invest so much in it, or
believe its effects are so powerful!..It’s their blind-spot, the
kernel, the knot of their existence!..Look, every story you
take from or make out of “porn” is the result of your own
desire!..Even if you believe she’s a sex-slave and was
forced to do it!..Your desire implicates you in it!..
...The symbolic order is assured as soon as there are images which secure
unfailing belief, for belief is in itself the image: both arise out of the same
procedures and through the same terms: memory, sight and love...

...Of course “women” are so deluded that they’ve entirely missed
their “authentic female selves”– “hetero-sex women” have been
taken in by the “patriarchal” system: but is there such a thing as
“hetero-sex”?..Is there such a thing as “intercourse”?..Aren’t these
things made up?..Is there such a thing as “women”?..Is there such
a thing as “men”?..Is there such a thing as “porn”?..Aren’t these
things absurdities?..

...Look, let’s make it clear right off the bat!..The alleged
“authentic female self”, the supposed “true feminine
identity” are nothing more than representations of
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authority!..But isn’t that the one thing that all of these
‘thinkers’ have in common?!.They all try to present
themselves as representations of authority!..Of unity!..As
ideal egoes!..
...I am the one looking, discovering in the service of desire...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...Since “pornography”, and there’s no such thing other than can
be defined as a negative kernel used to maintain an identity, since
“pornography” is given a self-serving definition by all those who
seek to control it, the question is how in a democracy are we to
deal with such cults and their defining kernels?..And since those
kernels are what they posture against and define themselves in
opposition to, to inscribe “porn” juridically or legislatively would
be to inscribe the blindspots of their identities, would be to
attempt to inscribe their identities as concrete, transhistorical
entities...You see, “porn” is the kernel of their definition of
“woman”– it’s central to “women’s” status they say afterall...In a
negative sense it’s central to their identities as “women”, that is,
to their frozen identities, formed in opposition to this kernel; those
identities ossified, finally demonstrable, provable, solid...
...I am the one looked at in the service of desire...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, it’s like saying that there’s too much of the real in
the symbolic representations!..And this is a source of
anxiety for them since the symbolic exists to protect you
from the real!..Just note how many times they say that
“porn is real things done to real women”!..Hence the civil
rights ordinance as a symbolic bulwark against this
intrusion of the real!..That is, an intrusion of the real of
their desire!..
...Where the Foucauldian and the film-theoretical positions always tend to
trap the subject in representation (an idealist failing), to conceive of
language as constructing the prison walls of the subject’s being, Lacan
argues that the subject sees these walls as trompe l’oeil, and is thus
constructed by something beyond them...For beyond everything that is
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displayed to the subject, the question is asked, “What is being concealed
from me? What in this graphic space does not show, does not stop not
writing itself?” This point at which something appears to be invisible, this
point at which something appears to be missing from representation, some
meaning left unrevealed, is the point of the Lacanian gaze. It marks the
absence of a signified; it is an unoccupiable point, not, as film theory
claims, because it figures an unrealizable ideal but because it indicates an
impossible real. In the former case, one would expect to find at the point of
the gaze a signified, but here the signifier is absent– and so is the subject.
The subject, in short, cannot be located or locate itself at the point of the
gaze, since this point marks, on the contrary, its very annihilation. At the
moment the gaze is discerned, the image, the entire visual field, takes on a
terrifying alterity. It loses its “belong-to-me aspect” and suddenly assumes
the function of a screen...
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...Let me propose the only viable definition of “pornography” that
has been bequeathed us, and let me use it to lead us through the
labyrinth of identification...
...Pornography is any language that’s believed in...

...You see, “pornography” can only ever be a language that’s
believed in...And this fact links, in deepest, darkest intimacy, the
“pornography” user and the “anti-pornography” fanatic...

...Look, what the fuck else can “porn” be?..The “writing
about whores” that Androphobia Pornkin goes on and on
about?!.That’s a language that’s believed in!..Or maybe her
contention that “porn is how power and money are used
against people who have none”?!.That’s a language that’s
believed in!..How about the common feminoid delusion
about “perpetuating women as objects”?!.That’s a
language that’s believed in!..Or how about the belief that
“porn” is about “women” and their desire in some way or
another?!.That’s a language that’s believed in!..Or how
about Susie Stiffin’s conception of “culture’s revenge
against nature”?!.That’s not only a language that’s believed
in, but it’s a naturalistic conception of sex to boot!..
“Teaching men how to rape”, as in Throbin Organ’s
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formula for the reduction of language to communication,
“Porn is the thinky, rape is the dinky”?!.That’s a language
that’s believed in!..Klitty McPornkin’s contention that
“porn’s central message is addressed directly to the penis,
delivered through an erection, and taken out on women in
the real world”?!.That’s a language that’s believed
in!..How about some substantivizing truckload of turds
from some mental tadpole about the “sexus-nexus” of
patriarchy?!.That’s a language that’s believed in!..A form
of sexual harassment?!.That’s a language that’s believed
in!..Offensive to “women”?!.That’s a language that’s
believed in!..How about a violation of “women’s” civil
rights?!.That’s a language that’s believed in!..Some
gulping cumwash about how “porn conditions-socializesbrainwashes men to...”?!.That’s a language that’s believed
in!..That it corrupts, that it destroys, that it’s anti-family,
anti-love, anti-God, anti-sex, and dangerous for
children?!.That’s a language that’s believed in, as well as a
belief in sex as fusion, as communion!..How about a belief
that sex somehow recaptures your lost unity and doesn’t
involve a wounding!..That’s a language that’s believed
in!..Is it any wonder they believe sex and violence have
nothing in common?!.
...As an adolescent sneaking glimpses into “pornographic” novels, I would search for
figures of my mother and my father...Am I a man?.. Or am I a woman?..

...You see, each of the preceding definitions of “pornography” are

founded on or imply one or more of the following
misconceptions– and these are, to begin with, a refusal of psychic
reality by simply assuming that sexual identity is socially
constructed and subsequently internalized...This sociological
conception, while allowing for gender and (biological) sex, misses
completely the psychic dimension of sexuality, that other reality
besides the naturalistic and the sociological...Hence there is an
assumption that there is a direct one-to-one correspondence
between psychic life and social reality...There is also a tendency
to think of the “self” as something (what? a quantity? a bundle of
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neurons?) unitary, central, as existing innately, prior to language,
as continuous with nature...There is also a non-heterogenous and
univocal conception of language, that is, a reduction of language
to communication...As well as a belief in fusion-communion, that
is, a belief that sex is a merging with the other...There’s also a
non-phallic conception of sex; that is, a belief that sex doesn’t
involve castration, lack, or narcissistic wounding, but the
correlative belief that sex involves symmetrical, complementary
relations between the sexes, same or different, and this, as often as
not, is paired with a naturalistic conception of desire, that is, a
conception of desire as not founded on lack...Or just as likely
paired with...
...A belief in the causal power of words and images, which represents desire
as imprinted from without; a belief which, while denying the existence of
an unconscious, relies on a distinction between internal and external in
understanding subjectivity...The difficulty with this distinction is that the
imaginary is both internal and external in its effects: projection often leads
to action...
...I love relentless evocations of flesh...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Left to itself without the assistance of projection upon the other, the Ego
takes itself for a preferential target of aggression and murder...

...You see, projection functions to break the connection between
the ego and any desires dangerous to its consistency and
stability...Through projection it thus becomes an other who
embodies such desires for you...And this in turn implies a
paranoid belief that the “self” is something central, stable, and
self-identical: an autonomous, transhistorical unity...Hence it can
be said that any language or image that you believe in, rendering
said representation transparent, is assumed to relate directly to or
to be an adequate representation of the real...This supposed
univocality of the signifier, the assumed direct relation between
signifier and signified, is thought to reflect the assumed
homogeneity of the psyche...When in fact if you react to a
representation in any way it’s because it’s a representation of
some part of your desire...It’s a version of you...
...No image is adequate, no image is an adequate representation of me, not even my
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image in the mirror...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...The self is an infantile identification with an imaginary phallus...

...Look, I contend and hereby declare that I’m the only
fucking true “anti-porner” because I’m the only person
opposed to the belief in any language!..Most especially the
languages of the “selves,” of “men’s” and “women’s”
identities!..Of “homosexual”!..Of “heterosexual”
identities!..Not to mention belief in those crocks of shit,
the Holy Writs!..

...My ultimate “porn” film would be a black screen with voice-overs— male and female,
straight and gay, young and old, woven, speaking sex acts, fantasies, memories...Moans,
grunts underneath the woven voices...And the silence...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...The belief that “one is a woman” is almost as absurd and obscurantist as
the belief that “one is a man”...

...You see, we are all fundamentally bisexual...This means we all
contain otherness, we all contain other desires...Constitutionally...
Whatever our identities...That is, whatever our identifications…
Desire is always heterogeneous…

...Look, all of the self-proclaimed “anti-porners” found
their movements, the great stinking lumps that they are, on
a belief in language!..Whether in the language of an
authentic and autonomous “self”!..Or in the “reality” the
language is said to adequately represent!..Undoubtably as
pre-determined meaning!..And I mean even those who
suck their shit from the pig-ass of some stinking Godlump!..Even those who believe in the Bible!..Even those
who suck-off Jesus in the back of their minds!..Look
morons, it’s the same with the reduction of language to the
“teaching of values”, leading to the declaration that “Porn
is lies about women”, the very formula itself of the
reduction of language to communication!..
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...the “self” (a current American obsession) may be caught in a network of
uncontrollable forces (both social and maternal), but it can avoid fusion
with these forces through a sustained cognitive control of and mastery over
the signifier: a technical mastery protecting the self from the dangerous
power of the signifier...

...Perhaps you can begin to see that Andrea Dworkin’s “book”
Pornography: Men Possessing Women exists in the light of the
preceding...That it’s nothing more than the epic of an Ego, written
with dramatic expression and control...Particularly since she rewrites “pornographic” scenes over and over in it– the ones that
caused her “great anguish”– and she ostensibly does so to present
and to analyze them, but in fact she’s attempting to achieve a
sustained mastery over them...

...[That to give an (empirically) political meaning to something is] “perhaps
only the ultimate consequence of the epistemological attitude which
consists, simply, of the desire to give meaning. This attitude is not innocent,
but, rather, is rooted in the speaking subject’s need to reassure himself of
his image and his identity faced with an object. Political meaning is thus
the apogee of the obsessive quest for A Meaning”...

...Look, I tell you Androphobia Pornkin’s style is pure
binge-and-purge!..Stuffing herself with “porn” scenes she
pukes up her stimulated associations!..And I tell you she
believes in the language of the scenes she re-writes!..I tell
you she actually sees “women” and “men”!..And I say
because of this they constitute a blind-spot for her!..I tell
you she wraps wrongs and perceived wrongs into a
delirious paranoid mythology, acting like a fairy-tale for
every one of her readers!..A fundamental symbolic register
they can project their narcissistic wounds and deprivations
onto!..Their entire imaginary “her-stories” are given a
support!..But it doesn’t mean it’s true!..It’s a lure, a snare
for unstable narcissisms, for “women”, for people who
identify and need help sustaining it!..It’s used to bolster
and sustain the consistencies of petty, reptilian identities,
“selves” flooded with clouds composed of spite, hate,
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fantasy, and envy!..Or rather, Romanticism!..
Idealization!..Believing their narcissistic wounds and
deprivations!..An entire blue-balled ontogeny!..

...the energy with which the subject declares himself man or woman is
proportional to that with which the reverse is stated in the unconscious...

...You see, the entire Andrea Dworkin-Catherine MacKinnon
initiative is founded on such an attempt at a “sustained mastery”
of the signifier...

...The first (Lacanian) answer to the question, ‘what do we desire when we
desire?’, is that we desire the sense of being which is derived from a
recognition of the Other and the ‘control’ of the signifier...

...Look, Pornkin and McNonkin even seek legal assurances
and affirmative juridical help in their attempts to sustain a
mastery of the signifier!..Their implied model of the ideal
subject is founded on just such a mastery!..As in, “Women
will now be able to define themselves”!..Finally freed
from “porn”!..

...it is only the conception of the subject’s sovereignty that stands any
chance of protecting difference in general. It is only when we begin to
define the subject as self-governing, as subject to its own laws, that we
cease to consider her as calculable, as subject to laws already known and
thus manipulable. It is only when the sovereign incalculability of the
subject is acknowledged that perceptions of difference will no longer
nourish demands for the surrender of difference to processes of
“homogenization”, “purification”, or any of the other crimes against
otherness with which the rise of racism has begun to acquaint us. This does
not mean that we would support a conception of the subject as preexistent
or in any way transcendent to the laws of language or the social order, a
subject who calculates, using the laws of language as a tool to accomplish
whatever goal she wishes. The subject who simply does or believes as she
wishes, who makes herself subject only to the law she wants to obey, is
simply a variation on the theme of the calculable subject. For it is easy to
see that one is quickly mastered by one’s sensuous inclinations, even as one
seeks to impose them...
...I stage something in the gaze of the Other...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...Any attempt at a sustained mastery is of course doomed to
failure...You see, any attempt to master “pornography”, to define
it within the parameters of any social or subjective meaning, any
moral denunciation of specific words or images and their
supposed causal power is founded on a belief in the “self” as
existing internally and prior to any such words and images–
ignoring the fact that every viewer or reader is a process, is recreated every time they encounter language: those words and
images are always a version of their-selves, not some force from
without...But isn’t that precisely how a group is formed, by the
sharing of a sense of evil, represented by taboo words and
images?..You see, theirs is a belief in the possibility of an internal
subjective unity, which is a belief in the reality of the “self”, a
belief in the “self” as something other than fictive, as something
other than fundamentally divided, that is, implicated in selfdifference...
...Lacan’s work opens on the same question: What is the Ego?..Answer: an
inveigling...

...Look, you can never possess your “self”, what a fucking
crock!..All you can ever possess is a sign of your
exteriority!..That’s what it means to say I’m so-and-so or
such-and-such!..That’s what it means to identify with an
image!..Even the one in the mirror!..This is the correct
way to read the idiotic social-constructivist slogan
“Woman is made, not born”, implying that “women” are
formed by the prison-house of language which traps
them!..How incredibly stupid they are, thinking “woman’s
selves” are “made”!..By some great social factory!..By
social pressure!..It’s the eternal-high-school-peer-pressure
theory of subjectivity!..More likely “made” by
unconscious object choice, by anguish, by uncertainty!..
Most certainly by anxiety!..And what kind of essentialist
moron is gonna believe that “women” can be born?!.It’s
like believing in the messiah!..Someone who can come
into existence possessing an unbreachable integrity!..Free
of any differential logic which taints our world!..Free of
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the symbolic order and its mandates!..And that means free
of the defiles of language!..An authentic “woman”!..A
perfect, Total Ego!..Perfectly attenuated, lacking only lack
itself!..How absurd to believe that “women’s selves” can
be anything but effects!..And effects precisely of the limits
of discourse, that is, effects of its failure!..

...The subject has no sexual identity. That is one of the things that the
hysterical subject teaches us...The subject has, at the very most, sexual
identifications, complete with tensions and conflicts– voiced manifestations
of the imaginary mood– which indicate the impossibility of symbolizing the
real, the real that is especially at work in analytical experience: that of sex.
The subject’s division is encountered at every level: between male and
female identifications, question and response, symbolic and real, symbolic
and imaginary, and imaginary and real...

M10

...To believe that ‘selves’ are anything but effects is
substantivism, is to believe that “women’s selves” exist
prior to language, that they’re transhistorical, existing
naturally!..A pure essential “self” untainted by the
incorrigible influence of society, of culture, of “men” and
their phallic order!..
...The small rectangle of a wound, deep dark red blood oozing in a bubble...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...In what...does this ontological uncertainty of the subject consist?..The key
to it is provided by the link between anxiety and the desire of the Other:
anxiety is aroused by the desire of the Other in the sense that “I do not
know what...I am for the desire of the Other.” What does the Other want
from me, what is there “in me more than myself” on account of which I am
an object of the Other’s desire– or, in philosophical terms, which is my
place in the substance, in the “great chain of being”? The core of anxiety is
the absolute uncertainty as to what I am: “I do not know what I am (for the
Other, since I am what I am only for the Other).” This uncertainty defines
the subject: the subject “is” only as a “crack in the substance,” only insofar
as his status in the Other oscillates. And the position of the masochist
pervert is ultimately an attempt to elude this uncertainty, which is why it
involves the loss of the status of the subject, i.e. a radical selfobjectivization: the pervert knows what he is for the Other, since he posits
himself as the object-instrument of the Other’s jouissance...
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...Look, can you see how some subjects do something
analogous; that is, they self-objectify in forms of
display!..An imaginary offering!..And how others want to
elude uncertainty!..
...When I say “I am [male],” I assume a symbolic identity which fills out
the void of the uncertainty as to my being...

...It’s a question of seeing the signifier in its proper perspective,
and no longer simply from the perspective of the signified...You
see, the rational assumption is that “pornography” has no relation
to knowledge other than to communicate its inscribed hegemony
of the male and “his” phallic order...But to declare that
“pornographic” images exist merely to inscribe and reduce
“women” to objects is to miss language, that is, the symbolic, and
to deny the existence of psychic reality, including the
imaginary...All of literature and all imagery enjoys a relation to
your conscious and unconscious desires...Even the most
obsessive, simplistic, conventional forms are representations of
desires– antithetical, overlaid, existing simultaneously, and always
lived through a very individual joy or anguish...“Pornography” is
always a version of the viewer, and it’s this revealed knowledge
of themselves as subjects of “pornographic” desire, even
experienced as anxiety, that “anti-porners” hate...Their fallacy is
to believe that once you get rid of “pornography” you’ll alter
desire...But you’ll only ever repress an anxiety inducing version
of yourself, an uncertainty...Like I said, this is a denial of the
psychic reality of desire and of self-difference...You see, it’s
desire that implicates us in the narcissistic dance of words and
images...It’s desire that they re-present for us, even if only as a
source of anguish and anxiety...

...Look, when Chief of fucking Blueballs Tony Bozo goes
on a “fact-finding mission” (more like a fact-losing
mission!) with “anti-porn” activists and members of the
Mickeapolis City Council to uncover “filth” (you just
know they’re going to find it!) and declares on picking up
a fucking bondage mag that “that’s disgusting” as was
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duly reported in the op-loving press— and remember he’s
a fucking cop, someone who restrains people for a
living!— what he finds disgusting, what produces the
anxiety in him and must consequently be repressed, this
being the moral response, is not the image itself but those
desires of his that it represents and which implicate him in
it!..And he puts it in lock-up!..It’s the real of his desire, his
unconscious desire, which threatens his own fragile
fucking fictive consistency and identity!..In short, the real
of his desire threatens the consistency of his reality!..So,
like a good cop, he’s always on duty, always on guard!..
Keeping it locked up!..And since no repression is ever
completely successful, perhaps you can see how it finds
expression in his life!..

...in our unconscious, in the real of our desires, we are all murderers.
Paraphrasing the Lacanian interpretation of the Freudian dream about the
father to whom a dead son appears, reproaching him with the words
“Father, can’t you see that I’m burning?”, we could say that the professor
awakes in order to continue his dream (about being a normal person like
his fellow men), that is, to escape the real (the “psychic reality”) of his
desire. Awakened into everyday reality, he can say to himself, with relief “It
was only a dream!”, thus overlooking the crucial fact that, awake, he is
“nothing but consciousness of his dream”...

...You see, that’s how negation functions subjectively...As in the
example of the Police Chief on his “fact-finding mission”, the
image is quite literally a version of him, of his repressed desires–
which have nevertheless found considerable expression in his
life...He believes he can somehow simply step out of the circuit of
desire, accomplishing this through repression...But repression is
never completely successful...Negation does not make something
disappear, it extenuates...

...I guess it’s their scientific discourses that protect the
good Drs. Bedward Dimmerswitch and Neel Maladroit
when they “explicate” the harmful be-numbing effects of
“porn”!..And they do so without any idea as to how it’s
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possible for their college-bound subjects— I can see them
strapping the throb-o-meters onto those young members of
the student body right now!— how it’s possible for them
to be implicated in or involved with the images to which
they’re subjected!..As though it were of no importance!..
But when you remain blind to the heterogeneity of
language and reduce it to communication you can ignore
certain things!..
...In so much as positivism moves naively from objects of perception to
scientific generalizations about them without considering the unavoidable
mediation of language, it also fails to account for representation...

...I like to see parts, glimpses; a mental screen of flashing glimpses has always
captivated me...And doesn’t every glimpse itself fragment?..A stiff cock, tight balls, the
curve of a hip, an ass soft and sloping...All images have ever done is to provide me with
material representations of those glimpses which have captivated me...Am I a man?..Or
am I a woman?..
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...Look, what do all those ferocious fucking images
represent?..I mean all the slasher movies, the
dismemberments, the ones that sexualize violence or
violate sex or whatever they’re supposed to do?..Don’t
they represent separation, becoming a separate object,
becoming flesh?..

...The most frightening experiences can be rendered tolerable if they can be
eroticized...

...First of all we have to speculate whether these slasher movies
aren’t a way of seeing the workings of the signifier: remember,
language dismembers...You see, it’s one of the great cliches of our
time, this rampant belief that sex and violence have nothing in
common, no shared feature, when of course they both invariably
involve narcissism: narcissistic glory, narcissistic wounding...And
this means: aggression and castration...
...Cruelties, killings, dismemberings. These monstrosities represent
themselves in the archaic, “Kleinian” theater of the unconscious. By
forging these ferocious figures of the Other’s jouissance, the child
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imaginarily primes a first separation...

...Yah, you say, but what about those rape scenes that train
“men” to hate “women”?..Well, besides the questions of
the implied reduction to resemblance and to
communication, that depends on who’s viewing them!..It
certainly isn’t going to mean the same thing to everyone!..
Nor should it!..Let’s begin with this: for a “hetero-man”
what is invariably represented is his repressed passive
“homo” desire and the forceful overcoming of its
inhibition!..You know, the ‘no’ that becomes a ‘yes’!..
...You see, the “women” in “pornography” aren’t what they
resemble or appear to be, they aren’t “women” at all...They
represent a repressed portion of “men”, and it’s precisely those
“men” who most strongly repress “homosexual” desires who are
most forcefully attracted to such a theater and its safely
represented forms...And this is how the imaginary can be
projected onto the world of real humans– as a disavowal, a
projection of desires– in the form of a “rape myth” or in the form
of “attitudes” towards “women”...It’s the disavowal of desire
which makes all this possible...But repression is never entirely
successful...

...Do you fucking get anything yet?..Look, I’ll say it
again!..We are all funda-fucking-mentally bisexual, and
it’s desire which implicates you in the dance of words and
images!..And this is where self-difference comes in!..Your
ego is not identical to, does not identify with all the desires
represented!..But they exist unconsciously!..This is where
negation, disavowal, and projection come in!..
...Half of my fantasies are homosexual...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?....

...If we consider the subject as a response of the real, we are obliged to hear
this question concerning the subject’s sexual identity as a response. The
point is not to answer the question by saying: “I am a man” or “I am a
woman”, because such responses, while identifying and confessing an
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identity, can only be partial and tangential. They fall short not only of the
other side, but above all of the gap between the two sides, which indicates
an impossible-to-symbolize: the impossibility of symbolizing sex itself...The
subject has no sexual identity...
...Half of my fantasies are heterosexual...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, here is an example of the “ideology” of straight,
mainstream “porn”: it never leaves the parameters of
disavowed passive “homo” desires!..The “women” are
actors!..They’re playing the parts of passive male
“homos”, assuming a particular relation to the phallus!..
“Porn” as structured along gender lines!..Ha!..More like
disguised along gender lines!..As is most everything!..
Structured by the “male gaze”!..Ha!..I think what they
mean by “male gaze” is more akin to ‘male imaginary
space’!..To a representation of ‘male imaginary space’ at
that!..There is no “male gaze”!..In mainstream “porn” it’s
a question of the avoidance of passive male “homo”
desire!..That’s what!..Like those female super-“porn”stars!..“Men”!..Disguised “men”!..The implants!..The
dildoes!..The anal!..The dp scenes!..Rubbing against the
penis inside her body!..And the phony lesbian scenes?!.It’s
all for show!..The safe introduction of a “homo-sexual”
matrix!..Safely!.. Distanced!..It’s true!..They’re just standins for “men”!..The “homo” part of “men”!..She’s like one
of those rubber blow up dolls!..She’s just a screen for them
to project onto!..Every close-up on her face!..Her uncertain
orgasms!..It’s for “men” to identify with!..And they don’t
even know it!..So “he” identifies with the secondary
investment, the anger directed at the “woman”, the anger
the “man” fucks her in the butt with, because “he” can’t
allow that to be done to him!..Look, even if you choose to
see that the “man” splits himself, that the “woman”
represents jouissance for him, which is something he can’t
sustain because it threatens his status as subject, the
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“woman” remains a representation of his desires!..And this
in the same way that she represents desires which threaten
the consistency of his identity, desires which he can’t
accept so he must split himself, projecting them onto
“her”!..And look, we have to ask, do the “men” in “porn”
represent this jouissance, this threat to their status as
subjects, for “anti-porn women”?!.Do they represent
desires that “anti-porn women” can’t accept, but that
nevertheless exist unconsciousnessly?!.
...All you ever have, you see, is the sign of your exteriority, even
for your desire...

...Without which you feel empty!..How ironic!..

...In fact, you can say that to desire an “object” is to desire to be a
subject, separate...

...The imaginary gains its false reality, which nonetheless is a verified
reality, starting off from the order defined by the wall of language. The ego
such as we understand it, the other, the fellow being, all these imaginary
things are objects. To be sure, they aren’t homogeneous with moons– and
we are liable to forget that all the time. But they are indeed objects, because
they are named as such within an organised system, that of the wall of
language...

...Look, your frozen fucking Ego is an “object” “you”
desire for all that matters!..An object you use as a
fantasmatic filler of the void that you are!..And look, to
identify with an image is to identify with an imaginary
phallus for all that matters!..And that means maternal
phallus for all that matters!..So to denounce “women-asobjects”, especially in the blind face of your ego-centrism,
means what exactly?..Do you do so in some attempt to
uphold the “reality” of your Egoes?..

...The first feminist generation rejected, through the “woman-as-object”, the
narcissistic wound constituted by maternal sexuality, and countered it with
the image of the virile activist who was less a libertine than a monitor; the
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second advocated a centripetal, mitigated, soothed feminine sexuality,
before unearthing, quite recently, under the guise of romances among
women, sadomasochistic havoc...

...It may be that just such sadomasochistic havoc is what antiporners want to repress...It’s definitely what causes them
anxiety...That’s why they want to get rid of “porn”, lesbian s/m
practices, etc, why they want to believe “women” are innately
good, and nurturing, etc...All to repress such sadomasochistic
havoc...Identification is a repressive strategy afterall...You see, to
denounce “women-as-objects” is to denounce maternal
sexuality...That is, it’s an attempt to establish difference, a
difference from the mother and her desire...But we all know don’t
we, I mean it’s one of the cliches of our time, that only “men”
need to flee from the mother in order to differentiate, to establish
their identities...
...Mine is a tortured sexuality...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, if I’m going to do one thing it’s to valorize all
literature, to make a particularly peculiar literary
contention that all texts are important!..If only to know
what we don’t need!..If only for the anguish and anxiety
they produce!..If only to demonstrate what unreadable
is!..Most of them might be or become unreadable but
they’re all important!..I swear that the only weapon I need
against another person is his or her language!..“Masculine”
or “feminine” language, meaning positions in relation to
the phallus, that is, positions in relation to enunciation,
precisely for what they reveal or don’t reveal!..The attack
on “porn”, the attempted prohibition of “porn” is simply
an attack on literature as that which carries the potential
for allowing us to glimpse the real of our desire!..In the
case of “porn” it’s a question of our desires, our
obsessions, our manias, our phobias, our anguish and our
anxieties!..In fact, I contend that an anguished negative
reaction to “porn” is as significant as an excited positive
reaction!..Hell, what would we be aware of if all those
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stupid novels of all pulpy kinds hadn’t been written?!.
What would make us aware of the power, the force of
identification as we identify positively or negatively with
words and images?!.How else, short of psycho-analysis,
can we learn what constellations of words, what
constellations of images represent what constellations of
desire in the edifices of our beings?!.Look, the question is,
what don’t the “anti-porners” want to know about
themselves?!.Their own desires implicate them in “porn”,
even if only negatively!..What do they not want to be
conscious of and yet enjoy?!.Perhaps their very discourses,
the elongated Epics of their Egoes, serve to protect them
from the unbearably anguishing weight of their
determining desire!..Look, each and every one of us is
more or less delirious!..We are all each and every one of
us more or less fooled by our fantasies!..Or more correctly,
by our fundamental fantasy!..Look, it’s a question of
seeing!..And repetition is one means by which we can
see!..“Porn” is one of those “obsessive forms”!..Don’t look
for meaning, look for repetition, then you can see what
speaks through you!..
...My fantasies have all crystallized, ossified, I see their twists and turns, their
disguises...I recognize the equations, and so any manifestation of them becomes
banal...They’re tired and old, they’ve been gone over one too many times and I can no
longer be fooled by them...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You claim the plots in “porn” are banal!..Yah, well what
plots aren’t?!.“Porn” just points it out!..I mean, fuck your
stupid romances, your “love stories”, your mysteries, your
intrigues, your transgressions and “transgressive
sublimations”!..Shit, the function of that little bit of story
is just to suck you in, to help you identify, to believe!..
Look, let’s let the body break out!..Let’s have a new
“porn”!.. And a new literature along with it!..No “plot”, no
“story”!..Fuck your sub-plots, give me a field in which I
can produce resonances!..Multiply substitutions and
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displacements!..A field of pleasures, of sensations, of
thoughts, memories, fantasies, desires!..Let’s have the
constituent parts themselves taken apart, put back together,
and taken apart again!..Hell, the enunciation itself is the
only interesting story, all the others are completely
banal!..Sure “porn” is boring and banal, but so are your
stories, your dramas, your epics, your fucking identities!..
You just can’t see it!..They’re all just shiny trinkets!..You
“moderns” are fascinated by shiny fucking trinkets!..

...Since the link between the text and the concrete world is a conventional,
discursive one, the text comes into direct contact with that world not in any
referential, and already empirically meaningful way, but because reality too,
like the text, is itself inseparable from the language and discourse which
shaped it. The link between text and world is not direct, but it is mediated
and the mediation between text and real is provided by the discourses
making up the sum of those oppressively self-evident, ready-made
discourses which form and inform reality, making it familiar and
recognizable...encapsulated was the notion that a text became acceptable
only by tacitly endorsing that which seemed to be the case for the greatest
number...

...There is, you see, the very fundamental question of the relation
between literature and knowledge; particularly when it’s a
question of knowledge of that which remains unnameable...Does
all literature inscribe knowledge, even if only of the compulsive,
obsessive forms that desire takes?..Even if only of “that which
seems to be the case for the greatest number”?..Even if only of the
compulsive need for a stable, unified, centered self-image as is the
case with all conventional, so-called “realistic” prose?..And let’s
understand that all so-called “realisms” are conceptually
arbitrary...Or is literature always something more than a form of
knowledge?..

...I mean, look, go to any bookstore and look at all the
books on the shelves— The neat rows of shiny
paperbacks, the handsome hard covers— They’re like
wave after wave of obsessive repetition!..Blind repetition
of form!..Blind repetition of conception!..They’re all ego110

fictions!..All frozen!..All ossified!..Calcified into their
narrative and character ruts!..Standardized!..Dead prose for
the psychologically mortified!..You can just see them
clinging for all they’re worth to their illusions of
consistency!..Over and over again the same image of, the
same presentation of the mind!..The same generalized
emotional content!..So you know what to expect!..So you
don’t have to think!..And even more important, so you
know what’s expected of you!..As you boldly reach for the
familiar!..Identification!..Identification!..The pulpier, the
more sentimental the better!..Brought to you courtesy of
Kraft, that capitalist-realist version of ideology!..Snakeoil
and shiny trinkets drug across the bridges of every county,
brought to you by the new carpetbaggers, the corporate
looters!..In all the commercially proven forms you’ve
come to love!..
...Can we consider literature to be a special linguistic practice,
differentiated by its particular use of language to reveal, and even
to undo, knowledge, not merely to inscribe it?..A knowledge, a
conception which isn’t necessarily thought of as knowledge?..

...One can, of course, study poetic language [language defined by its
heterogeneity, its inscription of bodily drives, its reactivation of repressed
drive– and mother– related material, its inscription of abjection] in order to
reveal the structure and operation in it of sounds, meaning, and
signification, but this is to reduce it to the phenomenological perspective. It
would thus necessarily omit all those elements of the poetic function that
run counter to the signified and the transcendental ego; yet it is precisely
these elements in what we call “literature” that make it something other
than a form of knowledge; that make of it the very place where the social
code is destroyed and renewed...

...But we all know, don’t we, that since the prim, proper,
and “primitive” Burger King Court went into the business
of handing out legality franchises in 1973 under the guise
of “community standards”, readers are the only legally
unprotected minority left!..And talk about the construction
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of community, is that the job of the not-so-Supreme
Court?!.The actions of the Burger King Court are the same
as saying that they’ll let taboo and a shared sense of evil in
the service of “community”, i.e. “community standards”,
construct reading lists, stock libraries, and police
bookstores across the country!..That is, in the service of
narcissistic fixities, ossified identities!..Or they’re the
same as saying that a text is acceptable only by tacitly
endorsing that which seems to be the case for the greatest
number!..It’s one of the most ignorant, short-sighted and
cowardly acts in American history!..The court has
relinquished the field!..“Community standards” are total
bullshit!..They’re a way of purifying and homogenizing a
community from the get-go— do away with the other’s
desire!..That’s right, do away with your neighbor’s
desire!..Create taboos and you create a community!..Well
every community is founded on exclusion!..That’s what
your community standards are!..Standards of exclusion!..
How’s that for cultural diversity?!.But don’t you have the
constitutional right to protest against those taboos?!.
Against the “community”?!.By desiring differently?!.
Particularly since desire is asocial!..Look, to disgust and to
offend are not only legitimate literary goals, but are
legitimate political acts as well!..They’re assaults on the
gilded palace walls of narcissistic fixities and petrified
egoes!..Assaults on you and me!..And legitimate!..
...If the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech and press is to
mean anything...it must allow protests even against the moral code that the
standard of the day sets for the community...

...Look, just who’s “modern”?!.Just who’s
“primitive”?!.Just who believes in the magical power of
words and images?!.It’s a total abdication of the
responsibility of upholding the Constitution and the rights
supposedly guaranteed every citizen!..Whether in New
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Fucking York or Dade Fucking County, Florida!..But look,
do the fucking “anti-porners” disagree with the knowledge
that “porn” presents us with about ourselves, as we are
drawn blindly to it, one way or another, positively or
negatively?!.Does “porn” destroy homogeneous social
codes?!.Or do “anti-porners” merely take offense at an
imputed meaning?!.Listen, in that regard it has to be said
loud and fucking clear— NO ONE HAS THE RIGHT
NOT TO BE OFFENDED!..This is just a “modern” form
of blasphemy, right?!.Or so some feminoids think!..For
instance, Leddy Bottom Boogerbin, president of WAR,
“Women Against Representation”, who claims that “to
many women, pornography is the equivalent of
blasphemy”!..Of course she bleats on so without any
consideration of her homogeneous system of belief which
fixes her stable, unified image of “woman”!..She actually
believes in the language that constitutes her “self”, her
fiction “woman”!..Feminoidalism as the Newest Fucking
Religion!..Or the oldest!..“Woman” as some slimy, sweaty
toad Goddess!..Squatting in the back of the cave of your
mind!..Look, it’s become a cliche that Feminism is the
single most fundamental movement of the 20th century!..
Quite a contention for a political movement that’s wholly
inadequate to the task of thinking human subjectivity!..Of
course feminists, with their superior blah-blah-blah could
never succumb to cultism!..Listen you assholes, I hope to
blaspheme and deeply offend everyone at least once before
I die!..So you’d better get used to my little agit-prop!..I
hope to disrupt the way you think of yourself!..Disrupt
your relation to words and images!..Look, “literature” can,
at the very least, reveal what would otherwise be
repressed!..A kind of possible documentation of the
configurations of unconscious desires!..If that fascinates
you, transfixes you, “addicts” you, well it’s not the fault of
the material!..Hell, anti-porners don’t even see the
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material, just resemblance!.. Anyway, if popular fucking
pulp forms enjoy any success at all, it’s sublimation which
makes it possible!..Even if they only represent the
obsessive repetitions in our lives!.. Lives which are the
very forms of obsessive configurations!..Positively or
negatively, you fucking identify!..
...Transparency is implied within an empiricist framework when the latter
presents language as the coincidence of words and things where there
would be complete adequation between language and reality or, between
ideas and reality...to the extent that language is founded on ‘object-words’
connected to reality (truth), it is also fundamentally transparent...as
cognitive and descriptive...language is conceived as...

...an instrument of knowledge of the real. The truth is a relation of perfect
adequation between a statement and its referents and, more generally
between language and the reality it represents...

...This assumption is brought into question by the fact that...

...from the perspective of the receiver there must however, be a double
mediation brought about by the fact that the message is based on an other’s
experience and is, therefore, a representation of a representation...

...Let’s make one thing perfectly clear: words refer to words not to
things...
...And because signifiers are material, that is, because they are opaque
rather than translucent, refer to other signifiers rather than directly to a
signified, the field of vision is neither clear nor easily traversable...

...Look, go check a dictionary if you squealing fucks have
to, but words are the absence of things!..I mean look, since
when is the word “woman” an adequate representation of
anyone?!.At best it can have political meaning!..It has no
fucking meaning on its own, it refers to other words!..
...My asshole palpitates like a puckered wound...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...Does it still need to be pointed out that language is an order
separate from the world of things?..

...Look, it’s a cliche that somehow only “women” can be
or are alienated from language!..That “women” are trapped
in “male language”!..That somehow “women” can claim
language by stealing, wrestling it from “men”!..But “men”
are as alienated from language as “women”!..Come on
now, through metaphor, through oedipalization where the
father displaces the mother’s desire, “men” are just standins for the mother, with whom we all wrestle for
language!..For meaning!..Go ahead mothers, ask your
daughters!..As you try to control their access to music with
“offensive” lyrics!..
...I remember my mother, washing my mouth out with soap, and the struggle over
language with her...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, language is not a mere system of signs founded on
some univocal relation between word and thing– a relation which
is in fact displaced by language– but it’s a symbolic system
ordering and determining for us the world of things as well as
human subjectivity itself, since through the mediation of language
human desire is given shape and form...

...Look, “porn” is banal!..Hell, it’s as banal as religion!..
It’s as banal as your stupid little Jesus story!..But you have
to discover that yourself!..You can’t be told!..You have to
go through it!..It’s really a test of character, of whether or
not and in what way you’re going to engage, or not, the
real!..Doing so is not a given!..

...when Melanie Klein tells us that the objects are constituted by the
interplay of projections, introjections, expulsions, reintrojections of bad
objects, and the subject, having projected his sadism, sees it coming back
from these objects, and by this very fact finds himself jammed up by an
anxious fear, don’t you have the feeling that we are in the domain of the
imaginary? From then on the whole problem is that of the juncture of the
symbolic and of the imaginary in the constitution of the real...
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...Words and images are indeed made flesh, for not only does the body inhabit language,
the body is the surface upon which words and images are inscribed...Am I a man?..Or
am I a woman?..

...You see, to identify with the imaginary is always an attempt to
uphold the reality of the maternal penis at any cost...

...Look, when Klitty McPornkin declared, with a lewdly
inflected boastfulness— political victory is a form of
sexual conquest afterall— following the passage of her
and Androphobia Pornkin’s “anti-porn” civil rights
ordinance by the Mickeapolis City Council, that “this is
the greatest thing to happen in the history of women!”,—
adding as a self-evident spasm of a premise that “women
will now be able to define themselves!”— as though now
“women” will be able to do this, at least now that
McNonkin has broken the barrier and offered her-“self” as
a revolutionary model!..Look, when she thus declared, she
was announcing nothing less than an identification with an
imaginary lost unity, and that she, and hers is the
intervention which will allow all of this to happen!..My
god, she’s the “father” of all “women”!..At least those
without “fathers”!..Hers is the revolutionary intervention
which is going to make the “new woman” possible!..Does
any of this sound familiar?..And after the “new woman”,
the “new world”!..Implying, of course, that “women” are
the prisoners of any pre-existing conventional discourses
like “porn” and the “social effects” of such discourses!..
And that of course “women” are truly, innately
progressive, and if they act any other way it’s because
they’re forced to by the exigencies of the male
order!..They’re forced to live the definitions of them that
others have and hold!..Just like millions of other
teenagers!..But only if they’re incapable of producing their
own meaning!..Only if they’re passive prisoners of
someone else’s desire!..But of course MacPornkin believes
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that “women” are radically other, that they have no
connection to “sexuality”, and once freed from the
confines of “sexuality” “women” will be allowed to
emerge!..Into “full personhood”!..Oh the lost unity of it
all!..It makes my asshole quiver!..

...A self-image which made it possible for the intellectual to speak in the
name of others has been brought into question...

...A comparable belief in the image empowers
Androphobia Dorkin, that great apocalyptic lump of a
figure (and it’s possible to conceive of radical “anti-porn”
groups as Judeo-Christian apocalyptic cults!), leading her
to declare that “we will make whatever institutional
changes are necessary”— that is, abrogate the U.S.
Constitution!— “in order to get our bill enacted as law”!..
Undoubtably the law that’s supposed to be there!...What a
god-damned pathetic crock of shit!..That puts her, the
cretinous dogmatic thug, in the same fucking league as
Nazis, Commies, and Generalissimos who would abrogate
constitutions!..In the name of their Egoes!..In the service
of an image, a lost unity, an alleged purity!..What a bunch
of fucking drivel!..To define yourself would mean to have
total fucking control, to be the Master of the signifier, of
meaning!..A sustained mastery of the signifier, of
heterogeneity and of self-difference!..It would mean to
have the inhuman power not merely over language, but
over the unconscious as well!..To be determined by neither
language, the unconscious, nor by familial or conventional
forces!..This is their idealized view of “men”!..This is
what they envy!..But “men” struggle to actively produce
meaning as well!..“Men” can as well be the passive
prisoners of another’s desire!..Of social forces even!..
...In privileging consciousness, Sartre eliminated the difference between
subject and object; the ego would become absolute master of itself and of
the objective world for it would be continuous with it...One of the most
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important consequences of the structuralist aftermath was to undermine the
privileging of consciousness. For consciousness, it was contended, tends to
attribute meaning exclusively to things ‘in themselves’, rather than to the
negative and differential relations between them. As far as consciousness is
concerned, objects (‘positive terms’) can be represented, but relations are
another matter...
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...Look, is there a “woman” in the entire fucking world
who is the Master of her desires, her thoughts even?!.False
Mastery at the price of extremist repression and perhaps
oppression!..Look, the most you can fucking hope for is
the possibility of actively producing meaning!..
...Passivity means to be subject and subjugated to the mother...

...What does it mean and how is it possible to actively produce
meaning, to not be subject to another’s meaning?..

...Oedipalization and the possibility of the active production of meaning...

...You see, oedipalization is the term for that metaphoric operation
when the paternal signifier takes the place of the desire of the
mother...

...Look, how is it possible for so many— jerk-off judges,
limp law professors, piss-drivelling psychiatrists,
sociological tabulators of turds, potted “women’s” studies
professors, rationalists intent on flattening everything out,
fuckologists, social activists, god suckers, cops, and other
blueballs— how is it possible for them to make
pronouncements about “porn”?!.I mean, look, are their
pronouncements any less symptomatic than what they
claim to be pronouncing against?!.Do they actually think
they can remove themselves from the circuitry of desire, of
fantasy even?!.Hell, they’re doing nothing but finding
scapegoats, breaking the connection between themselves
and their unconscious desires!..To maintain the
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consistency of their ego-based realities!..I think it’s called
“self-realization”!..
...I love to enjoy ideas, even ideas with destruction in them...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...Look, it’s become a cliche that not only are “men” alone
identified with “misogynistic rage”, but that only “men”
are capable of identifying with it!..But what if just such a
desire were repressed, that is, unconscious, and existed as
part of us all, “men and women”?!.Look, no matter what,
linguistic violence is acceptable in all its forms!..Hate
speech!..Offensive speech!..Violent images!..All of it
acceptable!..So, fuck grammar!..Fuck syntax!..Fuck
propriety!..Fuck your race idol!..Fuck your sex idol!..Fuck
your God!..Fuck your untouched and undefiled mother!..It
has to be said once and for all— IT’S OKAY TO ENJOY
IDEAS WITH DESTRUCTION IN THEM!.. You’re
nothing but fucking monkeys with your fucking pathetic
identity idols!..You can all eat my shit and die!..
...I want to bite, claw, attack the breast...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, part of the purpose of this little document is to
pulverize your sexual identities, your feminine
masquerades and masculine impostures, which are
impossible anyway!..And maybe that’s what the best of
“porn” does!..

...If “sexual identity guarantees our psychic unity,”...this unity is always
threatened from within...
...I discover that I enjoy slapping her breasts...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Thus we will argue that while the subject– who is not pinned to the
signifier, who is an effect, but not a realization of social discourses– is, in
this sense, free of absolute social constraint, he or she is nevertheless not
free to be a subject any which way: within any discourse the subject can
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only assume either a male or female position...

...I imagine that the breast attacks me...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, the fact that you identify more or less with
“misogynistic rage” is the result of your narcissistic trajectory...
Need it be pointed out that masculine and feminine narcissisms
involve different trajectories?..And anyway, aren’t photos and
representations, for all intents and purposes, false memories?..And
those who believe in them?..Isn’t every memory a
reconstruction?..That is, false?..
...I’m envious of what the mother contains...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...Let me ask a question: is it misogynistic to use representations
of “women” to blindly, unknowingly represent the disavowed
passive “homosexual” desires of “men”, to represent that which
would shatter their status as subject?..

...What we have forcibly been led to consider is the question of deception,
of the suspicion of deception that must necessarily be raised if we are to
understand the cinematic apparatus as a signifying apparatus, which places
the subject in an external relationship to itself. Once the permanent
possibility of deception is admitted (rather than disregarded, as it is by the
theory of the panoptic apparatus), the concept of the gaze undergoes a
radical change. For, where in the panoptic apparatus the gaze marks the
subjects visibility, in Lacan’s theory it marks the subject’s culpability. The
gaze stands watch over the inculpation– the faulting and splitting– of the
subject by the apparatus...

...“Anti-pornography” activists seek validation from the gaze,
declaring repeatedly that “the male gaze objectifies women”, that
is, that whatever it is, it doesn’t see them...But we know now that
what they mistakenly call the “male gaze” is a representation of
the space of the male imaginary...They want the gaze to see them,
their “true female subjectivities”; hence the attempted legislation,
the civil rights ordinance, which they want to confirm and
validate them...But the gaze neither validates nor confirms...
...The gaze is presented to us only in the form of a strange contingency,
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symbolic of what we find on the horizon, as the thrust of our experience,
namely, the lack that constitutes castration anxiety...

Just look at the anecdotal example of the rape scene used
by feminoids to prove that “porn is lies about women”!..
It’s assumed that the image of the “woman” can only
represent a female!..(This is called a reduction to
resemblance!)...When it can as well, through
identification, represent a male viewer’s disavowed
desires!..It’s his ‘no’ that’s overcome!..That becomes a
‘yes’!..So of course “he” knows that “she” wants it!..
“She’s” a representation of a part of him!..A part of him
that’s broken off, projected, disavowed!..That wants it!..

...You see, being represented by the image of a “woman” the
desires can be disavowed, that is, denied, and enjoyed in the other
at the same time...This is what negation allows for...If you claim
that such a usage of representations of “women” is misogynistic,
then you’re missing the reality of the signifier which by its nature
is heterogeneous, polysemetic, permitting more than one
meaning...How can you ever control the signifier?..Other
meanings will always be produced through the agency of
metaphor...So whose relation to the signifier needs to change?..
The “man” who projects his unconscious desire onto the
representations of “women”, or the “woman” who only sees
resemblance?..

...In our relation to things, in so far as this relation is constituted by the way
of vision, and ordered in the figures of representation, something slips,
passes, is transmitted, from stage to stage, and is always to some degree
eluded in it– that is what we call the gaze...

...Look, “women” will never be able to control
representations of “women”!..What do they have in mind,
trademark infringement?..But as far as reducing
representations of “women” to representations of the
disavowed passive “homo” desires of “men”, I’d hate to
think that’s all there is!..But to mainstream
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“pornographers” that’s what drives what they do!..I guess
they’re followers of that famous Phil Spector dictum:
“Never underestimate the stupidity of your audience”!..

...You see, in the same way that the logic of “obscenity” (that
creation of evil and taboo which gets rid of your neighbor’s
troubling desire in order to forge the community by way of
“standards”) is founded on the belief that you can protect the
consistency of your “self” from unacceptable desires as well as
their inculpation in children by banning representations of such
“prurient” desires, which are non-utilitarian expenditures to the
puritan, “libel”, which is afterall an affair of rhetoric and not of
the courts unless the two are synonymous, and just might be since
the Burger Court, is founded on a belief in the sanctity and
consistency of the “self”...

...You know, what everyone in America’s hyped on!..A
strong, adequate sense of “self”!..They’re good for
business!..For the goal of generalized commodification!..
There’re even drugs to help you out!..Hell, it’s good for
capitalism in general!..So trod on the weak!..The
uncertain!..The insecure!..Put them in the dungeons of
poverty!..Narco-confidence forever!..Let’s get rid of
doubt!..

...You see, recent attempts to regulate representations imply the
belief that the “self”, that is, the terms of its codes, can be
rendered stable by legal intervention...And it’s assumed that this
can be done by invoking the law that’s supposed to be there...
...What I do sexually I do for the Other...The pleasure I take sexually I take for the
Other...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Of course “porn” writers, producers and filmmakers are
conceived of as masters of their speech!..They have to be,
right, in order to produce such an insidious ideology!..And
“women” are trapped in the male language of their
masters!..Just as Susan Brownmaker’s ideological
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rendering of rape (as misogynistic) implies that the rapist
is the master of his “politicized speech”!..Do any “antiporn” polemicists ever even imagine themselves or their
discourses as prisoners or effects of unconscious
determinations?..

...to what degree the unconscious determinations of the Imaginary are more
constraining than the seemingly more determining contingencies of reality
and how, moreover, such unconscious determinations can manipulate such
contingencies...

...Look, first and foremost among the “anti-porn” polemics
is that of Androphobia Pornkin!..Its own logic necessitates
that we see it in the terms that’ve already been delineated,
that is, as a subjective drama!..How else could her major
“anti-porn” text, Porno Men-Possessing Women, have had
anything to do with her “survival as a writer”?..

...You see, it’s a question of a psychic drama, of a struggle
between passive captation, with the taking of an other’s desire as
your own, and the active production of meaning...That is, it’s a
question of an ongoing drama being played out in and through
language...What else do “anti-porn women” struggle against when
they decry and denounce “pornography” as a male attempt to
silence “women” and to define “women’s” desire?..Particularly
since “men” are representations of unacceptable, unconscious
desires, of sadomasochistic havoc, for these “women”, just as
“women” are representations of unacceptable unconscious desires
for “men”...This struggle is even apparent in the very formula
itself, which is a reduction to communication, “Porn is lies about
women”...And what is communication and just what is its
purpose?..You receive your own message in inverse form in order
to maintain your consistency...

...Just look at the very fucking form of Pornkin’s engorged
“epic”!..A counterpoint of horrifying “porn” scenes
recounted— they’re representations of representations of
representations afterall— followed by denunciations
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masked as “political analyses” and so on!..If you look with
eyes to see with you’ll notice how very pseudo-Sadean her
“epic” is!..Sexual horror after sexual horror followed by
windy, emotionally charged, philosophic denunciations!..A
veritable Binge-and-Purge style!..
...the way in which the analyst must be attentive to the unconscious
overdeterminations of the forms and content of the unconscious...

...What kind of overdeterminations are at work in Dworkin’s
text?..In the “pornographic” scenes repeated to the point of
numbness, as in any choice “pornography”?..And who can deny
that the site, the very stage of this drama is language?..You see,
it’s a question of Dworkin’s “epic” afterall...And it’s language
which is invested with the Imaginary...

...One way or another!..

...Mallarmé, who was Hegelian, thought precisely that writing was writing
about nothing– that language considered from the point of writing was in
itself a dissolution of the reference, and even of the writer himself...And so
from this point of view, correspondence is not the keyword of the theory of
language– not correspondence theory, but rather a disappearance theory as a
theory of language. From this point on, if you extend to speech itself what
is so clear when it is a question of writing, you no longer say that language
expresses something. On the contrary, you say that language erases the
reference. You draw the theory of language from writing as such, saying
that one speaks of what does not exist, because even if it exists [...it is
possible to speak of something that does not exist...], the very fact of
speaking of it makes it disappear. It does not exist because you speak of it.
The real is what it is, but when it is represented, expressed, referred to,
connected in some way or another to language, the real begins to be what it
is not...
...I slip on the edge of sleep, jerking with a start to keep from disappearing...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, take note of one of the major denunciations made by
Andrea Dworkin, that being her denunciation of passivity in its
myriad forms...
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...A radical otherness remains at the heart of any identification that escapes
the conscious self, including that of its own self-recognition...

...Here it’s possible to see the split in subjectivity which
constitutes us...It’s Dworkin’s own desires she denounces in the
other, who safely represents them for her...This operation allows
her to break the connection to such representations and to receive
a certain pleasure in the bargain...The vestige of the desire is
expressed negatively...
...My violence is the force of my repressing...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, fucking negation allows a fucking repressed, that
is, unconscious desire to enter consciousness and not
threaten the ego, the self-identity, the fictive fucking
unity!..The meanings you give your fucking lives are
fictive you assholes!..Not wrong!..Fictive!..Everything you
believe in is a fiction you stupid fucks!..Not the least of
which are your codes, your homogeneous codes!..Your
identities!..Your communities “homo and hetero”!..Your
Gods!..Look assholes, negation, something made possible
by language, allows a desire to safely enter consciousness
and not disrupt the consistency of your “self”!..In fact you
use it to maintain the consistency of your codified
identity!..This isn’t to say it won’t be a source of anxiety!..
It allows you to quite literally disavow desires, to
dissociate your “self” from repugnant desires!..

...Perhaps it’s possible to glimpse the extent to which a
specifically masculine paranoia, the need for sexual difference as
manifested in a fear of passive “homosexual” desire has played a
part in shaping “modern” social roles...
...We share a something, a third term...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...It’s not the “women” “men” involved with “porn” hate,
it’s the perceived position the “women” occupy, that of a
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passive male “homosexual”!..Just look at mainstream
“porn”, that stuff produced for “men” that “women” find
so offensive!..I mean, look specifically at what it inscribes,
for instance, sexual difference in the logic of the cum
shot!..And notice what it deletes, for instance, male
“homosexual” contact!..Lots of lesbianism though!..Lots
of anal too!..“Porn” doesn’t speak of sex, that’s a reduction
to communication!..It speaks of something that’s
impossible!..It makes up for sex!..“Porn”, as far as the
feminoids understand it, is a means for luring and
engaging unstable narcissistic economies with
overdetermined representations of desire!..Not unlike
mainstream “cinema”!..Anyway, what if it’s purpose were
to throw you up upon your infantilisms, your manias, your
obsessions and phobias!..To disconcert, upset, offend, even
pulverize your ossified sexual identifications!..By calling
upon repressed desires!..By calling out your sexual
identifications so you can see their calcifications!..By
acting-out desires for you you didn’t even know you
had!..And you know what?!.All of those are bona fide
literary goals!..And what if “porn” were just meant to
engage your desires, to turn you on?!.To bathe you in
desire, to throw you up against your anxiety-ridden
fantasies of possession and loss?!.You know what?!.That’s
a boner-fied literary goal too!..And what if the purpose of
“porn” were to render “women” naked?!.That’s a bona fide
literary goal!...Look, “porn” doesn’t inscribe “women”,
telling lies about their desire!..It’s got nothing to do with
“women”!..What you see in what is called “porn” by “antiporners” are not “women”!..What you see are signifiers,
safe representations of the unacceptable desires of
“men”!..Unacceptable, that is, to “men”!..Hence the
ubiquitous blowjobs!..The gang-bangs!..The “do mes”!..
The “bathe me in your cums”!..Harder!..Harder!..More!..
More!..Fuck me harder!..Take me from behind!..Yes!..
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Yes!..Oh yes!..It’s all for your benefit, for you to identify
with!..Look assholes, neither the courts nor society should
ever be allowed to suppress literature!..There’s a tacit
relation between literature and truth!..To halt literature
would only be to hide truth!..
...There’s so much beauty in their fucking...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, by extending this logic, it’s easy to see how the
monolithic, mythic figure of the brutal male and his “deathcentered sexuality” is a safely projected representation of the
unacceptable desires of the “women” who denounce him...It’s
comparable to the rape myth feminists claim “men” propagate...
It’s their own ‘sadomasochistic havoc’ that they safely distance
themselves from by projecting it onto the figure of “man”...

...I want to hear cries of helplessness from someone completely dependent on me...Am I
a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, here’s the logic of the “rape scene” in mainstream
“porn”, even though you’d be hard pressed to find one!..
The prohibitions against passive “homosexual” desires are
violently overcome, just safely disguised in and as
“women”!..So there’s no threat to the imaginary consistency of the “men’s” sexual identities!..They can identify
with the “women”!..Not that they’ll ever admit it!..Just as
“women” can safely project aggressive desires onto the
figure of the brutal male without threatening the consistency of their sexual identities!..Look, compare this to all
the macho epics where all the violence is nothing more
than the expression of the force of the repression of
“homo” desires!..Just as “anti-porn” hatred could be how
repressed aggression directed at the mother is expressed!..
Or rather at the father for having “created” maternal
sexuality!..Just listen to the “anti-porn women” go on and
on about “porn” as being made by “men” for “men”!..But
since they’re a yelping pack of blind morons they can’t
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even take that statement to its logical conclusions!..They
only see through the prisms of their selves!..Look, you
assholes, I don’t expect everything I say to be or to stay
correct!..And I don’t mean politically!..It’s literature!..It
doesn’t have to be moral or correct!..It only has to un-do
you!..This little document is meant to provoke thought!..
And if I can offer some small insight along the way so
much the better!..Look, you have to distinguish between
political action and thinking human subjectivity!..Just
because you have a political ideology doesn’t mean you
comprehend human subjectivity!..The Soviets thought
that!..Nazis and Maoists thought that!..Racists think that!..
Now feminoids think it, referring with their sleight of hand
to the myth of the Goddess!..The great Monkey Mama!..
Believing they can somehow substitute myth for history!..
That somehow it’s a mirror of what’s real!..That every
myth and legend has a basis in reality!..And gives us a true
view of “primitive” and “modern” times!..When it’s really
just a projection of themselves!..When myths function to
organize contradictory natures in “reality”!..When they can
only tell us about custom!..When you only ever try to
fashion the human subject in accordance with your
ideology!..And of course this is a backlash you cretinous
thugs!..And of course there’s no criticism intended!..All
this cowardly para-occultist Goddess crap, this divine
feminine bunk, this Jungian archetypal drivel!..Shit,
you’ve come a long way to snuggle up to the Goddess,
baby!..
...She wants me to put it in her ass...I feel uncomfortable, I feel it’s too invasive, too
aggressive...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, what we need to comprehend, and at this point in our
history I would dare say that comprehension is more important
than any progressivist illusion of change, what we need to
comprehend is how any representation of desire can be the source
of anguish and anxiety...
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...I love how, after being fucked, her asshole gapes open...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?...

...Look, “porn” tells you your desire hasn’t changed!..It’s
infantile, adolescent, and definitely Other!..You can learn a
lot about yourself from “porn” if you want to!..About your
obsessions, if nothing else!..
...In human affairs...thinking is but a snare and a delusion unless the
unconscious is taken into account...

...How can any representation of desire be a source of anguish or
anxiety?..The answer undoubtably lies with the identifications and
associations it evokes, both conscious and unconscious, and the
extent to which they decenter and threaten the consistency of the
ego...Just as it impresses upon you the fact that desire is always
other, that is, other than your ego, that it’s indeed desire of the
Other...
...the most awkward category– one that includes many persons who get
themselves into positions of authority or responsibility– namely, the
paranoid, those who are dominated by a system of thought. This system
must be consistently shown to explain everything, the alternative...being
acute confusion of ideas, a sense of chaos, and a loss of all predictability...

...You see, passivity, as anyone with a non-essentialist
understanding of subjectivity can verify, is related to the state of
subjection and subjugation to the mother...A state existing prior to
the intervention of the symbolic, that is, of language, and in a
sense, in opposition to such ‘paternal’ intervention which allows
for the possibility of actively producing meaning...And who’s to
say that “women” can’t be fathers?..
...I have to claim your desire, in effect convince myself of it...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...Look, theirs is the question of the drama of subjectivity
played out in language, and of Pornkin as “woman”!..And
look, with the question of a “woman’s” identity the
relation to the mother and her desire is fundamental!..The
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mother is omnipresent!..It can never be said enough!..
Particularly when “anti-porn” hatred could be how
repressed aggression directed at her is expressed!..

...I want to climb into her and tear her apart from the inside...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...We live in a society dedicated not to the worship of
fathers, like you’d expect in an allegedly “patriarchal”
society!..Hell no!..In fact, fathers are nothing if not
symbolically abolished!..No, we live in a society dedicated
to the unconscious worship of an untouched, undefiled
mother!..It’s the ultimate “role model”!..From which all
the others derive!.. And “women” are defined in relation to
that ideal image!.. No the least by other “women”!..It’s
contrary to the kind of policing that “anti-porners” claim
occurs!..And, of course, they’re the ones doing the
policing!..Sexualized, desiring “women” threaten the
continuity of that ideal maternal image and subsequently
must be attacked and destroyed!.. So these “anti-porners”
go on and on, claiming that any desiring, sexualized
“women” has been either brainwashed or forced to do it by
“men”!..
...You see, this is especially pertinent since it is precisely maternal
sexuality that Dworkin and others denounce as they decry
“women-as-objects”, a reduction allegedly performed by “men”...

...Of course, since the “father” “creates” maternal
sexuality, there’s an infantile equation there somewhere!..

...I want to put it in her ass and watch her twist on it...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...And who can deny that maternity isn’t the site of an
ongoing battle!..Look, it’s a specifically feminine paranoia
which leads some “women” to believe that they somehow
create life, that they, their paltry little egoes, have some130

how something to do with the splitting of cells!..They do
so as a means of protecting their egoes from the inherent
passivity of childbirth!..

...You see, such rationalizations function as mythic explanations...
And of course, myths function to resolve contradictions...For such
feminists it’s a question of the identificatory relationship with the
mother and her desire...If that desire is unacceptable it’s repressed
and returns in the blame leveled at “men” for forcing such desires
onto “women” with “pornography”, when it’s really a version of
themselves...

...What is absent from this account...is any symbolization of lack, of the
idea of castration...It informs not just an element of the account of
sexuality; it defines the very nature of the subject and the object. It is not an
optional extra for metapsychology; it is the insistence on lack that
constitutes the human order. This world requires a different topology of the
subject...

...Look, theirs is a total ms-reading of “porn”!..Not to
mention their ms-reading of maternal sexuality!..They
create the object they denounce!..And it’s fashioned out of
a cast-off portion of themselves!..This is why “men” must
be cast as the guilty parties!..This is why “porn” is
characterized as the “speech of men silencing women”!..
Trying to force those abhorrent desires made manifest in
“porn” onto “women” who, as everyone knows, don’t
desire such things!..This is why “porn” is the social
paradigm in their eyes!..All this when it’s really a question
of a cast-off portion of their desire coming back to
persecute them!..

...The Lacanian account of the object...radically undermines the simple
opposition of subject and object, an opposition between a space of human
interiority and social objectivity. The subject is always already bound, in
Lacan’s account, to being the subject of the signifying chain. The object by
contrast is not something that is ‘meant’ or ‘referred to’ within the order of
signification. It is a point of resistance for the subject, something which
Lacan calls the left-over of the Real...
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...You see, the question of identification is central here...You have
to recognize that the anger these “anti-pornographers” feel
towards “men”, that anger of course being the force of the
repression, is first of all directed at a part of themselves; “men”
being an overdetermined figure in their subjective dramas...In
fact, the more they hate “men” the better to identify themselves
beyond doubt as “women”, since an extreme of differentiation
seems to be their goal, the more the opposite is true
unconsciously...Can’t you see that “men” employ representations
of “women” in an analogous manner, in “pornography”
explicitly...It’s more correct to refer to “men” and “women” as
representations important to the establishment of the illusion of a
stable identity...Here, in their reactions to “pornography”, we have
two different narcissisms, or strategies of identification...“Men”
can’t accept passive “homosexual” desires, out of a paranoiac
need to uphold the imposture of their egoes, so such desires must
be repressed, that is, cast-off...“Women” can’t accept fantasmatic
representations of the forging of maternal sexuality, that is, they
can’t accept fantasmatic castration, out of a need to maintain the
masquerade, the illusory unity and integrity of their egoes; nor
can they accept representations of destructive impulses directed at
“women”, that is, the mother, so such desires must be repressed,
that is, cast-off...In fact, both “men” and “women” utilize the
figure of the other to represent repressed desires, thus breaking
any unsettling connection to those desires...

...The object is not part of the signifying chain; it is a ‘hole’ in that chain. It
is a hole in the field of representation, but it does not simply ruin
representation. It mends it as it ruins it. It both produces a hole and is what
comes to the place of lack to cover it over. This is an object quite apart
from the commonsense definition of an object. It is not a thing in space. It
is not an object which language refers to. Nor is it what psychoanalysis
calls the object of desire, that the wish is for this or that, to do which and
what with...

...Look, how do these feminoids contrive their phallic
postures of mastery— of the signifier, of their desires, of
their “selves”?!.Bear in mind that authority is a representation of unity afterall!..And how is it they can simply,
blindly murder authors by appropriating texts and re132

stating them?!.Just what is their desire?!.Look, you watch
“porn” and then you use it in fantasy— doesn’t that
describe what Pornkin does?!.The “porn” user has a
positive experience, he identifies, he suspends disbelief,
and Pornkin has a negative experience, she identifies, she
believes!..It’s a kind of conjuring!..The “porn” user
conjures, invoking as he masturbates, and the “anti-porn”
user conjures, invoking as she sees the “oppression of
women”!..They both render language transparent!..
Conjuring as the bringing forth of desires, as the finding of
forms for desires!..Which can even represent their
disavowed desires!..It’s a question of belief and the
image!..Look, belief is a form of repression!..And belief is
self-identical!..Remember you assholes, identification is a
repressive strategy!..
...I can recognize that the logic of my masturbation fantasies is always the same–
wanting to be the other sex– it’s a kind of conjuring...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Lacan’s teasing formulation, which so irritates our sense of causality, is
that the object is the cause of desire. Desire is not directed towards the
object, it does not come at the object from behind. Desire is in front of the
object. It feels like one of those philosophical questions, ‘Can causes come
after their effects?’ The answer is yes. For the object we are speaking of is
not the object of philosophical inquiry but an object of anxiety. As such it
occupies a different topological location from an object of desire. The
exemplar in psychoanalytic theory is separation from the breast; it is a
model for what happens to the interior of the infant when it experiences a
separation from an external object, the mother...what Lacan is determined
to think through is the ruination of the inside/outside distinction which this
situation implies. Inside and outside are not exclusive terms. The object,
which we philosophically call a breast, is to be conceived both as
something from which the infant is to be separated externally at the same
time as it is internally separated from it...

...You see, the texts of feminist denunciations of “pornography”
are the epics of their egoes...The psychic dramas that are
inscribed, the paranoiac conception of rape as a ideologic weapon,
the ideological reduction of “pornography” to resemblance, these
are the characteristics of those epics...
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...The double register internal/external corresponds not to an isomorphic
anxiety...but to the fact that the breast is both an object of desire and a point
of anxiety in the Other, the anxiety that the mother lacks. Somewhere
between the mother and the infant, lack emerges. Lack is not a disease
carried by mothers or infants; it is a function of separation...

...You see, such feminist texts, and I have in mind those of Susan
Brownmiller (Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape), Andrea
Dworkin (Pornography: Men Possessing Women), and Catherine
MacKinnon (Only Words), are dramatic representations of the
process of human subjectivity and are not necessarily to be any
more privileged than what they claim to combat and denounce...
Theirs are hardly effective modes of thinking...Indeed, theirs are
more akin to mythic explanations for their own antagonistic, selfdivided natures, for the struggle between the contradictory forces
which exist in each and every one of us...The figures of “men”
and “women” represent aspects of their constitutionally divided
psyches...

...This thing– the breast– is not just a crucial organ between the mother and
child. It is a Freudian ‘topos’– a thing around which one teaches various
lessons. As such it takes place around other Freudian objects whose
inventory Lacan extends. These objects are not things; they are in part
causes, stories and also parts of the body. Freud installs the breast, faeces
and phallus. Lacan adds the voice, the gaze and the ‘nothing’ (le rien)...

...Look, as far as understanding and comprehension are
concerned these “women” are less than useless!..They’re
like God-sucking Christians denouncing evil and carrying
their faith into action, assuming the world matches the
reality they live!..It’s called projection, you squeaking
slimy assholes!..You miss the world completely!..

...In other words, there is a direct relation between each element
they claim to be a force impinging on them from without and the
forces at play within their psyches, albethey unconscious...The
forces that they claim to delineate from outside are constructions
playing roles in their intra- (and inter-) subjective lives...The
policing function that they claim is carried out by rape and the
socializing function they claim is performed by “pornography” is
a means of representing, altruistically, the constant force of
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repressed unconscious desires on their egoes...For them, as for the
“pornography” user, it’s a question of an imaginary content, of
identification, and of projection onto the real...

...Remember, we’re talking about “porn” afterall!..
Representations of representations!..You can’t simply step
out of the circuits of desire!..
...And don’t you think they, like “pornography” users, derive
pleasure from what they’re doing?..They get to enjoy while
disavowing...

...it is a failure of integration when we need to find the things we
disapprove of outside ourselves and do so at a price– this price being the
loss of the destructiveness which really belongs to ourselves...One thing
about a healthy person is that he or she does not have to use in a big way
the technique of projection in order to cope with his or her destructive
impulses and thoughts...

...Those feminist “thinkers” have quite literally no conception of
the human unconscious...Indeed, their “thought” is founded on a
misconception of the human subject as an independent, selfidentical, authentic, autonomously willing entity trapped in a
world of power-relations and male language, but still capable of
“sexual preference” and of “creating a world”...When in fact if
you cast away the misconception which underlies all of their
“thinking”, you’re left with the realization that the supposedly
autonomous ego is more effect than cause...

...How could sorcery, anthropophagy, polygamy and other “barbarous”
customs have disturbed those who observed them if the latter did not carry
the temptation or the possibility of these things? The situation thus created
is in some ways similar to paranoia– it is oneself whom one condemns in
the other, whom one wishes to convert, to civilize or to educate...

...Look, in order to think of herself as correct, Dorkin must
admit that her discourse is an attempted means of control
of a “dangerous discourse”!..And that makes her Dorkin
the great colonizer!..Bearer of the beacon of civilization to
the savage masses!..But isn’t that just a little bit
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paternalistic?!.Look, you half-assed thugs, you maggot
excrement!..I’m here to totally undo you!..To problematize
and challenge the entire social edifice of “man/woman”,
“homo/hetero”!..I’m here to destroy your world, your
“reality”, macho and femina alike!..I’m gonna blow the
hatch you keep the screws tightened down on!..Call up all
the demons of your hell to live in your ass!..And we’ll call
that the march of history!..Look, I’m gonna blow your
front!..Render your identity, that final solution of yours to
the problem of sex, problematic!..And I’m gonna use
“porn” to do it!..You screech, you bellow, you theorize
endlessly and righteously about it!..But the problem’s not
“porn”, it’s the people who see it and believe it!..It’s the
general belief in language!..Some people can’t see that
because they only ever see who or what resembles them!..
“Porn” doesn’t use the King or Queen’s body anymore, as
it did when it was used to attack the aristocracy!..It mocks
you the would-be king or queen!..You and every other
strutting-squealing-squeaking-asshole with her illusions of
unity and autonomy!..It mocks you!..It mocks how
mundane your romantic disguises are!..It mocks your
beliefs!..It crushes your filthy little stories!..Your filthy
little dramas!..The epics of your identity!..Of your
egoes!..It crushes your filthy little romances!..It mocks
your desires!..Or what you take to be your desires!.. It
mocks you!..Teasing hidden desires!..Not the King or
Queen’s body anymore!..You!..The belching egoes!..
You!..The moral aristocrats!..You!..The fucking moralizing
puritan scumbags of gas!..You!..The believer assholes,
believing in the Word of God!..And in his holy eternal
moral order!.. It’s your body it mocks!..And this is the
revenge of the lower classes of discourse!..As it mocks
your code!..As it mocks your identifications!..As it mocks
your codified identity!...No longer the King!..But you!..
Your position!.. Your imaginary body!..Your narcissism!..
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Your illusions of unity!..It mocks your reality!..The flimsy
reality you use to guard against the real of your desire!..
And the ideology you use to support it!..Fuck, I’m going
to make a revolution!..I’m going to make you conceive of
your identity as problematic!..And I’m going to use “porn”
to do it!..I’m going to unseat you!..Un-do you!..Not the
King’s body anymore!..It’s yours!..Your body of desire!..A
veritable revolution!..The lower classes of discourse
storming the gilded palace of your Ego!..Rendering
problematic every strutting-false-poser-squealing-moralistasshole-believer with her illusions of unity, identity, and
autonomy!..I want to destroy how you think of your
identity, of your “self” and of others!...Fuck!..I fart on
your faces!..I shit on you with great pleasure!..I piss on
your pathetic “selves”, your fucking dilated egoes!..

...We are dealing with one aspect of the sense of guilt. It comes from
toleration of one’s destructive impulses in primitive loving. Toleration of
one’s destructive impulses results in a new thing: the capacity to enjoy
ideas, even with destruction in them, and the bodily excitements that belong
to them, or that they belong to. This development gives elbow room for the
experiences of concern, which is the basis for everything constructive...Say
you somehow block the mending: then to some extent that person becomes
unable to take responsibility for his or her destructive urges, and clinically
the result is either depression or else a search for relief by the discovery of
destructiveness elsewhere– that is to say, by the mechanism of projection...
...I have always loved destructiveness in comic books, those confluences of glorious
body image and aggressivity...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, this very “dangerous discourse” is as much an effect of
unconscious desire, is as much a part of Dworkin, albeit inscribed
negatively, as is her assumption of a posture of phallic mastery...
When she denounces the “desires of men” and the “lies men tell
about women” she denounces, through these constructions, her
own unconscious, unacceptable desires, projecting them onto
“men” in an attempt to protect the consistency of her ego, her
“self” from threatening desires...This is one of the things that
language is for afterall...The unacceptable desires are allowed into
consciousness in an acceptable, negative form, safely split-off and
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projected...But they’re hers nonetheless...

...“But,” someone bleats in, “porn controls us by
threatening us”!..Sorry, it’s not the image, but the relation
to the image that’s important!..“But because of porn we’re
alienated from our image”!..Sorry folks, alienation is of
the nature of the signifier!..“Because of porn we don’t
have control!..That woman whose desire is being lied
about is not us!..Men have appropriated our image and
we’re the prisoners of male language”!..Well!..Reduce me
to resemblance!..You never have control of your image!..
And resemblance seeps into your beliefs in so many
different ways!..From believing that “women” can only
represent females and that “men” can only represent
males, to believing that a represented act can only
represent that act, even believing that an act of
masturbation is self-identical!..And then there’s every
fucking moron who goes on and on in that timid
reactionary shorthand of received knowledge!..The “you
know”, the “we don’t need proof”, the assumed “but we
all know, it’s common sense” tone!..Hushed, just trying to
skip over a big fucking black hole!..The “we don’t need
this over-intellectualization, we feel”!..Those morons
going on and on about how dangerous “porn” is or how
immoral or amoral it is because it depicts unequal gender
relations and that it creates more blah-blah-blah!...Code
words for: “women” occupy the position of the passive
male “homo”!..And that means a particular position in
relation to a third term!..Look, what is that smelly crock
but a reduction to communication and to resemblance!..To
that petty political drama of identity!..“Porn” is always a
version of the viewing subject!..But get some warmed over
third-grade Marxist psychology— which posits the social
construction of gender— toss together with some neopositivism— which completely misses the materiality of
language, of the signifier— and garnish with some
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tearfully delivered empirical anecdotes sprinkled with
some contingent coincidences and call it common sense!..I
mean, it has a certain para-occultist appeal, don’t you
think?!.
...You see, the concept and practice of individual identity is a
recent invention...And a Catholic one at that...Until recently
identity has been tied to and defined by reference to the family,
the group, or the tribe...In most parts of the world it still is, and in
others it’s becoming so again: “genderized”, sexual preference
identified, race identified, shaped by the political yoke...

...Of course there’s an entire fucking pisshole society taken
in by the petty political dramas of identity!..The ultimate
commodification!..The gender cults!..The sexual practice
cults!..The sexual preference cults!..The Christian cults!..
The racial cults!..Identity!..The plague of our fucking
times!..Not AIDS!..But Identity!..Identities!..The romantic
fictions of our times!..Identities!..Nationalism died and
rolled over and look what crawled out!..Identities!..For the
low, low price of an other you get to be an Identity!..And
if you act now you get the added bonus of demanding that
everyone be just like you!..A gentler on-site fascism with
which to exterminate your fellow citizen!..To finally end
all the doubts!..To finally end all the whisperings!..I’m a
“man”!..I’m a “woman”!..I’m “homo”!..I’m “hetero”!..So
you can finally, confidently take part in all of Sheer
Hype’s sex surveys!..Look, is there anything more boring
than that fucking half-assed theater of Identity!..Handwringing-plaintive-whining!..Which fiction am I?!.Am I a
“man”?!.Am I a “woman”?!.Am I a “homo”?!.Or am I a
“hetero”?!.Identities!..Idiotic calcifications!..Stupid
fictions!..Political gang warfare!..Imaginary “herstories”!..Cultural nostalgias!..Identities!..Group-based
imbecilities finally ossified!..Family romances become
political initiatives!..Informing who you are!..And every
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so-called “true identity” is nothing more than a
representation of authority!..Just as every identity is a
representation of unity!..Look, I understand that you get
pleasure from them!..They’re the final solutions to the
problem that sex poses for you!..But enough is enough!..A
little discretion please!..It’s all so tiresome!..I guess I’m
just a tired old universalist!..I only advocate plurality and
fluidity!..A bit more of a discontinuous existence!..An atplay in the field of the signifier!..I preach the total freedom
of the word!..Not belief in the word!..The total freedom of
the word!..I should be able to fuck anyone, anyway in a
book!..I say you have to allow me the freedom to do
whatever I want with words and images!..It means that
your self, your narcissism become the playthings of
others!..No more secrets!..No more libel!..No more
slander!..No more obscenity!..No more plagiarism!..These
things will not exist when your identity becomes my
playground!..When I play with the representations that
make you up!..Your identity!..Your integrity!..Your
narcissism!..And the social codes which support and allow
for it!..All my playthings!..This is what writers and artists
do!..All my playthings!..I’ll use your image for whatever I
want!..People do it all the time anyway!..It’s called
romance!..Infatuation!..Romantic fantasy!..Me, I refuse to
sacralize any image!..That, is, any identity!..I’m an
atheist!..I demand a total freedom of the word and
image!..Nothing less is acceptable!..You all want to
believe that you can recreate your selves anyway!..That
you can play at being this and play at being that!..Well,
I’m too much of a fatalist for all of that!.. Anyway, I’d
rather think of human subjectivity in a more fundamental
and dynamic way!..In terms of the relation to nonbeing!..In terms of the relation to lack!..This cuts through
and across identity lines!..Some people try to use AIDS to
do precisely that!..I advocate the smashing of all
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Identities!..And the co-mingling, the end of all races!..We
have to find courage in the face of our existence: no God,
no tribe, no cult, no identity!..Of course, the relation to
non-being describes perfectly our relation to the locus of
language!..That is, to the Other!..Just ask Big Bill
Burroughs!..Language as some kind of inorganic virus!..
But according to Dorkin I’m a “man” and “men” are
obsessed with death!..When everything about life leads to
death!..No criticism intended!..How do you think different
races, different sexes can go to churches, mosques or
synagogues and worship together?!.They all share a
relation to non-being!..To the Other!..Represented by that
great bogeyman God!..Or by that great bogeywoman
Goddess now-a-“modern” days!..
...the Other of jouissance, a primal Other, a pre-symbolic Other– a very
different Other from the Other of language...Now this Other of jouissance
is precisely a reference to objet petit a, the lack in the Other of language...
The Other of jouissance is awesome, silent and threatening. He troubles us
from ‘the heights of his appearing’. His silence is the silence of the presymbolic, the silence of the Thing in itself...

...You see, “pornography”, in all its oh-so-graphic nastiness, is a
representation, a multi-faceted representation of desires...
Everyone identifies with every figure, everyone occupies every
position...But the repressive strategy of ossified identification
blinds you...So it is that representations of desire can cause
anxiety...But again, this is an important effect of literature...It’s the
cultists of identification, the sexual identity and sexual preference
cultists who are ossified, worshipping their idols...We are all
fundamentally bisexual, we all contain otherness, that is, selfdifference...And all sexual orientation is an effect of anxiety...You
see, in one view every represented “assault” on a “woman” is a
means for “men” to safely inscribe unacceptable passive
“homosexual” desires; or, inversely, a means to express their
frustrating inability to accede to passive “homosexual” desires...
You should also see that every represented “assault” on a
“woman” is as well an “assault” on an archaic mother, she who
withheld sufficiency and satisfaction from you, or an assault on
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that which threatens your status as subject...You see, every
representation has, to one degree or another, and in this regard
anxiety is always indicative, every representation has correlates in
the unconscious, in unconscious desires...All power relations, all
unequal gender relations have correlates in the human
unconscious...

...I can trace my excitement in mental representations, in images...Am I a man?..Or am I
a woman?..

...Look, radical feminoids are distinguished by their belief
that power relations can be abolished from human affairs!..
Non-radical feminoids simply believe that “women”, by
their mere presence and presumably from their position
outside of any such relations, from their privileged
position of insight, can intervene and mediate such
relations!..“Women” as representing the social ensemble
indeed!..“Women” as a dream of unity!.. Even if it’s
expressed negatively, such as, “Porn hurts all women”!..
But hey, do you get anything yet!..Look, how is it that
radical feminoids can claim that they want to do away
with “power relations” when their very discourses, their
discursive quests for “women’s authentic identity” are
ideological maneuvers which seek to strengthen the hold
of the mechanisms of Authority?!.Look, some people
demonize the government in order to maintain the
consistency of a stable identity!..It’s called paranoia!..So
why not demonize “men”!..
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...You see, theirs is analogous to the hysterical question...

...which articulates the experience of a fissure, of an irreducible gap
between the signifier that represents me (the symbolic mandate that
determines my place in the social network) and the nonsymbolizable
surplus of my being-there. There is an abyss separating them: the symbolic
mandate can never be found in, accounted for by my “effective properties”
insofar as its status is by definition that of a “performative”...
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...Shit, I think they want a symbolic network free of the
unconscious!..A symbolic network free of the symbolic!..It
could be that they understand in some way that there’s no
signifier for “woman” in the unconscious!..Hence the
appeal to the image, to the Imaginary!..Look, Klitty
McNonkin appeals to the legislative branch of government
because the ‘symbolic mandate’, that is, the signifier,
which represents her in “porn” doesn’t take into account
her “effective properties”, her “surplus being”!..It would
seem that she wants to control performative speech!..Fuck,
we’re all the performatives that fill the void of our being!..
Look, although not reducible to them, we are living
signifiers!..In both senses of the word!..We can only ever
change our relation to the signifier!..And it takes a
revolution to do that!..A real undoing!..A literary
revolution!..
...the unconscious [is] “neither primordial nor instinctual” but [is] marked
by the signifier received as “the discourse of the Other”...

F13

...The mind takes place outside of the mind...

M19

...You see, if you want to glimpse into the gaps of all the slasher
movies, all the “violent pornography”, all the represented attacks
on “women”, you have only to read the writings of Melanie Klein
where horrors to put horror movies to shame can be found...And
precisely in what she referred to as the unconscious fantasies of
children...
...But isn’t that precisely what their humanistic conception of a
self-identical autonomous subject seeks to deny?..The autonomous
subject assumed by Dworkin, MacKinnon, even by Brownmiller
is a subject supposedly free of any such unconscious dynamic,
possessing a “free will”, seemingly coextensive with the world of
objects, which “prefers”...It’s a subject containing no selfdifference, that is, unmediated by the signifier...Hence the belief
that power relations, as internalized characteristics of “society”,
can be abolished...Hence the belief in “sexual preference” as a
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positive phenomena, not one which is determined negatively by
anxiety...
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...But I hear the chorus chiming in!..“He’s saying that
women don’t own or even have the right to control their
own image”!..No, I just think it’s a moot and absurd
point!..They’re never going to be able to!..
...The subject desires to possess the signifier from which he or she is
always alienated...

...You see, this is how you can be captured by an image: the ego,
the “I” is that alienating identification...It can be thought of as
what the unconscious desires sexually...And, of course, from the
ego’s point of view, the unconscious is outside the mind...

...The mirror-image, in which the subject apprehends himself as a complete
being, is characterized by its unifying, totalizing Gestalt. It excludes all
lack, and thus can represent what makes up for what the mother lacks. In
this way, the narcissistic image is equivalent to the mother’s imaginary
phallus...

...I had an experience, one which I consider fundamental, during which I experienced
something else writing, not me...I consider it a fundamental awareness of language and
its corollary the unconscious...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...The prevalence of the image, in the relationship of women to their bodies,
represents the point in common between transsexuals of both sexes. The
primacy of the imaginary may be explained by considering the structural
lack of any signifier of femininity in the unconscious. This especially
torments the hysteric, who is prey to what now constitutes women’s being.
The lack of a symbolic prop makes them fall back on the imaginary, and
produces a correlative inflation of ideals. For what of a signifier, ideal
women start to proliferate, with all the tyranny that this implies...

...You see, the ego is a determined effect, not a “free-willing”
entity...It isn’t “free will” which leads people to write and to rail
against “pornography”, to denounce it...The responses and
discourses of the protesters are as determined as the responses and
discourses of the consumers...To say the least, the discourses of
all the protesters are in the service of codes which fulfill a like
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organizing function...For instance the contentions that
“pornographic” representations assault “women”, the family, or
love, all of which are representations of unity and are not based
on any conception of self-difference, are all in the service of such
homogeneous codes, which exist to support certain narcissisms...

...In other words, love is an acceptable aphrodisiac but
“porn” isn’t!..That’s right, one code is given precedence
over another!..“Porn” should be suppressed, the argument
seems to go, it’s just too powerful!..But that’s just because
everything else looks false, phony, banal, contrived in
relation!..It makes all the theatrics seem phony, false— it
reveals the reactionary character of all the sex roles, all the
gender identities!..“Homo” and “hetero”!..

...You see, the reduction of “pornography” to “obscenity” or to
“prurient interest”, to inscribe shared taboos, is an attempt to stave
off anxiety, as precisely that which occurs when the code which
constitutes your identity is threatened; threatened by something
that disrupts its consistency...

...And anyway, what might be the “prurient interests” of
those who do reduce “pornography” to obscenity?!.

...“Pornography”, as an individuating of desire, assaults the group
as well as its founding codes of unity: the integrity and selfconsistency of identity, and the belief in the sexual relation, that
is, the belief that sex is some kind of fusion, some kind of
communication with the other and is neither mediated nor
asymmetrical...

...Just think of the crime some people commit using “porn”
to enhance their sexual lives!..It’s a crime against love!..A
crime against romance!..I mean, if you’re interested in
sexual representations in this country you’re immediately
suspect, a pervert, outside the parameters of “community
standards”!..Well, fuck you!..Fuck you, pigs!..
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...For me it’s almost a perverse fascination with the species...For how many millions of
years have men and women been presenting themselves to each other...And how has sex
evolved?..All the chosen sexual characteristics...It connects me in some way to this sexy
organic thing...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, can’t you see any beauty in “porn”?!.In handsome
bodies fucking, in sweat soaked, cum-drenched gleaming
glistening flesh, in the shapes of bodies, in the glories of
the genitals, in the curiosity of sexual dimorphism, in
over-sized penises?!.How curiously puritan!..Because I
think there’s incredible beauty in it!..In fucking!..What
person can not or does not?!.In cunt-licking, cock-sucking,
cunt-fucking, ass-fucking, all in technicolor grandeur!..Big
as the wide prairie!..Or at least as big as Deadwood
Gulch!..Dripping, running snatches, cum-shooting stiff
bobbing throbbing pricks spraying over a palpitating
asshole!..There’s beauty there!..Savage, ferocious beauty!..
For me, seeing two people fucking renders everything else
banal!..All the vanity and pomposity!..
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...I need to quell my own anxieties by controlling another’s body...Am I a man?..Or am I
a woman?..

...porn style is disturbing because it shows not contact but the rending apart
end of the fusion-communion belief...

...Look, in other words these “anti-porners” demand that
sexual desire be social, founded on unity, reduced to
communication!..Aren’t they demanding that sexual desire
be founded on an illusion?!.Aren’t they demanding that it
be directed by a homogeneous code?!.“Correct” social
relations— And this means no fucking power relations
allowed!— must regulate “sexual relations” or else those
“sexual relations” are judged “incorrect”!..Look, attacks on
“porn” are attempts to control language in the interests of
maintaining a code!..And this by those who assume the
postures of Masters of their Speech!..Puffing themselves
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up in that pretense!..Embodying raw Authority!..Read
Klitty McPornkin’s book “Only Little Words”!..

...You see, “pornographic” representations of supposed
“dehumanization, depersonalization, objectification, humiliation,
or violence”, aside from being, as representations of
representations, within the alienating logic of the signifier, are all
representations of the rending apart, of narcissistic wounding, an
effected individuating in correlation with unconscious desires,
fundamentally mediated by language...All of which represent the
impossibility of the sexual relation...In other words, you only ever
make it with your unconscious...You never “merge” with the
other, who is a signifier to you anyway...On the contrary, you only
ever make it with your fantasy of the other...You miss the
other...Always...You only ever make it with representations...
...The emergence of the subject...that fleeting primordial relation which
comes before the theatre of identity and even of sexual roles, when the
subject has relations only with his Other, the principal of his own
disappearance...
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...Warmth, tenderness, openness, passion...These qualities I value...A fingertip lightly
slowly stroking skin so soft and smooth it feels like the finest sand...Lips warm and wet,
meshing, sliding, gripping one another in a dizzying whisper...The warmth and presence
of a body pulled gently against your own...Breaths to breaths heaving as you start to
swim in flowing rhythmic motion...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, desire is not fucking continuous!..It lacks
continuity!..In fact it can be said to be founded on the lack
of continuity!..And it always implies unfulfillment!..

...desire cannot be satisfied because it constantly extends itself by
transferring or displacing itself on to different objects of desire. The subject
attempts to fix this constantly shifting sequence of metonymic desire by
attaching it to an object...desire is antithetical to presence and fixity...

...You see, all “anti-pornography” activity, founded as it is on the
belief in the magical power of words and images, represents not
only a theorizing of desire, but an ideology of the alleged “sexual
relation” as well...“Anti-pornographers” seem convinced of the
continuous nature of sexual and social relations...As though desire
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responded to reason...They flatten everything out with their
rationalizing...

...So it is that “anti-porners” go on and on about the
“sexual impasse” supposedly fostered by “porn”!..As
though there can ever be anything else!..As though sex
didn’t always involve narcissistic wounding!..So it is that
the fucking “primitives” can go on and on about “porno”
as the ideology of “male supremacy” and of
“heterosexuality”, flattening everything out with their
rationalizing!..Doesn’t it strike anyone as strange that
people who would otherwise adamantly refuse the findings
of 19th century sexology still cling so tenaciously to its
categories?!.Why else besides the need to establish an
illusion of a stable identity would anyone believe that such
things as “heterosexuality” or “homosexuality” exist?!.
...Sexually I want everything but I’m stuck with who I am and that tortures me...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, this “anti-pornography” ideology can be referred to as
the belief that somehow the sexes can be bridged...Implied is the
belief that somehow this will constitute a “genuine, authentic
sexual relation”...What else is all this about equal relations
between the sexes?..It’s the belief that somehow this can be
accomplished through sex acts untainted by language, by death,
by narcissistic wounding, by discontinuity, or by self-difference...
This is a rationalistic flattening out of desire...“Pornography”, as
well as violence in general, represents not only narcissistic glory,
but the inverse, narcissistic wounding, the rending apart, selfdifference, lack, the assault on unity and self-consistency, as well
as on the comfort of shared taboos and ideals...And of course
narcissistic wounding is a polite way of saying castration, that
loss of all illusions of unity...You see, there being no magical
power of words and images, no causal speech, language is a
matrix of desire, and Andrea Dworkin’s “book” is a textual
exposition of a psychic drama involving desire, the signifier, and
the maintenance of a stable ego...She constructs a myth, the epic
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of her ego...

...Dorkin!..The Master of the meaning of “porn”!..Of
course, she’s made it all up to sustain her identity!..

...The sacrificial fumes are said to please the Gods. Sacrifices– ...constitute
as many questions addressed to the deity concerning his desire. What can I
offer that might please him?..“Sacrifice signifies our search, within the
object of our desires, for evidence of the presence of the Other’s desire”...
Human desire comprises this dimension of sacrifice of the object of desire.
This is its intrinsic propensity, as long as man’s desire is the desire of the
Other. The Other claims his due. Thus moral law, the law of the categoric
imperative, is no less than “desire in its pure state (that of the Other), which
culminates in the sacrifice of all that is the object of love in its tenderness...
in its sacrifice and in its murder”...But what the Other desires in sacrifice,
over and above its object, is sacrifice itself– specifically, the sacrifice of
desire...The sacrifice of desire opens the door to its transcendence, which is
jouissance...

...Look, you morons!..It’s not too fucking hard to
understand!..What Pornkin denounces as “porn” is a
representation, a broken-off part of herself, a character
playing a part in her intra- and, by projection, intersubjective reality!..Her little drama!..Played-out on the
stage of Her-story in a mediating matrix of language, in
signifiers whose meanings slip and slide!..Why shouldn’t
she seek legal assurances, legal buttresses for her
identity?!.A nice shiny symbolic crutch!..Her own identity,
comprised of representations of “self”, is unstable!..Her
own meaning is unstable!..Threatened by representations
of repressed desire!..Which if not defended against would
shatter her imaginary self-identity as “woman”!..And of
course authority is the best representation of unity!..And
just who is it who assumes postures of authority?!.If only
as masters of their own speech?!.Look, can’t you see, by
claiming that “men”— even rapists!— are the masters of
not only their own speech but of the speech of “women”
as well, the stupid assholes let the stench of their
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idealizations escape!..And you know what?!.It seems that
they idealize the penis!..It’s fucking incredible!..An entire
fucking culture full of jingo-journalists, petty, panting
psychologists, under-reaching university professors, and
no-one has the eyes to see with or a tongue to speak
with!..The stupid thugs assume postures of mastery and
no-one can say anything without being accused of a
backlash!..No criticism intended!..But now we all know
that idealization is founded on hate don’t we!..And what
does Dorkin hate?!.What does she want to get rid
of?!.What does she want to offer to her Goddess?!. (Wild
cheers from the crowd)...“They claim we want to castrate
men...” (Wild cheers from the crowd)...“We do!..” (Wild
cheers from the crowd)...

F5

...It’s easy to see how “women” are inscribed as “good” or “bad”
objects in Dworkin’s discourse...Those who are “good” objects
are whole, unified subjects, reflecting her own posture of phallic
mastery and sufficiency...And remember, every “woman” who
presents herself as an object is a question addressed to an Other...
And, inversely, every object of desire is already a version of the
desiring subject...In this sense, if it can be glimpsed, the ego itself
is an object of desire...This is how the ego is presented as a “role
model”, as a desirable state of mastery: a strong ego is a representation of desire...And those “women” in Dworkin’s discourse who
are “bad” objects are split, alienated from themselves, lacking to
the point of needing paternalistic intervention...Insufficient
“women” would seem to acquire narcissistic injury from coming
into contact with that “bad” object the penis...In fact, to assume a
position of desire in relation to the penis is said to be a compromising of “authentic female subjectivity”, or “true womanhood”...
“Women” are attacked and injured in “pornography” and during
“intercourse” by the penis, and it’s these same false, “pornographic” representations which constitute an injury to “women”...
...To believe you have been injured is to injure yourself...

...You see, if both “men” and penis represent anything to
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Dworkin, they can be said to represent versions of herself, to
represent unacceptable desires...

...the penis is merely a piece of flesh devoid of all signification unless it is
correlated with maternal desire...

...You see, that’s the drama played out across the surface of those
signifiers: repressed desires and identifications played out,
inscribed negatively in an attempt to render them powerless...It’s
both and at the same time an acting out of repressed sadistic
desires, and a sadistic acting out of repressed desires...

...in the anti-Semitic vision, the Jew is experienced as the embodiment of
negativity, as the force disrupting stable social identity– but the ‘truth’ of
anti-Semitism is, of course, that the very identity of our position is
structured through a negative relationship to this traumatic figure of the
Jew. Without the reference to the Jew who is corroding the social fabric, the
social fabric itself would be dissolved. In other words, all my positive
consistency is a kind of ‘reaction formation’ to a certain traumatic
antagonistic kernel: if I lose this ‘impossible’ point of reference, my very
identity dissolves...

...Look, the fucking anger that Porkin directs at “men” is
the force of the repression of those unacceptable,
unconscious desires that “men” represent for her!..She’s a
personal myth-maker and “men” are figures in her
personal mythos!..It’s the failure of integration and the
force of the repression that you see!..It’s her unconscious
desires which are repressed, that is, projected in the figures
of “men”!..Look, the Dorkin-McNonkin bill is not
designed to protect “women”!..It’s not to give them a
“remedy” for sexism under the law!..Look, those “women”
are in love with Authority!..And their “remedy under the
law” is an attempt to inscribe “porn” on the tablets of the
law, to establish it as a legal category!..To inscribe shared
taboos, shared ideals!..Forever to be the point of reference
for “authentic female subjects” to constitute themselves in
a negative relation to!..Kind of like a negative “role
model”!..The “impossible point of reference”, “the
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traumatic, antagonistic kernel”, the foil for their positive
identities: “heterosex”!..It’s all a question of authority!..
The “true interpretation”, the “authentic identity”!..Look,
if “heterosexuality” exists at all it’s just as a kind of
narcissistic fixity!..As is “homosexuality”!.. The DorkinMcPornkin initiative is a “remedy” designed for an
insufficient sense of “self”!..It’s to prop up the positive
consistency of a social identity!..That of “woman”!..And
this is the meaning of “women-as-victims”, as “infantile”
and not capable of consent!..An insufficient sense of
“self”!..Look, since “women” don’t exist as a unity, the
function of the Dorkin-McNonkin version of “porn” is to
facilitate a fantasy, an illusion of unity and positive
consistency!..Susan Brownmaker uses rape in much the
same way!..Kind of a negative “role model”, a focus
mechanism employed to prop up a certain constellation of
repressed and positivized desire and a definition of
“women”!..For all time!..On the books!..Something that
links all “women”!..A negative transference screen!..
“Women” as a class!..That is, as a representation of
unity!..To inscribe “porn” as a legal definition is to
inscribe a version of “woman” as a legal category!..For
want of a signifier!.. For all time!..

...the anti-porn movement “requires that we oversimplify, that we
hypothesize a monolithic enemy, a timeless, universalist, male brutality. We
create a “them”, we perform a sort of ritual purification...”

...And what does all this negation, all this negative inscription of
desire do?..It allows repressed, unacceptable desires to enter
consciousness without threatening the consistency of the
imaginary unity, that is, without threatening the consistency of the
ego, the I...
...Ideology is not an illusory, false representation of reality but (social)
reality it-self based upon an illusion, structured by an illusion, i.e. reality
which can reproduce itself only through a certain non-knowledge of
subjects...
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...Look, their “knowledge” is a kind of paranoid delirium!..
I’m sure even you can begin to get an inkling of that!..
Their “knowledge” is always paranoid knowledge!.. They
can’t even recognize their own disavowed desires!.. They
only ever see their own reflections!..They only ever see
what they claim resembles them!..Biologically!..
...The basic feature of the Lacanian subject is, of course, its alienation in
the signifier: as soon as the subject is caught in the radically external
signifying network he is mortified, dismembered, divided...

...These stupid “anti-porners” never even leave the sphere
of resemblance!..Look, it’s a question of the fucking
signifier!..And that means it’s a question of the human
unconscious and of disavowed desires affecting
perception!..But then again, we’re all fooled by our very
own fundamental fantasy!..Or as Pornkin states, “In the
experience of intercourse, she loses the capacity for
integrity because her body– the basis of privacy and
freedom in the material world for all human beings– is
entered and occupied, the boundaries of her physical body
are– neutrally speaking– violated”...But it’s a question of a
narcissistic body afterall: that’s what’s violated in the
sense that only because of it are you aware of your body
as such!..It’s a question of the integrity of a body image!..
That’s how there’s nothing “neutral” about the boundaries
of “her” body!..Unless of course “she’s” a mythic figure!..

...Apart from the experience of corporeal suffering (and even this can be
totally excluded from conscious recognition), it is clear that the body we
live in, the body of which we are consciously aware, is essentially a
psychological construct...

...I stay thin because unconsciously I associate obesity with pregnancy: if I’m thin I can
avoid the feelings of guilt, remorse and shame which are produced by my destructive
and aggressive desires to usurp my mother’s place, to claim for myself what she
contains...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...Look, it’s up to each individual to determine both the
integrity and violation of her body, that “basis of privacy
and freedom”, exempt from Dorkin!..To be self-governing,
subject only to her own determinations!..
...But isn’t that precisely what she’s doing?..“Violating” the
integrity of “women”, at least the ones who identify with the
figure of the tortured “women” she sets up?..She would of course
deny it, but I contend that she’s acting-out precisely just such a
repressed, disavowed desire to violate the integrity of that other
“woman’s” body, “entering and occupying her boundaries”,
reducing all “women” to a figure...Of who?..Or what?..Isn’t this
what she accomplishes with her ‘porn expos’?..
...Barely beneath the surface of my thoughts are destructive impulses directed at my
mother’s image...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, watching “porn” is an acting-out of desire!..And
that kind of violation is called narcissistic wounding!..
Listen to Androphobia Pornkin as she states, “Semen is
filth”…

...You see, on the strength of this, and other, statements it’s clear
to me that Dworkin characterizes the penis as fecal, just as she
founds “intercourse”, that violation, on an anal model...

F16

...My sex is the gritty crumbling dog shit uncovered as the snow disappears...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...The child’s defense of her own bodily integrity and pleasure, the anal
battle, imbues the phallus symbol with its character, both its intrusive
penetrating aspect, and its unacceptable dirty aspect, its magicness and its
forbiddenness. The girl who is absorbed in such a battle with the mother...
says, “This thing– I want it, I must have it.” In a sense she is grabbing at
straws as she struggles with her own feelings of helplessness that are
induced by maternal control. The anal battle is also a paradox– the mother
exerts force to make the child become more independent, she denies it the
freedom to do as it will with its products in the name of becoming grown
up and free of her. Thus the child seeks to break out of the paradox by
finding another way to assert independence, including holding on to a body
product...But the penis that derives all its power from the feces and none
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from the father, with his “real” independence, does not help the child to
separate, only to remain in embattled opposition...

...I take great pleasure in shitting...I take pleasure in both controlling and relaxing that
sphincter...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...The vagina is on loan from the anus...

...Look, can you see that Dorkin’s conception of the penis,
just like Susan Brownmatter’s, is founded on the feces, on
the anal column, that lost, split-off, different, other part of
her she’s in battle with her mother over?!.Just look at the
intrusive character she gives it!..And she clearly characterizes the loss of “self”, the experience of the selfdifference of desire as a giving up of oneself to “men”!..
“Men” are seen as the force which takes “women” over,
not desire!..Desire, explicitly desire of the mother, experienced as desire of the Other, is the force she characterizes
as male!..Look, the penis founded on an anal model is
maternal!..It’s Dorkin who’s fond of saying that “intercourse is the pure, sterile, formal expression of men’s
contempt for women” ...Look, just as she does in “porn”,
in “intercourse” she sees “men” and “women”!..A virtual
reduction to resemblance!..She’s seeing herself in the act
she conjures through denouncing!..Look, she’s the “men”
and she’s the “women”!..They represent aspects of her
desire!..But she projects her imaginary construct!..Her
repressive identifications with the “women” only!..And
she uses her negative relations with the “men” to represent
unconscious, unacceptable aspects of her desire!..She
pukes it all out!..Onto living bodies!..And so she sees!..
And makes of the fact that sex acts always involve
narcissistic wounding an entire system of oppression!..
...I feel the column in my ass...I clench it...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, and obviously Susan Brownmiller has never seen, the
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penis characterized as a “weapon” is founded on the anal column,
the one you fight with your mother for, the one which represents
independence, unity, integrity, control of the body and its
products...As well as intrusiveness...An imaginary phallus in other
words...Does a rapist attack a “woman”, an archaic mother even,
with this “weapon”?..And to characterize the penis as a “weapon”
means to characterize the vagina as what, a wound?..And what
kind of wound would that be?..
...I trace a line down the lips of her cunt with the tip of a knife-blade...Am I a man?..Or
am I a woman?..

...Yah, you know Susan Brownmaker, author of Against
Our Body-Ego: Women, Mothers, And Rape?!.Look, how
many times are mothers implied or apparent in her rape
scenes?!.The mother is everywhere in her rape scenes!..
“Her rape scenes” because those rape scenes are representations of her mind!..She uses rape to express and inscribe
her own unconscious desires negatively!..She’s the
“men”!..She’s the “women”!..She’s the mother in the
background!..It’s a psychic drama!..An “identity” drama!..
Look, are the “men” in her scenes independent?!.Do they
represent independence?!.Are they alleged masters of their
speech?!.Look, I’ve fucking waited and waited and waited
for intelligent “women” to respond to Brownminer’s work
of feminoid theory!..But no one, not the professors, not the
journalists, not the feminoids, no one has spoken!..She’s
researched from her gilded perspective in the ovary
tower!..She’s put her pussy on the line for feminoid
research!..She’s been on Nitelite because she’s an authority
on rape!..
...My sex is a mass of leaves, gelatinous, rotting, oozing...A sucking slurp that slips,
finally becoming crumbling dust...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...As Pornkin says, “Women will only have intercourse
when they want to have children”...Look, what, in the new
definition of “women” with its legal point of reference
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“porn”, that new definition which has achieved cult status,
what in the new definition of “women” is the difference
between such a statement as the preceding and a
prohibition on all forms of “intercourse” except for the
purpose of procreation?!.Surely they’re versions of the
same thing!..For Porkin— and her hysterical pregnancy,
her obesity— the implied symbolic significance of
childbirth is that infants will function to plug the
narcissistic wound created by “intercourse”!..And the
wound is the vagina, founded on an anal model!..
“Women”, in the new definition of “women” with their
legal point of reference, their kernel “porn”, will have
“intercourse” only when they can receive symbolic
compensation in the form of a narcissistic object!..How
quaint!..It’s called Fundamentaloidalism!..
...It’s possible to see “women” as melanges of partial objects: a pulsating,
metamorphosizing ensemble of partial objects– breasts, lips, gaze, voice, asshole– and
the mother is the lost primordial source from which all such “objects” stem...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, can you maybe see how introjection and
projection, that intermingling of imaginary and real
works?!.Look, you stupid fucks!..“Porn” doesn’t
perpetuate “women-as-objects”!..“Men” are not “raised” to
view “women-as-objects”!..

...the signifier does not simply miss the object, it always-already “goes
wrong” in relation to itself, and the object inscribes itself in the blank
opened by this failure. The very positivity of the object is nothing but a
positivization, an incarnation of the bar which prevents the signifier from
fully “becoming itself.” This is what Lacan means when he says that
“woman doesn’t exist”: woman qua object is nothing but the
materialization of a certain bar in the symbolic universe...

...Look, “women” in “porn” are not “objects”!..In the same
sense as chairs!..They’re signifiers!..Representations!..Not
to imply that “women” on the street aren’t representations
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as well!..And look for once all you Bible belchers!..
“Women” are perceived as “objects” through association
with the mother and her sexuality!..The mother was the
first object for each of us!..Or to be more precise, and I
know all you Feminoids and Fundamentaloids want to be
precise, the mother’s breast was the first object,
differentiated by being withheld!..Hey, all you pseudohistoricist-marxian-social-constructivists, how’s that for a
pernicious ideology!..A conspiracy!..A social institution!..
A fucking prison!..Hell, they want to get rid of these
objects because they believe they’ll get rid of what these
objects are— presences of the unconscious to the subject!..
...It’s always the unexpected swelling that excites me...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

M17

...You see, it’s partial objects– the slit of lips, the voice, breasts,
the gaze, associations with feces, urine– which activate the sexual
drives, precisely because they lead to the mother...Those who
reject object theory must of necessity posit maternal desire as
“natural”, as “instinctual”...And that means “biology as
destiny”...Not separation from, but a continuous relation with
“nature” is implied by such thinking...Such a conception founds
desire not on lack but as a natural appetite...And that, for all
intents and purposes, means mythic...

...In other sciences if something is found to be true it can usually be
accepted without emotional strain, but in psychology there is always this
matter of strain, so that something which is not quite true is more easily
accepted than the truth itself...

...Look, there is no maternal instinct, there is only
identification with desire and its figures and
configurations: identification with what the mother desires,
with what the mother contains, and the narcissistic
confirmation it announces!..Maternal desire is as culturally
bound as is the desire to write!..Think of it as a narcissistic
strategy!..Unless of course you want to think of it as being
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forced upon “women” by “men”, the oppressors that they
are!..Look you cretins, maternity is still quite literally the
only way a “woman” can prove her femininity!..Too many
“women” desire children and it’s not “men” who are
responsible for the desire!..Ask any pregnant teenager in
America if that fantasy the “patriarchy” has forced it on
her!..But we all know that it’s the “patriarchy”— a lameass catch-all big nothing of a word!— which is responsible
for the economic conditions in which she’s imprisoned,
making the pathetic display of desire her only possible
narcissistic confirmation!..I’m telling you that more than
the Wizard-of-Oz is responsible for this world!..But since
“men” control all the money the only thing left for
“women” is to get fucked in the butt by gnarly penises to
earn their daily keep!..Shit on that, I still say it’s assembly
lines, bosses, and customers that are de-humanizing!..But
look, we all know don’t we, the greasy, snivelling little
turds that we are!..We can read about it in each and every
epic by each and every “woman” can’t we?!.All about the
great fucking Utopia of “women”!..We can find out that
“women”, the great vessels that they are, nurture
civilization itself, protecting it with their great sheltering
wings!..In other words, they represent unity!..Continuity!..
The ensemble!..Oh, the consistency of it all!..While
“men”, the poor shivering slobs that they are, all “men”
can do, when they’re not waging wars or plotting
insurrections, is dream of death with their pricks in their
hands!..How fucking wonderful to be a “woman” and to
have a Perfect Ego!..To be pure!..Me, I’d rather believe in
Original Sin!..In the fallibility of humans!..All fascist
movements have been founded on a believe in the purity,
in the infallibility of Us, as opposed to Them!..And how
wonderful it must be to be able to not only create life but
to give the very humanity to “men”!..Just consult the
fucking text-book Christian Maternalism of Marilyn
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Greek!..Not to mention every stupendously stupid
blithering blabbering boxhead and the stupid fucking
pussy press soliciting their opinions in order to prove their
commitment to the community and to standards of
“decency”!..It’s most certainly not a commitment to
thought!..Hell, it’s the primary task of journalists and
journalism to convince us that language is as transparent
as possible!..That communication is possible!..To prop up
your consistency!..Look you dim-witted shitheads, I mean
pussy press because it’s never more interesting than a
soiled menstrual napkin!..But I guess it all depends on
what you’re looking for!..Hell, isn’t it one of the functions
of the press to police sexual behavior?!.It’s called the
expose!..The scoop!..Something for you fucking monkeys
to slobber over!..You’re more interested in Michael
Jackson’s penis than anything else anyway!..You
morons!..I shit on your faces, which are half-asshole
anyway!..You’re nothing but maggots!..Hell, you’re worse
than maggots!..You’re maggot shit!..I bet that even if other
social organizations besides the so-called “patriarchal”
family resulted in cruder stereotypes and more static and
morbid psychological structures you’d still support them!..
You’d still want them because you’re determined!..
Because for you it’s pathological!..Yours is not a “free
will”, you don’t act out of a “free will”!..Such is the
American delusion which you embrace!..In my opinion all
‘anti-patriarchy’ is nothing more than an acceptable form
of anti-semitism!.. Patriarchy has been the defining feature
of semitism since its inception!..

...the subject (of the signifier) and the (fantasy) object are correlative or
even identical: the subject is the void, the hole in the Other [that is, the
autonomous symbolic order], and the object [is] the inert content, filling up
this void; the subject’s entire ‘being’ thus consists in the fantasy object
filling out his void...
...I am a nothing behind a mask...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...Or in other words, you see, the subject is the void of the
impossibility of answering the question which is asked it– by the
Other...And the fantasy is the attempt at an answer...The object of
desire is the presence of the subject of the unconscious to your
ego, nothing else...

...Of course Porkin would undoubtably refer to all this as
“intellectual baggage” we must get rid of and replace with
her ideological dogma or else we’ll never see and hear the
“authentic truth” of “women”!..“Women”, the true
dehumanized victims!..Dehumanized by male actions,
male eyes, male theories, male society!..Rendered into
“objects” by the pernicious order of “men”, who need
“women-as-objects” to fill the hole in their being, to prop
them up!..Of course “women”, the true beings that only
they are, are not implicated in this process of
subjectivity!..“Women” are innately different, they’re from
Carol Gilligan’s Island!..They’re lives take place “In A
Different Sphincter”!..

...You see, since there is no such thing as an internal subjective
unity, contrary to what feminoids and fundamentalists may think,
any subjective unity must be constituted externally...To desire
subjective unity is to desire an object, and vice versa...Your own
reflection functions this way...You see, feminoids and
fundamentalists have no conception of the subject as split, as
grounded in self-difference, that is, in language and in
repression...Dworkin declares that to have “intercourse” with a
“man” is to become subject to him, invaded by him and his
loathing of “women”...Clearly “men” would seem to represent
human desire in all its innate bestiality, and as such is a projected
figure, an overdetermined representation of bundled desires which
threaten her, which subject her; a projection enacted to break the
connection between her “I” and the representations of such
desires...These desires, made manifest in representations of
“intercourse”, are a source of anguish and anxiety for her...They
are nonetheless representations of her, of desires of hers she has
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split-off...Even the “loathing” she characterizes the “men” as
“feeling” is a representation of her, of her desire and of her
psychic life, and has nothing at all to do with “men” as they live
and breathe...It’s how she as a “man” sees “women”...It’s her own
“loathing” (of the mother, of maternal desire) she’s “castoff”...“Pornography” is always a version of the viewer...To believe
otherwise is analogous to a rape myth...
...Left to itself, without the assistance of projection upon the other, the Ego
takes itself for a preferential target of aggression and murder...
...I turn over and over the warm memory of your throat...Am I a man?...Or am I a
woman?..
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...Look, it’s all a construct, a fantasy she fills her void
with!..In order to make her “self” possible!..

...The proper answer to anti-Semitism is therefore not ‘Jews are really not
like that’ but ‘the anti-Semitic idea of Jew has nothing to do with Jews,’ the
ideological figure of a Jew is a way to stitch up the inconsistency of our
own ideological system...

...So Porkin’s ideological figure of ‘man’ is a way for her
to stitch up the inconsistency of her own ideological
system!..
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...I need the other, different, foreboding...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...In short, ‘Jew’ is a fetish which simultaneously denies and embodies the
structural impossibility of ‘Society’: it is as if in the figure of the Jew this
impossibility had acquired a positive, palpable existence– and that is why it
marks the eruption of enjoyment in the social field. The notion of social
fantasy is therefore a necessary counterpoint to the concept of antagonism:
fantasy is precisely the way the antagonistic fissure is masked. In other
words, fantasy is a means for an ideology to take its own failure into
account in advance...
...I want to destroy the other...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Society is not prevented from achieving its full identity because of Jews:
it is prevented by its own antagonistic nature, by its own immanent
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blockage, and it ‘projects’ this internal negativity into the figure of the
‘Jew.’ In other words, what is excluded from the Symbolic...returns in the
Real as a paranoid construction of the ‘Jew’...

...My jouissance is tied to the jouissance of the other...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Jews are clearly a social symptom: the point at which the immanent social
antagonism assumes a positive form, erupts on to the social surface, the
point at which it becomes obvious that society ‘doesn’t work’, that the
social mechanism ‘creaks’. If we look at it through the frame of fantasy, the
‘Jew’ appears as an intruder who introduces from outside disorder,
decomposition and corruption of the social edifice– it appears as an
outward positive cause whose elimination would enable us to restore order,
stability and identity. But in ‘going through the fantasy’ we must in the
same move identify with the symptom: we must recognize in the properties
attributed to ‘Jew’ the necessary product of our very social system; we must
recognize in the ‘excesses’ attributed to ‘Jews’ the truth about ourselves...

...Look, here’s a question for all you progressivist-activistjournalist-stooges to ask yourselves: what if “anti-porn”
feminoidalism shared, in an homologous manner, the
fundamental psychological dynamic of anti-semitism?!.
What if the “anti-porners” ideological figure of “man” was
a way to stitch up the inconsistency of their own
ideological system?!.And look, what if what those
feminoids was doing was not thinking but rather
enjoying?!.What’s the logic of the rhetoric of those “antiporn” demogogues anyway; what do McPornkin and
Brownmaker call forth in the reader?!.I mean look, they
reduce everything to the question of integrity!..Literally to
the archaic anal battle waged with the mother!.. The stakes
being waged are narcissistic integrity and independence!..

...And through the agency of metaphor, that is through the
signifier, “men” can come to take the place of the mother in this
intrasubjective drama...A projection of unacceptable desires is
accomplished– onto “men”– precisely so that any connection to
womanly egoes is broken...You see, their conception of the penis
is founded on the feces, on the anal column...And as far as it’s a
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question of a battle for unity and integrity, it’s a battle for the
image...

F5

...And what of the bloated, as they say in all the “porno”
novels, the bloated, turgid collection of puffed-up bleatings
and ejaculations that are Androphobia Dorkin and her text
“Porno Men-Possessing Women”?!.And what of her
“authentic woman’s self” she so forcefully expresses from
her assumed posture of phallic mastery?!.I mean, isn’t that
the story of her epic?!.Look, let’s clear away all the
vapors!..All the noxious gases!..We are all more or less
delirious!..The question is to what extent you’re fooled by
your delirium, by your fundamental fantasy!..I mean, is
“porn” use an addiction, as flat-headed David MoraNuthin would have it, or is it an asocial narcissistic
delirium?!.All in lurid grainy 16mm color!..A montage of
personal cum-pulsions!..A whole shitload of false
memories!..That is, of photos!..You always see yourself in
the other, and the other in yourself!..
...in a culture where the speaking subjects are conceived as masters of their
speech, they have what is called a “phallic” position...fragmentation...calls
into question the very posture of this mastery...

...And what do these “masters of their speech”, these
“wholenesses” decry and denounce?!.Isn’t it something
like “sexual objects”, the “fragmentation and
dismemberment of the body”?!.

F5

...I feel like I’m being attacked internally by a piece of glass...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...the body image is the most archaic form of Ego, the fictive unity...

...You see, it reminds me of nothing so much as the
anthropologist’s story of the “primitive” people, who upon
viewing their first movie, which included standard shots of
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galloping horses– feet running, head and neck straining, all cut
back and forth– nearly rioted, demanding that since they’ve paid
full price, they deserved to see complete horses...And who among
us hasn’t paid full price?..In anguish?..

...Look, first of all the difference between Dorkin and
myself is this: I radically recognize that that pathetic other
is, first of all, a representation of me!..Look, the “porno”
wench with her butt up in the air begging-by-presentationfor-it is none other than me, just as the “men” in “porn”
are as much Dorkin as the “women”!..She just can’t accept
it!..
...You see, Dworkin identifies with “pornography” negatively...
She sees in “pornography” what she cannot accept in herself...She
sees a version of herself which she must attribute to others
through the agency of projection in the service of her ego...

...And how does negation work?!.Just ask Klitty
McNonkin, who says she’s “not not a woman”!..It’s the
Safeway to allow unacceptable desires into consciousness!..The convenience store American way with branches
in every city!..Look, what she can’t accept as part of
herself, her own desires, she projects, creating her
conception of “men” and their “sexuality”!..Hell, it’s a
rape myth in drag!..

...negation is the mark of the formalizable real which, in manifesting itself
in the symbolic can only appear there through/as repetition. The real
appears not simply as affect, but as a certain formalizable insistence of
affect: call it tone...
...My sex is such a painful thing, straining against all limits, incapable of realizing
itself...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...In film theory, the gaze is located “in front of” the image, as its signified,
the point of maximal meaning or sum of all that appears in the image and
the point that “gives” meaning. The subject is, then, thought to identify
with and thus, in a sense, to coincide with the gaze. In Lacan, on the other
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hand, the gaze is located “behind” the image, as that which fails to appear
in it and thus as that which makes all its meanings suspect. And the subject,
instead of coinciding with or identifying with the gaze, is rather cut off from
it. Lacan does not ask you to think of the gaze as belonging to an Other
who cares about what or where you are, who pries, keeps tabs on your
whereabouts, and takes note of all your steps and missteps, as the panoptic
gaze is said to do. When you encounter the gaze of the Other, you meet not
a seeing eye but a blind one. The gaze is not clear or penetrating, not filled
with knowledge or recognition; it is clouded over and turned back on itself,
absorbed in its own enjoyment. The horrible truth,...is that the gaze does
not see you. So, if you are looking for confirmation of the truth of your
being or the clarity of your vision, you are on your own; the gaze of the
Other is not confirming; it will not validate you. Now, the subject instituted
by the Lacanian gaze does not come into being as the realization of a
possibility opened up by the law of the Other. It is rather an impossibility
that is crucial to the constitution of the subject– the impossibility, precisely,
of any ultimate confirmation from the Other. The subject emerges, as a
result, as a desiring being, that is to say, an effect of the law but certainly
not a realization of it, since desire as such can never be conceived as a
realization. Desire fills no possibility but seeks after an impossibility; this
makes desire always, constitutionally, contentless...
...My sex is such an empty aching hollowness that I cringe with pain...Am I a man?..Or
am I a woman?..

F6

...One curious thing is that these “anti-pornography women” only
ever see desire on the parts of the “men” involved, on both sides
of the “porn” camera...The “women” involved are only ever
victims of this “external agency”...But it’s just a split-off part of
their “anti-porn” selves which are represented by the “men”, even
by the filmmakers...It’s their own probing desires, the ones they
reproduce over and over in their discourses...

...Lacan is certainly not offering an agnostic description of the way the real
object is cut off from the subject’s view by language, of the way the real
object escapes capture in the network of signifiers. He does not assume an
idealist stance, arguing the way Plato does that the object is split between
its real being and its semblance. Lacan argues, rather, that beyond the
signifying network, beyond the visual field, there is, in fact, nothing at all.
(Lacan: “Beyond appearance there is nothing in itself, there is the gaze.”
Sem XI p 103). The veil of representation actually conceals nothing; there
is nothing behind representation. Yet the fact that representation seems to
hide, to put an arbored screen of signifiers in front of something hidden
beneath, is not treated by Lacan as a simple error that the subject can undo;
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nor is this deceptiveness of language treated as something that undoes the
subject, deconstructs its identity by menacing its boundaries. Rather,
language’s opacity is taken as the very cause of the subject’s being, that is,
its desire, or want-to-be. The fact that it is materially impossible to say the
whole truth– that truth always backs away from language, that words
always fall short of their goal– founds the subject. Contrary to the idealist
position that makes form the cause of being, Lacan locates the cause of
being in the informe: the unformed (that which has no signified, no
significant shape in the visual field) and the inquiry (the question posed to
representation’s presumed reticence). The subject is the effect of the
impossibility of seeing what is lacking in the representation, what the
subject, therefore, wants to see. The gaze, the object-cause of desire, is the
object-cause of the subject of desire in the field of the visible. In other
words, it is what the subject does not see and not simply what it sees that
founds it...

...Look, all they see is “porn” as ideology: the “women”
trapped in the ‘gaze’ of “men”, that “external force” which
oppresses them by defining them and their desire!..But we
all know now, don’t we, that you can’t reduce “porn”
images and representations to resemblance!..
...What is a phallus? The phallus is a signifier that stands for that part of a
mother’s desire that goes beyond her child...

...You see, in Dworkin’s view the “men” are active, the “women”
are passive...And as such these “women in pornography” are kept
from their “true and authentic desire”, which functions as a
mythic lost unity...It’s apparent that she associates “men” with the
symbolic order, and that she identifies it and “men” as the force
which controls “women”, keeping them from their “true desire”...
Hence her preoccupation with “violent pornography”; she can
clearly claim that the “women” are victims, denounce narcissistic
wounding– which is the opposite of any kind of unity or sexual
relation– denounce maternal sexuality or “women-as-objects”, and
of course “men”...She’s incapable of seeing that, for the “men”
viewers the “women” represent aspects of their desire they cannot
consciously accept, and cannot be reduced to resemblance...Just as
for the “women” viewers the “men” represent aspects of their
desire they cannot consciously accept without distortion, and so
must do so through the agency of negation, that is, of repression...
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You see, the image, the representation is empty, you only ever see
versions of yourself which, through the agency of repression, you
choose from...So we have “attitudes towards women”, as male
ignorance is projected onto the social, and anti-male myths about
the innate bestiality of “men” as female ignorance is projected
onto the social...

...the way fantasy space functions as an empty space, as a kind of screen for
the projection of desires: the fascinating presence of its positive contents
does nothing but fill out a certain emptiness...

...You see, all the figures in “pornography”, “men and women”,
“victimizer and victims”, are representations in Dworkin’s and
McKinnon’s discourses of their own unconscious desires: they
themselves are the “men assaulting the women” just as much as
they themselves are the “women being assaulted”...We are all
fundamentally bisexual... We all contain otherness, we all identify
with all the figures...All the time…So if you can’t watch
something, it’s the part of yourself it represents that you can’t
look at…

...Look, there is no sexual symmetry, no “sexual
relation”!..“Men and women” relate to one another
through a third term!..They are not complements of one
another!..Each position “man or woman” is defined in
relation to this third term, not to each other!..Sexual
relations are asymmetrical and involve a narcissistic
strategy!..Look, you can’t switch one and the other, they
don’t relate that way!..They occupy positions in relation to
a third term, not in relation to one another!..So you don’t
pose “men” in relation to “women” but in relation to the
third term!..“Men” generally want to have, not to be this
term!..Whereas “women” generally want to be this term!..
Of course Yawn Doltenberg doesn’t understand this,
posing “men” as centerfold “women” to allegedly
demonstrate to “men” how oppressive such a portrayal of
“women” is !..He assumes sexual symmetry and
complementarity!..So does everyone who demands “equal
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gender relations” in sexual practices!..“Men” posed as
centerfolds are asked to enact another position in relation
to the third term!..

...For the woman, the point is that her love and affection...turns a frog into a
beautiful man, a full phallic presence...for the man, it is to reduce the
woman to a partial object, the cause of his desire...On account of this
asymmetry the relationship is impossible...

...You see, for Dworkin, the terms “man and woman”, “victimizer
and victim” are inherently obscurantist, indeed mythic...They are
the mythic representations of her psychic drama, the drama of her
subjectivity and desire...The constellation of which, it seems,
finds some resonance throughout our culture...And you see, her
desire is inscribed both positively and negatively...The “men and
women” represent not merely what they resemble, but they as
well represent aspects of her desire which are unacceptable to her
“I”, which are the source of a certain anxiety and which must
therefore be repressed...

...So hey!..Look!..Let’s go inscribe it as a legal definition!..
Let’s make it the orthodox interpretation and transmit this
golden knowledge to the empty subjects struggling with
their desires!..Let’s fill’em with your cliches of received
knowledge!..Your wonderful rationalist psycho-purified
proper ms-education!..Let’s tell’em all about “men and
women”!..Look, the “object” she so decries is a reflection,
a representation of her desires!..Something so unsettling,
so threatening that she has to run to the security of her
ideologic reality!..And the force with which she decries
that “object” is a measure of the strength of her repressed
desires!..Just as “men”, or the narcissistic strategy which
leads to such a position, do in a crazed attempt to deny
passive “homo” desires!..
...Must it be pointed out that identification with an image, with an
other is never a question of “free will”...Nor is “sexual
preference” a question of “free will”...Identification is always
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affected in order to mask an emptiness, to provide a fictive
unity...Identification, whether positive or negative, is always
determined...As is “sexual preference”...They aren’t genetic,
natural or normal, they’re constitutional...

...Look, let’s take this opportunity to dispense once and for
all with the concept of the “correct image”!..“Correct
images” are never anything more than artifices with which
certain narcissisms seek to reproduce their idealized
selves, to dilate them to the size of the world!..“Correct
images” exist not only to protect egoes from unacceptable
desires which would find representation in “incorrect
images” of undoubtably incorrect behavior, but, more
pointedly, to protect you from the other’s desire!..“Correct
images”!..Ready-to-wear identities!..Means of identification put out by that great factory of the social!..Ready for
your consumption!..It’s a question of sustaining a
homogeneous code!..Look, every fucking “role model” is
nothing more than an artifice designed to guarantee a
regulated social code!..Role models are normative,
adaptive modes of organizing the desires of others and are
a product of the behaviorist ego psychology which
dominates this culture!..They are the conformist
equivalents of the “strong ego” that the therapist puts forth
for the patient to identify with!..They are normative,
adaptive throttlings of desire!..They exist to squelch the
particular and the peculiar!..But, god-damnit, they’re good
for business!..And they make kids easier to handle!..Kind
of a representational prozac!..To quell all the doubts,
squelch all the speculation!..Role models are put forth by
petty cultural doctors!.. Engineering reproductions of
constellations of desire!..Shared ideals shoved down your
throat!..Or up your ass!..They want to reproduce their
pathetic, banal hopes and dreams in you!..And that’s a
kind of censorship!..And it’s been okayed by the Supreme
Court!..Shit, Disneyland only exists so you can identify
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and manage your so-called ‘deviant arousal fantasies’!..

...in difference from philosophy, psychoanalysis produces a-social
subjects...

...You see, it’s a question of the relation to the signifier...This is
how and why psychoanalysis is so important: it’s a mode of
thinking the subject in its fundamental relation to the signifier– in
terms other than meaning...It implies precisely that that can
change, thus evincing a new knowledge...Through the materiality
of language psychoanalysis seeks to hystericize, that is,
psychoanalysis seeks to stage, to articulate repressed desire...
...If I rent sex-vids or protest pornography I’m acting out desire...Am I a man?..Or am I
a woman?..

...Look, this little historical digression isn’t an all-inclusive
exclusive!..There’s more!..More than Ego or language can
express or capture!..It’s meant to be a thinking kit!..
Nothing is meant to be correct!..Some of it is delirious!..
Some of it normative!..Some of it idealistic!..It’s a
thinking kit!..A process of thought!..There are questions,
contradictions, deadlocks, antimonies!..And ideas, ideas,
ideas!..You have to provide the thinking!..There are no
answers provided!..It’s meant to provoke thought!..Not
provide answers!..So start thinking!..Wake up from the
somnabulance of the image!..Of identity!..You can see!..
Look, images exist to put you to sleep!..Or maybe you’d
just rather take your soma and watch tv!..Well sleep
soundly!..Enjoy your catatonia!..The universities are full
of those who act as guardians of your sleep!..You can be
sure your dreams are in good hands!..
...What is this body made of glimpses put together after the fact?..Am I a man?..Or am I
a woman?..

...Look, let’s take this opportunity to examine the much
belabored distinction made between “erotica” and
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“porn”!...I used to think it was an arbitrary distinction but
it has a very precise logic!..“Erotica”, incorporating
“equality, mutuality, consent”, is founded on the fusioncommunion belief!..It represents and sustains unity and is
founded on the idea of symmetrical and complementary
relations between the sexes!..And being non-orgasmic it’s
not tainted with death!..That is, it’s inherently social!..
Whereas “porn”, incorporating s/m practices, “power
relations”, etc., represents the rending apart, narcissistic
wounding, the particularity of desire!..Being orgasmic, it’s
tainted with death!..That is, it’s inherently a-social!..And
being phallic, it presents asymmetrical relations between
the sexes!..Hell, the phallus as a concept is meant to
represent the fact that sexual relations are nonsymmetrical!..Precisely what people have trouble dealing
with!..
...You see, this is what’s denounced, the wounding that’s decried,
the desires that are sought out to repress, left to express
themselves negatively because they’re the source of anxiety, a
threat to consistency...Take note of Dworkin’s assumption that
“she” writes when in fact it’s more correct to say that “she” is
written...Now, of course, this too is at the basis of her complaint
that “women” are oppressed by an external agency...

M11

...As though “men” weren’t!..As though “men” weren’t
subject to a symbolic order!..To compulsive repetition!..As
though they weren’t driven and derided by unconscious
dynamics!..As though our language weren’t inadequate to
describe “men’s” experience!..Shit, language by its very
nature is inadequate!..

...What is crucial here is the symbolic mutation by way of which the subject
experiences as an unbearable pressure upon her free individuality what was
previously simply the social framework in which she was embedded. It is
not enough to say that the individual ‘becomes aware of’ the (feudal)
repression: what gets lost in this formulation is the performative
dimension– that is, the fact that through the act of ‘awareness’ the subject
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posits social conditions as exerting an unbearable pressure upon her free
individuality, thereby constituting herself as a ‘free individual’...

...You should note also that even though Dworkin denounces
“Amerika”, she shares its fundamental ideology, that of the “free
will”...To Dworkin writing is a question of mastery, of ideologic
inscribing, prescribing and proscribing...For her the ego, the “self”
is something autonomous and not first of all a constituted
effect...So why shouldn’t she see “pornography” that way,
produced by “men”, those masters of their speech, telling lies and
fomenting myths about “women”?..

...Look, this is something of an idealization right?!.Of
“men” right?!.And what makes “men” so horrible?!.So
brutish?!.Hunh?!.Can you guess?!.God damned erections
that’s what!..Fucking boners!..The woody, as formidable a
weapon as I’ve ever seen!..Look out girls!..The stiffies are
coming!..Lock up your inviolate “selves”!..Your untouched
and undefiled selves!..But hey!..Now that we’re beginning
to see we know what to make of the purported myth that
“women” want to be raped!..Of course these “women”
represent a part of the “men” who make up the myth, splitoff, projected safely in the figures of “women”!..Is it any
surprise that two-thirds of rapists have “homosexual”
fantasies?!.

...You see, Dworkin believes the words she uses are tools to bend
people, to shape them...When language is actually used to protect
her ego and to deflect threats to it by projecting desire safely onto
other forms and figures...Chiefly “men” in her case...

...Without which she would undoubtably turn on her own
dumpy-ass “self”!..

...You see, it’s this misperception of language along with her
misconception of the human subject and its relation to the
signifier which determines her misperception of what she calls
“pornography”...For Dworkin “pornography” is the ideology of
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“male supremacy”, of enforced “heterosexuality”, a form of “antiwoman” ideology...

...So look, figure it the fuck out yourselves!..The “porno”
figures she denounces are representations of her
unconscious desires!..

M11

...You see, they’re representations of the real of her desire, that
desire she spends her wakeful vigilance being so un-conscious of
it occupies her life...

...This kind of retroactive displacement of “real” events into fiction
(dreaming) appears as a “compromise”, an act of ideological conformism,
only if we hold to the naive ideological opposition between “hard reality”
and the “world of dreaming”. As soon as we take into account that it is
precisely and only in dreams that we encounter the real of our desire, the
whole accent radically shifts: our common everyday reality, the reality of
the social universe in which we assume our usual roles of kindhearted,
decent people, turns out to be an illusion that rests in a certain “repression”,
an overlooking the real of our desire. This social reality is then nothing but
a fragile, symbolic cobweb that can at any moment be torn aside by an
intrusion of the real...

...Look, to Dorkin “porn” is “real things done to real
women by real men”!..So that’s what “real men and real
women” are!..What a relief to know!..Banish the doubts,
it’s a new era!..To Dorkin “porn” is both the record of the
truth of sexual “identities” and of the commission of a
crime!..The entire fucking system of western capitalism is
enlisted to keep it in place!..And all that to convince some
dupe she’s consenting to play a part in someone’s
representation!..But once something becomes of the order
of the signifier, it becomes something other than the real!..
...I love the beautiful promise of soft warm skin enfolding me...And language is a
skin...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, “porno” isn’t some malevolent ideology, it just
explodes any (homogeneous) code founded on the social,
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on unity, on sexual symmetry and complementarity!..It
ruptures the social fabric by upsetting that which makes up
that fabric— “identity”!..Founded as it is on unity!..Look,
“porn” confronts identities with representations of the real
of their desire!..Evoking resistance!..Hence the desperate
clinging to ideological artifices which support and sustain
identity!..Essentialism!..Fundamentalism!..Feminoidalism!.
.Of course “porn” images are not proper “role models”!..
“Porn” radically individualizes desire, exploding those
attempted orderings of desire!..Look, think about it?!.Can
you ever become “addicted” to such a dynamic?!.Doesn’t
it more resemble a narcissistic crisis, or delirium?!.Even if
the “porn” is used to blindly reinforce a narcissistic
edifice?!.Look, the guilt, the shame so often associated
with “porn” is a result of the fact that when you involve
yourself with your radically individuating desire you break
up the group!..Narcissism is a-social!..Desire is a-social!..
And doesn’t respond to reason!..That’s why there’s such a
thing as authority!..Anonymous images represent
possibilities of individual (unconscious) desires!..Look, it’s
easy to see that for “men”— and the more you’re a “man”
the more it’s true!— for “men” the “women” in “porn”, in
that fantasy space, represent desires they cannot accept!..
Look, I’m here to tell you that when you view or read
“porn” you can’t help but identify with all the figures,
“men and women”, with all those possibilities of desire, all
those positions!..Look morons!..They’re all ways of
relating to a third term!..There’s no symmetry between the
sexes!..No fusion!..No communion!..
...Just notice how Dworkin re-writes “pornographic” layouts and
novels in her text, usurping the position of the big-bad-maleauthor, while she disavows the very desires she says they
represent...
...I believe that some who are involved in these programs have a hidden
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agenda in the psycho-pathological realm. They are overly zealous, even to
the point of fanaticism...Many involved in such programs obtain vicarious
gratification from their involvement. They, like the rest of us, have
primitive and infantile sexual drives that need socially acceptable release
and gratification. The program provides a useful vehicle for the satisfaction
for such impulses. Each time they envision [a woman being raped, sexually
abused], they are provided with vicarious gratification of their own
[sexually aggressive] motives. They can protect themselves from the
knowledge that their motives are psycho-pathological with the
rationalization that theirs is indeed a worthy cause...
...I can’t accept the destructive impulses implicit in my desire to devour, so I make
myself vomit in an attempt to avoid guilt...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, it’s Pornkin’s binge-and-purge style!..She loads up
on the “porn” scenes, reproducing one after another, and
then with a great gagging sound she denounces and
disavows them, distancing herself!..It’s a goddamn
love/hate thing!..My point is it’s her unconscious desires
which draw her to “porn”, and the only way she can accept
those desires is negatively!..That is, safely!..As far as
“porn” is concerned, she’s a “woman” in resemblance
only!..That’s why it’s so disturbing!..
M11

...I’m afraid I’ll devour my mother in my demand for fusion, so I’m anorexic...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...The hysterical symptom articulates, stages a repressed desire...

...You see, Dworkin can only admit her disavowed desires into
consciousness negatively, twisted under the force of repression...
But no repression is ever completely successful...Isn’t that the
reason for the fixated, fascinated content and rigid character of her
texts?..Isn’t that the reason for her sadistic dissemination of her
discourse?..(Bringing her students to tears using it, doing it with
just what she denounces– ostensibly to show them the horror–
which would be illegal under her civil rights ordinance; forcing
“porn” on people)... The subject is always subject of the
unconscious...What you experience as “object” is merely the
presence of the subject of the unconscious to your ego...
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...For Lacan then the gaze is not an action. It has more the quality of an
object. This gaze is an object, this gaze detached from the issue of vision, is
added by Lacan (along with the voice) to the inventory of fundamental
psychoanalytical objects– the breast, faeces, phallus– which are objects in
the particular sense that they all materialise fundamental relations of
possession and loss...

...But look, isn’t object theory some of the “intellectual
baggage” Porkin wants to get rid of?!.I mean she so much
as said so on national tv!..It’s the reduce-all-thinking-to“commonsense”-notions-and-then-accuse-people-of-beingafraid-of-reason-school of thought!..Personally I was
struck by the similarity to an earlier German demagogue
who in the 1930’s wanted to get rid of “Jewish overintellectualization”!..Of course now it’s “men” who try to
strap you with “intellectual baggage”!..It’s “men” who
pervert society, capitalism, good civic-minded symmetrical
“gender relations”!..
...In bed I stick my finger in my asshole...I massage my anal membrane, I smell my anal
mucous...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, the aggression she levels at “men” is displaced...It’s
really aimed at something represented by “men”...They’re “men”
in resemblance only...They also represent aspects of the female
viewer’s unconscious desires...For instance the desire to occupy a
particular position in relation to a third term...A position, a
relation they can’t accept because it represents lack to them...And,
you realize, the aggression they feel is the force of the
repression...

...Their position in relation to a third term!...Like having
that object and sticking it up someone’s ass!..

...I’ve discovered a curious associative chain: being mad at her I compulsively fantasize
her anal gang-bang that I realize stands in for mine which repressed produces fantasies
of virulent racist aggression directed at two black males haphazardly encountered
earlier...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Dworkin, along with her supporters, thinks she can simply step
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away from this fact: the “men” in “porn” are “men” in
resemblance only...And so, what do “men” represent in Dworkin’s
universal order?..It’s clear that they represent brutality, disruption
of fantasies of unity and of the social, narcissistic injury, the
agents who steal bodily integrity from “women”...They also
represent mastery, sufficiency, unity, and control...As we’ve seen,
“men” come to represent characteristics of that mother of infancy
who contained aspects of both parents...The “men” come, through
a process of associative displacement, to represent the mother of
the battle for the anal object, for control over the body and its
products, for integrity...The penis in this lost equation is idealized;
it’s founded on the feces...And, as Lou Andreas Salome has
pointed out, “the vagina is on loan from the anus”–You see, even
“men” characterized as rapists are depicted as being masters of
their speech, as possessing an ability to enjoy (what?, autonomy?,
integrity?, “women”?) that “women” are deprived of...This is an
idealization of the penis...“Men” represented as a class of
systematic oppressors and sexual batterers: this reduction is akin
to an “idealization” of “men”...

...Such an extraordinary investment in, indeed overdetermination of, the penis!..Giving it such extraordinary,
indeed ideal power!..I think it’s called the phallus!..
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...A curious drama indeed...It’s the divided, contradictory nature
of desire explained mythically...Clearly for Dworkin the “women”
in “heterosexual” relations and in “pornographic” scenes represent
passivity, lack, insufficiency, since they are “deprived” of their
“authentic” desire and their ability to act...In fact, she can act out
that pervasive childhood fantasy of rescuing mother from
father...Fundamentally, passivity means being subject and
subjugated to the mother, to her desire...And again the “men”
represent activity, an envied position, a mastery of desire, a notlacking...“Men” are represented as systematic oppressors and
sexual batterers while at the same time they’re represented as
masters of their speech...This is an idealization of the penis...
...the envied penis becomes idealized...
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...Sucking a cock is always founded on sucking a breast...A child in an adult body,
sucking a nipple of proportionate size...Am I a man?...Or am I a woman?..

...the phallus– namely, the symbolic function taken on by the penis in its
intra- and intersubjective dialectic rather than the penis detached from its
symbolic function– is truly significant...

...So, usurping the position of the “pornographer” fathers who she
murders symbolically, she wants what this position is perceived as
allowing for...An enjoyment...

...the subject presumed to enjoy. His role is fundamental in obsessional
neurosis: for the obsessional neurotic the traumatic point is the supposed
existence, in the other, of an insupportable, limitless, horrifying, jouissance;
the stake of all his frantic activity is to protect, to save the Other from his
jouissance, even at the price of destroying him or her (saving the woman
from her corruption, for example). Again, this subject does not have to exist
effectively: to produce his effects, it is enough for others to presume that he
exists. This supposed jouissance is one of the key components of racism:
the Other (Jew, Arab, Negro) is always presumed to have access to some
specific enjoyment, and that is what really bothers us...

...I wonder if any of those feminoids or Bible-heads has a
clue!..Look, everybody talks about racism and about
sexism but at the same time no one thinks them!..No one
stops to consider the tacit relation between racial and
sexual identity and racism and sexism!..You only ever
have identifications!..As long as there will be racial and
sexual identity there will be the potential for racism and
sexism!..It’s logical!..It’s constitutional!..Look, you
morons!..Racism and sexism are beliefs, not acts!..It’s just
that the imaginary can be projected onto the real!..Or as
Christians believe, you carry your faith into action!..

...I always see the penis as though I were another looking at it...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...You see, in denouncing the penis, characterizing it as a weapon,
that is, in idealizing it, Dworkin and Brownmiller claim that it
creates the narcissistic wound which, constituting maternal
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sexuality, inscribes “woman-as-object”...But it’s the desires of the
maternal “woman” that Dworkin can’t accept...

Look, as Pornkin states...“Pregnancy is confirmation that
the woman has been fucked: it is confirmation that she is a
cunt...The display marks her as a whore...Her belly is
proof that she has been used. Her belly is his phallic
triumph”...And isn’t this how she defines “porn”, as
“writing about mothers”?!.And what makes a mother a
whore?!.She wants dad!..That phallic presence!..The sign
of lack in her life!..Something Pornkin can’t give or be for
her!..Something other than her, the poor baby!..For her,
mother equals whore!..How’s that for pro-choice?!Shit,
mommy’s belly is her phallic triumph, not daddy’s!..And
Dorkin’s big-gutted obesity?!.Whose phallic triumph is
that?!.
You see, Dworkin declares that “women” in her ideal world, will
become mothers, will consent to the narcissistic wounding of sex
only if there will be symbolic compensation for it...But again,
isn’t that how you define “whore”?..And isn’t her belly the
‘symbolic compensation’?..Her phallic triumph?..

Or look, as Dworkin declares...“Women will have intercourse only in order to have children”...
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...You see, a “woman”, for all intents and purposes, is the phallus,
just as the mother, for all intents and purposes, is the phallus...Or,
more correctly, the mother contains the phallus, undoubtably
received as symbolic compensation for the “wound” suffered
through “intercourse”...“Men-possessing women” are “women”
defined in terms of the phallus; that which they desire, represent
or possess...Maternal sexuality, “woman-as-object” is a
narcissistic strategy, a position in relation to the phallus...How
does it differ from Dworkin’s phallicism, from her posture of
Mastery?..
...woman is not the phallus, she merely appears to be the phallus, and this
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appearing (which of course is identical with femininity qua masquerade)
points towards a logic of lure and deception. Phallus can perform its
function only as veiled– the moment it is unveiled, it is no longer phallus;
what the mask of femininity conceals is therefore not directly the phallus
but rather the fact that there is nothing behind the mask. In a word, phallus
is a pure semblance, a mystery which resides in the mask as such. On that
account, Lacan can claim that a woman wants to be loved for what she is
not, not for what she truly is: she offers herself to man not as herself, but in
the guise of a mask...
...Our fantasies are complicit...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...So look, what does Androphobia Dorkin’s project
amount to anyway?!.What does her active production of
meaning from her unavowed and unacknowledged phallic
posture of mastery amount to?!.Isn’t it to give a general
political meaning to “porn”— and that means having it
inscribed legally as such— referring to it as the “ideology
of male supremacy” and of “woman hating”?!.Just as
Susan Brownmatter seeks to give a general political
meaning to rape!..Hence the attempts to link
“pornography” and rape!..Dorkin seeks as well to give a
general political meaning to “intercourse”, to
“heterosexual” relations, extending her “analysis” to imply
the feminoid cliche that maternity is a personal experience
and political institution by which “men” seek to assert
their control of and social dominance over “women”!..But
we all know now that the very identities upon which she
bases her “analysis” are problematic!..Like “porn”, her
belief in identity is a kind of narcissistic intoxicant!..It’s a
belief in the image!..Wearing those, the blinders of her
delirium, her reality is structured as fantasy, protecting her
from the real of her desire!..It’s not enough to say she has
an over-investment in “porn”!..It’s how she constitutes her
identity!..It’s a part of the delirium she calls thinking!..
Thinking!..There’s some thinking for you!..Thinking like
you’d expect from a big bag of dirt clods!..Thinking!..
More like vain, narcissistic rumination!..And to some
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extent, it’s true of us all!..

...You see, she does what she does precisely in order to reassure
herself of and to reaffirm her identity; to produce a political
support, indeed to seek legal assurances for her inherently
unstable sexual identity– that language she believes in– by
proscribing, politically (the logic of giving them a political
meaning), images which, by what they represent, (would) threaten
her identity, images which are the source of anxiety...

...Identity!..That petty political drama everyone’s so
damned obsessed with!..Jesus-fucking-Christ!..Stop
fucking playing with yourselves!..It’s a question of the
subject, not of identity!..Hell, the fucking culture-wide
fascination with identity is nothing more than proof of its
inherent instability!..Americans!..The people of the
image!..The people who believe in the image!..Carrying
images!..Projecting images onto others!..

...Do you see the delirium of Dworkin’s project: faced with an
object (representation) which is a source of anxiety– remember
the “object” is just the presence of the subject of the unconscious
to her ego– she is compelled to repress, to produce A Meaning
from an illusory posture of Mastery...

Look, there’s no greater illustration of her project than her
own words…Listen to Dorkin addressing a mob of
cretinous female thugs...“They say we want to castrate
men!..”(Cheering from a crowd of “women”)...“They’re
right, we do!..”(Wild cheering)...So it’s obviously believed
that “women” are made subject to erect penises!..Or rather
anal columns, which is what the penis is founded on in
their realities!..Which is the weapon “men” use to
subjugate “women”!..
...In bed as a child I remember once reaching over my sleeping grandfather to wrap my
hand around his stiff cock...He awoke suddenly and turned toward me laughing, filling
me with a flush of embarrassment...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..
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...You see, the common assumption and implication is that images
deal with, relate to, and are adequate representations of the real...
(In fact, they are representations of desire, even if that desire is
unconscious, repressed; even if the images are a source of
anxiety)...The thrust of that positivist-realist argument is that
images create and influence “attitudes” in a stable, pre-existent
subject...When in fact the subject does not pre-exist, nor is it
stable, but is constantly in doubt and continually re-constituted...
In that positivist-realist version images are not versions of the
viewing subject but rather the viewing subject is a version of the
image...In that paranoid, solipsistic “realist” version the psyche is
passive, being devoid of desire, not even lacking unless
oppressed...And like a belief in the image, it assumes a static
rather than a dynamic subjectivity...

...Look, consider David Mora-Nuthin, author of that
puritan conversion narrative “Mora-Nuthin on Male
Guilt”, and his contention that “porn” use is an
addiction!..An addiction comparable to drug addiction!..
Now there’s a brave new idea for you!..Probably had to
mortgage his mental future for that one!..An addiction!..
Well, if “porn” use is an addiction then so must be looking
in the mirror!..“Porn”, like movies, fiction, comic books,
pop music, video games, is an intoxicant, but not an
addiction!..And since drug use is an auto-erotic act, to
claim the two are comparable is right there next to
trivial!..But I’m afraid even that’s to give the toothless
turd-masher too much credit!..Hell, it’s all just a way for
him to project his unwanted desires!..To blame the “porn”
and distance his Ego from the desires which implicate him
in it!..So now he denounces the “porn”!..But maybe he
needed the “porn” to act something out!..An hysterical
acting-out of desire!..Through those fantasies, those
masturbation scenarios!..And of course auto-eroticism,
being a non-utilitarian expenditure, is inimical to puritan
notions of the group, to puritan notions of unity!..Not to
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mention inimical to puritan notions of productive,
utilitarian expenditure!..Think about it: to what extent do
you anticipate using “porn”, I mean, the whole thing is
pre-inscribed, you just use it to fill out the content, to act
out desires!..
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...I’ve had a crisis of fantasy...My lover can no longer sustain my desire...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Lacan states that the only thing we feel guilty about is having given
ground on our desire...

...I am the flesh that flows with the great weights of death and of desire, forged by those
great pressures like the Peat Man was forged...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...It is no doubt through the mediation of masks that the masculine and the
feminine meet in the most acute, most intense way. Only the subject– the
human subject, the subject of the desire that is the essence of man– is not,
unlike the animal, entirely caught up in this imaginary capture. He maps
himself in it. How? In so far as he isolates the function of the screen and
plays with it. Man, in effect, knows how to play with the mask as that
beyond which there is the gaze. The screen is here the locus of mediation...

...You see, “pornographic” scenes, those scenes in which the
language is believed, act as representations for the viewer’s
conscious and unconscious identifications and desires...They act
as representations of the intrasubjective, and by projective
extension intersubjective, dramas which are the foundations of us
all...“Pornographic” images are not an “external power”, but
representations which stand for unconscious desires and attitudes
regarding that third term, the phallus, that signifier of the mother’s
desire, and castration, that loss of unity...
M15

...My sex is breaking up into its constituent parts...The forms, the voices which excited
me are becoming over-familial to me...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...This is a paradox, namely that in Freud and Lacan desire puts you
sleep— the fantasm. You approach the fantasm through diurnal sleep. The
crossing of the fantasm is but a way to speak the desire, to awake from
desire.

...Look, just as the belief in God can be thought of as a
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perpetuated infantilism (and one apparent in us all, since
the possibility of such a belief is constituted structurally,
fleshed out by the infantile belief in the omnipotence of
the archaic parents of infancy projected onto the world),
Dorkin, McNonkin, and Brownmaker’s theories are
perpetuated and elaborated infantilisms, seemingly
founded on a belief in the omnipotence of the penis,
projected onto the world!..Their theories are mythic
explanations!..Look, it’s like this you fucking monkeys!..
God is constitutional!..Shit, God is relevant and interesting
only insofar as God is constitutional!..God doesn’t exist!..
Flesh it out any way you want!..There is no God!..Except
for the one that functions as your delirium!..Me, I’m trying
to wake up from the delirium we live as our everyday
lives!..
...I’m afraid that my mother will attack and destroy the whole inside of my body...Am I
a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Let me now point out that the most archaic unity that we thus retrieve– an
identity so autonomous that it calls forth displacements– is that of the
Phallus desired by the mother. It is the unity of the imaginary father, a
coagulation of the mother and her desire...

...That’s the hyphen I place between “men” and possessing
in the title “Porno Men-Possessing Women”!..The
phallus!..Desired by the mother!..

...The imaginary father would thus be the indication that the mother is not
complete but that she wants...Who?..What?..The question has no answer
other than the one that uncovers narcissistic emptiness; “At any rate, not I.”
Freud’s famous “what does a woman want?” is perhaps only the echo of the
more fundamental “What does a mother want?..”

...Look, is it becoming clear yet why feminoids claim
“porn” to be “lies about women”?!.It’s as though the battle
were over defining the mother’s desire!..Or the
daughter’s!..
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...I see nothing but aggressive, destructive impulses in oral fantasies of devouring...Am I
a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...In order to maintain himself in that place, to assume the leap that will
definitely anchor him in the imaginary father and in language or even in art,
the speaking being must engage in a struggle with the imaginary mother,
for whom it will eventually constitute an object separated from the Ego...

...You see, to believe that images influence human subjectivity,
besides providing a focus for or an obstacle to the illusory unity
of the “I”, is to conceive of that subjectivity as “whole”, as a unity
prior to the image...It’s to conceive of a human subjectivity that’s
merely a mirror of the images...
...As tired as they are, the shapes of my fantasies always come back...Am I a man?..Or
am I a woman?..

...Look you slugs!..Here’s the assumed version of the
human subject that grounds all “anti-porn” activity!..Make
your own comparisons!..Look, it’s simply the imaginary
autonomous “legal” subject, which is as much of a fiction
as anything you might call “porn”!..That strong enough
ego (opposed to madness) that can say “no” to “bad”
images which “create” bad attitudes with a supposedly
“free will”!..And look!..We all know what part “role
models” play in this fiasco!..With the help of the allmighty media!..And the supreme school system!..Look, all
this talk about individual responsibility is a con!..It’s a
cover!..An attempt to continue avoiding responsibility for
educating the children they claim so to want to protect!..
And they are being protected!..From what they need to
know in order to make individual decisions!..They’re
being protected from their own sovereignty!..Taught
they’re nothing but realizations of the social!..Well, that’s
the American reactionary system of ms-education!..So go
ahead!..Fuck them!..Inculpate your “thought” in them!..
Teach them all the cliches of our time!..Teach them that
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rape is an act of violence, not of sex and that the two have
nothing to do with one another!..Teach them how to be
reactionary thinkers!..To parrot received knowledge!..
Teach them that only “men” flee from the mother into
difference!..That “women” don’t spend years of their lives
struggling for this freedom, this differentiation!..Teach
them how to get along in the work-force!..But don’t teach
them to think though!..That would be too dangerous!..

...The game to be played is that of being the phallus. With the mother as
initial object, the child seeks to be the phallus she wants, lacks-desires
([this is] the phallic phase); with the father as law, the child is forbidden
that fantasy and pushed into division, sexual difference ([this is] the
castration complex). No one has the phallus, it is a signifier, the initial
signifier of the lack-in-being that determines the subject’s relation to the
signifier. The phallus inscribes the subject in a relation of desire as division,
the subject’s lack-in-being, and assigns the subject to sexual difference, boy
or girl as having or not having the phallus. No one has the phallus but the
order of the phallus as initial signifier identifies as having or not having:
the subject is constituted in lack and the woman represents lack. In the
Oepidal moment of the articulation of sexual difference as identity, male
and female, the woman concedes to phallic jouissance ([this is] Riviere’s
attainment of full heterosexuality coincident with genitality): ‘She invests
the man as having the phallus. But she cannot thus invest him without the
wish to be, herself, for him, the phallus...in the end she finds her being not
as woman but as phallus (this is the sense of the fundamental alienation of
her being)’...In other words, she becomes the woman men want, the term of
phallic identity, phallic exchange...

...Here we have the trap!..The maze!..The labyrinth with
death at the center!..But we can all avoid it now, can’t
we!..By holding on to that imbilical string!..By being
“women-identified women”!..But listen you morons,
Androphobia Pornkin— and her hysterical pregnancy— is
as phallocentric as they come!..So is Klitty McNonkin!..
They might not be the “women” that “men” want, but they
each enjoy an oh-so-phallic posture of Mastery!..They’re
masters of their speech!..It’s their relation to the signifier!..
And anyway, look, a belief in identity is the flipside of
phallicism anyway!..They have such wonderful whole, un187
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fragmented, un-split, un-divided identities, lacking only
self-difference!..But how does that jive with Pornkin’s
“anguish”?!.

...You see, the only way it’s possible to be involved with images is
in a narcissistic dance...Identification produces a fictive, an
imaginary subjective unity, the imaginary unity of a dismembered,
un-whole, de-centered, non-autonomous subjectivity...The image
represents a unity for what has been experienced as a fragmented,
narcissistically insufficient reality...Hence the logic of narcissistic
violence, of “dismemberment”, and the assaults they allegedly
perpetuate: they throw you upon insufficiency...Those “anti-porn
women” have paid full-price admission in anguish and they
demand complete images which do not represent lack...Along
with a gaze that recognizes, confirms, and validates them...

...Look, I’ve said nothing of the cut made by the name!..
Doesn’t language “dismember” the body by merely
naming parts?!.

...You see, those who denounce “bad images” are merely
posturing morally, in an attempt to posit legal protections for the
consistency of their identities...They don’t simply want “legal
recognition”, they want legal assurances for their identities–
sharing as they do a constellation, a logic of repression, since they
share an anxiety produced by particular representations– they seek
to categorically inscribe “pornography” as a legal entity, a legal
kernel...When “pornography” is never anything but a language
that’s believed in...

...Look, they want to inscribe “porn” as the legal “antiwoman” reference point so that there can be no more
doubts about who they are!..No more doubts about their
selves, their consistency!..No one is allowed to
doubt!..There will be no more anguish, no more
anxiety!..About sex and sexual identity!..It will be firmly
established!..Legally!..For everyone!..For all time!..
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...Lacan’s Freudian view sees the structure of anxiety in the context of
castration...Anxiety,...is not without an object. This object, cause of
anxiety...is...something that designates a lack...

...Look, all this p-c-ism, this broad proscription of speech
and images, aside from being a kinder, gentler
totalitarianism, is inherently lazy and stultifying!..Not to
mention a-social and a-democratic!..Speech is best
combatted with Speech!..You wanna know why you
morons!..Because it keeps people thinking and
producing!..And everyone has to enage it, has to go
through it!..Listen to me you cretins!..I might as well be
Voltaire!..I’m exactly what you’re afraid of!..I’m the voice
of Reason!..Do we really want to find the “correct” images
and insist on them alone for all time?!.This kinda rules out
change, doesn’t it?!.“Woman” is an historically unstable
term!..I mean, every generation has to learn for itself!..But
the categories will be established already!..Everything will
be proper!..No more doubts!..No more uneasiness!..No
more anguish!..Well, let me tell you!..Yours is the frozen,
sterile world of the Invasion of the Body-Image
Snatchers!..And I say here and now that all you podpeople can eat my pud!..Remember, you are the
Ayatollah!..Yah you, you stupid catatonic, zombie cuntfarts!..

...It’s not insignificant that Catherine MacKinnon uses Marxian
theory in her “analyses”– she shares a psychology with Marxian
theory: she believes that “gender”, like class, is socially
constructed...

...As though class and “gender” were analogous
constructs!..But maybe she uses “gender” as a term for the
forced collectivization of sexual subjectivities!..And not
just by society!..But rather by every subject re-producing
the divisions that make up “society”!..And it would seem
that she has an inherent interest in just such divisions!..
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...She sees “pornographic” representations as central to the
construction of “gender”...Indeed, she sees them as a text-book for
the system of male dominance she considers “gender” to be...You
see, “gender”, even as a term for the social organization of sexual
subjectivities is part of a differential logic, and like
“pornography”, even what MacKinnon considers “pornography”,
is an effect of an unconscious discourse...Even what she sees as
an attempt by “pornography” to construct her desire, or as an
inscription of the “truth” of “men’s” desire, is the discourse of her
unconscious...Her mythic version of male sexuality is analogous
to a rape myth...
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...Even her attempt to transcend any differential logic is a
sham!..She does exactly that, producing a differential
logic, when she denounces sexual practices!..
...you must name a desire in order to denounce it...

...Or perhaps misname a desire in order to denounce it!..

...So you see, Andrea Dworkin’s denunciation, founded as it is on
a misconception of human subjectivity, is in actuality her
denunciation of what the images mean to the real of her desire,
it’s her denunciation of the version of her unconscious desire that
they represent...The words, the images, together with her overinvestment of them, and her consequent acting-out represent an
extremely curious drama...

...the anti-porn movement “requires that we oversimplify, that we
hypothesize a monolithic enemy, a timeless, universal, male brutality. We
create a ‘them’, we perform a sort of ritual purification”...

...In other words, the logic of human desire is sacrificial...

...But look!..Isn’t that something she doesn’t see?!.To
Dorkin the human subject is a prisoner of language, of the
social constructs it mirrors and eventually assumes!..I
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mean, she really hates the whole modern/postmodern
concept of the subject— it’s so much “intellectual
baggage” she wants to replace with her ideological
dogma!..In her view there’s no room for intrasubjectivity,
no room for any kind of psychic life!..The resulting belief
is that if you can change the language, you can change the
“attitudes”, the projected perceptions of the socially
constructed “genders”!..Hence they believe “porno”
discourse, which they believe is an action, creates
“women”, perpetuating unequal “gender” relations!..But
look!..The images, like “gender” relations, are effects of
unconscious discourses (that is, they’re representations),
and it’s always your own unconscious desires you see
represented in “porn”!..It’s not the image that’s important,
but the relation to the image!..Listen up morons!..The
same way a God-intoxicated fundamentaloid can’t stand
depictions of “homo-sex” or even “straight mainstream
porn” where the “women”, now that we’ve learned to
think analytically, represent just those very passive
“homosexual” desires, even if they refuse to admit it, so
Dorkin can’t stand “porn”, even though she’s obviously
fascinated by it, drawn repeatably to it, because it,
unbeknownst to her, represents something to her
unconscious desires!..So hey!..Get this once and for all
you religious fucks!..You’re the Ayatollah!..Yah, you
Dongie Wildman!..You!..So go ahead, damn me to your
hell!..It’s just a kinder, gentler murder that’s all!..You
delirious mother-fucking bastards!..Go fuck your pathetic
toad Gods!..Go fuck your pathetic identity idols!..
...Fantasy is not the object of desire, but its setting...

...Look, what Pornkin really sees is a broken-off part of
herself coming back to persecute her!..She seeks to break
the connection between her-“self” and such desires!..
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Hence the need to so vigorously differentiate “men and
women” by their desires!..Talk about differential
logic!..Look!..What language does she believe in?!.It’s
obvious!..I mean, just look at what she believes she sees in
“porn”!..She believes she sees “men”!..She believes she
sees “women”!..She believes in the language of
resemblance!..She’s blind to the symbolic nature of
language, to the signifier, seeing only resemblance to forge
her identifications with!..But what all is there in the frame
of the image?!.You can’t simply pick and choose!..That’s
called selective perception!..You can’t simply withdraw
from the circuitry of desire!..That’s called disavowal!..You
have to realize that you identify unconsciously with all the
figures, both “men” and “women”!..They all represent
possibilities and positions of desire!..Possibilities and
positions in relation to a third term!..It’s only repression
which makes it possible for you to “prefer”!..Androphobia
Pornkin enjoys her desires while denouncing them,
feigning innocence!..She’s disgusted and disturbed by
“men” and what they’re doing to “women”!..But they’re
both representations of parts of her, of her unconscious
desires!..And to top it off, she remains within the
transgressive logic of western sexuality as she peers into
its alleged secret truth, its alleged secret register “porn”,
and forces her students to look!..
...Left to itself, without the assistance of projection upon the other, the Ego
takes itself for a preferential target of aggression and murder...

...Hello Society of the Unseeable Spectacle!..Wake the
fuck up!..Look around you!..It’s not the images, but the
relation to the image that’s important!..Change the relation
to the image and you change the relation to the body!..It’s
the body which is the surface upon which images are
projected and inscribed!..Talk about the word made
flesh!..Look you cretins!..You’re constantly blaming
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society for its images with your plaintive whining!..While
blaming fashion mags do you ever question an anorexic’s
relation to the image?!.Not in a culture founded on the
image!..Is it society which makes “women” think they can
change their bodies?!.All the way to plastic surgery?!.No,
it’s not society and its images, it’s the relation to the
image!..And the role of the image in constituting identity
and the body!..Is it society and its images which are
responsible for transsexual desire?!.No, it’s the relation to
the image!..Look in the mirror!..Who isn’t trying to match
their body to an image?!.And how is that possible?!.And if
“women” starve themselves to fit a shared “ideal”, that is,
an image, who’s telling them to be part of a community,
let alone a community which shares such ideals, and
furthermore, who’s telling them to enjoy all that food
they’re so obsessed with in the first place?!.And how is
that possible?!.Weren’t they ever weaned?!.Does
everything go in and out one sphincter so they can hold on
to something with the other?!.Do they take laxatives to
gain control over that sphincter?!.And what of the mother
and that anal object?!.Look, just think about the lack of a
signifier for the feminine in the unconscious!..How about
it Society of the Image?!.
...A swirl of limbs, clutching, holding, pressing, stroking...Drifting in and out in a halflight of drowsiness...A languorous lingering over a deft touch, sinking into the warm
presence of a body with its myriad smells, pulses, textures...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...Look you morons!..Those “women”, those “whores”— a
word which originally meant “consecrated ones”— who
“invite penetration” are those who accept maternal
narcissism, who accept the constituting wound of maternal
sexuality!..Oh goddess of whores!..Oh sin of sins!..They
represent the phallus for “men”, acceding to phallic
exchange and with it phallic jouissance!..
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...You see, to become a “man-possessing woman” is not to
become subject to “men”, but to accede to maternal desire, to
maternal narcissism...And since, for all intents and purposes in the
discourses of “anti-porn” activists, to be “men-possessing
women” is to be possessed by an image of maternal desire, it can
perhaps be better characterized as the “desire of men-representing
women”...
...If I ever hold you, if we ever make love, I want you to feel a spark, a jolt shooting
through you and I want that spark, that jolt of sex to shatter ‘you’ completely just as I
expect to be shattered...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...When you look at “porn” you identify with all the
figures!..It’s repression which prevents you from seeing
this!..Your identity is an effect of repression!..And
identification results in the transparency of language!..

...You see, the anxiety that “pornography” produces in some
“women” is not without its object, it just represents lack...Do
these “women” assume that they are the fabricators and masters of
their discourses?..Just as they assume that they “choose” their
“sexual preferences”?..It must be asked to what extent anxiety,
unconscious configurations and desires forge and shape their
discourses...Especially ideological discourses, which while
positing “A Meaning” seek to repress, to disavow representations
of unconscious desire...

...Look, I want nothing more than to problematize the
discourses, as well as the very identities of Suesie
Brownmaker, Androphobia Dorkin, Klitty McPornkin!..I
want to throw a little excess into the grinding gears of
“progress”!..Introduce the idea that there’s not just one
interpretation, but interpretations of representations!..That
every representation is a version of the viewing subject!..
And that that’s called interpretation!..I want to introduce
the idea that there’s no mastery of meaning!..Just an atplay in the field of the signifier!..I want to problematize all
received notions of rape, of “porno”, of “self”, of other, of
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identity!..Look, the other is always you!..The other always
represents desires you can’t accept in yourself!..You can’t
accept them so you have to project them!..Look, you have
to think one more time!..And then one more time!..And
then again and maybe in ten years you might actually get
an inkling of a clue!..
...In his Seventh Seminar, Lacan makes clear that the evil obscenity from
which we shrink in our neighbor is in fact the expression of our own
jouissance...

...Just look at Dorkin’s supposedly “objective” political
analysis of the “porn” she cites and condemns!..What a
fucking crock!..Just look and see how, murdering the
authors, she re-writes their texts, vicariously enjoying what
she condemns!..Notice how she usurps the ‘gaze’ of the
photographers, declaring that she denounces them and
“their” desire!..And of course it’s the “male” ‘gaze’ that
“objectifies women”, which just means that the ‘gaze’
doesn’t see and validate them!..But we know don’t we,
that by ‘gaze’ they really mean ‘male imaginary space’...

...I have elsewhere referred to the gaze as “metempsychotic”: although it is
a concept abhorrent to feminist reason, the target of constant theoretical
sallies, the gaze continues to reemerge, to be reincorporated, as an
assumption of one film analysis after another. The argument I am making is
that it is because we have not properly determined what the gaze is, whence
it has emerged, that we have been unable to eliminate it. It is generally
argued that the gaze is dependent on psychoanalytic structures of
voyeurism and fetishism, presumed to be male. I am claiming instead that
the gaze arises out of linguistic assumptions and that these assumptions, in
turn, shape (and appear to be naturalized by) the psychoanalytic concepts...

...Look, this is how Dorkin acts out unconscious
desire!..As she inflicts “porn” on her students!..So what’s
the difference between being forced to see it by her, and a
“man” forcing “porn” on them?!.Of course one moralizes
and the other doesn’t!..And what’s the purpose of
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moralizing?!.And, if I may be allowed a small pun, who
gets to act out their sadism?!.And so she places the blame
on the truly guilty party— “men”!..Look, the fucking
binge-and-purger pukes up her associations and expects
you to swallow them!..The only surprise is how many
fucking idiots are willing to swallow her puke!..
M11

...An acquaintance told me he’d bought a snuff film...The very idea repulsed me...Am I
a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...What is of crucial importance here is the intersubjective dimension of the
murder...of the corpse. The corpse as object works to bind a group of
individuals together: the corpse constitutes them as a group (a group of
suspects), it brings and keeps them together through their shared feeling of
guilt— any one of them could have been the murderer...the detective’s act
consists in annihilating the libidinal possibility, the “inner” truth that each
one in the group might have been the murderer (i.e. that we are murderers
in the unconscious of our desire...)...Herein lies the fundamental untruth,
the existential falsity of the detective’s “solution”:...On behalf of the
accuracy of facts, he compromises the “inner”, libidinal truth and
discharges us of all guilt for the realization of our desire, insofar as this
realization is imputed to the culprit alone. In regard to the libidinal
economy, the detective’s “solution” is therefore nothing but a kind of
realized hallucination. The detective “proves by facts” what would
otherwise remain a hallucinatory projection of guilt onto a scapegoat, i.e.,
he proves that the scapegoat is effectively guilty. The immense pleasure
brought about by the detective’s solution results from this libidinal gain,
from a kind of surplus profit obtained from it: our desire is realized and we
do not have to pay the price for it. The contrast between the psychoanalyst
and the detective is thus clear: psychoanalysis confronts us precisely with
the price we have to pay for the access to our desire, with an irredeemable
loss (the “symbolic castration”). The way in which the detective functions
as a “subject supposed to know” also changes accordingly: what does he
guarantee by his mere presence? He guarantees precisely that we will be
discharged of any guilt, that the guilt for the realization of our desire will
be “externalized” in the scapegoat and that, consequently, we will be able
to desire without paying the price for it...

...Sound like anyone you know?!.A certain apocalyptic
figure perhaps?!.Or maybe a high-falutin’ high-powered
bureaucrat?!.Look, it has to be believed that there is a
“real” snuff film somewhere, that there has to have been
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“women” murdered in the service of “porn”, in order to
bind “women” together as a group!..In order to annihilate
the ‘inner truth’ that we’re all, “women” included,
murderers in the unconscious of our desires!..In order for
“anti-porners” to desire without paying the price for it!..In
order to externalize their guilt in a scapegoat!..

...You see, if Dworkin accuses “pornography” of assaulting
“women”, she can only do so while repressing knowledge of her
own unconscious desires, even if only as repressed remnants of
infantile desires...And anyway why would representations of
“assaults on women”, that is, representations of “heterosexual
relations”, disturb her if they didn’t represent something that she
felt– dangerous impulses threatening to her consistency, archaic
desires, infantile identifications with an object?..It’s her
moralizing that allows her to enjoy these desires while disavowing
them...According to Dworkin female sexuality is something–
What?.. A general particularity?..A quantity?– trapped in the
defiles and constraints of “male-centered” meaning, that is,
trapped in language...
...That, unlike Reich, their idea of sexuality was not that of a quantity to be
released but of processes which unsettle the most fundamental selfdefinition of the subject. No priority, therefore, to “psychic liberation”, first
because the psychic was always the non-sufficient condition of genuine
social transformation, second because it was precisely not “liberation” that
was at stake...

...In Dworkin’s conception we continually see language rendered
transparent by repressive identifications, and reduced to
communication when it occupies a much more fundamental
position in the processes which are human sexuality and
subjectivity...Both are, in fact, mediated effects of language, that
is, they are of the order of the signifier...
...I have to test your desire...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, “women” in “porn” are defined, not in relation to
a ‘real’, but by their position in a signifying chain!..Not
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merely in relation to “men”, but to a third term!..
Remember John Doltenburg, who likes to put “men” in the
poses of centerfold “women”?!.His hyper-stupidity is such
that his conception of “gender” is founded on sexual
symmetry!..He not only believes in the “sexual relation”,
he actually believes that it’s a symmetrical relation!..But
look you stupid fucks!..The sexes do not relate to one
another except through a third term!..Their relations are
wholly asymmetrical!..“Men” and “women” are defined by
their different relations to a third term!..As are all lovers,
“homo” and “hetero”!..
...My lover and I have complicit fantasies...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, any attack on representations is ultimately an
attack on the symbolic!..I suggest it would be more useful
to speak critically of narcissistic compulsions and libidinal
fixities than representations!..And look, it’s the
unconscious that grounds you in repetition, compulsion,
and fantasy!..And involvement with “porn”, as the “antiporn” activists have demonstrated through their own
involvement, is founded on narcissistic compulsion and
personal obsession!..Look, just as the symbolic has its
beginnings in the imaginary, each and every denunciation
of the “control” that language has, its so-called “power” to
shape attitudes, its mind-benumbing-brain-staining magic
is nothing more than a denunciation of perceived passivity,
as opposed to the perceived active mastery of meaning!..
“Porno” representations are not merely signs with single
referents, as in a supposed transparent and monovalent
relationship between signifier and signified, which
assumes that signifiers are adequate representations of the
real!..“Porno” representations are enmeshed in both
conscious and unconscious chains of meaning, circuits of
desire, inscribed and implicated in a differential system,
that is, in the process of your subjectification!..Look, to be
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a unified subject is to desire an “object”!..Our bodies
ourselves indeed!..More like, Those bodies ourselves!..In
the paperback version!..
...I want to be it for you...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Bear in mind the myths, and every major religion has one, of the
divine origins of language...I mean, Big Bill Burroughs and his
characterization of language as a virus is one as well...Even the
alien-mind-creator-theory supposes one...Even the veiled paranoia
of language as innate, that is, as autonomous and continuous with
nature, theories glimpse it...Language is inhuman...That is, it’s
Other...
...I want to have it for you...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, merely interdicting and removing images will not
re-allow, re-align, or re-arrange human subjectivity!..
“Women” will not then be any more able to define their“selves” or to free their alleged “authentic female
selves”!..All it will do is take away possibilities for
understanding!..Look, this little historical document is a
response to the incredible ignorance and stupidity I’ve
encountered on the part of all the actors involved in that
curious social drama on the streets, in the press, and in the
Mickeapolis City Council chambers!..And to the published
stupidity that’s ensued!..
...Flesh, abject and horrible, gaping, rotting, falling apart...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...You see, it’s the symbolic and its binding chains of meaning
which lend cohesion to an exploding body of pulsions, drives, and
desires...(Situating every image in a signifying system)...Not that
there isn’t something that always escapes, is in excess...But
without the symbolic there would no such thing as “women” as
lived identities...For Dworkin “pornography” is a science, an
ideology, not a style of representation...Remember...
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...Transparence is implied within an empiricist framework when the latter
presents language as the coincidence of words and things were there would
be complete adequation between language and reality...Within this
framework, the proper function of language is the communication of a
message...If the words are adequate to the message, communication takes
place...

...Look, in Dorkin’s conception, just as in MacPornkin’s,
there is an absolute refusal to see, in outstanding positivist
form, the materiality of the representation!..I mean, shit,
nothing less than the complete and total conflation of
event and representation is accomplished by her!..And this
in itself is the very definition of fundamentalist
feminoidalism!..Look, to fucking “write about whores” is
not to transpose reality or to inscribe the real!..It’s to
produce a completely different order!..I repeat, to change
the world you don’t change the signifier, you change the
relation to the signifier!..

F19

...You see, science is founded on the formal opposition of science
and nature...So, as a purported “ideological” rendering of a
“natural” world, “pornography” is the “science” and “women” are
the “nature”, that is, part of the great continuum...When in fact
“pornography” is the empty frame of fantasy calling forth your
belief, and the drive, which such fantasy objects organize...Just
think of Susan Griffin’s tome on “pornography”, “Culture’s
Revenge Against Nature”...

...The original compromises civilization makes with animal “instincts” are
the “Drives,” those pulsations of absolute lack and absolute excess over
nature and animal jouissances: Drive is not identical with these latter terms
(nature/animal/jouissance), for it is, according to Freud, their first
“violation.” Natural and animal life is cyclical; what breaks this cycle and
institutes a protosymbolic order is “drive.” (Freud’s alternative term is
“principle”: death drive and pleasure principle.) Drives suture the breach it
creates in the circle of life, but always in excess of it. Drives are the sine
qua non, therefore, the absolute precondition of the Symbolic Order. Yet
Drives are only perceived as such after they have instituted the symbolic,
which covers over its own breaching of the Natural (as a cyclic whole): for
Freud, the Natural-as-whole only appears through the “break” made by
Drive, which is, Lacan reminds us, modeled on the instinct, not
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coterminous with it...

...Look, to Dorkin language is transparent!..Hers is an
anachronistic realist conception founded on
communication, which derives something from ignoring
the materiality of language!..And if she doesn’t get back
the reassuring message or image that she wants?!.If she’s
not confirmed by the gaze?!.
...If you have the eyes to see with, any form of realism as an
esthetic concept, practice, or expression can only be seen as
entirely arbitrary...
...The objects of desire intertwine with language to infect us with
representations...

F20

...I speak and I am sexed: these things ground me fundamentally in the body...Am I a
man?..Or am I a woman?..

...You see, you have to keep in mind the fact that words refer to
words and not to things...And this means that language is
produced out of language...You must see the failure of words– and
of images– as signs of things...And you have to understand that
it’s that failure which drives you...Words– and images– are the
signs of a new reality, independent of any extra-textual
reference...“Pornography” does not refer to “women”...
“Pornography” is not the “eroticization of the subordination of
women” since “women” are not even referred to, except in
resemblance only, but safely represent repressed, unacceptable
desires of the “men” viewing it...“Women” are not, generally
speaking, the prisoners of the brutish innate desires of some
abstract unity called “men”, but of a fundamental and antagonistic
self-difference...

...fantasies reveal the conscious effort a subject makes to get out of the
impasse in which his desire is engaged. Indeed, many engagements...
between fantasy and reality are painful because they confront this truth: a
person’s “essential” being is alienated in an Other’s desire. Who are you in
an unconscious signifying chain of familial and cultural messages?..
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...“Anti-pornographers” see “pornography” not as a version of the
viewing, desiring subject– when language is in the way of
anything else– but as an “outside force”, an insidious ideology
which warps, influences, and determines a pre-existing
“authentic” subject...

...But by this time we already know that you only ever see
a version of yourself!..

...In fact this “outside force” is nothing more than a broken-off
and projected part of their desire coming back to persecute
them...Is this dynamic anything but a defense of the consistency
of the ego?..Specifically the “anti-pornographic” ego?..

F18/M27

...Think you morons!..I’m going to reiterate one more time
for you!..It’s precisely that ego I want to render
problematic!..And with it all its glorious and magnificent
creations!..Those glorious systems of thought and
munificent images of the mind!..In Natural
continuity!..Like uncaged birds struggling free of
language!..In free flight!..Breaking out all over!..
...because political ideologies analyse sociopolitical facts in terms of a
projective, and sometimes persecutory, systems of interpretation, they tend
to disconnect these facts from their unconscious roots. This disconnection
opposes the reconnection that psychoanalysis tends to make...

...You see, in fact “pornography” users and “anti-pornographers”
are not so different: both are obsessed compulsively, both use
“pornography”, one just makes fuller use of the function of
negation...In fact, it’s narcissism, albethey different narcissisms,
which draw each to “porn”...
F18/M27

...I dive into and swim around in a sort of narcissistic lagoon...Am I a man?..Or am I a
woman?..

...Ideologies and their interpretations of social and political facts are thus, to
varying extents, paranoid formations...The idea of man as being born to be
‘good’ is a representation of the ‘purified pleasure-ego’; in order to be rid
of his ‘bad’ drives these are projected on to ‘external’ forms such as the
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social organization...Yet whatever part of the ego has detached and expelled
will be bound to pursue the subject and persecute him...

...Look, when Dorkin speaks for “women” does she do
anything but appropriate the voices, the desires of
“women”, thus reproducing what she identifies as the
“pornographic” act?!.

...The aim of political ideologies seems to be to ascribe the source of
human suffering to external factors. This usually entails blaming a system
(private property, capitalism, patriarchy, the ‘consumer society’), or a group
of people (Jews, the bourgeoisie, ‘armored characters’, homo normalis, or
oedipalists), or even society in general, for human suffering. Ideologies
never seek to explain these miseries as the effects of the drives, or of the
human condition itself, but they try, instead to escape this suffering. And
this, no doubt, is their main function. Furthermore, they extend the promise
of a reconciliation between man and his lost unity...

...You see, the male “pornographers”, those others that “antipornographers” blame, are the spectres of those “antipornographers’” own projected unconscious desires: a defense in
the service of their egoes— Those very egoes which are
threatened and unsettled by what “pornography” represents to
them: unconsciously threatening their integrity, their sufficiency...
...I am image, and I am flesh...Am I a man?..Or am I a woman?..

...Look, in case you didn’t know— We fuck with our
wounds!..With our wounds!..Your mouth is a wound!..Your
skin is a wound!..Your tongue is a wound!..Your eyes,
your nose, your ears, your navel, your asshole, your prick,
your cunt, your clit!..These are all wounds!..Raw and
gaping, where you meet the world!..It has all the burning
characteristics of a urinary infection!..Shit, I’m getting
turned on!..

...Just remember, the “women” in “pornography” represent
positions in relation to the phallus, not to “men”– in other words,
there are more than two terms in every “coupling”...And, as
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“pornography” amply demonstrates, the phallus cannot be reduced
to the penis...You see, “anti-pornographers’” beliefs in the reality
of that ‘frenzied image’ of “pornography” function as repressive
strategies, as defenses against their own unconscious desires
which are implicated in such representations...You see, they
believe in the reality and integrity of their “selves”, like perfect
little solipsists, and seek to inscribe, as law, a correct image and
manner of being a “woman”...They do so by seeking to institute a
legal definition of “pornography”, by seeking to inscribe their
negative relation to that ‘traumatic kernel’ which functions to
anchor their identities, their selves...When in fact “pornography”
can never be anything but any language that’s believed in...That’s
why they need to have it inscribed as ‘law’: they need to stabilize
it in a ‘legal definition’ in order to stabilize the illusory
consistency of their identity, their “woman’s-self”...So you see,
the ‘neo-primitives’ believe in the magical power of words and
images...

...But enough pontificating!..At least I’ve tried to cut
through the haze!..With a chainsaw!..And hopefully I’ve
knicked quite a few of you in the process!..So line up all
you “men” who want to be “women”!..All of you
“women” who want to be “men”!..All you believing
absurdists!..All you delirious transsexual wanna-bes!..All
of you who want to be surgically castrated and have your
penises stuffed inside out inside your bodies, to finally
have proof that your mother has a penis!..All of you who
want to have your vaginas removed and turned into stuffed
Franken-cocks!..I’ll teach you the “hard” lesson!..I’ll teach
you that “women” are not castrated “men”!..Shit, I’m
getting turned on again!..I’ll teach you that “men” are not
just “women” with penises!..Shit, I’m getting so fucking
turned on!..

...You see, we have to try to understand just what is truly at stake
in the phenomenon of transsexualism...It requires that we be
somewhat counter intuitive in our thinking...First and foremost,
and for all intents and purposes, transsexualism is a celebration of
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authority, a celebration of the presumed authority, that is, the
presumed stability of meaning and of images...It is not and should
not in any way be construed of as a celebration of fluidity...It is,
in fact, a flight from fluidity... Fluidity, it must be understood, is
itself almost always a singular source of anxiety...Consider how
identity functions for the person who believes that they are a man
trapped in the body of a woman; it’s no different than how it
functions for the redneck homophobe in Texas who believes he’s a
real man...You see, any identity that is believed to be real or true
is only ever a representation of authority...Both the homophobe
redneck and the man trapped in the body of a woman believe in
and celebrate a presumed stability of identity...But how can
identity be stable when the very images and meaning on which it
is based are themselves inherently unstable?..They’re both trying
to stabilize that which is inherently unstable, to anchor something
that perpetually shifts...They both use identity and the presumed
stability of meaning and images that they base their identities on
to protect them from an internal otherness...Consider how this
relates to pornography, in which you’re invited to identify with all
the identities, where those identities are used to represent desires
that the viewer can’t accept in him or herself...

...Well, I just hope that in the course of my little thinking
kit I’ve managed to offend each and every one of you
snivelling little shits equally!..I sneer at and piss on you all
from a great height!..I shit on all your faces with great
delight!.. You’re nothing but a pack of fucking raving
idiots!..Shit, I’m getting more turned on than ever!..So,
without further ado, Let’s Fuck!..

EUGÉNIE, to Dolmancé: Now that’s what I’d call some very intelligent
writing, and so much in accord with your own principles, at least on a lot of
subjects, that I’d be tempted to believe you were the author of it.

DOLMANCÉ: My own thinking certainly resembles some of those
reflections, and my discourses, they’ve proven it to you, even lend an air of
repetition to the reading that we’ve just had.
EUGÉNIE, sharply: I didn’t notice it; you can’t say good things too often;
however I find some of those principles a little bit dangerous.
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DOLMANCÉ: There’s nothing dangerous in this world except pity and
charity; goodness is never anything but a weakness of which the ingratitude
and impertinence of the feeble always force honest people to repent. Let a
good observer take it into his head to calculate all the dangers of pity, and
let him put them along side those of a sustained firmness, he’ll see if the
first don’t take the day. But we’re going too far, Eugénie; let’s reiterate for
your education the only counsel that one can draw from all that which was
just said: never listen to your heart, my child; it’s the most untrustworthy
guide that we’ve received from nature; close it with great care to the
fallacious accents of misfortune; it’s much better that you refuse someone
who truly needs, than to risk giving to the villain, to the schemer and to the
intriguer: the one is of a very slight consequence, the other of the most
great disadvantage.

LE CHEVALIER: Let it be allowed me, I beg you, to take up Dolmancé’s
principles and annihilate their foundations. Ah! how different it would be,
cruel man, if, deprived of that immense fortune where you ceaselessly find
the means to satisfy your passions, you were able to languish several years
in that oppressive misfortune of which your ferocious mind dares to make
up the wrongs of the miserable! Cast a pitying eye on them, and don’t
extinguish your soul to the point of hardening it without reversion to the
rending cries of need! When your body, weary only from sensual delight,
reposes languorously on down bedding, see them, sagging from work
which allows you to live, gathering with pain a little straw in order to
preserve themselves from the coldness of the earth, of which they have, like
the beasts, only the cold surface to stretch out on; throw a look on them,
when, surrounded by succulent dishes with which twenty students of
Comus waken each day your sensuality, these unhappy ones fight with
wolves, in the woods, for the bitter root of a dry earth; when the games, the
charms, and the laughs lead the most touching objects of the temple of
Cythera to your impure couch, see that miserable fellow stretched near his
sad wife, satisfied with the pleasures that he reaps at the breast of tears, not
even suspecting of others; look upon him, when you refuse yourself
nothing, when you swim in the midst of the superfluous; regard him, I say
to you, persistently lacking even the basic needs of life; throw your eyes on
his desolate family, see his trembling wife divide herself with tenderness
between the cares that she owes her husband, languishing near her, and to
those that nature commands for the offshoots of her love, deprived of the
possibility of fulfilling any of these duties so sacred to her sensitive soul;
hear her without trembling, if you can, ask for this luxury that your cruelty
refuses her!
Barbaric one, aren’t they humans like yourself? and if they resemble
you, why should you enjoy when they languish? Eugénie, Eugénie, never
kill in your soul the sacred voice of nature: it’s to benevolence that it’ll lead
you despite yourself, when you remove its fiery instrument from the
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passions which absorb it. Leave the religious principles, I agree; but don’t
abandon the virtues that sensibility inspires in you, it’ll only be while
practicing them that we’ll taste the sweetest and most delicious jouissances
of the soul. All the distractions of your mind will be atoned for by good
works; it’ll extinguish in you the remorse that your misconduct causes, and,
forming in the bottom of your conscience a sacred asylum where you’ll
withdraw sometimes into yourself, you’ll find there the consolation for the
lapses your errors will have dragged you to. My sister, I’m young, I’m a
libertine, impious, I’m guilty of all the debauches of the mind, but my heart
stays with me, it’s pure, and it’s with that, my friend, that I console myself
for all the shortcomings of my age.

DOLMANCÉ: Yes, chevalier, you are young, you prove it by your discourse;
you lack experience; I await when it’ll have matured you; then, my dear,
you’ll no longer speak so well of men, because you’ll have known them. It
was their ingratitude which dried up my heart, their perfidy which
destroyed in me those grievious virtues for which I was perhaps born like
you. Now, if the vices of the ones render these dangerous virtues in the
others, is it not then to render a service to youth when you smother them at
an early age? How can you speak to me of remorse, my friend? Can it exist
in the soul of him who knows crime in nothing? Let your principles
smother them if you fear the sting of it: will it be possible for you to repent
yourself of an action the indifference of which will profoundly penetrated
you? When you no longer believe there’s evil in anything, of what evil
could you repent yourself?

LE CHEVALIER: It’s not from the mind that remorse comes, it’s rather the
fruits of the heart, and the sophisms of the head will never extinguish the
movements of the soul.

DOLMANCÉ: But the heart errs, because it’s only ever the expression of the
false calculations of the mind; nurture that, the other will shortly give way;
false definitions always lead us out of our way when we want to reason; I
don’t know what the heart is, myself; I call it only the weakness of the
mind. A single and singular candle shines in me; when I’m healthy and
confident, it never misleads me; if I’m old, hypochondriac, or fainthearted?
It misleads me; then I tell myself I’m sensitive, whereas at bottom I’m only
weak and timid. Once again, Eugénie, don’t let that perfidious sensibility
abuse you; it’s only, be very sure of it, the weakness of the soul; you cry
only when you’re afraid, and that’s why kings are tyrants. Reject, detest
then the perfidious counsels of the chevalier; by telling you to open your
heart to all the imaginary evils of misfortune, he seeks to fashion in you a
sum of pains which, not being yours, soon transform you into pure loss.
Ah! believe, Eugénie, believe that the pleasures which are born of apathy
are worth much more than those sensibility gives us; the latter can only
touch in one sense the heart, the other tickles and shatters all the parts. The
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jouissances permitted, in a word, can they then compare themselves to the
jouissances which stem in much more piquant and inestimable attractions
from the rupture of social restraints and of the inversion of all the laws?

EUGÉNIE: You triumph, Dolmancé, you win! The discourses of the
chevalier have only brushed my soul, but you seduce and lead it! Ah!
believe me, chevalier, address yourself rather to the passions than to the
virtues when you would persuade a woman.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, to the chevalier: Yes, my friend, fuck me well, but
don’t preach to us: you’ll not convert us at all, and you could disturb the
lessons of which we want to shower the soul and mind of this charming
girl.

EUGÉNIE: Disturb? Oh! no, no! your work is finished; that which the fools
call corruption is now established enough in me to not even leave any hope
of return, and your principles are too well shorn up in my heart for the
sophisms of the chevalier to ever succeed in destroying them.

DOLMANCÉ: She’s right, no longer speak of this, chevalier; you’ll be wrong,
and we want to find nothing in you but excellence.
LE CHEVALIER: So be it; we’re here for a very different goal than that
which I wanted to attain, I know it; let’s go straight to this goal, I consent;
I’ll keep my morals for those who, less drunk than you, will be more in a
state to hear it.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Yes, my brother, yes, yes, give us only your fuck
here; we’ll pardon you your morals; they’re too sweet for our species of
roués.

EUGÉNIE: I greatly fear, Dolmancé, that that cruelty you warmly advocate,
influences a little your pleasures; I believe I’ve already mentioned it, you’re
hardhearted when enjoying your pleasure; I as well might feel some
dispositions to such a vice. In order to unravel my ideas on all this, tell me,
I implore you, how you see the object which serves your pleasures.

DOLMANCÉ: As absolutely nil, my dear; that it shares or not my jouissances,
that it feels or not contentment, apathy or even pain, provided that I’m
happy, the rest is all the same to me.
EUGÉNIE: It’s worth even more that that object feels pain, isn’t it?

DOLMANCÉ: Assuredly, it’s preferable; I’ve already mentioned it to you: the
repercussion, more active on us in that case, starts the animal spirits much
more energetically and much more promptly in the direction that’s
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necessary for sensual pleasure. Open the seraglios of Africa, those of Asia,
those of your southern Europe, and see if the heads of those celebrated
harems trouble themselves much, when they’re hard, to give pleasure to the
individuals who serve them; they command, one obeys them; they enjoy,
one dares not respond to them; they are satisfied, one retreats. There are
among them those who punish as a lack of respect the audacity of sharing
their jouissance. The king of Acahem pitilessly severs the head of the
woman who has dared forget herself in his presence to the point of
cumming, and very often, he cuts it off himself. This despot, one of the
most singular of Asia, is guarded absolutely only by women; it’s only by
signs that he gives his orders; the most cruel death is the punishment of
those who don’t understand him, and the tortures are always executed by
his hand or under his eyes.
All that, my dear Eugénie, is founded absolutely on the principles that
I’ve already developed. What does one desire when one enjoys? That all
that surrounds us only occupies itself with us. If the objects which serve us
cum, they’re therefore much more surely occupied with themselves than
with us, and hence our jouissance is consequently troubled. There isn’t a
man at all who doesn’t want to be a despot when he’s hard: it seems that he
has less pleasure if the others appear to take it as much as him. By a
movement of very natural pride at this moment, he would like to be the
only one in the world who’s capable of feeling what he feels; the idea of
seeing another cum like him restores him to a sort of equality which
damages the unspeakable attractions that despotism makes him feel at that
time. (The poverty of the American tongue compels us to use words that
our happy government today condemns with much reason; we hope that our
enlightened readers understand us and confuse not at all the absurd political
despotism with the very lustful despotism of libertinage passion.) Moreover
it’s false that there’s pleasure in giving it to others; that’s to serve them, and
the man who’s hard is far from the desire to be useful to others. By giving
pain, on the contrary, he experiences all the charms a nervous individual
savors in making use of its forces; he dominates at that time, he’s a tyrant.
And what a difference for self-esteem! Don’t believe at all that it silences
itself in this case.
The act of jouissance is a passion which, I admit, subordinates all the
others to itself, but which reunites them at the same time. This desire to
dominate at that moment is so strong in nature that one recognizes it even
in animals. See if those who are in captivity procreate like those who are
free. The dromedary goes farther still: he’ll no longer engender if he does
not believe himself alone. Try to surprise him, and by consequence of
showing him a master, he’ll flee and separate himself at once from his
companion. If the intention of nature was not that the man had this
superiority, it wouldn’t have created beings weaker than he that it destines
for him at that moment. This debility to which nature condemns women
proves incontestably that its intention is that the man, who enjoys more
than ever at that time his power, exercises it by all the violences that’ll
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seem good to him, by forms of torture even, if he wills it. Would the fit of
lust be of such a species of rage if the intention of that mother of the human
genre wasn’t that the treatment of coitus be the same as that of anger? What
well constituted man, in a word, endowed with vigorous organs, will not
desire, whether in one fashion or another, to molest his jouissance at that
time? I know well that an infinity of fools, who never understand their
sensations, will understand poorly the systems that I established; but what
matter to me these imbeciles? it’s not to them that I speak. Flat headed
worshippers of women, I leave them, at the feet of their insolent lady-loves,
awaiting the sighs which should render them happy, and, basely slaves of
the sex that they should dominate, I abandon them to the vile charms of
bearing chains while nature gives them the right to overwhelm others. Let
these animals vegetate in the baseness which degrades them: it would be in
vain were we to preach to them. But let them not denigrate what they
cannot understand, and let them persuade themselves that those who want
to establish their principles in these sorts of matters upon the impulses of a
vigorous soul and an unchecked imagination, as we make it, you and I,
madame, will always be the only ones who merit being listened to, the only
ones who’ll be made for prescribing to them laws and for giving lessons to
them!..
Fuck! I’m hard!..Recall Augustin, I implore you. (They ring; he enters.)
It’s incredible how the superb ass of this handsome lad occupied my head
while I spoke! All my ideas seemed involuntarily to relate themselves to
him...Display for my eyes this masterpiece, Augustin...let me kiss and
caress it a quarter of an hour! Come, beautiful love, come, let me render
myself worthy, in your handsome ass, of the flames with which Sodom
inflames me. He has the most beautiful asscheeks...the whitest! I would like
Eugénie, on her knees, to suck his cock during this! By her bearing, she
should expose her ass to the chevalier who would butt-fuck it, and Mme de
Saint-Ange, riding the flanks of Augustin, should present me her asscheeks
to kiss; armed with a fistful of lashes, she could the better, it seems to me,
by bending herself a little, whip the chevalier, so that stimulating ceremony
be resolved to not spare our scholar. (The position is arranged.) Yes, that’s
it; all the better, my friends! in truth, it’s a pleasure to order you into
scenes; there isn’t an artist in the world who’s capable of executing them
like you!..This bitch has a narrow ass!..It’s all that I can do to lodge myself
there...Would you well permit me, madame, to bite and pinch your beautiful
flesh while I fuck?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: As much as you’ll like, my friend; but my
vengeance is ready, I warn you; I swear that at each vexation, I’ll let a fart
in your mouth.
DOLMANCÉ: Ah sacred fuck! what a threat!..It’ll drive me to offend you,
my dear. (He bites her.) Let’s see if you hold to your word! (He receives a
fart.) Ah! fuck! delicious! delicious!..(He slaps her and immediately
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receives another fart.) Oh! it’s divine, my angel! Save several of them for
me for the instant of climax...and be sure that I’ll treat you then with all
cruelty...all barbarity...Fuck!..I can’t take it any longer...I’m cumming!..(He
bites her, slaps her, and she doesn’t cease to fart.) Do you see how I treat
you, bitch!..how I overpower you...Again here...and there...and let the final
insult be to the same idol at which I’m sacrificed! (He bites her asshole;
the arrangement breaks.) And you others, what’ve you done, my friends?

EUGÉNIE, yielding the fuck she has in her ass and mouth: Alas! my
master...you see how your disciples have accommodated me! I’ve my ass
and my mouth full of fuck, I’m dripping fuck from both sides!

DOLMANCÉ, brusquely: Wait, I want you to give me in my mouth what the
chevalier has put in your ass.
EUGÉNIE, placing herself: What an extravagance!

DOLMANCÉ: Ah! nothing’s as good as the fuck that comes from the bottom
of a handsome ass!..It’s a dish worthy of gods. (He swallows it.) Look what
I’ve made of it. (Turning to Augustin’s ass, he kisses it.) I’m going to ask
you, ladies, permission to spend an instant in a neighboring toilet with this
young man.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Can’t you do here all that you please with him?
DOLMANCÉ, low and mysteriously: No; there are certain things which
absolutely demand veils.
EUGÉNIE: Ah! by god! Let’s us in on it, at least.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I won’t let him leave without that much.
DOLMANCÉ: You want to know?

EUGÉNIE: Absolutely!

DOLMANCÉ, dragging Augustin: Eh well, ladies, I’m going...but, in truth, it
can’t be said.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Is there then an infamy in the world that we are not
worthy of hearing and doing?

LE CHEVALIER: Wait, my sister, I’m going to tell you. (He speaks in a low
voice to the two women.)

EUGÉNIE, with an air of repugnance: You’re right, it’s hideous.
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Oh! I suspected it.

DOLMANCÉ: You can see very well why I had to remain silent on this fancy;
and you can understand now that it’s necessary to be alone and in the
shadows in order to surrender yourself to such depravity.

EUGÉNIE: Do you want me to go with you? I’ll jack you, while you amuse
yourself with Augustin?

DOLMANCÉ: No, no, this is an affair of honor and should happen between
men: a woman would disturb us...With you in a minute, ladies. (He leaves,
dragging Augustin with him. Soon their silhouettes, with Dolmancé on his
kness tonguing Augustin’s asshole, can be seen through the translucent
screen of the smaller room stage right.)
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Sixth Dialogue

MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE, EUGÉNIE, LE CHEVALIER

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: In truth, my brother, your friend is very much a
libertine.

LE CHEVALIER: I haven’t deceived you then in presenting him to you as
such.

EUGÉNIE: I’m persuaded that he hasn’t an equal in the world...Oh! My
precious woman, he’s delightful! let’s see him often, I beseech you.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Someone’s knocking...Who can it be?..I’ve barred
my door...It must be very urgent...See what it is, chevalier, I beseech you.

LE CHEVALIER: A letter that Lafleur brings; he retired very quickly, saying
that he remembered the orders that you’ve given him, but that the thing had
appeared to him as important as urgent.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! ah! what is this here?..It’s from your father,
Eugénie!
EUGÉNIE: My father!..Ah! we’re lost!..

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Let’s read it before we dishearten ourselves. (She
reads.)
Would you believe, my good lady, that my unbearable wife, alarmed
with my daughter’s traveling to your home, leaves immediately in order to
seek her? She imagines all kinds of things...which, even supposing that they
were real, would in truth be only very ordinary. I beg you to punish her
vigorously for this impertinence; I corrected her yesterday for a like one:
the lesson was not sufficient. Dupe her well, I ask you this favor and
believe that to whatever point you bring things, I will not complain...This
trollop has weighed on me for so long...verily...Do you understand me?
What ever you’ll do will be well done: that’s all I can say. She’s going to
follow my letter closely; keep yourself on your guard. Adieu; I would very
much like to be with you. Don’t return Eugénie to me unless she’s
instructed, I implore it of you. I very much want to leave you to make the
first harvest, but be assured however that you’ll have worked a little for me.
Oh well! Eugénie, do you see there’s not too much at all to be afraid of?
It must be admitted that there’s a very insolent little woman.

EUGÉNIE: The whore!..Ah! my dear woman, since my papa gives us carte
blanche, it’s necessary, I implore it of you, to receive this strumpet as she
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deserves.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Kiss me, my heart. How I’m comforted to see in you
such dispositions!..Go on, quiet yourself; I tell you that we’ll not spare her.
You wanted a victim, Eugénie? here’s one that fate and nature are giving
you at the same time.
EUGÉNIE: We”ll enjoy her, my dear woman, we’ll enjoy her, I swear it to
you!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Ah! I can’t wait to know how Dolmancé is going to
take this news!

DOLMANCÉ, reentering with Augustin: It’s the best news in the world, my
ladies; I wasn’t far enough from you in order not to hear you; I know
everything...Mme de Mistival’s arrival is very opportune...You’ve well
decided, I hope, to fulfill the plans of her husband?

EUGÉNIE, to Dolmancé: Fulfill them?..to surpass them, my dear!..Ah! let
the earth collapse beneath me if you see me falter, whatever the horrors to
which you condemn this wench!..Dear friend, entrust me to take charge of
the entire operation, I beseech you.

DOLMANCÉ: Leave it to your friend and me; you others, merely obey, it’s
all that we ask of you...Ah! the insolent creature! I’ve never seen anything
like it!..
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s tactless!..Eh well, shall we make ourselves a
little more decent in order to receive her?

DOLMANCÉ: On the contrary; it’s necessary that nothing, from the moment
she enters, prevent her from being sure of the manner in which we spend
time with her daughter. Let’s all be in the greatest disorder.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I hear noise; it’s her. Come on, courage, Eugénie!
recall to yourself our principles...Ah! sacred god! the delicious scene!..
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Seventh and Last Dialogue

MADAME DE SAINT-ANGE, EUGÉNIE, LE CHEVALIER,
AUGUSTIN, DOLMANCÉ, MADAME DE MISTIVAL

MME DE MISTIVAL, to Mme de Saint-Ange: I beg you to excuse me,
madame, if I arrive at your house without informing you; but I was told that
my daughter was here, and, as her age does not yet permit her to travel
alone, I beg you, madame, to be so good as to give her up to me and to not
disapprove of my behavior.
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: This behavior is of the most impolite kind, madame;
one would think, on hearing you, that your daughter is in bad hands.
MME DE MISTIVAL: My faith! if it must be judged by the state in which I
find her, along with you and your company, madame, I believe that I’m not
greatly mistaken judging her badly then.

DOLMANCÉ: This is an impertinent start, madame, and, without knowing
precisely the degree of friendship which exists between Mme de SaintAnge and yourself, I won’t hide from you that in her place I would have
already thrown you out a window.

MME DE MISTIVAL: What do you mean throw out of a window? Be warned,
sir, one doesn’t throw out a woman like me! I don’t know who you are, but
according to what you say, in the state in which you are, it’s easy to judge
your manners. Eugénie, follow me!

EUGÉNIE: I ask your pardon, madame, but I cannot have that honor.
MME DE MISTIVAL: What! my daughter resists me!

DOLMANCÉ: She even formally disobeys you, as you see, madame. Believe
me, do not suffer this at all. Do you want me to send for whips in order to
correct this unruly child?

EUGÉNIE: I would be very afraid, that if they were come, they would rather
service madame than me!
MME DE MISTIVAL: The impertinent creature!

DOLMANCÉ, drawing near to Mme de Mistival: Softly, my pretty, no
invectives here; we all protect Eugénie, and you could regret your
sharpness with her.
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MME DE MISTIVAL: What! my daughter will disobey me, and I cannot
make her feel the rights that I have over her!

DOLMANCÉ: And what are they, these rights, I ask you madame? Do you
flatter yourself that they are legitimate? When M. de Mistival, or I don’t
know who, shot in your cunt the drops of fuck which made Eugénie hatch,
did you have her in mind at that time? No, you didn’t, did you? Eh well,
what love do you want her to give you today for having discharged when
someone fucked your ugly cunt? Understand, madame, that there’s nothing
more illusory than the sentiments of the father or of the mother for the
children, and of them for the authors of their days. Nothing founds, nothing
establishes such sentiments, in use here, detested there, since there are
countries where the parents kill their children, and others where they slit the
throats of those from whom they receive life. If the movements of
reciprocal love were in nature, the force of blood would no longer be
imaginary, and without being seen, without being mutually known, the
parents would distinguish, would adore their sons, and reversibly, those
would, in the midst of the greatest assembly, discern their unknown fathers,
fly into their arms, and adore them. What do we see instead of all that?
Reciprocal and inveterate hatreds; children who, even before the age of
reason, have never been able to suffer the sight of their fathers; fathers
separating their children from them because they cannot endure the
approach of them! These alleged impulses are thus illusory, absurd; selfinterest alone imagined them, currency prescribed them, habit supported
them, but nature never engraved them in our hearts. See if animals know
them; no, without a doubt; rather it’s always those it’s necessary to consult
when one wants to know nature. O fathers! have no apprehensions about
the supposed injustices that your passions or your interests lead you to do
to these beings, who are nothing to you, to which several drops of your
sperm have given the light of day; you owe them nothing, you’re in the
world for you and not for them; you’d be truly crazy to hamper yourself,
only concern yourself with yourself; it’s only for you that you should live;
and you, children, still more removed, if it’s possible to be, from that filial
piety of which the base is a true illusion, persuade yourself that you no
longer owe anything even to those individuals whose blood has placed you
in the light of day. Pity, gratitude, love, none of these sentiments is due
them; those who have given you being haven’t a single right to demand
them of you; they work only for themselves, let it be settled; but the
greatest of all these delusions would be to give them either the care or the
succor that you supposedly owe them under any relation; nothing prescribes
to you that law, and, if by chance, you imagine to make out that voice in
yourself, whether it’s in the inspirations of currency, whether it’s in those
effects of character, smother without remorse those absurd
sentiments...parochial sentiments, fruits of climaterial morals that nature
repudiates and that reason always disavows!
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MME DE MISTIVAL: Eh what! the cares that I’ve taken for her, the education
that I’ve given her!..

DOLMANCÉ: Oh! as for the cares, they are never but the fruits of convention
or of pride; having done nothing more for her than what the mores of the
country that you inhabit prescribe, assuredly Eugénie owes you nothing. As
far as education, it must have been very poor, since we’ve been obliged to
recast here all the principles that you’ve instilled in her; there isn’t one of
them which regards her happiness, not one which isn’t absurd or imaginary.
You’ve spoken of God to her, as if there were one; of virtue, as if it were
necessary; of religion, as if all religious cults were something other than the
result of the imposture of the strongest and of the imbecility of the weakest;
of Jesus Christ, as if that wretch were anything other than a deceitful rogue
and a villain! You’ve told her that to fuck is a sin, whereas to fuck is the
most delicious act of life; you’ve wanted to give her morals, as if the
happiness of a young girl wasn’t in debauchery and immortality, as if the
happiest of all women shouldn’t be incontestably she who’s the most
sprawled in filth and libertinage, she who best braves all prejudices and
who mocks reputation the most! Ah! disillusion yourself, disabuse yourself,
madame! You’ve done nothing for your daughter, you’ve not at all fulfilled
in her regard any obligation dictated by nature: Eugénie owes you then
nothing but hate.

MME DE MISTIVAL: Just heaven! my Eugénie is lost, this is clear...Eugénie,
my dear Eugénie, hear for the last time the supplications of she who has
given you life; these are no longer orders, my child, these are prayers;
unhappily it’s only too true that you’re here with monsters; tear yourself
from this dangerous company, and follow me, I ask you on my knees! (She
throws herself to her knees.)
DOLMANCÉ: Ah! good! there’s a tearful scene!..Come on, Eugénie, be
moved!

EUGÉNIE, half naked, as should be remembered: Here you are, my little
mama, I bring you my ass cheeks...here they are positively at the level of
your mouth; kiss them, my sweetheart, suck them, it’s all that Eugénie can
do for you...Remember, Dolmancé, I’ll always show myself worthy of
being your student.

MME DE MISTIVAL, pushing away Eugénie with horror: Ah! monster! Go, I
renounce you forever as my daughter!
EUGÉNIE: Add your curses there, my very dear mother, if you want, in
order to render the thing even more touching, and you’ll find me always of
equal phlegm.
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DOLMANCÉ: Oh! softly, softly, madame; there’s an insult here; to our eyes
you’ve just pushed Eugénie away a little too harshly; I told you she was
under our protection; there must be a punishment for this crime; have the
goodness to undress yourself completely in order to receive what your
brutality merits.
MME DE MISTIVAL: Undress myself!..

DOLMANCÉ: Augustin, serve as chamber maid to madame, since she resists.
(Augustin puts himself brutally to the task; she defends herself.)

MME DE MISTIVAL, to Mme de Saint-Ange: Oh! heavens! where am I? But,
madame, consider then what you’re permitting to be done to me in your
home? Do you imagine then that I’ll not complain of such behavior?
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: It’s not at all certain that you’ll be able to.

MME DE MISTIVAL: Oh! great God! you’re going to kill me here then!

DOLMANCÉ: Why not?

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: One moment, sirs. Before exposing to your eyes the
body of this charming beauty, it’s best that I forewarn you of the state in
which you’re going to find her. Eugénie just whispered everything in my
ear: yesterday, her husband gave her the whip with all his strength, for
several little faults of housekeeping...and you’re going, Eugénie assures me,
to find her ass-cheeks like ragged taffeta.

DOLMANCÉ, immediately as Mme de Mistival is naked: Ah! by heaven:
nothing’s more true. I don’t believe I’ve ever seen a body more mistreated
than this...Holy fuck! she’s got as many of them in front as behind!..Here’s
a very handsome asshole though. (He kisses and handles it.)

MME DE MISTIVAL: Leave me alone, leave me alone, or I’m going to cry
for help!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, drawing near to her and seizing her by the arm:
Listen, whore! I’m going to inform you of everything!..You’re a victim sent
to us by your own husband; you must submit to your fate; nothing can
protect you from it...What will it be? I have no idea! perhaps you’ll be
hung, beaten on the wheel, quartered, burned alive; the choice of your
torture depends on your daughter; it’s she who’ll pronounce your fate. But
you’ll suffer, trollop! Oh! yes, you’ll only be immolated after having
undergone an infinity of preliminary torments. As for your cries, I warn
you, they’ll be useless: one could cut the throat of a steer in this chamber
and his bellowings wouldn’t be heard. Your horses, your people, have all
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already left. Once again, my beauty, your husband authorizes us in what we
do, and the steps that you make are only a trap set for your simplicity, and
into which you see that it’s impossible to fall any better.
DOLMANCÉ: I hope that madame is perfectly tranquilized, now.

EUGÉNIE: To be forewarned on this point is most certainly to be given what
you might call consideration!

DOLMANCÉ, all the while fingering and slapping her ass-cheeks: In truth,
madame, you see that you have a warm friend in Mme de Saint-Ange...
Where can you find such frankness nowadays? It’s that she speaks to you
with truth!..Eugénie, come put your ass-cheeks beside those of your
mother...let me compare your two asses. (Eugénie obeys.) My faith yours is
handsome my dear; but by god! mama’s isn’t bad either...In an instant I
must amuse myself by fucking them both...Augustin take hold of madame.
MME DE MISTIVAL: Ah! just heaven, what an outrage!

DOLMANCÉ, all the while continuing and beginning by butt-fucking the
mother: Eh! not at all, there’s nothing simpler...Here you are, you hardly
felt it!..Ah! as one sees your husband has often served himself of this path!
Your turn, Eugénie...What a difference!..There, I’m content; I only wanted
to pet, in order to put myself in good spirits...A little order, now. Firstly,
ladies, you, Saint-Ange, and you, Eugénie, have the goodness to arm
yourselves with dildoes to the end of bringing in turn to this respectable
lady, the most formidable blows in the cunt and in the ass. The chevalier,
Augustin and myself, acting with our own members, will relieve you
punctually. I’m going to start, and as you can well believe, it’s yet again her
ass which is going to receive my homage. During the jouissance, each will
be master, condemning her to whatever torture seems good to him, while
being careful to go by degrees, to the end of not killing her all at
once...Augustin, console me, I beseech you, by butt-fucking me, for the
obligation I’m under to sodomize this old cow. Eugénie, let me kiss your
handsome behind, during which I’ll fuck that of your mama, and you
madame, bring yours near, let me finger it...let me socratize it...It’s
necessary to be surrounded with asses, when it’s an ass that you fuck.

EUGÉNIE: What are you going to do, my friend, what are you going to do to
this bitch? To what are you going to condemn her, while losing your
sperm?
DOLMANCÉ, all the while whipping: The most natural thing in the world:
I’m going to depilate her and bruise her thighs with pincers.

MME DE MISTIVAL, receiving this vexation: Ah! the monster! the villain!
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he’s crippling me!..just God!..

DOLMANCÉ: Don’t implore him, my dear: he’ll be deaf to your voice, as he
is to that of all men; never has this powerful god mixed himself up because
of an ass.

MME DE MISTIVAL: Ah! how you cause me pain!

DOLMANCÉ: Incredible effects of the peculiarities of the human mind!..You
suffer, my dear, you cry, and me, I discharge...Ah! double wench! I’d
strangle you, if I didn’t want to leave the pleasure to others. She’s yours,
Saint-Ange. (Mme de Saint-Ange butt-fucks and encunts her with her dildo;
she gives her several blows with her fist; the chevalier succeeds her; he
likewise travels the two paths, and slaps her face while discharging.
Augustin comes next; he acts the same and ends with several flicks, several
finger flicks on the nose. Dolmancé, during these different attacks, has
covered with his engine the asses of all the agents, while exciting them with
his remarks.) Come on, beautiful Eugénie, fuck your mother; first of all
encunt her!

EUGÉNIE: Come, beautiful mama, come, let me serve you as husband. It’s a
little bigger than that of your spouse, isn’t it, my dear? No matter, it’ll go
in...Ah! you’re crying, my mother, you’re crying, when your daughter fucks
you!..And you, Dolmancé, you’re butt-fucking me!..Here I am then at once
incestuous, adulterer, sodomite, and all this for a girl who was deflowered
only today!..What progress my friends!..with what rapidity I travel the
thorny path of vice!..Oh! I’m a lost girl!..I believe you’re discharging, my
sweet mother?..Dolmancé, see her eyes!..Ah, whore? I’m going to teach
you to be a libertine!..Here you are bitch! here you are!...(She squeezes and
sullies her breasts.) Ah! fuck, Dolmancé...fuck, my sweet friend, I’m
dying!..(Eugénie gives, while discharging, ten or twelve punches to the
breast and to the sides of her mother.)

MME DE MISTIVAL, losing consciousness: Have pity on me, I beg it of
you...I find myself ill...I’m fainting...(Mme de Saint-Ange wants to help
her; Dolmancé opposes it.)

DOLMANCÉ: Eh! no, no, leave her in this fit: there’s nothing as lubricious to
see than a fainted woman; we’ll whip her in order to bring her to her
senses...Eugénie, come stretch yourself on the body of the victim...I’m
going to know if you’re steadfast. Chevalier, fuck her on the breast of her
blacked-out mother, and let her jack Augustin and me, with each of her
hands. You, Saint-Ange, jack her while she’s fucked.

LE CHEVALIER: In truth, Dolmancé, that which you make us do is horrible;
it’s to outrage at once nature, heaven and the most sacred laws of humanity.
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DOLMANCÉ: Nothing diverts me like the solid impulses of the chevalier’s
virtue. Where in the devil does he see in all that we do the least outrage to
nature, to heaven and to humanity? My friend, it’s from nature that roués
obtain the principles that they put into action. I’ve already said a thousand
times that nature, which, for the perfect maintenance of the laws of its
equilibrium, has sometimes need of vices and sometimes need of virtues,
inspiring in us turn by turn the impulse which is necessary to it; we don’t
do then any species of evil by surrendering ourselves to these impulses, of
whatever sort you can suppose them to be. With regards to heaven, my dear
chevalier, cease then, I pray you, to be afraid of its effects: a single motor
acts in the universe, and this motor is nature. Miracles, or rather the
physical effects of this mother of the human race, differently interpreted by
men, have been deified by them under a million forms the ones more
extraordinary than the others; deceivers or schemers, abusing the credulity
of their neighbors, have propagated their ridiculous dreams: and there’s
what the chevalier calls heaven, there’s what he’s afraid to outrage!..The
laws of humanity, he adds, are violated by the twaddles that we permit
ourselves! Remember then once and for all, simple and fainthearted man,
that what the fools call humanity is only a weakness born of fear and
egotistic virtue, enchaining only weak men, and is unknown to those of
which stoicism, courage and philosophy form their character. Act then,
chevalier, act then, without fearing anything; if we were to pulverize this
whore there wouldn’t even be any suspicion of a crime. Crimes are
impossible for men. Nature, in instilling the irresistible desire to commit
them, prudently knew to move away from them actions which could disturb
its laws. Go, my friend, and be sure, that all the rest is absolutely permitted
and that it’s not been absurd to the point of giving us the power of troubling
it or of disturbing its workings. Blind instruments of its inspirations, were it
to order us to set fire to the universe, the only crime would be to resist, and
all the villains of the earth are only the agents of its caprices...Come on,
Eugénie, take your place...But, what do I see?..she’s turning pale!..

EUGÉNIE, lying upon her mother: Me, turning pale! Sacred god! you’re
going to see the contrary very soon! (The arrangement executes itself; Mme
de Mistival is the whole time blacked out. When the chevalier has
discharged, the group breaks up.)

DOLMANCÉ: What! the bitch hasn’t yet come to! Whips!..whips!..Augustin,
go quickly and gather for me a handful of thorns in the garden. (While
waiting, he slaps her and insults her.) Oh! by my faith, I’m afraid she’s
dead: nothing works.
EUGÉNIE, with temper: Dead! dead! What! I’d have to wear mourning
clothes this summer, I, who’ve had such pretty dresses made!
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MME DE SAINT-ANGE, bursting into laughter: Ah! the little monster!...

DOLMANCÉ, taking the thorns from the hand of Augustin, who comes back
in: We’re going to see the effect of this last remedy. Eugénie, suck my cock
while I work to give you back a mother, and let Augustin render to me the
blows that I’m going to give. I wouldn’t be at all angry, chevalier, to see
you butt-fuck your sister: place yourself in such a manner that I can kiss
your ass-cheeks during the operation.

LE CHEVALIER: Let’s comply, since there isn’t any way to persuade this
villain that all he makes us do is hideous. (The scene arranges itself; Mme
de Mistival is whipped, she comes back to life.)
DOLMANCÉ: Eh well! do you see the effects of my remedy? I told you it
was sure.

MME DE MISTIVAL, opening her eyes: Oh! heavens! why do you recall me
from the bosom of the grave? Why return me to the horrors of life?

DOLMANCÉ, all the while whipping: Eh! really, my little mother, it’s that
everything isn’t said. Isn’t it necessary that you hear your sentence?..must it
not be executed?..Let’s go, gather around the victim, let her kneel in the
middle of the circle and let her tremble while listening to what’s going to
be announced to her. Begin, madame de Saint-Ange. (The following
pronouncements are made while the players are in action the whole time.)
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I condemn her to be hanged.

LE CHEVALIER: Cut, as with the Chinese, into eighty thousand pieces.

AUGUSTIN: Here, me, I’ll let her get off to be broken alive.

EUGÉNIE: My beautiful little mama will be pierced with sulfured wicks, to
which I charge myself to put fire to them one by one. (Here the
arrangement is broken off.)

DOLMANCÉ, cold-bloodedly: Eh well, my friends, in my quality as your
instructor, I myself will lighten the sentence; but the difference which is
going to be found between my pronouncement and yours, is that your
sentences were only the effects of a mordant mystification, mine instead are
going to be executed. I have, outside, a valet equipped with perhaps one of
the handsomest members in nature, but unhappily distilling the virus and
eaten by one of the most terrible poxes that’s yet been seen in the world.
I’m going to have him come in: he’ll shoot his venom in the two natural
conduits of this dear and amiable lady, to the end that as long as the
impressions of this cruel malady shall last, the whore will remember not to
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disturb her daughter when she’s having herself fucked. (Everyone applauds;
the valet is made to come in. Dolmancé to the valet:) Lapierre, fuck this
woman here; she’s extraordinarily healthy: this jouissance can cure you: the
remedy is not without precedence.
LAPIERRE: In front of everyone, sir?

DOLMANCÉ: Are you afraid to show us your prick?

LAPIERRE: No, my faith! because it’s very handsome...Come on, madame,
have the goodness to ready yourself, if you please.

MME DE MISTIVAL: Oh! just heaven! what horrible condemnation!

EUGÉNIE: This is better than dying, mama; at least, I’ll wear my pretty
dresses this summer!

DOLMANCÉ: Let’s amuse ourselves meanwhile; my advice would be for all
of us to whip each other: Mme de Saint-Ange will thrash Lapierre, in order
that he firmly encunt Mme de Mistival; I’ll thrash Mme de Saint-Ange,
Augustin will thrash me, Eugénie will thrash Augustin and will be whipped
herself very vigorously by the chevalier. (All is arranged. When Lapierre
has fucked her cunt, his master orders him to fuck her ass and he does it.)
Good! out, Lapierre. Here you are, here’s ten louis. Oh! by god! there’s an
inoculation like Tronchin never made in his life!
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: I believe it’s now very essential that the venom
which circulates in the veins of madame not be able to escape;
consequently, Eugénie must carefully stitch your cunt and your asshole, in
order that the virulent humor, more concentrated, and less subject to
evaporate, burn your bones more promptly.

EUGÉNIE: Excellent idea! Come on, let’s go, needles, thread!..Spread your
thighs, mama, so I can stitch you, so you’ll give me neither brothers nor
sisters. (Mme de Saint-Ange gives Eugénie a big needle, which holds a fat
waxed red thread; Eugénie stitches.)

MME DE MISTIVAL: Oh! heaven! what pain!

DOLMANCÉ, laughing like a madman: By god! the idea is excellent; it does
you honor, my dear woman; I would never have thought of it.

EUGÉNIE, pricking from time to time the lips of the cunt, in the interior and
sometimes the stomach and the mons: This is nothing, mama; it’s in order
to test my needle.
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LE CHEVALIER: The little whore is going to bath her in blood!

DOLMANCÉ, having himself jacked by Mme de Saint-Ange, facing the
operation: Ah! sacred fucking god! how this digression makes me hard!
Eugénie, multiply your stitches, so they hold better.

EUGÉNIE: I’ll make more than two-hundred of them, if it’s necessary...
Chevalier, jack me while I operate.

LE CHEVALIER, obeying: No one’s ever seen a little girl as debauched as
this!

EUGÉNIE, very inflamed: No invectives, chevalier, or I prick you! Content
yourself with tickling me as it’s necessary. A little on the ass, my angel, I
beseech you; have you then only one hand? I can no longer see, I’m going
to make stitches everywhere...Here, see where my needle wanders...To the
thighs, the tits...Ah! fuck! such pleasure!..

MME DE MISTIVAL: You’re tearing me, villain!..How I blush to have given
you being!
EUGÉNIE: Come now, quiet, little mama! there it’s done.

DOLMANCÉ, emerging hard from Mme de Saint-Ange’s hands: Eugénie,
cede me the ass, that’s my part.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: You’re too hard, Dolmancé, you’re going to martyr
her.
DOLMANCÉ: No matter! haven’t we the written permission to do it? (He
lays her on her stomach, takes the needle, and begins to sew her asshole.)
MME DE MISTIVAL, crying like a devil: Aie! aie! aie!

DOLMANCÉ, planting the needle very deep in the flesh: Shut yourself up
then, bitch! Or I’ll turn your ass into pulp...Eugénie, jack me!.

EUGÉNIE: Yes, but on the condition that you prick her very hard, because
you’ll admit that you spare her too much. (She jacks him.)
MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Work a little on those two fat ass-cheeks there for
me!
DOLMANCÉ: Patience, I’m going soon enough to hack her like a rump of
beef; you forget your lessons, Eugénie, you capped my prick!
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EUGÉNIE: It’s just that the pains of this whore inflame my imagination, to
the point that I no longer know exactly what to do.

DOLMANCÉ: Sacred fucking god! I’m beginning to lose my head. SaintAnge, let Augustin fuck your ass in front of me, I beseech you, during
which your brother will fuck your cunt, let me see asses, especially: this
scene then is going to end me. (He pricks the ass-cheeks, while the
arrangement that he has demanded is achieved.) Here, dear mama, receive
this, and this!..(He pricks in more than twenty places.)

MME DE MISTIVAL: Ah! pardon, sir! a thousand-thousand times pardon!
you’re killing me!..

DOLMANCÉ, wild with pleasure: I’d like to...It’s a long time since I’ve been
so hard; I wouldn’t have believed it after so many orgasms.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE, executing the arrangement asked: Is this alright,
Dolmancé?

DOLMANCÉ: Let Augustin turn a little to the right; I can’t see enough ass;
let him lean over: I want to see the hole.
EUGÉNIE: Ah! fuck! there, the bitch is all bloody!

DOLMANCÉ: Not bad. Come on, are you ready, the rest of you? As for
myself, in an instant I’ll spray the balm of life on the wounds I’ve just
made.

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Yes, yes, my heart, I’m cumming...we’re arriving at
the goal at the same time as you.

DOLMANCÉ, who has finished his operation, does nothing but multiply his
pricks on the ass-cheeks of the victim, while cumming: Ah! triple fucking
god! my sperm flows...it’s lost, fucking christ...Eugénie, direct it then on
the ass-cheeks that I sacrifice...Ah! fucking fuck! it’s finished...I’m no
longer able!..Why must weakness follow passions so alive!

MME DE SAINT-ANGE: Fuck! fuck me, my brother, I’m cumming!..(To
Augustin:) Move yourself, then, you fucking john! Don’t you know it’s
when I orgasm that it’s necessary to enter the farthest into my ass?..Ah!
sacred name of a god! how sweet it is to be fucked so by two men! (The
group breaks up.)

DOLMANCÉ: Everything is said. (To Mme de Mistival:) Whore! you can
redress yourself and leave now when you want to. Understand that we were
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authorized by your husband himself in all that we just did. We told you, but
you didn’t believe it: now read the proof of it. (He shows her the letter.) Let
this example serve to recall to you that your daughter is of an age to do
what she wants; that she loves to fuck, that she was born to fuck, and that,
if you don’t want to be fucked yourself, the best thing is to let her do what
she wants. Get out; the chevalier is going to take you back. Salute the
company, whore! Put yourself on your knees before your daughter, and ask
her pardon for your abominable conduct toward her...You, Eugénie, apply
two good slaps on madame your mother, and as soon as she reaches the
threshold of the door, make her cross it with a big foot in her ass.
(Everything is done.) Goodbye, chevalier; don’t go fucking the madame on
the way, remember that she’s sewn up and that she’s got the pox. (When
everyone has left.) For us, friends, let’s go to dinner and, from there, all
four to the same bed. This has been a good day! I never eat better, I never
sleep more peacefully than when I have sufficiently soiled myself during
the day with what fools call crimes.
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Appendix

Phrases to be used extemporaneously by Speaker Number One:

…Every man is only ever faithful to his penis; men are their penises,
penises are the men, and every penis is used to terrorize a woman into
submission…Pornography is the socialization of sex; pornography is the
power men have over women, the power of terror, the power of naming
women and of naming their desire…Pornography is the way power and
money are used against poor, powerless people…Sex is only ever an act of
absolute possession and an expression of absolute contempt for women…
The wantonness of rape is the model articulation of male power as a
culturally absolute power…That men, who are their penises, and not
women, have the power and the money to make pornography is terrorism
itself…Pornography is the economic debasement of women…This is how
men try to tame women’s sexuality…These are the motives of an
imperialist male sexuality…The sexual pleasure of men necessitates the
absolute nullification of women…Pornography is men forming women as
they want them to be…The supremacy of men depends on the ability of
men to view women as objects…If the perception of persons as objects of
desire is not a criminal act against the person so perceived, then there are
no criminal acts, because every violation of the female of the species
proceeds from this so-called normality…Without women as sexual objects,
men cannot fully experience their own selves, their penile power and
genital superiority and presence…Men are in love with mortality and
death…Every vagina means death…Pornography documents the rape that
is repeated every time the pornography is viewed…Sex is violent…Men
view pornography as the veiled truth of sex…And it is the truth of sex for
men…Death is the truthful essence of sex…For men there is no sex without
death as its fundamental driving force…This force is what men want more
than anything, but not women…Both wives and whores exist to service
men…And pornography is central to this male sex system…Women are sex
and sex is whoring… Pornography is the mass-marketing of women as
whores, as sex, for sale to any man…This is the terrorist army of men;
penises and their imaginary stand-ins are the ultimate weapons…Pornography is an environmental terrorism; men use it to terrorize women where
they live, where they work, in their neighborhoods…We’ve got to close
down these video stores that are a blight on every neighborhood…Where
women are bought and sold…And it’s all legal…In Amerika in the 21st c.
women are bought and sold in neighborhoods all over this country…It’s a
holocaust of immense proportions which will effect your grandchildren’s
children…It’s acted out on the bodies of every woman in Amerika…With
every look, with every leer, with every whistle…
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Phrases to be used extemporaneously by Speaker Number Two:

Pornography is sex that is forced…A training ground and practice of sexual
politics, institutionalized gender inequality…Pornography inscribes as an
institution the sexuality of male supremacy…Pornography is the reality of
sexuality…Pornography is the fundamental constitution of gender
inequality…Pornography produces the meaning that constructs and defines
men as men and women as women…Any means of defending pornography
has the effect of defending force and terrorism…Men have sex with an
image of woman…Pornography dehumanizes women in a culturally
prescriptive and empirically representative sense…Pornography gives men
the power of defining sex…To men you must control the social meaning of
sex in order to be a human being…If pornography is sex and gender is
sexual, and if pornography is gender inequality in practice, and if gender is
ideological, then pornography effects us by subordinating women…
Pornography creates an image of women for men to use to maintain their
erections…Pornography goes directly to the penis…In pornography,
women are made into what men want in sex…Rape, battery, prostitution,
sexual harassment…In pornography women desire being used, bound,
beaten, debased by sex, fucked…Pornography goes beyond its content, it
eroticizes power…Pornography makes women mean according to how they
can be sexually employed…Pornography is a participatory presence in the
eroticism of its viewers by creating sexual objects that are accessible to
men; the meaning and driving force of male sexuality is the possession and
consumption of these sexual objects…The socially constructed meaning
given to female sexuality as gender is to be consumed and possessed…Men
fuck their image of women…Pornography is sexual discrimination in
practice, the violation of the civil rights of women…Pornography is the
exact opposite of sexual equality…Pornography causes disparate inequality
…Pornography injures women and that injury, that hurt is our enforced
inferiority, which is the result…Pornography defined is that harm, a harm
of gender inequality, and that weighs more than any interest in Constitutional protections…That harm cannot be seen because it’s accepted as the
norm, as the way things are…Pornography harms women as a whole…
Pornography connects and cements male orgasms to the subordinate
position of women…It teaches men what sex is, what a woman is, and what
she’s for…Pornography is a system of discrimination, is brutality
condoned, debasement glorified, and defines the treatment and social
standing of an entire class of people…Pornography is lies about women…
All the wantonness, the humiliation, it’s all lies…Pornography is an injury
to women in the form of entertainment for men…
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The picket signs of the protesters can read:

Porn Is Violence
Porn Is Sexism
Porn Is Lies About Women
Porn Is A Disease
Porn Hurts Women And Children
Porn Is Men Hurting Women
Porn Is Sexual Slavery
This Victimizes Women
Porn Objectifies Women
Porn Dismembers
Porn Is Rape
Stop Woman Hating
Porn Is Sexist
Stop Porn
Porn Exploits Women
Porn Annihilates Women
Porn Is A Crime Being Committed (Porn Is The Annihilation Of Women)
Stop Hurting Women
Stop Sexual Crimes Against Women

Etc…
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Death to the factories of virtuous art...

PHILOSOPHY IN THE BOUDOIR
A new translation of the Marquis de Sade’s novel
in the form of a play, this version goes farther yet with
the incorporation of new material into Sade’s
context— the fifth dialogue pamphlet entitled “One
More Time Frenchmen If You Want To Be
Republicans” has been replaced with an original text
which takes as its starting point the contemporary
cultural debate surrounding so-called ‘pornography’.
This text attempts to situate that debate historically,
from the invention of ‘pornography’ at the
beginning of our modern era as a politicizing force
(as a form of political satire), to its contemporary,
politicized, in-ceptions. It attempts to use the
‘pornography’ debate to explore the relations
between sexuality and repre-sentation, as well as to
inform our views of the sexed human subject and the
possibilities of human subjec-tivities in the future. A
series of interwoven rhetorical gestures, plural,
fragmented, and pulverizing, the form itself of this
text seeks to be an antidote to the rigidly fixated and
ossified identities (as illusory consistencies) that so
dominate our cultural horizon. Seeking to instill a
proper realization and sense of self-difference,
precisely what is so glaringly absent from the
identificatory thinking which posits human
subjectivity as a unity reduced to consciousness, it
utilizes an uncompromising materialist perspective
on language and the signifier, standing against all
thinking that would reduce the signifier to
resemblance: you are not what you believe yourself to
resemble, and conversely, your desires in no way
resemble what you take to be ‘you’. A purposeful
effrontery, this provocative text neither seeks to encourage nor to even assuage what you take to be your
sexuality, but to throw it into doubt, One More
Time…
R.M.

